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ABSTRACT

Food labelling serves to (a) inform consumers about the attributes of a food product

so that they can make rational and well-informed choices; (b) assist manufacturers in

marketing their product; and (c) warn consumers about the inherent risks of certain

products, or ingredients in the product. The costs of labelling products fully and

informatively are borne by consumers, but the benefits of labelling outweigh the costs. To

understand the role of labelling in an regulatory system it is vital to consider the

arrangement of the provisions protecting consumers generally before considering food laws

and the labelling regulations. Furthermore, due to food being an international product, it

is necessary to consider foreign countries and the manner they go about in protecting

consumers.

The United Nations, under the auspices of the Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO) and the \Vorld Health Organization (WHO), established a Joint FAO/WHO Food

Standards Programme, called "Codex Alimentarius". The aim of the programme is to

establish standards that can be used internationally to narrow the gap between developed

countries and developing countries. To establish a standard various organs of the Codex

Alimentarius are consulted. In addition, the standards have to comply with a prescribed

format and follow a specified procedure. For the standard to be observed the member

country has to incorporate the standard into its domestic laws. One of the advantages of

the Codex Alimentarius is that the procedure to establish a standard is flexible. Australia,

United Kingdom and the United States of America are member of the Codex Alimentarius.

Australia, a federation of states, protects consumers by legislating either state

and/or Commonwealth laws. Often there is a combination of statutes. Examples of subjects

that are governed by both Commonwealth and states include false or misleading trade

practices, and weights and measures. Commonwealth laws only deal with the freedom of

information. Food laws are governed exclusively by state legislation. A significant area for

future reform is uniformity of the state food laws. There are also other areas for future

reform (eg date marking).

England and Wales protect consumers by enacting statutes that relate to private and

public rights. The important Acts that protect public rights are the Trade Descriptions Act,

Weights and Measures Act, Consumer Protection Act, Fair Trading Act and Food Act. One

of the provisions of the Criminal Courts Act is to protect personal rights when a consumer

suffers personal injury, loss or damage as a result of the offender committing an criminal

offence. Food labelling is governed by regulations, that are progressive. A fundamental
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criticism of the legislation and regulations is the lack of appropriate enforcement of the

laws. The enforcement of most of the above Acts is delegated to the local weights and

measures authorities. A further complication is the United Kingdom's membership of the

European Economic Community.

The United States of America enacts federal and state legislation. In protecting

consumers in respect of food, it enacts federal legislation. The important Acts include the

Fair Packaging and Labelling Act, the Meat Inspection Act, the Poultry and Poultry

Products Inspection Act and the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The United States

government also encourages openness, with regards to its public agencies, by creating the

Freedom of Information Act. The class action is an innovative remedy established in terms

of the Civil Procedure Act. The enforcement of food laws is delegated to the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA). The protection afforded by the United States government is

complex and sophisticated. Its laws serve as model for many countries.

The common law of South Africa has limited value in safeguarding consumers.

Consumer protection arise mostly by way of legislation and regulations. Consumers are

protected generally by the Measuring Units and National Measuring Standards Act, Trade

Metrology Act, Trade Practices Act and Harmful Business Practices Act, Standards Act,

Dairy Industries Act and the Marketing Act. Consumers are protected against harmful and

injurious foodstuffs by the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act, and the

regulations promulgated in terms of the Act. There are several problems with the laws, eg

lack of enforcement, lack of consumer awareness and education, and so on.

An analysis of the foreign countries discussed in Part II result in the indication of

twel ve themes.

Part III examine the twelve themes and present solutions. Some of the solutions are

based on comparisons with foreign countries discussed in Part 11.

The main issues that need to be addressed in the short-term are the lack of consumer

education and problems of enforcement of consumer protection. Long-term issues include

the feasibility of introducing a department of consumer affairs and the provision of

statutory civil remedies for consumers.
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PREFACE

My curiosity in food labelling was aroused when I examined general labelling

legislation for a LL.B. Research Project. During my research it was evident that food

labelling legislation is crucial if the laws are to safeguard the national food supply and

public health. Furthermore, the lack of any study carried out in South Africa in respect

of food law was unusual, considering the volumes written about it in other countries. This

encouraged me to undertake the task of examining food law, and in particular food

labelling legislation in South Africa.

My greatest regret is that the foreign component cannot always reflect the present

posi tion in the various countries discussed. This is due to the lack, of sufficient

informative material available in South Africa. Every effort has been made to ensure that

the laws stated are as recent as possible.

Due to the lack of any study of food labelling legislation in South Africa, it was

necessary to cover a broader prospective. Therefore, I have scanned most of the major

issues in a summary fashion. In addition, many changes are anticipated due to the

establishment of the Food Legislation Advisory Group (FLAG). Thus, it was not feasible

to do a in-depth study of the substantive provisions affecting food labelling.

I found it more beneficial to speak to people in industry, government bodies,

organizations, academia, and consumer bodies then employing questionnaires. The views,

however, offered by each interviewee is limited by his/her personal expertise and the

questions asked by me. I will like to take this opportunity to thank the various people who
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willingly consented to speak to me (see Appendix 1). Furthermore, I express my sincere

thanks to Prof R Walker (Professor in the Department of Biochemistry at the University

of Surrey) and Dr R L Hall (Former President of the International Union of Food Science

and Technology (IUFoST) and former Vice President of McCormick and Co., Inc.) for

forwarding information to me.

I will like to express my thanks to the following organizations and people:

Deu tscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD) (Bursary - 1988 and 1989); Attorney's

Fidelity Fund (Bursary - 1989); Checkers South Africa Ltd (Conference fees - 1988); Mrs

L Adendorff and Iv1rs S Moodley (editing); Mrs N Tenant and Dr H S Boparai (proof

reading).

Furthermore, I will like to thank my supervisor, Prof D J McQuoid-Mason, (Dean

of the Faculty of Law at the University of Natal), and co-supervisor, Prof A E J McGill,

(Professor in the Department of Food Science at the University of Pretoria), for their

unwavering assistance (especially at the end, when time was of the essence).

The whole thesis, unless specifically indicated to the contrary In the text, is my

own work.

DURBAN

MARCH 1990

C P LAKHANI
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C H APT E R 1: I N T ROD U C T ION

"A young man unconcernedly tosses this canned food product and that
packaged food item into his supermarket cart. Across the aisle, a woman
picks through the products, carefully reading the labels to make sure that
none of the items she puts into her basket contains sugar. Another shopper
checks the ingredient labelling with a pleased expression on his face, assured
that there's no monosodium glutamate (MSG) in the food he's buying, since
he's allergic to MSG. A fourth person intently reads the labels on one can and
scans another, occasionally shaking her head in dismay..

Such scenes occur daily in supermarkets across the country. Some people read
labels, others don't. Some scan them intently for what seems to be trivial
information. Others find the information confusing, bewildering,
uninteresting.,,1

1. ORIGINS OF LABELLING

The development of any economy is reflected in the development of its food

labelling. It was only in the eighteenth century that consumers required containers.

Previously consumers either grew food to meet their needs or exchanged goods with

neighbours. With the advent of general stores in the early eighteenth century, a demand for

containers commenced. At this stage consumers took along their own containers. In the mid-

eighteenth century food manufacturers began to ship goods due to the onset of

urbanization. This resulted in a need for foodstuffs to be prepacked in containers. 2

The containers had to be labelled with the contents. The information provided was

basic. In the late eighteenth century with the change in technology, (which resulted in a

larger scale of food production), the need for packaging and labelling increased. The need

was satisfied by advancements in packaging and labelling technologies. By the late

eighteenth century and beginning of twentieth century there were considerable changes in

~J T Heimbach "Food Labels get High Readership" (July-August 1979) 13 FDA Consumer 10 10.
S G Hadden Read the Label (1986) 3.
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techniques of production, distribution and marketing of consumer goods. During these

changes labelling began to play a prominent role.3 One of the initial pieces of legislation

that affected labelling was passed in 1906 in the United States of America, (Le. the Pure

Food and Drug Act). Thereafter, governments in other countries began intervening with

food labelling. The simple label, (which required only the name of the product), has

changed to the present label, which is regulated by government agencies.

2. FEATURES OF A LABEL

The characteristics of a label and the objectives of labelling have altered since its

inception. At present, the characteristics of a label include:

(a) Identifying the product (eg the name and description of the product, etc.);

(b) informing consumers about the product (eg ingredient list, durability dates,

price, etc.);

(c) presenting4 the product so that it does not deceive consumers; and

(d) individualizing the product by using claims.5

When providing information on a label the universal policy is to ensure that the labelling

is truthful, informative and unambiguous, (i.e. it must not mislead or deceive consumers).6

The initial objective of a label was to inform consumers about the name of the

product. At present, however, labels have several objectives:

(a) To inform consumers.? For consumers to make a rational and well-informed

choice information is a fundamental requirement.8 Accordingly, consumers

rely on prior knowledge and information available at the point of sale.

1Y10reover, with the advent of supermarkets and self-service it" became

3ibid .

4presentation is wide enough to encompass presentation of the product on the shelves and not only the label on the

pac~~fe~an Hecke "Aspects of International Food Legislation" Unpublished paper presented at the Food Law Seminar
(198g) University of Stellenbosch.

7\V E Byerley "Foo? Labelling" (19i4) 29 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 229 ~.
8.-\ Gerard An Outlme of Food Law (Structure. Principles. Main Provisions) (1975) 51.

D Shannon "The Law of the Label" (1975-1976) 1 Universitv of Kew South Wales Law Journal 241 241.
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necessary for sellers to inform consumers about the attributes of the product.

Consumers also need to be informed about new products and new

technologies.9 Thus a label contains - (i) descriptive information (eg name

of the product); (ii) usage information (eg directions of use); (iii)

precautionary information (eg safety); (iv) service information (eg

warranties); and (v) other information (eg brand names).'o

(b) A label also functions as a marketing too1. 11 Due to self-service shopping and

the present method of packaging products, a label is a tool that can be used

by marketers. A label (and the package) can develop a distinctive image.

Furthermore, it can be used to make a package look attractive. 12 In addition,

a label with full information can be used to enhance consumer confidence

and satisfaction. 13

Cc) A label can· be used to warn consumers about the risks inherent in a

product.
14

The information on a label could also include antidotes if

dangerous ingredients are used. 15 An example of a label being used to warn

consumers about risks is found in the United States of America where any

food containing saccharine (a sweetener) has to include a warning on the

labe1. 16

The use of labelling is not without cost. Costs include: Ca) The cost of enforcement; 17

Cb) the cost of compliance; 18 Cc) the cost of legislating; and Cd) the cost of educating

9Shannon~ 254.

10International Advertising Association (IAA) Labelling and Advertising: Their Function in Consumer Information
(198ii 5.

1 Shannon OD cit 241.

~;J Gray F~tolerance:Fact or Fiction (1986) 112.
14 S Barnes & M Blakeney Advertising Regulations (1982) 150.
1_Hadden~~58.

)Hadden OD cit 3.
16 --
17For further details see below 128.
8Barnes & Blakeney OD ci;; 150.

1 ibid. --
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consumers to read the labe1. 19 The justification for labelling, however, compensates for the

cost of labelling. The justification for labelling products includes inter alia:

Ca) Labelling tends to be cheaper than direct regulation for both the

manufacturer and the regulatory agencies. 2o

(b) Labelling is flexible. 21

(c) Labelling also ensures that there is fair competition among competitors.22

(d) Labelling allows for a balance of power between buyers and sellers. 23

(e) Labelling also permits consumers to consider whether the product suits their

needs and to compare one brand with another to ensure that they purchase

products to suit their needs. 24 This leads to a better quality of products

because consumers will choose the brand they prefer. 25

(f) Due to advancement in technology, products are complex and a label assists

consumers. 26

Food (and other products) have become mass produced, pre-packaged and mass

marketed.
27

Thus, there is a need to label products. Each product requires different

information to be disclosed to consumers so that consumers can make wise and rational

choices.

19Without education a label is futile. The information is provided but consumers can disseminate the information. (See
Sha~Bon 2.2...ili 241).

Hadden op cit 258.
21' b 'd22-1_1.

Hadden OD cit 3.
23 ibid . ~-

2:Barnes & Blakeney OD cit 150.
2)ibid. --
2t,-
~ vR Cranston Consumers and the Law 2 ed (1984) 1.

~7p M Holt "Food Packaging and Labelling" A J Duggan & L W Darvall (eds) Consumer Protection Law and Theorv
(1980) 57.
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3. PRINCIPLES
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Due to (a) the debasement of food and (b) the sophistication and complexities

attached to the labelling of foods, it became necessary for governments to intervene.

Consequently, many governments established food laws.28 There are four aspects to food

laws. These are:

(a) Definitions: These define not only food but also other essential terms used

in the legislation.

(b) General principles: For example, the wording of the legislation may differ

but most countries provide that food must not be adulterated or harmful.

,(c) Enabling clauses: These specify the public bodies vested with the power of

enforcing the rules and the nature and limits of powers to be exercised.

(d) Penal provisions: Penalties cannot be imposed upon an offender unless they

are provided for by the law. Thus, it is necessary for the law to define the

offences that can be committed and the resultant penalties. It also has to lay

down the procedures before an offender can be convicted. 29

One of the functions of food laws is to ensure that consumers are informed

adequately. This is facilitated by labelling. Labelling also has to comply with certain

general principles. These are summed up by the United Kingdom's Food Standards

Committee as follows: 30 -

(a) "All food whether prepacked or non-packed should be
identified in ways readily visible to the purchaser. This should
apply whenever the food is sold and should no longer be
restricted to retail sales. The only exception should be sales to
a manufacturer for the purpose of his business;

~8The United States passed the Pure Food and Drug Act in 1906.
9Gerard 00 cit 17-18.

30HMSO ~StandardsCommittee Second Report on Food Labelling (1979) FSC/REP/69. (Hereafter referred to
as the Food Standards Committee Reoort).
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Cb)

(c)

Cd)

(e)

(f)

(g)

food should be sold without deceit to composition and
character and should be so labelled as to enable a prospective
purchaser to make a fair and informed choice based on clear
and informative labelling;

established food names should be protected: debasement of
accepted and common food names should be prevented;

pedantic detail and excessive labelling should be avoided as
this may confuse or mislead the consumer;

pictures on labels, shapes of packages and the presentation of
food may exert powerful influences on the prospective
purchaser and should be considered as candidates for control
in the same way as the words used on labels: indeed for some
sectors of the population, they may have a greater significance
than names and descriptive material;

legislation should protect both consumers and honest and
diligent traders: it should allow fair comparison between
products;

the interests of consumers should be paramount.,,31

7

These principles should be kept in mind when food labelling regulations are considered.

4. DEFINITIONS

It is necessary to define two essential terms, i.e. "labelling" and "food". These

definitions are considered in light of developments in foreign countries.

(a) "Labelling"

The definition of "labelling" in South Africa is to be found in the Foodstuffs,

Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act. 32 It means-

"~lnY brand or mark or any written, pictorial or other descriptive matter
appearing on or attached to or packed in or packed with any foodstuff,
cosmetic or disinfectant or its package, and referring to such foodstuff,
cosmetic or disinfectant; and when used as a verb, means to brand or mark
or to attach or to provide in any other manner with, any written, pictorial
or other descriptive matter.,,33

~~FoOd Standards ReDort OD cit l~.
~o 54 of 1972.

33$ 1.
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The Codex Alimentarius34 defines a "label" as-

"any tag, brand, mark, pictorial or other descriptive matter, written, printed,
stencilled, marked, embossed or impressed on, or attached to, a container of
food ,,35,

and "labelling" as-

"any written, printed or graphic matter that is present on the label,
accompanies the food, or is displayed near the food, including that for the

f .. 1 d· I ,,36purpose 0 promotIng Its sa e or Isposa.

Australia defines a "label" as-

"any tag brand mark or statement in wrItIng or any representation or design
or other descriptive matter on or attached to or used or displayed in
connection with or accompanying and food or any package or food; and 'to
label' has a corresponding interpretation.,,37

The United Kingdom defines "labelling" as-

"in relation to food, ... any words, particulars, trade mark, brand, name,
pictorial matter or symbol relating to the food and appearing on the
packaging of the food or any other document, notice, label, ring, or collar
accompanying the food.,,38

Finally, the United States of America defines a "label" as-

"a display of written, printed or graphic matter upon the immediate
container of any article; and a requirement made by or under authority of
this Act that any word, statement, or other information appear on the labels
shall not be considered to be complied with unless such word, statement, or
other information also appears on the outside container, wrapper, if any
there be, of the retail package of such article, or is easily legible through the
outside container or wrapper,,,39

and "labelling" as-

"all labels and other written, printed, or graphic matters Cl) upon any article
or any of its containers or wrappers or (2) accompanying such article.,,4o

8

3!.A joint food standards programme established by the United Nations' Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
and3~'orld Hea~th Org~nization ~W.HO). .

Codex Ahmentanus CommissIOn Reoort of the Eighteenth Session of the Codex Committee on Food Labelling 11
18 March 1985 (ALINORM 85/22A). This definition is found in the "Draft General Standard for the Labelling of
Pre~tckaged Foods". In 1985 the draft standards had advanced to Step 8 of the Codex procedures (see below 25).

j ibid.
3~of the Model Food Act.
;~Reg (2) of the Food Labeliing Regulations 1984 (Ko 1305).
I ;'Para (k) of 21 USCS § 321.
-·.... P::.r::. (m) 0: 21 uses § 321.
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The various definitions of "labels" and "labelling" are similar except for variations

in the wording. However, it must be noted that the United States deviates from the general

definition by ensuring that statements that accompany a package and not visible to the

consumer, are not part of the definition of a "label" (but they do form part of "labelling").

In comparison, the other definitions include such statements as part of the "labeL"

Furthermore, the United Kingdom is the sole definition that includes "trade marks" in the

definition of a label.

Cb) Food

The definition of "food" is also essential for the study of food labelling legislation.

South Africa defines "foodstuff" as-

"any article or substance (except a drug as defined in the Drugs Control Act,
1965 (Act No. 101 of 1965)) ordinarily eaten or drunk by man or purporting
to be suitable, or manufactured or sold, for human consumption, and
includes any part or ingredient of any such article or substance, or any
substance used or intended or destined to be used as part or ingredient of
any such article or substance.,,41

Codex Alimentarius defines "food" as-

"any substance, whether processed, semi-processes or raw, which is intended
for human consumption, and includes drinks, chewing gum and any
substance which has been used in the manufacture, preparation or treatment
of 'food' but does not include cosmetics or tobacco or substances used only
as drugs."

Australia defines "food" in the Model Food Act as-

"a substance or matter ordinarily consumed or intended to be consumed by
man and includes-
(a) drink;

(b) chewing gum;

(c) any ingredient food additive or other substances that enters
into or is capable of entering into or is used in the composition
or preparation of food;

(d) any other substance for the time being proclaimed under sub
section (3) to be food - but does not include a drug."

4'
's 1 of the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act.
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The United Kingdom defines "food" as-

"unless the context otherwise requires, 'food' includes drink, chewing gum
and other products of a like nature and use, and articles and substances used
as ingredients in the preparation of food or drink or of such products, but
does not include-
(a) water, live animals and birds;
(b) fodder or feeding stuffs for animals, birds or fish; or
(c) articles or substances used only as drugs."42

10

The United States defines "food" in the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act simply as-

"meaning (1) articles used for food or drink for man or other animals, ~2)

chewing gum, and (3) articles used for components of any such article."4

The definition of food in South Africa is wide enough to include all foods and

drinks consumed by man. A variation of the definition is found in the United Kingdom

definition where "food" includes articles consumed by animals, while the United States

expressly prohibits the inclusion of this item as food. Another difference is that all

definitions, except South Africa, specifically includes chewing gum in the definition of

food. A common feature among the definition of "food" discussed above is that all the

definitions include food, drinks, and food additives as part of the definition of food.

5. SCOPE OF RESEARCH

Food law is no longer a national issue. It has developed into an international

concern. Due to shortages in the food supply and consumers demanding certain foods all

year around it has become necessary to trade in foods. Furthermore, issues that affe'ct

consumers are communicated quickly. In addition, it is expensive for every country to

investigate the safety of all foods. By relying on tests done in other countries costs can be

reduced. Thus, any study of food laws, (and specially labelling legislation), will be

incomplete if it does not include an examination of foreign legislation (Part II).

~;5 131(1) of the Food Act 1984.
Para (f) of 21 uses § 321.
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The first important organization that sets international standards is the Codex

Alimentarius. The importance of studying the Codex Alimentarius is based on the fact that

it is the only international assembly that concerns itself with consumer protection and food

laws. The Codex Alimentarius not only concerns itself with the developed countries but

also assists developing countries in setting standards. The problem with the Codex

Alimentarius, however, is that the established standards may be acceptable for developed

countries, but developing countries may not have the equipment; expertise; and the

infrastructure to comply with the set standards.

The countries chosen for discussion in this work are Australia, England and Wales,

and the United States of America. All three are developed countries. South Africa is

unique in comparison because it is partially developed and partially developing. The food

laws in South Africa, however, are regulated as if the country is fully developed and do

not take into account the developing section of the population.

Australia was selected because it is a southern hemisphere country and has a federal

constitution (which can be compared to the United States). In addition, Australia

substantially observes the standards and the pronouncements of the Codex Alimentarius.

England and Wales (as representing the United Kingdom) were chosen because (a)

they are part of the EEC (and a member of the Codex Alimentarius); (b) they have historic

ties with South Africa; and (c) England and Wales' food laws often serves as a model for

South Africa.

The United States of America was selected because (a) its Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) and its food laws have served as a model for numerous foreign

countries; (b) it is more consumer protection orientated than the United Kingdom; and (c)

it also complies with the Codex Alimentarius to a limited extent. The United States is

considered to be in the forefront of food laws.
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This study excludes a discussion of trade marks, patents and designs. The labelling

aspect of food laws deals with the information that is supplied on the "main panel" of a

label. A "main panel" is defined as-

"such part of the label as bears the brand or trade name of the product in
greatest prominence and any such other part of the label as bears the brand
name or trade name in equal prominence.,,44

In this work a comparative study is made of those Acts that indirectly protect

consumers in the area of food law before turning to food laws in particular. Thereafter the

country's laws (and the application of the laws) are criticized before a comparison is

drawn.

Part III of the study deals with twelve important issues that need to be examined.

The issues investigated are those features that are of benefit, (or detriment), to the country

discussed in Part II. Recommendations for solving the problems peculiar to South Africa

are also made.

Part IV deals with the conclusions.

11

---Reg (1) of G:\ R908 GGE 5565 of 27 ~ay 1977 (Reg Gaz 3506).
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C H APT E R 2: I N T ERN A T ION A L S TAN D A R D S

FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

1. INTRODUCTION

"Food is an international language which everybody understands. People
around the world also understand, appreciate, and support efforts to upgrade
and improve diets which brings us to Codex Alimentarius - the United
Nations organization that develops international standards for _food
products.,,1

For several years attempts had been made by various developed countries to

improve food laws so that foodstuffs could be traded freely in the international

marketplace. An international marketplace will result in economies of scale for producers

and increased choice of products for consumers. 2 On the other hand, in the developing

cou ntries ad ul teration had persisted. The authorities were concerned with removing

contaminants as well as controlling additives. Furthermore, the British colonies in Africa

introduced the laws of Britain. The legislation was based on the British Food and Drug Act

1875. The problem was that- (a) few countries updated their legislation; (b) the standard

of control was inadequate because of lack of skilled people to enforce the laws; and (c) the

colonies lacked the infrastructure necessary to implement basic food laws which satisfied

their resources and needs. As a result many countries had inappropriate food laws. A

solution was repealing and replacing the existing legislation3 to boost much needed foreign

trade and avoid the wastage of raw materials. An alternative was an international

programme that assisted the former British colonies to eliminate adulteration in a manner

that is comparable to modern developed countries.

'E F Kimbrell "Food Composition Regulation and Codex Standards" (1978) 30 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 145
145.

;~.J Taylor Food Additives (1980) 88.
lbld.
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The United Nations saw a need to- (a) remove duplication of work, avoid conflict

between participating organizations, and coordinate the efforts of the developed

countries;4 and (b) assist the developing countries to introduce a system whereby the

country could repeal and replace existing laws with internationally recognized rules.5 In

1963 the United Nations, under the auspices of its specialized. agencies, the Food and

Agriculture' Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO), established

a new Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme. The programme is named "Codex

Alimentarius".

The purpose of the Codex Alimentarius is to:

(a) Protect consumer health6 by providing consumers with a wholesome supply

of well-produced 7 and good quality food products;8

(b) ensure fair practice in food trade;9

(c) co-ordinate all international food standards 10 work undertaken by

governmental and non-governmental organizations; 11

(d) harmonize domestic food laws by harmonizing legal requirements of

participating countries; 12

(e) "determine priorities, initiate and guide the preparation of draft standards

through, and with the aid of, appropriate organizations; finalize the

standards and, after acceptance by the various participating governments,

publish them in the Codex Alimentarius"; 13

4Kimbrell 00 cit 145.
5 --
Taylor 2..I2.....£i.£ 88.

6Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme "Statutes of the Codex Alimentarius" (hereafter referred to as "Codex
Statutes") Codex Alimentarius Commission, Procedural Manual (hereafter referred to as Codex Procedural Manual) 2 ed
(1961,) Article 1(a).

Kimbrell 00 cit 145-146.
~D ~{ Levi~rnationalRegulatorv Regimes vol 2 (1976) 379. •
10C~dex Statutes" Codex. Proce~ura! .Man~al 00 cit Article 1(a).

These standards contaIn specIficatIOns In respect of compositional criteria; quality; labelling provisions' factors
c~ncemi~gfood hygie?e; permissible food additives; contaminants; permissible quantities of pesticide residue; and :nethods
01 aQ;.]vslS and samolIng.

~~"~o~ex Statu~es" ~odex Procedural ~anual o? cit .A..rticle l(b}.
13~lmDrel~~ 14;, -146. Consequently, re:novIng non-tariff barriers to trade in the international marketplace.

Codex :::>tatutes" Codex P:-ocedural ~hnl;al op cit A:-ticle 1(c), (d).
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(f) amend published standards after carrying out an appropriate survey in the

light of innovative developments; 14 and

(g) assist developing countries to achieve effective controls like the developed

countries. 15

Membership of the Codex is voluntary for all members and associate members of the

FAO and/or \VHO. Any country wishing to participate must notify the Codex Alimentarius

Commission. In 1963 the Codex had a membership of 40 countries but increased its

membership to 129 countries by 1987. 16

2. STRUCTURE

The Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme ("Codex Alimentarius") consists

of several divisions. These include the Codex Alimentarius Commission; the Executive

Committee; the Secretariat; and the Subsidiary bodies.

A. The Codex Alimentarius Commission 1Yl

The Commission is recognized as the plenary body of the organization and all

mem ber countries are represented in the Commission. The Commission meets at appropriate

intervals during the year. 18 The primary function of the Commission is to co-ordinate the

various efforts of different countries and organizations in respect of food standards. The

Commission is empowered to establish subsidiary bodies to fulfil its functions.

Furthermore, it can exchange information and views with other bodies and discuss

standards that are being prepared. 19

1~"Codex Statutes" Codex Procedural Manual op cit Article l(e).
bTaylor OD cit 92-93.

16D LHo~ "Codex Alimentarius Commission: 25 Years of Fair Trade and Consumer Protection" (1987) 42 Food
Druf"_Cosmetic Law Journal 163 163. --

i: "Codex Statutes" Codex Procedural Manual OD cit Article l.
18Levie OD cit 386.

19S Shuboer "The Codex Alimentarius Commission Under International Law" (1972) 21 International and Comparative
L3w OU3:-ter!v 631 646.
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B. The Executive Committee 20

17

The Executive Committee is a smaller body incorporating ten members. The

Committee consists of the Commission's chairman, three vice-chairmen and six elected

members to ensure that there is global representation. 21 The primary function of the

Committee, which meets semi-annually, is to consider controversial issues and submit

. h C " 22recommendatIOns to t e ommlSSIOn.

C. The Secretariat

The Codex Alimentarius' Joint Secretariat consists of fifteen members. They serve

an administrative function which includes:

"... coordinating the development of Codex standards, assuring appropriate
review of specific matters by different committees, and bringing unresolved
issues and potential inconsistencies with prior decisions to the attention of
the appropriate Codex organ."23

D. Subsidiary Bodies 24

In order for the Commission to carry out its mandate, several subsidiary and

associated bodies have been established. 25 The creation of a subsidiary body is dependent

on two conditions: (a) The subsidiary body must be, in the Commission's judgement,

necessary for the accomplishment of the Commission's tasks; and (b) there must be

sufficient funds available. 26

The types of subsidiary bodies that have been established include the Worldwide

General Subject Codex Committee; Worldwide Commodity Codex Committee; Regional

Committees; Associated Advisory Committees; and other committees.

~~"Codex Statutes" Codex Procedural Manual 2.J2...ili Article 6.
ibid.

22Levie 2.J2...ili 386.
23L · . --n

! eVle OD Clt ~~~.

2..."C· S ,. C' P d I M I . .
2 ~ oaex tatutes oaex roce ura anua op Clt Article 7

) .
"Rules of Procedure of the Codex Alimentarius Commission" (hereafter referred to as "Codex Rules of Procedure")

Cod~x Procedural :\1a:1'..1al C!J -:it Rule IX.
25Shubber O!J cit 639. --
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I. \VorIdwide General Subject Codex Committee27

The primary function of the General Subject Codex Committee is to prepare draft

standards for the approval of the Commission. The Committee consists of representatives

from the various member countries. The frequency of meetings varies from committee to

committee depending on factors such as workload and available funds. 28

11. \VorIdwide Commodity Codex Committee29

The function of the Commodity Codex Committee is to prepare draft standards for

particular commodities for the approval by the Commission.30 The frequency of meetings

varies. Membership consists of representatives from member countries. By 1987 the

Commission had established approximately two hundred commodity standards.31

A unusual feature of both, the General Subject Codex Committee and the

Commodity Codex Committee, is that their operating expenses are borne by a "hosting"

member country. Any member of the Codex Alimentarius can agree to "host" a committee

on a permanent basis. The duties of the host country includes the duty to provide the

locale, appoint the chairman, and bear the expense of the meeting.32 For example, the

function of the General Subjects Codex Committee on Food Labelling is- (a) to draft

guidelines that are of assistance to commodity committees in respect of elaborating

labelling provisions in the Codex standards; and (b) to consider amendments to established

standar.ds, to endorse labelling provisions prepared by individual commodity committees,

or to draft the necessary provisions. 33 Canada is the host for the General Subjects Codex

Committee on Food Labelling. Its first session was held in Ottawa, Canada from 21-25

June, 1965. The nineteenth session was held in Ottawa, Canada from 9-13 March, 1987. In

the nineteenth session the Committee amended the revised text of the "General Standards

27General subjects include food hygiene; food additives; pesticide residue; food labelling; and methods of analysis and
Sarnz1ling .

Levie 00 cit 435.

~~Eg sugars, processed foods, vegetables, oils and fats, etc.
31" Codex Rules of Procedure" Codex Procedural Manual 00 cit Rule IX.

Houston 00 cit 164.
32Levie 00 cit 387.
33C ,.l ---;--1' ~. C " R ~ r· h E" .ouex ."'\. Imen .. anus OmmlS:3IOn eoor~ 01 t eighteenth SeSSIOn of the Codex Commlttee on Food Labelling

(hereafter referred to as Ei'!"hteenth Session Reoort) 11-18 March 1985 (ALI~OR..\{ 85/22A).
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for the Labelling of Prepackaged Foods" that had reached step 834 in the eighteenth session.

The "General Standards for the Labelling of Prepackaged Foods" was first adopted In

1969.35 The Committee's other accomplishments include the drafting of guidelines in

respect of nutritional labelling; date marking; claims; etc.36

Ill. Regional Committees

There are two types of regional committees. The first is the Regional Co-ordination

Committee, whose function is to co-ordinate the preparation of draft standards pertaining

to a particular region, and the second type is a Regional Committee, whose function is to

prepare draft regional standards on specific subjects.37

IV. Associated Advisory Committees

The advisory committees comprise of experts appointed by the FAO and WHO. The

experts are chosen because of their specialized knowledge and experience in the field they

represent. Consequently, the experts are appointed in their individual capacity. They give

technical and scientific advice38 but are independent from the Codex Alimentarius

Commission. 39

Examples of two relevant expert committees are: (a) the Joint FAO/WHO Expert

Committee on Food Additives (JECFA); and (b) the Joint FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert

Committee on Wholesomeness of Irradiated Food.

(i) Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA)

JECFA consists of individual experts acting in their personal capacity because of

their specialized kno\vledge and experience in the field of food additives.

;~Of its ten.-step le.gislative ~ro:edure. See below 24.

Codex Ahmentanus CommlsslOn Recommended International General Standards For the Labelling of Prepackaged
Foo§! (~969) (CAC/P~S 1-1969). .

37El~hteenth Sess!o:1 Report ~.
Levie op cit 387.

~~Cod.ex Alir:nen:::-i;.;.s Cor:unission Food Additives (1983) (CAC/VOL. XIV - Ed.l) 3.
Levle~3c~.
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"Their recommendations are based on scientific and technical considerations
regarding safety of food additives. The Expert Committee evaluates .fOOd
additives on the basis of available scientific data and, where approprIate,
establishes "acceptable daily intake" (ADI) and "specifications of identity
and purity for the food additives." ... The views and recommendations form
part of the deliberations of the Codex Committee on Food Additives as the
basis for reaching decisions concerning the safety or otherwise of substances
intended to be added to food.,,40

20

There is a publication of a single volume41 of all the provisions relating to food

additives which have been adopted by the Codex Alimentarius Commission due to JECFA's

recommendations. This volume is an advisory document and, therefore, not subject to

formal acceptance.

(ii) Joint FAOIIAEA 42 IWHO Expert Committee on Wholesomeness of Irradiated Food

This expert committee's task is to consider all aspects of food irradiation, including

the wholesomeness of food processed by ionizing energy. The expert committee published

the "Codex General Standard for Irradiated Foods" and a "Recommended International

Code of Practice for the Operation of Radiation Facilities" .43 The established standard

requires acceptance by member countries before it becomes binding, while the code of

practice is merely an advisory document.44

v. Other Committees45

Other committees include (a) the Joint FAO/WHO Committee of Government

Experts on the Code of Principles Concerning Milk and Milk Products; and (b) the United

Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).46

40Food Additives op cit 3.
41 ibid .
42-1 -, t' I A . E43 nterna I~na t~mIc ner.gy. Agency.

CodexAhmentanus CommISSIon Codex General Standard for Irradiated Foods and Recommended International Code
of Puctice for the Operation of Radiation Facilities Used for the Treatment of Foods (1984) (CACiVOL. XV _ Ed. 1).

See below 26.

~~The. respo~sibilities of these bodies is beyond the scope of the topic, but have been mentioned for completeness.
LevIe OD Clt 604.
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The structure of the Codex Alimentarius is elaborate and complex.47 Often the

activities of the various organs of the Codex Alimentarius overlap. The task of the

Secretariat is to co-ordinate the work of the several organs in such a manner that the

recommendation of standards is not delayed.

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDARDS

The primary function of the Codex Alimentarius is to design food standards that

will be accepted internationally. The purpose of a food standard is to-

"establish objectives and permanent reference grounds for the purpose of:
(a) Identifying the product which is the subject of the standard (Le.

identity standard);
(b) determining the substantial minimal quantities it should offer, namely as

regards its contents (compositional standard);
(c) defining, contingently, the differential grades of quality for the same

product (quality standards); and
(d) standardizing and rationalizinj the modes of presentation to the public

(labelling and presentations).,,4

Standards may be either specific or general:

(a) Specific or vertical standards involve a determined product, or a very

specific category of products, (eg dairy products, products with a milk base,

etc.);

(b) General or horizontal standards are linked to the definition of common

characteristics of foodstuffs, or beverages as a whole, or to a generic and

wide range of products. 49

The Codex Alimentarius drafts several types of standards. These include:

(a) General standards which deal with groups of food (eg Recommended

International General Standards for the Labelling of Prepackaged Foods);50

~~See Appendix 2 for an organizational chart.

49A Gerard "International Food Standards and National Laws" (1978) 33 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 281 281.
ibid.

50----L · . 393eVle 00 Clt .
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(b) Specific commodity standards which deal with, or are ultimately intended

to cover, all principal processed; semi-processed; or raw foods intended for

distribution to consumers (eg Recommended International Standards for

Canned Applesauce);51 and

(c) Regional standards which are often considered as alternatives to worldwide

standards (eg Recommended European Regional Standards for Honey). The

regional standards may be either general or specific.52

For the correct drafting of a standard a prescribed format is to be complied with.

The format includes the following:

(a) The name of the standard.

(b) The scope of the food to which the standard is applicable.

(c) The definition or description of the food.

(d) The essential composition and quality factors concerned, including

requirements as to compulsory and optional ingredients.

(e) The permitted food additives and, where appropriate, the maximum amounts

permitted in that food.

(f) The permissible contaminants, including pesticide residues and the permitted

amounts of such contaminants.

(g) Provisions relating to food hygiene.

(h) Provisions relating to weights and measures.

(i) The labelling provisions, which include the precise specification as to what

may be and can be included on the label and what must be excluded from

the la bel.

(j) The method of analysis and sampling. 53

5\bid.
52-L · . 9
~ eVle~40.
)3L · . 39eVle~ 4-395.
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The Codex Alimentarius also publishes supplementary material (i.e. advisory

material) in place of standards. The advisory material is not intended to be binding on

member countries. The aim of the advisory material is to provide useful and practical

advice that can be used in conjunction with the standards. The importance of the material

is apparent if one considers that there is a vast gap between developed and developing

countries. The advisory material is designed to narrow the gap for developing countries so

that the draft standards can be used by all member countries.

Advisory material may take the form of codes, general principles, and guidelines.

These are:

(a) Codes. The function of the codes is to assist a member country in meeting

the requirements set out in a standard (eg Codes of Hygienic Practice). The

matters covered by such codes include raw material requirements;

transportation; equipment; environmental factors such as sanitation, lighting,

and ventilation; packaging; storage; etc. 54

(b) General principles. The aim of this type of advisory material is to set out

fairly general rules covering a wide variety of products or processes (eg

General Principles for the Use of Food Additives).55

(c) Guidelines. This is a general category that can be used for various purposes

and in various contexts (eg Guideline for Labelling Provision in Codex

Standards).56

Advisory material serves two purpose: (a) Direct use by members as they see fit, and

at their discretion, so that the member can improve food laws applying in that country;

and (b) selective use of such material by the committees in regard to individual

standards. 57

:Levie OD cit 417-419 ..., --
-Levie OD cit 422-433.
6i ::. id . --
~L' .eVle OD Clt 428.
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4. LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

24

An elaborate procedure has to be complied with before a draft standard can be

issued as a recommended standard, or for advisory material to be established.

The rationale for the prescribed procedure is that in order for a standard, or

advisory material, to be effectively applied in a domestic market, it should allow for

participation by the government, interested bodies and organizations of the member

cou ntries. 58 Furthermore, the procedure to establish standards should be reassuring and

familiar to the government representatives because the government representative

encourage the standards' acceptance into the domestic marketplace.59 It is suggested that

the lack of proper procedures has caused several international agreements to fail. 60

The ten-step guideline for a draft procedure can be summarized as follows:

(a) Step 1: The Commission decides that a standard should be introduced and

sets up a committee.

(b) Step 2: The committee produces a draft which at this stage is called a

"proposed draft standard".

(c) Step 3: The draft is circulated within member countries for comments.

(d) Step 4: The draft is re-considered and, if necessary, amended.

(e) Step 5: The amended draft is presented to the Commission as a "proposed

draft standard" and the Commission uses it as the basis for producing a

"draft standard".

58Levie op cit 389-390.
59ibid . --

60GQ Kermode "Food Standards for the World" (1968) 78 Public Health Inspector 616 617.
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(f) Step 6: The draft standard is sent to member countries for comment.

25

(g) Step 7: The draft standard is further considered by the co-ordinating

committee.

(h) Step 8: The Commission reconsiders the draft standard and adopts it as a

"recommended standard".

(i) Step 9: The recommended standard is forwarded to member countries for

acceptance.

(j) Step 10: The recommended standard is published in the Codex Alimentarius

as a "Codex standard" when the Commission determines that it is appropriate

to do so in the light of the acceptances received.61

The procedure is flexible, and not applied rigidly or in a circumscribed order.

Flexibility arises because: (i) Each step does not have to be followed sequentially; (ii) no

time limit is set for each step; (iii) steps can be repeated, if necessary; (iv) the procedure

permits the "holding back" of the draft standard at a particular step when it can neither

be sent back nor proceed until certain problems are resolved or further comments received;

and (v) the procedure can be accelerated by eliminating certain steps (eg steps 6, 7 or 8).62

The procedure for introducing a recommended standard is described as:

"Informal negotiation whereby an exchange of views and comments on a
given draft standard takes place; and ample opportunity for discussion,
revision and other refining processes is available, before the standard
matures into a recommended standard. These opportunities may help to
narrow the areas of disagreement between the members of the Commission
with respect to Codex standards, thus enhancing their chances of acceptance
by members of the Commission.,,63

61"Procedure for the Elaboration of Codex Standards and Codes of Practice" (hereafter referred to as "Codex
Ela%7:ati~n Pro~edure") Codex Procedural Manual QQ..ill 25.

Levle OD cn 440-441.
63Shubber OD cit 641.
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5. ACCEPTANCES
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Once a draft standard has reached the recommended stage (i.e. step 8), the Codex

Commission distributes it to the member countries for acceptance or rejection (i.e. step 9).

An implication of acceptance is that the member country will amend its domestic laws to

incorporate the requirements of the recommended standard and enforce it within its

territory.64 The acceptance of a standard, however, only extends to goods that are to be

distributed domestically. The member country remains free to export non-conforming

products to other countries.

Due to the implications of accepting a standard, the Codex Alimentarius recognises

that a member country cannot always accept the standard in its entirety and, accordingly,

allows for variations in acceptance. There are three types of acceptances: full acceptance,

target acceptance, and minor deviations.

A. Full Acceptance

Full acceptance
65

by a member country means that a member will unconditionally

accept all the requirements of the standard and not only accept those commodities that

conform with the standard. The implication of such acceptance is that the member country

agrees to harmonize its domestic legislation with the established standards so that the

standard becomes an integral part of the laws of that country.

Furthermore, the member country also accepts that it will not allow distribution

within its territorial jurisdiction of commodities that do not comply with the provisions

laid down in the standard.66

~~Gerard (1978) 00 cit 284..

)"General Principles of the Codex Alimentarius Commission" (hereafter referred to as "Codex General Principles")
Codex Proceau::aJ ?-.1anual OD cit para 4.A(i).

oCA Gerard Ar. Outline of Food Law - Structure. Princioles. Main Provisions (1975) 30.
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B. Target Acceptance
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Target acceptance67 means that a member country will not obstruct products

conforming with the standard from being distributed freely within its territorial

jurisdiction but it will not conform with the requirements of the standard itself. A member

country, however, has to indicate that it is willing to accept the standard after a stated

number of years. This means that the member country only accepts the standard partially

into its domestic laws.68

The problem with this type of acceptance is that no outer limit is fixed by the

Commission before a member country is forced to comply with the recommended standard.

If, however, an outer limit were to be fixed the Codex Alimentarius will lose its key

attraction - flexibility. Thus, the setting of outer limits is discretionary and dependant on

factors such as why the standard is not fully acceptable.69

An advantage of target acceptance is that the member country warrants that it will

not hinder goods complying with the standard being distributed domestically. The aim of

the Codex Alimentarius is to remove non-tariff trade barriers.

This will be achieved if, for example, country "A" accepts products that conform

with the standards from country liB," although its domestic compositional standard is

different because it has not fully accepted the standard.

The difference between target acceptance and full acceptance is that in the former

the member country is not initially obliged to import or manufacture products that comply

with the requirements of the standard, while in the latter the member country has to

introduce or amend its domestic lavls.

~~"Codex General Principles" Codex Procedural Manual OD cit para 4A(ii).
69Ger~rd (1~75) OD cit 30.

LeYle OD Clt 466.
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C. Acceptance \vith Minor Deviations
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Acceptance with specified minor deviations70 is a variation of full acceptance. Here,

the member country conditionally accepts the standard but for certain requirements, which

it cannot comply with. There may be various reasons for non-compliance, eg religious

reasons; the country's geographic location; climatic conditions; etc. By accepting a standard

in this form the member country is obliged to include, in its declaration, the reasons why

it cannot fully accept the standard and also state whether- (a) products fully complying

with the standard may be distributed freely within its territorial jurisdiction; and (b) if

the member country expects to give full acceptance to these standards at some future date

and, if so, when.?1

This type of acceptance is regarded as an escape mechanism for those member

coun tries that cannot accept the recommended standard and will otherwise reject the

standard. The major problem, however, is that "minor deviations" have not been defined.

A further problem is that such acceptance does not require the member country to

warrant that it will encourage domestic distribution of products which conform with the

requirements of the recommended standard. 72 This may result in indirect non-tariff trade

barriers being created, rather than removed, because a member country, who has accepted

a standard, will be barred from distributing its products freely in other member countries

because of specified minor deviations. 73 Furthermore, the Codex Alimentarius does not

encourage a member country, who has accepted at standard with minor deviations, to move

towards full or target acceptance in the future.?4

70"C' GIP' . I "C d P71 oaex ene:-a nnClp es 0 ex rocedural Manual~ para 4A(iii).
72Gerard (19i5) OD cit 30.
73Levie 0':) cir 467-468.
74 Gerard (1975) OD cit 30.

ibid.
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The Codex Alimentarius also requires member countries, who cannot comply with

the standards, to inform the Commission of their reasons for the lack of acceptance and

whether products conforming with the standard can be distributed within their territorial

j urisdiction.?5

The Codex Alimentarius also provides mechanisms for a member country to amend

or withdraw its acceptance.?6 This can be done at any time and is free of any limitations.

The member country is merely required to give notice to the Commission. A proviso,

however, states that a member country amending or withdrawing its acceptance is required

to stipulate: (a) Whether or not it will allow free distribution of products complying with

the standard within its country; (b) in what way its present or proposed domestic

legislation deviates from the Codex standard; and Cc) if possible, the reason for amending

or withdrawing its acceptance'??

The success of the Codex Alimentarius cannot be measured by the number of

member countries formally accepting the recommended standards. Often there are

justifiable reasons for a member country rejecting a standard. It may be found, however,

that the non-accepting member country does not necessarily follow the requirements of the

standard for internal distribution of the product. It will have to comply, however, with

the standard informally if it wants to export that product to member countries who have

accepted the standard.

6. CRITICIST\1S AND ADVANTAGES

A. Criticisms

An international programme will have to contend with political and technical

difficulties before it can improve international trade. The Codex Alimentarius is no

;~::Codex General Pr~nc~ples: Codex Procedural Manual 2E....£i1 para 4...A..(i).
?7 Codex Genera! Principles Codex Procedural Manual OD cit para 6.

ibid.
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exception. Furthermore, there are additional problems with the Codex Alimentarius. These

include the following:

(a) Recommended standards become mandatory only if a member country

accepts them. As a result a country may be a member of the international

programme, but does not have to comply with a recommended standard.

(b) Representation is irregular from developin-g countries, while representation

from developed countries is consistent. This can be attributed to: (i) The lack

of general expertise; (ii) there are limited experts available in developing

countries and they cannot be spared to do Codex Alimentarius work; and/or

(iii) the lack of funds. 78 By not sending representatives, the developing

countries face the risk of unacceptable standards being adopted by the

Commission. Once a Codex standard reaches step 10 it has a significant

financial and economic impact on a member country, whether it accepts or

rejects the standard. This was one of the reasons why Regional Committees

were established, especially for Africa.79

(c) Committees frequently get tied up in red tape. Thus they are unable to serve

the function for which they were established.80 For example, should the

Committee on Methods of Analysis and Sampling concern itself with

refereeing methods to be used in the case of a dispute? Or should it be more

actively involved in developing methods of analysis that must be used to

determine compliance with international legislation for food products?81

(d) The spectrum of products covered by the established standards has been

criticized. For example, no standards have been developed for raw

78L · - -7 eYle OD CIt 43;:> -436.
9ibid . ~

80Kimbrell OD cit 1470
8i- b

o

d --
_I_10
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materials.82 This is problematic for developing countries because the subject

matter of present standards may be of little relevance to them.
83

Furthermore, some standards deal with items that are of interest to a small

minority of countries, eg edible ices.

Such an esoteric category depletes resources, in the form of expertise and

funds, that can be made available for other beneficial uses.84

(e) The Codex Alimentarius is silent on the question of non-compliance. There

are two types of non-compliance: (i) A member country accepts the

recommended standard, but does not amend its domestic legislation to comply

with the standard, (it does not, however, hinder the distribution of goods

that do comply with the standard); or (ii) a member country, after accepting

the standard, amends its domestic legislation to conform with the standard,

but does not enforce it by allowing non-conforming goods to be distributed

domestically, or does not comply at a later stage because it lacks the control;

organization; facilities; or man-power required to determine whether a

product conforms with the requirements.85 The philosophy of the" Codex

Alimentarius regarding enforcement is that it is for the member countries,

and not the Commission, to ensure compliance with a standard. Therefore,

the Commission has not involved itself in adopting any dispute-settlement

procedures to resolve inter-state conflict.86

(f) Target acceptance requires member countries to specify how many years the

country will need before it can fully comply with the standard. It often

happens that the member country ignores the period specified and does not

82The position appears to be changing. The Commission has established committees on Vegetable Protein' Cereals
PUlmand Legumes. I I

I Levie OD ci: 589.
8.... L · . --0_ eVle OD cn 00 .

8'Levie OD cit 485-486.
86Levie OD (:it 577.
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comply with the recommended standard.8?

32

(g) Since the Codex Alimentarius permits alternatives to full acceptance of its

standards, it weakens the achievement of harmony. Harmony cannot be

achieved if member countries are allowed to deviate from the established

standards.

(h) The developing countries maintain that the Codex Alimentarius does not

provide assistance in respect of their immediate needs and requirements. For

example, the Codex Alimentarius does not address issues such as control

within food laboratories, food inspection systems, qualified personnel and

essen tial equipment.88

(i) Consumer interests do not appear to be well represented in the various Codex

Committees.

B. Advantages

Despite criticisms against the Codex Alimentarius there are several advantages.

These include the following:

(a) Allowance is made for informal acceptance:

"Codex standards are already being incorporated into contracts by
buyers and sellers in different countries because they provide
internationally agreed upon norms in highly technical and disputed
areas. Accordingly, a lack of formal acceptance does not necessarily
mean that the regulatory instrument is not being observed. Similarly,
formal acceptance does not necessarily mean that the instrument is
being observed.,,89

8lL · . 6
,., eVle OD Clt 4 6-467.

8oL · ., -89
8

eVle 0:> C! t;) .'"' --
"'Levie OD cit 557.
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(b) The elaborate ten-step procedure is multi-functional in that it: (i) Fosters

open, regular, and continuing participation of the various members in the

development of the standards;90 (ii) has an educational value;91 (iii) provides

an opportunity for inter-state consultation and negotiations; and (iv) is a

legislative procedure that can be followed. 92

(c) The ten-step procedure is flexible. 93

(d) The Codex Alimentarius assists developed and developing countries to

achieve uniformity to a great extent. Even though countries may not accept

the standards in a uniform manner, they achieve uniformity in the sense

that it is the starting point for countries that are developing or amending

their food laws.

(e) The Codex Alimentarius allows a member country to indicate the reasons

why it cannot accept a recommended standard. This is important for the

drafting of future standards and the amendment of present standards.

(f) In terms of step 10 the Codex Alimentarius keeps itself informed of the

position of member countries in respect of the degree of implementation of

the standard within its regulatory instruments and decisions concerning

acceptances, rejections or restrictions.94

(g) Although the Codex Alimentarius is a subsidiary body of the specialized

agencies of FAO and WHO, it is autonomous. It, however, does not operate

in a vacuum. Frequently, there is an overlap between the work carried out

90Levie 0::) cit 588.
9\bid. --

92Levie 00 cit 554.
93 --

See above :!4.
94L · . --0

eYle~;);)~.
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by one or both of its parent organizations. Common areas of overlap concern

issues such as nutrition, food additives, pesticide residue, technology codes,

etc.95 In the circumstances the various organizations share the information.

(h) The Codex Alimentarius does not merely harmonize food laws throughout

the international community, but its salient benefits are that it- (i) provides

a forum for regulators to discuss problems and learn from are another's

experience in an informal environment; and (ii) provides scientists with an

arena to share their findings. 96

(i) The work of the expert committees (eg JECFA) are recognized

internationally and many countries (including non-members) consider the

recommendations made by the expert committees.

Though the criticisms facing the Codex Alimentarius are harsh, the advantages of

an international forum outweigh them. The work of the Codex Alimentarius is on-going,

and it should remain so.

7. FUTURE TRENDS

In recent years the shift of emphasis towards the needs and special problems of the

developing countries has resulted in the introduction of committees such as the Committee

on Cereals, Pulses and Legumes. 97 Furthermore, the emphasis in developed countries is

towards more informative labelling; additives and contaminants; residues of pesticides; and

methods and analysis of sampling,98 and less towards recipe standards.

0;;
, .... Levie OD cit 386.
96 --

7Houston 0':) cit 164.

9 L Erwin "Regulation/Deregulation: International Changes - The Codex Alimentarius Commission" (1988) 40 Food
Tec~~olo~v in AUHralia 64 64. --

7vibid.
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Due to the shift of emphasis away from individual commodity standardization, the

tendency In the Codex Alimentarius is towards horizontal standards.99 This trend is

accepted by most developed countries and amendments have already been made to

domestic laws.

8. CONCLUSION

In the developed countries there was a need to improve international trade, while

the developing countries required assistance to amend or repeal their inadequate food

legislation that dated back to the colonial era. Thus, in 1963, the United Nations took steps

to resolve the problems. The Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme (Codex

Alimentarius) was established. This is the result of co-operation between the two

specialized agencies, FAO and WHO, of the United Nations.

The Codex Alimentarius serves several purposes, but its principal purpose is to

protect the health of the consumer and to ensure fair practice in the food trade.

Membership of the Codex is voluntary for members or associate members of FAO

and/or WHO. Furthermore, the structure of the Codex Alimentarius also enables non

members to notify the Commission that they intend complying with a particular standard.

The structure of the Codex Alimentarius is complex and requires considerable

effort to mesh the interests of the various organs. The first organ is the Codex

Alimentarius Commission, which is the plenary body. The second is the Executive

Committee. The third is the Secretariat, which co-ordinates the efforts of the Codex

Alimentarius Commission and/or the subsidiary bodies. The fourth are the subsidiary

bodies, \vhich consist of the General Subjects Codex Committee; the Commodity Codex

99ioid .
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Committee; Regional Bodies; Associated Advisory Bodies and other bodies. The work of the

various organs is arranged in a manner whereby the views of the various member countries

are represented in the development of the standards.

The Codex Alimentarius fulfils its purpose by drafting standards. It recommends

either General Standards; Specific Commodity Standards; or Regional Standards. The

establishment of a standard has to follow a prescribed format which has ten prerequisites.

The Codex Alimentarius also publishes advisory material. Advisory material is not

binding on member countries. The material can take one of the following forms: (a) Codes;

(b) general principles; or (c) guidelines.

There is an elaborate and flexible ten-step procedure to be followed before a

standard is established. The procedure requires consultation between the Commission,

subsidiary bodies, and other international organizations interested in food standards. It

also allows for comments by governments of the member countries and interested bodies.

A recommended standard is not binding ~. A member country is required to

accept the standard into its domestic legislation before it has any effect. Acceptance may

ei ther be (a) full acceptance; (b) target acceptance, (i.e. reservations as to the date of

operation); or (c) acceptance with minor deviations, (i.e. acceptance by qualifications).

Alternatively, a member country may reject the standard.
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There are disadvantages and advantages to the Codex Alimentarius. The

disadvantages include problems such as the spectrum of products covered is limited;

sanctions for non-compliance are virtually non-existent; consumer needs are not well

represented; etc. The advantages include issues such as the Codex Commission is

independent and autonomous from its parent organizations; uniformity is achieved to a

great extent by establishing standards; there is provision for informal acceptance; etc.

"[The] Codex may not be the ~erfect solution, but it is the best game around
in the food standards area.,,1 0

Australia, United Kingdom and the United States of America are members of the

Codex Alimentarius and it is intended to· examine their labelling laws in the next chapters.

100K· b 11 '-lffi re ££Q 1;:,0.
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C H APT E R 3: A U S T R A L I A

1. INTRODUCTION

"Manufacturers, endeavouring to present their products attractively, are
faced with the onerous task of ascertaining and satisfying the diverse
regulations in each state. Consumers need to be as fully informed as possible
as to the nature and contents of the goods they are purchasing. They also
need to be protected from deceptive ... practices.,,1

Australia, being a federation of states, enacts either state2 or Commonwealth

legislation to protect consumers. Often, however, there is a combination of state and

Commonwealth legislation. The two types of laws usually complement each other or, at

times, contradict each other.

The law can be divided into three categories: General consumer protection

legislation; weights and measures; and food laws. General consumer protection legislation

and weights and measures laws are established by individual states and Commonwealth,

while food laws are enacted by the various states only. Consequently, there are nine

regulatory systems of food law.3

It is also necessary to examine the reforms legislation will have to take into account

In the future as to consider Australia's compliance with the Codex Alimentarius.

;D Shan~on "T.he Law of the Label" (1975-1976) 1 University of Kew South Wales Law Journal 241 24l.
3Austral1a consIsts of 6 states :?oDd 2 territories.

For this reason the author found it unnecessary to make a detailed analysis of the regulations affecting food laws.
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2. THE SOURCES OF LAW

A. General Consumer Protection Laws

39

The state and Commonwealth governments have legislated in a manner that affords

general protection to consumers. The operation of both sets of legislation is co-extensive.
4

Although these provisions deal with general consumer protection they can be applied to

consumers purchasing foodstuffs.

I. State Laws

Consumer protection laws at state level have relevance to packaging and labelling

because they strike at false or misleading statements.5 For a long time the use of false or

misleading statements has been a criminal offence in various states.6 Non-compliance with

the provisions of the state legislation usually results in a fine of approximately $ 200. 7

The first problem with state laws is that they are drafted in general terms. The laws

generally state what must not appear on labels (while the weights and measures legislation

and food laws specify what must be stated on a label).8 This limits the application of the

Act. For example, most provisions only apply to "statements and advertisements made in

the conduct of, or for the purpose of, a trade or a business".9 Consequently most provisions

ignore "silent" deceptions arising from omissions. 10 Secondly, due to food laws and labelling

legislation being state- based, the area is virtually dealt with by the health authorities. 11

4p M Holt "Food Packaging and Labelling" A J Duggan & L W Darvall (eds) Consumer Protection Law and Theory
(198D) 58.

'ibid. ,

6~ of the Consumer Affairs Act 1972 (Vie); s 32 of the Consumer Protection Act 1969 (NSW); s 32 of the Consumer
Affairs Act 1970-1974 (Qld); s 3 of the Unfair Advertising Act 1970-1972 (SA); s 8 of the Trade Descriptions and False
Advjrtisements Act 1936-1973 (WA); and s 3 of the False Advertising Ordinance 1970 (NT).

Shannon OD cit 255.
8ibid . ------

~bS ?4 and 25 of the Consumer Pro~ectionAct 1969-1972 (::-;SW) and s 4 of ~he ~fisrepresentationAct 1971-1972 (SA).
Shannon op cit 255.

"D P-=---D 11 '--uggan c.:: a",·a.~~~.
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Consumer protection legislation does not only exist at state level but has also been

introduced by the Federal Government.

1I. Commonwealth Laws: 12

The Federal Trade Practices Act 1974-1975 (Cth)

It has been contended that the Trade Practices Act and its amendments are "radical

and far-reaching.,,13 The underlying rationale for the Trade Practices Act is that in the

light of modern methods, (in respect of packaging, labelling, distribution and promotion

of goods), the liability for defects should be borne by manufacturers rather than retailers.

This is justified on the basis that it is the manufacturer who produces goods that may be

unsuitable or defective and, therefore, he should bear the responsibility. The effect on

reputable manufacturers (who stood by their products in the past), is that they are not only

morally bound but also legally liable. 14

The Trade Practices Act contains a blanket provision that prohibits a

"corporation in a commercial transaction from engaging in conduct that is
misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive.,,15

This blanket provision is supplemented by a section that forbids a number of specific

practices. Some of the practices that are prescribed include-

"making false or misleading representations about the price, quality, grade,
nature, manufacturing process, characteristics, suitability or quantity of
goods.,,16

Section 52 has been termed a "catch-all" provision. This section is couched in wide

terms so as to include a variety of conduct and to meet new types of deceptive practices

12It is common for countries to ensure that labelling is controlled by mandatory trade description legislation. Australia
is unique becaus~ it specifically exclu.de~ food labelling from the ambit of trade descriptions. Consequently, it is not
necef33.=-Y to conslder the Trade DeSCriptIOns Act.

1;K C Sutton ~Let Sellers and Manufacturers Beware" (1980) 54 Australian Law Journal 146 155.
~:ibid.
i) _"

• S ;)_.

1cs 53.
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as they appear. Section 52 overlaps with the more specific types of practices mentioned in

s 53. 17

There is uncertainty in respect of the operation of s 52 because there is no statutory

definition of "misleading" or "deceptive".18 Undoubtedly the facts of each case will be

investigated before the practice is labelled "misleading" or "deceptive," but it has been

established that an intention to deceive is not a prerequisite. It is sufficient if the practice

complained of has the capacity or tendency to deceive. The test to be applied is:

"There must be a fair probability of deceiving an ordinary purchaser,
including the jgnorant, the unthinking and the credulous.,,19

All the necessary elements have to be met before an action is brought in terms of

s 53. Often all the elements cannot be satisfied. In these circumstances it may be possible

to bring an action in terms of s 52, the "catch-all" provision. The importance of this

distinction is that if there is a conviction in terms of s 53 then it is a criminal offence. If,

however, a s 52 action is initiated it only gives rise to a civil action. In the latter case the

remedy maybe damages,20 an injunction,21 and/or such order as the court deems fit to

redress the inj ury caused. 22

Labelling is as much a part of the promotion and marketing of food products as it

is advertising. Thus, misleading statements on a label or deception created by packaging

constitutes conduct prohibited under the Trade Practices Act. 23

In addition, the Trade Practices Act permits promulgation of regulations in respect

of the prerequisites and conditions of labelling and packaging. 24 The regulations in respect

of a consumer product safety standard regarding packaging prescribe (a) the form; and (b)

17Sutton 00 cit 147.
18ibid . --

~;Parish v World Series Cricket Ptv Ltd (1977) 16 A.L.R. 171 179.
s 82.

21 5 80.
22s 87.
23Sh 't ,,--/ ,annon~ ... 01.
2... ~· . ').";::'!13nr:on~ _":_.
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the content of markings, warnings and instructions accompanying the goods. 25 The

consumer product information standard prescribes regulations concerning:

(i)

(ii)

"The disclosure of information relating to the performance, composition,
contents, design, construction, finish or packaging of the goods; and .
the form and manner in which that information is to be disclosed on or wIth
the goods.,,26

Furthermore, if a standard has been prescribed, the manufacturer commits an offence if

he supplies goods which do not comply with the prescribed standard.27 Finally, consumers

are able to employ the "self-help" provision of the Trade Practices Act28 which provide

that-

"a person who suffer loss or damage by an act of another person that was
done in contravention of a provision of ... Part V may recover the amount
of the loss or damage by action against that other person.,,29

Section 80 provides that "any other person" may obtain a restraining injunction and

ancillary orders in the injunction proceedings, pursuant to s 87, if the prescribed standards

were breached. It is the "self-help" provision which makes the Trade Practices Act an

important consumer protection statute compared with any other state and Federal statutes

that regulate the information that must (or may) be supplied on a labe1.30

Section 65(e) provides for the Minister to declare, in whole or in part, as a standard

"a standard prepared by other recognized voluntary associations" (eg The Standards

Associa tion of Australia31 (SAA)). 32

In 1986 s 65 was amended to provide for voluntary or compulsory recalls of unsafe

products and the banning of goods.33 The scope of s 65 has been vastly improved, but it is

premature to review the application of the provision.

~~s 65(c) as amended in 1986.
/ 65(d) as amended in 1986.

~8J Goldring, L \V Maher & J McKeough Consumer Protection Laws in Australia 3 ed (1987) 133.
Shannon OD cit 243.

29s 82(1). --

30Shannon OD cit 244.

. 3: The SA.<\. is the princip::l1 organization responsible for prescribing voluntary standards. Membership and participation
IS ent~rely Yolunta~.The importanc~of SAA being a voluntary association is that the standards have no force unless they
hav3f een a~opi:ed Dy a state as le~ls!ation. (See S Barnes &: M Blakeney Adve,tising Regulations (1982) 157-159).

33Goldr~ng, ~faher &.: McKeoug!1 ;);) Cl! 123.
Goldrmg, ~1a~e:- &: ?\fcKeoug~ 0:; :it 1:?9.
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A further provision is the establishment of a Trade Practices Commission (TPC).34

One of the Commission's responsibilities is to investigate complaints against the

infringement of the Trade Practices Act.35 The advantage of the TPC, (compared to state

enforcement agencies), is that the TPC is "armed with the threat of being able to secure

very substantial penalties through the courts.,,36

Historically, consumer protection legislation originated with the states rather than

the Commonwealth. This resulted in two problems:

Ca) The potential for conflict between the states and the Commonwealth. The

matter was resolved by s 75 of the Trade Practices Act which provides that

where a party commits an offence against both the Commonwealth and the

state, he can only be convicted under one law. However, the situation can

arise where there is an inconsistency between state and Commonwealth laws,

i.e. where the two cannot be read together. In such cases the state law is

invalidated by the Commonwealth legislation.37

(b) The second problem deals with administration. There is uncertainty as to

which body should receive and process consumer complaints becaus'e there

is a central Commonwealth TPC and the various state consumer affairs

authorities. This matter was amicably resolved by the relevant parties

agreeing that the TPC shall deal with those matters associated with multi-

states, national or international issues, and matters of such gravity that

warrant nation-wide treatment. Other matters are to be dealt with by the

state authori ties. 38

~~s 6(A) of the Trade Practices Act.
's 7.

36Sh . -
37 T anno~ 2l2-.ill. 2~8.

. W Pengllley & A Ransom Federal Decel)tive Practices and Misleadinl( Advertising Law: Judlmlents. Materials and
~ (1987) xxvii.

ibid.
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Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth)

44

The object of the Freedom of Information Act is to make information regarding the

Commonwealth departments and public authorities accessible to the Australian community.

An exception is information that has to be preserved in the public interest or in the

interest of private and business affairs. 39 Furthermore, Part V allows a scheme for the

amendment of personal records. 40

The Act permits three categories of disclosures:

(a) "Disclosure by publication of information concerning the operations of
agencies;41

(b) disclosure by publication of certain documents;42 and

(c) disclosure of documents to persons who make a freedom of information
request for documents which are not excluded from the Act, exempt from
disclosure or amenable to discretionary withholding in defined
circumstances. ,,43

The right of access to information is made available to "every person". Thus there is no

need for the individuals to show interest before the information is made available.

These requirements are merely minimum requirements. The Act does not prohibit

or inhibit publication of information or document for general public consumption.44

B. \"'eights and ivleasures Laws

The laws relating to weights and measures apply generally to all goods. The laws,

however, have special significance for food labelling because, by restricting weights and

measures, undue proliferation of packages can be minimized. This means that there is

standardization of package quantities and size ranges which allows consumers to make

3~s 3(1).
~~p J B2.yne Freedom of Information (1984) 1-2.
I?;; 8.
--s 9.
L3B . 8LI ayne~ .

"'Bayne 0:) :it 8. Also see Bayne 0':) Cl, 8-~3.
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value comparisons. 45 Once again, Australia has two levels of legislation - state and

Commonwealth.

I. State Laws

State legislation, dealing with packaged goods, is found in a host of statutes.46 They

are collectively called the "uniform packaging legislation".47 The Acts are simply a

framework of the principles, while the regulations set out the details and elaborate the

working of the statutory principles.48 The numerous pieces of legislation and regulations

are, to a great extent, uniform and reflect the recommendations of the Standing Committee

on Packaging (SCp).49 Formulation of uniform standards occur in respect of length, area,

weight, volume, etc. 50 Furthermore, the legislation prescribes certain information which

must be stated on all pre-packaged goods. 51

The statutory principles of the Weights and Measures Acts of the states provide for

a number of things. Some of the common features are:

(a) The maintenance of standards of measurements in keeping with the

Commonwealth legal units of measurements formulated in accordance with

the Weights and Measures (National Standards) Amendment Act 1984;

(b) the prescription of compulsory units of measurements for trade and

commerce;

(c) the regulation of retail sales by weight and measure; and

45Duggan & Darvall £E....£i.l 58-59.

46Weights and Measures Act 1915 (!\SW); Weights and Measures Act 1958 (Vie); Weights and Measures Act 1951
1978 (Qld); Trade Standards Act 1979 (SA); Weights and Measures Act 1915-1976 (WA); Weights and Measures Act 1934
(Tas); Weights and Measures (Packaged Goods) Ordinance 1974 (ACT); Weights and Measures (Packaged Goods)
Ordtry;nces 1970-1973 (NT).

4
Shannon op cit 244.

8 --
49Goldring, Maher & ~cKeo~gh 00_cit 16~-170. . .

The SCP was established In 196/. Its alm was to co-ordinate the VarlOUS states' efforts regarding weights and
measures. Although the SCP is not authorised by statute but has been widely accepted by industry. The SC? consists of
repr~t,entati:es from each state and the Commonwealth. (See Duggan & Darvall OD cit 62).

~ Goldnng, Maher & McKeaugh 0;:- cit 170.

) 1Report by the Trade Practice~ C;-;;:ssian to the Ministe: far Business and Consumer Affairs on the 30 June 1ST7
48. Commanly refe:red to as the TPC Re;Jort.
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(d)

46

the creation of various offences in connection with the overall scheme of

things. 52

Responsibility and administration of weights and measures is divided between a

central administration and local municipalities. 53

The weights and measures legislation prescribes certain types of information which

must be contained on all packages. These are:

(i) Name of the packer or principal. This provision requires that the product

must disclose, clearly and legibly, either the name and address of the packer

or an "approved brand" code. 54 The addition of any words that will create

confusion as to the identity of the packer or the place of packing is not

permitted. 55

(ii) The statement of quantity. All pre-packed products must be marked with a

statement of net weight or measure of their contents. Regulations prescribe,

in detail, the position of the statement of quantity on the label or pack;

minimum print height; colour contrast; and permitted units of measure.56

Thus, each product must be sold in its standard weight or measure. A failure

to comply with the provisions results in the manufacturer committing an

offence and a fine not exceeding $ 200 can be imposed. 57 Furthermore, it is

mandatory to include the word "net" on all weight statements. With certain

products, however, the expression "net weight when packed" or "net weight

at standard condition" has to appear. 58

52ibid .
53ibid .

54An "a~proved brand" is a code number, which is issued either by the Department of Primary Industry (for export)
or by the weIghts and measures authority in the state, for the purposes of packaging. The aim of the code is to assist the
authorities rather than a means of imparting information to consumers. The code is kept confidential and the na.me and
address of the packer is not revealed to consumers. Usually manufacturers state their name and address even though they
hav~;ln "approved brand" code.

"TPC Repo:-t OD cit 48-49.
56ibid . ~

;~Goldring, ~fa?er &: ~fcKeough OD cit l70-HI.
Sha:mo:1~ 240.
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(iii) Prescribed Quantities. Most states have regulations with tables prescribing

denominations of weight or measure applicable in respect of each pre-packed

product. An offence is committed if an article is not packed according to the

denomination of weight or measure set out in the regulations.59

(iv) Prohibited and restricted expressions. An offence is committed if a

prohibited or restricted expression is used.60 Prohibited expressions are

expressions that "relate directly or indirectly to, or qualify, a unit of measure

of a physical quantity.,,61 Restricted expressions, (eg the use of words such

as "Giant", "Jumbo", "King size", etc.), may only be used-

"provided that the statement of weight or measure is marked
so that it may be clearly seen on every part of the package
carrying the restricted expressions and provided the markings
comply with specified size or print requirements.,,62

Furthermore, undue prominence must not be given to the restricted

expressions.63

Efforts to unify weights and measure legislation inter-state has been successful.

This success can be attributed to (a) effective policing by the weights and measures

authorities in the various states,64 and (b) the fact that there is both Commonwealth and

state legislation.

n. Commonwealth La"r's: The \Veights and Measures (National Standards) Amendment

Act (1984) (Cth)

The Commonwealth Weights and Measures Act provides for:

59Duggan &:: Darvall OD cit 17'2.
60G Id' "f h 0 "f K . . . -61 0 rIng,;":l er 0.:: .Y C E:ougn~ 1/3.
62!PC Report 2I?.ill 51.
63::>ee, f~r example, reg 20Q of the Commer~e (Import) Regulations 1940.
64 Goldnng, ~1aher &:: McKeough OD cit 173.

Shannon OD cit 244.
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(i)
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The establishment and use of uniform units of measurement65 and uniform

standards of measurement66 of physical Quantities;

(ii) the establishment of a National Standards Committee,67 which consists of

five members; and

(iii) the verification of state and territory standards of measurement in respect

of physical Quantities for which there is a Commonwealth standard of

measurement.68

Despite the existence of both state and Commonwealth legislation, regarding

weights and measures, uniform standards have been maintained. This can be attributed to

the fact that state and Commonwealth legislation deal with different areas of weights and

measures and there is effective policing by the authorities.

C. Food Laws

Food laws, unlike consumer protection laws or weights and measures legislation, are

not controlled by the Commonwealth. There are only state laws.

Manufactured and processed food products are controlled by a host of state

regulations.
69

Although the regulations cover a wide area they are uniform in most

respects'?o Uniformity has been achieved largely in the last eight years due to the effect

of the l\10del Food Act.?1 Despite several efforts to achieve uniformity it is impossible for

manufacturers to have a standard label for their product if they want to sell the product

inter-state. Furthermore, the manufacturer has to consult several authorities before

establishing the packaging and labelling requirements. 72

65That is, the use of kilograms, metres, etc.
66Eg a kilogram in ~ew South Wales must be the same as a kilogram in Queensland.
~~The responsibility of the Commission is to advise the Minister of Science on areas concerning weights and measures.

TPC Report OD cit 47.

69Pure Food Act 1908 (KSW); Food Act 1981-1984 (Qld); Food Act 1985 (SA); Public Health Act 1962 (Tas); Food
Act M.,84 (Vie) and Health Act 1985 (WA).

?~Duggan &.: Darvall OD ci~ 59.
~;For fur:her details or: :he ?-.fodel Food Act see below 55.
t -Ba:-nes &.: Blakeney 0::' :::: 163.
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The state food laws are based largely on the National Health and Medical Research

Council's (NH&MRC)73 recommendations embodied in the Model Food Act. Therefore, the

laws follow a similar structure and observe common principles. There are, nevertheless,

several differences between the various states.?4 The common features can be summarized

as follows:

(a) Most of the states require all pre-packaged food to be labelled. Furthermore,

the label must provide certain information in contrasting colour print of

prescribed size. This information must be conspicuous and prominent.

(b) The label must state the common name of the food, (which may be either a

name indicating its true nature (eg coconut) or the name specified in any

regulation laying down the permissible composition for an individual food

product).

(c) The label must state the name of the manufacturer, packer, importer or

vendor and his business address.

(d) There must be a disclosure if the food is a compound, blend or mixture. In

addition, compositional standards of particular foods often require further

disclosures when it is in the interest of consumers.

(e) The use of words such as "pure", "imitation", or "preservative" must be in

accordance with the prescribed meaning and may only be used where

specifically permitted.

73The NH&~RC was established in terms of the Medical Research Endowment Act 1931 (Cth). It consists of
representatives from the Commonwealth; the states; various Medical colleges and universities; eminent laymen; and a
representative from the Australian Federation of Consumer Organizations. One of the NH&MRC's function is to advice
the Commonwealth and the various states governments on health issues. They have also assisted in the drafting of the
~10de! Food Act. (See TPC Report OP cit 54-55; for contemporary structure of the NH&MRC see E J Wright "The
Develo~ment of Food Standa:-ds in Australia - An Aussie Recipe for Cooperative Federalism" (1989) 44 Food Drug
Ccs7tt:c Law Journal 251 :!5i-264).

-'Eg margarine legislation in ~ew South \"-ales prohibits the use of any a:-tificial colouring while Victoria permits
colourin,; without requiring any declaration on the label but the other states require a declaration if colourin'" is used. (See
TPC Report 0;) cit 64). e.
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(f) The addition of vitamins and minerals to food, (and claims based on the

presence of a vitamin or mineral), are strictly regulated.

(g) The labelling of food with a statement of its nutritional value is permissible

only in respect of cereals, fruit juice, invalids' foods, butter, margarine,

infants' food, milk powder, wheaten flour, some biscuits and extracts of

meat, vegetable or yeast. Claims such as "vitamin enriched" or comparison of

one food's vitamin content with another are prohibited. Foods which

naturally contain vitamins and minerals may be labelled as a source of these

as ordinarily consumed if they contain at least one-sixth of a theoretical

daily allowance.

(h) Meat, not being chilled package meat, and food packaged on the retailer's

premises or in the presence of the purchaser are exempted from the general

labelling requirements, but their composition must comply with the

prescribed standards.

(i) Misleading or false claims on labels are prohibited.

(j) A statement of ingredients must be provided when required by specific

composi tional standards. 75

The mam difficulty for consumers and manufacturers is that food legislation is

state- based and is not uniform. 76 Non-uniformity occurs in two respects: (i) The content of

the label and compositional requirements; and (ii) the number of authorities involved.n

75TPC Reoort 00 cit 56-58.
7:' , .... --., _
77Tms Issue 15 dealt wl~h oe.,;) ...... ;;;0.

Barnes &: Blakeney 0:> cit E3.
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3. FUTURE REFORM
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The TPC, in its 1977 Report, investigated several issues and made recommendations.

Some of these included: Uniformity; date marking; unit pricing and standardization of

packaging; deceptive packaging; other labelling; and universal product codes.

A. Uniformity

"... Australian regulators are noted for their inability to make their nine
regulatory clocks chime in unison.,,78

Uniformity "in a country that has become a national market for many goods ...[is]

an essential policy goal.,,79 It has been said that the role of uniformity will:

(a) Facilitate free flow of trade among the states.80

(b) Encourage manufacturers to expand their markets and, consequently,

promote competition. This can benefit consumers by lower prices. 81

(c) Assist manufacturers selling nationally or inter-state. This will result in

manufacturers achieving economies of scale in respect of labelling.

Consequently, consumers may benefit by lower prices because of savings on

the part of the food industry.82

(d) Encourage wider product selection to a larger cross-section of consumers.83

(e) Allow for the efficient use of production facilities by removing the need for

interruptions to production runs to meet the different labelling requirements

of each state. 84

;~Pengilley &: Ransom £2....ill 91l.
80Duggan &: Darvall OD cit 6l.

ibid.
81~
82-1_I.

83TPC Report 00 c't 9-10.
8L?~ggan &: Darvall 00 cit 6l.

!bld.
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(f) Eliminate the need for separate stock management in order to meet the

different labelling requirements of each state.85

(g) Ensure that deception in packaging and labelling is avoided.86

(h) Minimize the cost of compliance.8?

It must be emphasized that the lack of uniformity is not due to any disagreement

with policy objectives, but rather individual actions of legal draftsmen and the lack of

joint action.88 The TPC contended that non-uniformity was created by one of the

following:

(i) The imposition of different requirements by legislation in the various states.

(ii) The imposition of additional requirements by many states.

(iii) Despite an agreement on uniform legislation, some states are slower than

others to bring it into force.

(iv) In spite of uniform legislation, administrative interpretations differ between

states.89

The state authorities have acknowledged that there is a need to unify food laws. No

consensus can be reached as to the method and manner of unification. The TPC

investigated three alternatives".

First, the states and Commonwealth should endorse the "objective of uniformity"

by making a special drive to achieve this uniformity. The way to achieve greater

uniformity \vill be by requesting the various bodies to- (i) meet regularly with each other;

(ii) consult each other on common concerns; and (iii) report regularly to the appropriate

8STP C Reoort OD Cl t 1l.
86 '--

7
TPC Report OD cit 8.

8 "'d --
83!QL·
A9Duggan &: Darvall OD cit 6l.
... TPC Repo:-t OD cit 10.
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. . f 'f ' 90Ministers regardmg the achIevement 0 unl ormlty.

The TPC, however, negated this solution by stating that-

"special effort made within the existing machinery would be likely to be
"once only", In other words there would be nothing to maintain the
momentum of the initial effort and ensure it was a continuing one.,,91

53

The second alternative investigated was the enactment of Commonwealth legislation

and the elimination of state- based laws. The TPC rejected this alternative on the grounds

tha t:

(a) There was uncertainty as to whether the Commonwealth had constitutional

power to legislate in this area.

(b) The Commonwealth and the states would have to reach agreement on which

legislative framework is to apply.

(c) There is a possibility that the states will not co-operate in the formulation

and administration of such laws,

(d) There would be a need to make changes in Ministerial responsibilities and

the administrative arrangements.

(e) All the problems do not relate exclusively to packaging and/or labeIIing.92 .

Thirdly, the TPC recommended that a co-ordinated National Packaging Committee

(l'!PC) and i\1inisterial Council be established. The NPC should consist of members from the

Commonwealth, the six states and the two territories, industry and consumers.93 The task

of the NPC \vould be to set up a Council of Commonwealth and state Ministers, who would

909 TPC ReDort OD cit 14-16.
1i~id. . --

92TPC ReDo-t 0'" c;t ')3-')993... , .' ---' - _.
1:J!C..
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meet regularly to deal with the relevant issues.94 An important function of the NPC should

be the preparation and maintenance of up-to-date information about packaging and

labelling requirements in the different states and the Commonwealth.95

The TPC submitted that the NPC was the best alternative on the basis that it would

be a "information provider". Consequently, the NPC would perform this task by assisting

industry, and save costs, because it would gather information in respect of the different

requirements for packaging and labelling at a central office. The TPC maintained that a

central office would still be required even if labelling legislation was unified and

inconsistencies (and conflicts) reduced.96

These recommendations, however, were not unanimous. Two Commissioners,

Venturini
97

and Pengi lley98, argued strongly that the only solution available was the second

alternative - a new framework of Commonwealth legislation.99 Commissioner Venturini's

reason was:

"A ttempts to develop state and territory laws through piecemeal legislation
are the expression of a social policy which demonstrably failed in the past
and foredoomed to fail. They cannot fit yesteryear's ways to tomorrow's
needs.,,100

Commissioner Pengilley's reason was the same as Commissioner Venturini's. He added,

however, that the lack of uniformity was-

"not a lack of commitment by all legislative bodies to the ideal of
uniformity.... Yet uniformity has not come to pass and one must ask why.,,101

He also emphasized that the present system was, for historic reasons, "commercially

unacceptable.,,102

94' b 'd95-1_J •

96~~C Report 00 cit 2l.
IDld.

;~Comm~ss~onerVent~rini,Js note of ~issent: TPC Report 00 cit 291-303.
99Commissioner PengIlley s note of dissent: TPC Report 00 cit 304-332.
106PC Report 0;) cit 302 and 329.
101 TPC Report op cit 300.
10?TPC Repor~ 0;:2 cit 317.

-TPC Report CD ::t 321.
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In 1975 the Ministers of Health, under the auspices of the NH&MRC, unanimously

agreed to establish a joint working party of the Commonwealth, states and territories to

draft a Model Food Act. The purpose of the Model Food Act was that it should be

uniformly applied throughout Australia. In the 1980 Conference of Ministers of Health the

Model Food Act was endorsed 103 and the Ministers agreed to encourage the adoption of the

Act,104 The Model Food Act also permits the control of food by means of regulations.

Accordingly the first set of Model Food Standards Regulations were drafted by 1981 and,

subsequently, superseded in 1987,105 The regulations established a National Food Standards

Council which is composed of the federal Minister of Consumer Affairs and the eight

ivl in isters of Health from the states and territories. 106 The task of the NFSC is to establish

regulations and ensure that each state and territory incorporates the regulations into

domestic food laws.

Goldring, Maher and McKeough submitted that very little uniform legislation has

been achieved and maintained,107 but conceded that the Act cannot be adopted in its

entirety because it is an-

"expression of principles which leaves room for variation in areas which
include the penalties, administration and enforcement of the state Acts and
Regulations to other legislation.,,108

They further believed that the Commonwealth has "sufficient legislative power to establish

a comprehensive national food and drug law including all the necessary detailed

standards.,,109 Gerkens and Gerkens 110 also criticized the Model Food Act on the basis that

no one state has enacted the legislation in the form it was endorsed by their own

~ ~ZThis is con trary to Commi~sion~rsVen turini 's and Pengilley's appeal to encourage Commonweal th - based legislation.
At present Queensland, Vlctona, South Australia, Tasmania and Western Australia have adopted the Model Food

Act: Ke.w S.outh. Wales was. expect:d to pass new food legislation in 1986, so was the Australian Capital Territory.
Leglrb~tlOn IS being drafted In the :t';orthern Territory.

1O~~V.r~ght OD cit 256.

107~G:)!':::iI'·· "''''h o"'1K h '-
1CS,\"~ ,dnnb, .Via er c.: .~ C eoug OD Clt 1;,9.

109:~:"'d-'
110

101
' '.

~f W Gerkens &: R J Gerkens Food L2.w i:-: A'.ls:ra!i2. (1985) vii.
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Ministers. 111 Furthermore, its acceptance in the different states has been piecemea1. 112

Barnes and Blakeney suggested that there is little possibility of the Model Food Act

becoming uniformly accepted like the Commonwealth's weights and measures legislation. 113

B. Date Marking

Presently products are packaged in a manner whereby consumers cannot u~ their

physical senses (smell, sight, sound, taste or touch) to judge food products. Consumers

would like to know about the age of foodstuffs. Open date marking is a system which

informs consumers about either (a) the date of manufacture or packing ("commencement

da te"); or (b) the I'sell by", I'use by", or "best by" ("expiry date,,).114

The TPC recommended that the law should prescribe that commencement date

marking should be applicable to all goods. Quality, safety or the deterioration of

performance with age should be the criteria upon which selection of goods, which are to

be marked with commencement dates, should be based. Furthermore, commencement date

marking should be complemented with information about storage and/or the durable life

of the product, where appropriate. 115

Several states have regulated some form of open-date marking, but their approach

differs, eg Western Australia 116 has opted for either use- by date or date of packaging,

while New South Wales 117 requires use-by date marking. 118

11 \bid.
112-
113~~rnes & Blakeney OD cit 162.

IbId.
11/ -

1 ~ :TPC Report OD cit 90.
1 ~ ~TPC Report OD cit 36.
1i~Food Standards Regulation 1985 (SA).

1" :::Consumer Protec~ion (Date Staffiping) Regulation 1978 (I\SW).
I ~Golc.:-ir.g, ~fa~er &: ~L:Keo'..:gh ':';:j ci~ 177.
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C. Unit Pricing and Standardization of Packaging

57

Unit pricing is a statement, at the point of sale, informing consumers about the

price of the product for a basic unit of measure in which that product is normally sold. 119

Standardization occurs when either the content size (i.e. by weight or volume) or container

size (i.e. by dimensions or capacity of container) is fixed for a particular product,'20 Both,

unit pricing and standardization of packaging, assist consumers to make value comparisons.

The TPC recommended that standardization of packaging was a better alternative

than unit pricing of all goods. Standardization, however, should not discourage innovation

and development in technology. Standardization should be aimed at content size and

container size. The TPC urged that unit pricing should not be extended to all consumer

goods and its application should only be considered for those items where standardization

of packaging is difficult. 121

D. Deceptive Packaging

Deceptive packaging or slack-fill occurs when the package content is not filled to

capacity. In other words, it is not full as the size of the package suggests. 122

The TPC recommended that slack-fill regulations should be developed in a manner

that avoids consumer deception, but industry should be provided with laws that are

workable. 123

~ ~~TPC Repo:t OJ cit 138-139.
~ 2 1 TPC Report OD cir 154.
122TPC Report OD ci: 36-37.

123H L ?\hrquis "Fair Packag-ing and Consumer Protection" (1961) 18 Journal of Public Law 61 80.
TPC Repc:t C~ :::t 36-37.
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E. Other Labelling

58

This deals with those aspects that are related to labelling of a product so that

consumers can make informed choice about products they are purchasing.

I. Ingredient labelling.

Processed foodstuffs use a variety of ingredients. For several reasons 124 consumers

would like to be informed about the ingredients present in the particular foodstuff.

In this respect the TPC recommended that -there should be ingredient labelling of

those items which consist of more than one ingredient. 125

n. Nutritional labelling.

Nutritional labelling is when the label of that foodstuff specifies its calorie content,

amount and type of carbohydrates, fats and fatty acids, vitamins and minerals.',126

The TPC recommended that nutritional labelling should only apply to those

"processed foods whose list of ingredients would allow an assessment of its nutritional

value.,,127

F. Universal Product Coding

Under this system each product is not individually priced, but the price appears in

prominent print on the shelf where the product is stored. On the product, however, there

124E . I d' hI'12- g speCla lets; ea tn; etc.
12~TPC Report 2.2.....£!l 36-37.

Shannon OD cit 248.
·127 --

TPC Report OD cit 39.
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would be a code of symbols and numbers which would be scanned at the check-out. The

scanner also produces a receipt with the name of the product and the price.

The TPC's recommended that universal product codes should be voluntary. But

retailers should still be obliged to provide prices at the point where consumers choose

between products. 128

G. The Direction

Even though a great deal of changes have taken place in Australia since the TPC

Report in 1977, Pengilley and Ransom (in 1987) maintained that the only answer to the

problem of non-uniformity was the introduction of Commonwealth legislation. 129 They

suggest that it will be appropriate at this stage to review the efforts that have occurred in

the name of "greater uniformity" and examine what has been achieved. If necessary the

time may be right to jettison the idea of "inter-governmental consultation" and revise the

present system by introducing Commonwealth legislation. He believes that nothing

structural was done. 130

The introduction of Commonwealth legislation will most certainly assist Australian

states and territories. As already mentioned, state legislation in respect of consumer

protection, especially in the field of packaging and labelling, is moving in various

directions. This is no fault of the states, but the fact remains that a state will only regulate

when it has a problem. Furthermore, most of the states want to see how the laws work in

other states before applying it locally.

A further complexity was added to the state-based rules when Australia joined the

Codex Alimentarius.

128ibid .

12~p ·11 & R .13 engl ey . ansom OD clt 914.
°ibid.
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4. CODEX ALIMENTARIUS

Australia's response to the Codex Alimentarius

60

is co-ordinated by the

Commonwealth Department of Primary Industry. The Department, in conjunction with

other departments,131 chairs an inter-departmental committee. Furthermore, the

Department consults with other bodies such as state health authorities, industry and

consumers. 132

The adoption of the Codex Alimentarius standards is not easy or quick133 because

food legislation is dealt with by each individual state or territory on the recommendation

of the NH&~1RC. Should food legislation become Commonwealth-based then it will become

easier to implement the Codex Alimentarius standards.

5. CONCLUSION

The TPC made the following observations when explaining the existing legislative

and administrative arrangements:

(a) Packaging and labelling is not treated by Commonwealth government as a

subject in its own right and many states prescribe packaging and labelling

laws.

Cb) Food legislation is predominantly by state and territory not Commonwealth

legislation.

131T' . D
nat IS, epartment of Health; Department of Science; Department of Business and Consumer Affairs' and the

COIT'mnwealth Scientific aZ1d Industrial Research Organization. '
133TPC ~D ~it 60-6~.. .

L Erwln Regulation/DeregulatIOn: International Changes - The Codex Alimentarius Commission" (1988) 40 Food
Technolosv in Australia 64 64. --
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(c) The laws involved are administered by various Ministers and state bodies,

independently of other Ministers and bodies in the same state and

independently of Ministers and bodies in other states.

Cd) In some areas there is established Commonwealth or state machinery that

attempts to achieve uniformity.

(e) The degree of success in achieving uniformity varies but much remains to

be done.

(f) The problems caused by non-uniformity are likely to be magnified in the

future. 134

Has there been any progress noted since the publication of the Report In 1977? It

is noted that:

(i) Packaging and labelling are not treated separately. They exist within

legislation protecting consumers- weights and measures and food laws (eg

heal th acts, consumer affairs acts, etc.).

(ii) There is both state and Commonwealth legislation in respect of consumer

protection legislation and weights and measures. The Commonwealth and

state laws often complement each other. Modern food laws, although based

on NH&MRC's Model Food Act, are predominantly state legislation. There

are people, especially Pengilley, who encourage the view that food laws

ought to be Commonwealth legislation and not state-based. The basis for

Commonwealth food lav..'s can be justified on the basis that consumer

protection and weights and measures legislation are either state- or

Common \veal th - based.

13~TPC R . - -eport~~-I.
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(iii) Consumer protection legislation involves the Commonwealth's TPC, and

various state and territorial authorities. The different authorities have

demarcated which body is to deal with the assorted issues. The position is the

same for weights and measures, although it seems that the state authorities

do most of the enforcing. The enforcement of food laws is left in the hands

of the state health authorities and local municipalities on the grounds that

the range of regulations regarding compositional standards and labelling

requirements are extensive. The other reason is that legislation is not

uniform from one state to the next, because the laws are enacted by the

states.

(iv) Uniformity in respect of weights and measures has certainly been achieved.

Consumer protection legislation has the potential for conflict. The Trade

Practices Act settled the issue by saying that the Commonwealth legislation

will be enforced above state legislation when the two conflict, otherwise the

Trade Practices Act expressly gives recognition to the operation of state

legislation and regulations, which achieve uniformity. An attempt has been

made by the NH&}.1RC to achieve uniformity in food law by drafting a

Model Food Act. This attempt at unifying "chaotic multi-regulation,,,135

however, has been criticized by many because each state still has the

capacity to alter its provisions and pace of change.

(v) Consumer protection legislation, although not entirely uniform, does not to

create problems because the issue has been settled by the Trade Practices Act.

Uniformity in respect of weights and measures is heading in the right

direction. Food laws, however, even after the multitude of changes and a

Model Food Act, still require a great deal of work before they will achieve

uniformity.

135Goldring, Maher &: McKeough op cit 158.
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(vi) The lack of uniformity has certainly become magnified. Goldring, Maher and

McKeough submit that the public (consumers and manufacturers) will save

$ 50 million a year if uniformity in respect of labelling requirements and

compositional standards occurred. 136 Furthermore, there will be a free flow

of products among the states and this will give consumers a greater variety

of products.

Australia has a great potential to reform its food laws. Issues such as date marking;

unit pricing and standardization of packaging; deceptive packaging; other labelling and

universal product coding still have to be dealt with so that the six states and two territories

have uniform requirements.

136 .
Goldnng, Maher 6.: McKeough OD cit 159.
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C H APT E R 4: E N G L AND AND W ALE 51

1. INTRODUCTION

"To be forewarned is to be forearmed and so the first vital need is
information. There are several sources. It is prudent to tap more than one...

tt2

Consumer law in England and Wales is diverse. It relates to rights which are public

and private. It is criminal offences, based on public policy, that implement public rights

effectively, while private rights are personal and may be pursued through the civil courts.

Legislation, however, is drafted in a manner that will protect both, consumers and honest

traders. 3

The source of consumer law in the England and Wales can be divided into two

categories: General consumer protection laws and food laws. There are several general

consumer protection laws. The main laws protecting consumers can be narrowed down to

(a) the Trade Descriptions Act;4 (b) the Weights and Measures Act;5 (c) the Consumer

Protection Act6 and (d) the Fair Trading Act7.8 Food law is adequately covered by (a) the

Food Act9 and (b) the Food Labelling Regulations 10 enacted in terms of the Food Act.

lUnited Kingdom includes England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The legal system and organization of
local authorities in Scotland and Northern Ireland differs from England and Wales. Consequently, three sets of legislation
and 2"e gulations are enacted. The difference lies in the enforcement and administration of the Acts rather than in substance.

3A Turner "Coping With Food Law" (February 1988) 63 Food Manufacture 55 55.
P Clayton Consumer Law for the Small Business (1983) 3-9.

40f 1968. .
50f 1985.
60f 1987.
7Of 1973.

8Another Act that is of importance is the Food and Environment Protection Act (of 1985) which deals with emergency
ordeeis that can be issued should there be an "escape of substances that is hazardous", pesticides, etc.

Of 1984.
100r 1°84 r....·_ l?O-).• _ _ ~. "-J ,j;).
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The administration and enforcement of these Acts is multifarious. The role of

central government is generally to-

"promote legislative policy, oversee the implementation of legislation and
oversee the work of various government agencies.,,11

Various bodies are established to administer the laws, while local authorities normally

enforce the provisions of the Acts. When the law is breached proceedings are launched by

the statutory authorities, and consumers are not required to have either knowledge of their

rights or a willingness to approach the courts to seek redress.
12

2. GENERAL CONSUMER PROTECTION

A. THE TRADE DESCRIPTIONS ACT13

The Molony Committee recommended that the Merchandise Marks Acts 14 be

simplified and consolidated. 15 The Committee further recommended that the appropriate

name for such an Act would be the Trade Descriptions Act. The Trade Descriptions Act

was enacted in 1968. It repealed and replaced the Merchandise Marks Acts. 16 The Trade

Descriptions Act is wider in scope 17 and more powerful,18 even though it enacts major

provisions of the Merchandise Marks Act.

The Act creates criminal offences in respect of the following-

(a) false or misleading descriptions applied to goods;

~ ~B W Harvey The Law of Consumer Protection and Fair Trading 2 ed (1982) 41.
ibid.

130f1968 .

14Merchandise Marks Acts of 1887, 1891, 1911 and 1953. These Acts exclude the 1926 Act. The latter was repealed
and replaced by the Trade Descriptions Act 1972. Subsequently, the 1972 Act was repealed and replaced by Part IH of
the Consumer Protection Act 1987. The 1987 Act deals with goods that have been manufactured or produced outside the
United Kingdom but carry a United Kingdom name or trade mark. Such goods must be accompanied by an indication of
the country of origin. (See M J Leder Consumer Law 2 ed (1986) 172; and P Circus "Origin Marking: The New Law" (1989)
10 Business Law Review 70.)

JJHMSO Final ReDort of the Committee on Consumer Protection (July 1962) Cmnd 1781 202. Commonly referred to
as t~b Molonv Committee ReDort.

Of 1887-1953.
~~H~SO ~a!r Tradin .. and Consumer Protection in Bri.ain (1978) 9.

4~ Halsbc:r, S:atutes Co: l='n;;!a~-1 3 ed (1984) para 281.
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(b)
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false or misleading statements about services, accommodations or facilities;

and

(c) false or misleading indications as to the price of goods 19. 20

Of major concern is false or misleading descriptions applied to goods. 21 Section 1(1)

makes it an offence for a person to apply a false trade description to any goods. A "trade

description" is defined as-

"an indication, direct or indirect, and by whatever means given, of any of
the following matters with respect to any goods or parts of goods:
(a) Quantity, size or gauge;
(b) method of manufacture, production, processing or

reconditioning;
(c) composition;
(d) fitness for purpose, strength, performance, behaviour or

accuracy;
(e) any physical characteristics not included in heads (a) to (d);
(f) place or date of manufacture, production, processing or

reconditioning;
(g) person by whom manufactured, produced, processed or

reconditioned.,,22

Furthermore, in terms of s 3, a trade description has to be false or misleading to a material

degree. 23

The application of s 1 is inflexible although there are defences available~ eg an

accident or a mistake. 24 A trader can also utilize a "disclaimer" to avoid liability.25 A

disclaimer "neutralizes the trade description," i.e. the effect of a disclaimer is as if no trade

description has been made. 26

The provisions of the Trade Descriptions Act are enforced by the local weights and

measures authorities.
27

Authorized officers have the power to make test purchases, to enter

;~This part has since been amended and repealed by Part III of the Consumer Protection Act 1987. See below 72.
21National Federation of Consumer Groups A Handbook of Consumer Law (1982) 119.

Eg of false or misleading descriptions include statements as to dimension, cubic capacity, weight and number, and
exp~1sions such as "home-made", "AA tested" J etc. Clayton op cit 23.

~~There are three other requirements which relate to the history of the goods.
;Further definitions are found in ss 2-6 of the Act.

2.. '>4
S .... "':%..

25Leder submits that a disclaimer is an effective defence in avoiding liability, "even though the Act nowhere expressly
re(:°igizes the disclai:ner". Leder GO ci: 176.

c. Lede- OD cit 176. --
27s 26. --
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premises to inspect goods, and to seize and detain goods or documents. 28

67

A breach of the provisions of the Trade Descriptions Act is merely a criminal

offence. Thus if consumers have been misled they have no redress under the provisions of

the Act. Previously consumers had to proceed via the civil courts for breach of contract.

Su bsequently, the Criminal Courts Act29 was passed. This modified the position. Section 35

of the Criminal Courts Act provides that should a court find a trader guilty of a criminal

offence, it may instead of, or in addition to, holding him criminally liable, make a

compensation order requiring the offender to pay the consumer compensation for-

"any personal injury, loss or damages resulting from that offence or any
other offe"nce which is taken into consideration by the court in determining
sentencing.,,3o

Such orders, however, cannot be granted in favour of dependents should there be death of

the breadwinner due to road accidents (i.e. exclusion of the loss of support claims).31

Furthermore, the magistrates' court cannot grant an order exceeding £ 2,000 as

compensation in respect of each offence,32 but in the higher courts there are no such

financial limitations.33 A compensation order can be made by the court even though the

injured party has not requested such an order.34 The justification for introducing such

orders is that it reduces the duplication of court proceedings by consumers attempting to

obtain civil redress. 35

The advantage of the Criminal Courts Act is two-fold: (a) The Act provides for

consumers to secure a cheaper and easier remedy in order to be compensated rather than

proceeding via the civil courts; and (b) it facilitates future governments to create new

offences for consumer issues.36

28ss 27-28.
290f 1973.

~~s 35(2) of the Criminal Courts Act.
3 s 35(3).

25 40.
33L d .
3':' e er ~D Clt 191-1.92. . .
35? .~orne &: A L Dlamonc Toe Consumer. Society and the Law 4 ed (1981) 15l.

!bIC.
3~-

up Silli.h &: D SW:::':1i"l Pro:ec:'on of the CO~5t..:me:-: An Economic and Le,;-:al Analvsis (1979) 152.
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The Trade Descriptions Act is valuable because it introduces uniformity.

Furthermore, the Act is well drafted and the adopted definitions are workable and easily

understood. The application of the provisions of the Act, however, has been

disappointing.37

B. \VEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT38

The Weights and Measures Act consolidates the various Acts relating to weights and

measures. The Act is divided into several parts: Part I - units and standards of

measurement; Part II - weighing and measuring for trade; Part III - public weighing or

measuring equipment; Part IV - regulation of transactions of goods; Part V - packaged

goods; Part VI - administration; and Part VII - general.

(a) Parts I and II

One of the objectives of the Weights and Measures Act is to standardize weights and

measures used in trade so consumers are not confused and find it easy to compare, (and

understand), the units of measures.39 Section 8 prescribes the units of weights and measures

that may be used lawfully or those that are excluded from use in trade. These relate to

imperial and metric units.

(b) Part IV

The Secretary of State may issue an order stating that certain goods are to be sold

in fixed quantities and that the containers must be marked with those quantities.4o In terms

of s 23 the Secretary of State may promulgate regulations indicating the manner in which

a container should be marked and the information to be supplied under certain conditions.

~~Smith &.: Swann 0;:) ci: 154.
390f 1985.

Harvey OD cit 369.
4°5 22(1)(a), "(0).
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Should these orders or regulations not be complied with the offender will be guilty of an

offence.41 Section 26 requires the quantity of certain goods to be stated in writing.

The Act also creates general offences concerning short-weights, misrepresentation,

quantity statements and incorrect statements.

(i) Short-weight

Section 28 provides that a person selling or delivering goods of-

(a) "a lesser quantity than that purported to be sold, or
(b) a lesser quantity than corresponds with the price charged,
shall be guilty of an offence.,,42

This applies to sale of goods at any point, including retail sales,43 and is governed

by the general principle that "whatever is not forbidden can be done".44 Although the Act

restricts the freedom to pack goods in various weights or measures, goods excluded from

specific regulations will have to comply with s 28.45

(ii) Misrepresentation

Section 29 provides that a person making a misrepresentation-

"whether oral or otherwise as to the quantity of the goods, or does any other
act calculated to mislead a person buying or sellin& the goods as to the
quantity of the goods, shall be guilty of an offence." 0

(iii) Quantitv statements less than that stated in writing

In terms of s 30(1) a person will be guilty of an offence if he provides goods whose

quantity is less than that stated on the container, i.e. slack-fill. Furthermore, in terms of

s 30(2) if a-document supplied with certain goods47 states an incorrect quantity the supplier

is guilty of an offence.

41 5 25.

425 28(1).
43Harvey OD cit 380.
4/ --
I "sF A Paine Packaginll and the Law (1973) 32 .
... ibid.

~~~(1).
: I The Secreta:')' of State can order that the purchaser be furnished with a document R containing a statement of the

quantity of t~e goods in question expressed in si.lcn ma:1ner and a s~atement of such other .particula.rs, ..." (s 22(h)).
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(iv) Incorrect statements

This section provides that if any document furnished with the goods is found to

contain an incorrect statement the person who-

"knowing, or having reasonable cause to suspect that statement to be
materially incorrect, inserted it or caused it to be inserted in the document,
or used the document for the purposes of this Part of the Act while that
statement was contained in the document, shall be guilty of an offence.,,48

Certain defences are available. These include "warranties," i.e. a trader has

purchased goods from another who guaranteed that the container, (or the document

supplied), reflects the correct quantity. As long as the warranty is written it may be used

as a defence. 49 Other defences include reasonable precautions, due diligence, 50 subsequent

deficiency,S1 and excess due to precautions. 52

(c) Part V

Section 47 imposes a duty upon packers or importers to ensure that the prescribed

packaged goods are selectively tested for their nominal quantity. Section 48 imposes a

further duty upon the importer or packer-

"to ensure that the container included in the package is marked before the
prescribed time and in the prescribed manner with-
(i) a statement of quantity in prescribed units either of weight

or volume, as regulations require, and
(ii) his name and address or a mark which enables his name and

address to be readily ascertained by an inspector ... ,,53

The packer or importer is, however, protected t~ some extent: Such statements of quan.tity

will not fall within the ambit' of a' "trade description" in terms of the Trade Descriptions

Act.
54

A breach of these provisions will result in the offender being convicted of an

offence under the V/eights and I\1easures Act. sS

48s 31(1).

~~s 31. Other conditions are also specified in the section.
s 34.

S1 s 35.

52s 36. The section provides that should a offence be committed whereby the person has supplied an excess quantity
then tne defence th::.: the "excess was at;;ributable to the taking of measures reasonably necessary in order to avoid the
cOTTlfUission of an offence in respect of a deficiency in those or other goods" is acceptable.

~:5 48(1).
~=5 40(4).
))5 50(1).
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The enforcement of this Part of the Act is in the hands of the local weights and

measures authorities. 56 Section 55, however, establishes the National Metrological Co

ordinating Unit57 (NMCU) to oversee Part V of the Act. The NMCU consists of not less

than five people but not more than fifteen people.58 Its members are empowered- (i) to

review the operation of the Act; (ii) to provide information regarding the operation of the

Act; (iii) to advise the local authorities regarding their duties; (iv) to collaborate with

similar bodies abroad on matters connected with the Unit; and (v) to advise on the

preparation of the documents. 59 The Secretary of State has the power to amend and

regulate Part V.60

Cd) Part VI

The Act is administered by the local weights and measures authorities. 61

Furthermore, this part deals with appointment of inspectors,62 their duties and their fees. 63

The inspectors also acquire general powers of inspection and entry.64 In addition, the local

weights and measures authorities are empowered with the right to prosecute offenders65

and s 84 lists the penalties.

Since the Act merely consolidates the previous Act and subsequent amendments, it

does not modify the previous unsatisfactory provisions. It does, however, bring the Act in

line with the European Economic Community's (EEC) Directives.66 For this Act to have

any meaning, however, it is necessary to promulgate regulations.67

56s 52.

57p Circus "Consumer Law Enforcement: A !'ational Trading Standards Service?" (1988) 9 Business Law Review 20
:::0, however, submitted that" ... the creation of the KMCU has helped enormously to help traders to overcome the problems
relating to the introduction of the average system under the Weights and Measures Act (1955). It also enabled the trading
standards service to speak with one voice to Government and to international bodies. However, the NMCU is now to be
abo~!fed a5 p:ut of the Government's attack on quangos."

-' s 53(1).

~~s 56 includes further duties imposed upon the KMCU.
ss 65-66.

61 Defined in s 69.
62 "T')--

3sS I_-'~.

6 ss 76-78.6:Part VII - General (s 79).
b ss 82-83.

66Direc,ive 79/112 of 18 December 1978 OJ 1979 Ko L33/1; Directive 83/463 of 22 July 1983 OJ 1983 Ko L255/1 and
Dire~ive 86/197 of 26 ~iay 1986 OJ 1986 Ko L114/38.

0(0···r. . h -.
! Slb!l:.ICance IS t e \\ €lgh;:s and ~feasures (Packaged Goods) Regulations 1986.
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C. CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT68

72

In protecting consumers it is necessary to avoid inherently dangerous goods, either

because the goods are unsafe or they are a health hazard, from entering the marketplace.

This, however, is not always done timeously. Furthermore, there is a need to prohibit the

sale of such goods. This can be done by legislation and regulations. In addition, publicity

needs to be given to goods that can be hazardous to health or unsafe.69 The various

consumer needs are served by the Consumer Protection Act.

The Act is arranged in five parts. These are: Part I - product liability; Part II 

consumer safety; 70 Part III - misleading prices; Part IV-enforcement of Parts II and Ill; and

Part V - miscellaneous and supplementary provisions.

(a) Part III

Part III of the Act repeals s 11 of the Trade Descriptions Act 196871 and the Price

Marking (Bargain Offers) Order72 ("1979 Order").73

A general offence is created if a person indicates misleading prices. Section 20(1)

provides:

"Subject to the following prOVISIOns of this Part, a person shall be guilty of
an offence if, in the course of any business of his, he gives (by any means
whatever) to any consumers 74 an indication which is misleading as to the
price at which any goods, se.rvices, accommodation or facilities are available
(whether generally or from particular persons)."

680f 1987.
69Clayton OD cit 50.

70This Part is excluded from the discussion because s 10(1) specifically excludes food from its ambit. See, however,
E Jacobs "The Consumer Protection Act 1987: Product Liability and Consumer Safety" (1987) 8 Business Law Review 224
and K Cardwell "The Consumer Protection Act 1987: The Enforcement of Provisions Governing the Safety of Consumer
Gooff (1987) 50 The Modern Law Review 622.

See above 65.
720f 1979.

73See A A Painter "Consumer Protection Act 1987, Part Ill: Misleading Indications of Price" (1987) 8 Business Law
Rev~w 227.

~ection 20(6) defines "consumers". It does seem to be a narrow definition but R J Bragg "The Consumer Protection
Act 1987 - Kew Controls on ~isleading Pricing" (1S88) 50 The Modem Law Review 210 215 said that it includes person
that uses the goods for private purposes and not solely for busi;less. He gives some examples. One such example is if "a
computer is used par:ly io: business and pa:tly ~o play games then it would be withi;l the de5nition".
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This provision creates a criminal offence that is wider in scope compared to s 11 of

the Trade Descriptions Act75 but less complex than the 1979 Order.76

The provisions also cover the situation where an indication may become misleading

after it has already been made. This offence, however, will only occur when-

(i) the indication is made in the course of the trader's business;

(ii) consumers are expected to rely upon such indications; and

(iii) the trader failed to take steps to prevent consumers from relying on the

indication. 77

This will apply to brochures and catalogue~ when there is "a increase in price during the

currency of i~s publication.,,78 The offender is penalized by having to pay a fine on

summary conviction or conviction on indictment.79 The value of the fine is limited by

statute.

"Misleading" is defined in s 21. This section creates various presumptions. Painter80

summarizes the presumptions as follows-

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(i v)

(v)

"a price indication is misleading if it is less than the price in fact is;81

if the applicability of the price depends on facts or circumstances and the
circumstances are wrongly represented (or not stated), the indication of that
price becomes misleading;82

if a price indication does not include matters for which an additional charge
is made it is misleading;83

where it is wrongly suggested that prices will be increased, reduced or will
remain the same irrespective of any time or amount which may be stated,
and consumers rely on such a suggestion, an offence may be committed; or

if the facts or circumstances on which consumers might reasonably judge the
validity of any price comparison made or implied by the price indication are
not in fact what they are the indication may be judged to be misleading."

;;Includes services, accommodation and facilities which was previously excluded in s 11.
Bragg OD cit 210.

77s 20(2)-.-

7~Painter OD cit 227.
7"1_ ?QfJ) --
8Q::>-.l~· . _

Pamter op Clt 221:S.

~2This deals with understated prices on shelves; price lists; etc.
\';Ln h ,.
Sl3.c.. g surc arge; Qlscounts; etc .
... Eg value added tax or postage and packaging charges.
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To encourage self-regulation the Act empowers the Secretary of State, (in

consultation with the Director-General of Fair Trading84 and other persons), to approve

of and establish voluntary codes of conduct.8s The codes may relate to the application of

s 20 and the promotion of desirable practices in indicating price.86 Though it is made clear

that a contravention of the approved code will not result in a criminal offence or a civil

wrong, it can be used to indicate that the offender committed the offence or negate the

offender's defence.8? In turn, compliance with the code can be used to indicate that an

offence has not been committed or a defence has been made out.88

Voluntary codes are not always feasible. Occasionally it is necessary to legislate.

The Secretary of State, (in consultation with the Director-General of Fair Trading and

other appropriate persons), is empowered to promulgate regulations. Areas that can be

regulated include-

(i) the circumstances and manner in which a person indicates a price;

(ii) the circumstances and manner in which other matters may be indicated

which will result in the price being misleading; or

(iii) facilitating the enforcement of s 20 or any other regulations.89

Cb) Part IV

The enforcement of Part III is once again in the hands of the local weights and

measures authorities,90 though their powers under this Act are restricted. 91

:See below 75.
865 25(1).

87ibi~. . .
885 2;>(2). Pamter OD clt 228.
89Paimer op cit 228.

905 2~(1).
5 2,.

9\5 28-35.
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The Act is regarded as an improvement to s 11 of the Trade Descriptions Act and

the 1979 Order. It has, however, been suggested that traders should not abuse the freedom

contained in this Act. Continued abuses may result in the Secretary of State tightening the

regulations.92

D. THE FAIR TRADING ACT93

Various pieces of legislation were enacted to protect consumers from objectionable

marketing and promotional practices. This resulted in two problems: (a) Legislation was

piece-meal and scattered; and (b) objectionable practices developed quicker than

amendments to legislation.94 There was a need for a flexible mechanism that allowed rapid

changes to occur as frequently as new objectionable practices developed. As a result the

Fair Trading Act was enacted.95

The aim of the Act is not to involve itself with individual consumer complaints but

with developing-

"new procedures for formulating control and a new technique for
disciplining businesses whose behaviour fails to match suitable standards.,,96

This does not mean that the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) is unwilling to hear consumer

complaints. The OFT will hear complaints in order to review a trader or trading practices.

(a) Part II

The Fair Trading Act establishes a Director-General of Fair Trading and the

Consumer Protection Advisory Committee (CPAC).97

92painter op cit 229.
930f 1973.--
9'
9;~ .~ranston Consumers and the Law 2 ed (1984) 336.

IDIQ.

95~ ,.I' 1 re L .97·..... nan ... CoOOK o. ·c·::sume:- aw 2.£...9.E. 132.
55 1 and 3.
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I. Director-General of Fair Trading

76

The Director-General is appointed by the Minister of Consumer Affairs. The office

is government financed. The Director-General's duties include-

(i) to keep a watch on trading practices;

(ii) to report bad trading practices to the Minister and to recommend action;

(iii) to take action against traders who are persistently unfair to consumers;

(iv) to encourage trade associations to produce voluntary codes;

(v) to publish information and advice for consumers;98 and

(vi) to be responsible as directed by other Acts. 99

One of the duties of the Director-General is t9 review commercial activities that are

detrimental to consumers. The activity may adversely affect economic (or other, i.e. health,

safety, etc.) interests of consumers. The Director-General discharges the duty by collating

the various complaints made to different departments and bureaus.· Once the data is

collated he can recommend a course of action to the Minister of Consumer Affairs or any

other Minister. 1OO Accordingly, legislation can be influenced by the OFT.

The Director-General can, in terms of Part II, review complaints lodged against a

practice or a trader and the OFT can draw up proposals and make recommendations to the

CPAC in respect of the practice or individual trader. 101

H. Consumer Protection Adyisory Committee (CPAC)

The CPAC consists of fifteen independent members who are appointed by the

Secretary of State. They may be full-time or part-time members. 102

~~A Han?book of Comume~.~.aw OD cit 131. " .

10dhese mclude the Competltlon Act 1980, RestnctIve Trade PractIces Act 1977 and Consumer Credit Act 1974.
s 2.

101 Part II - s 14.
102::; 3.
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A matter has to be referred to the CPAC by the OFT, the Minister or the Secretary

of State. The CPAC's duty is to consider proposals, which includes representations made

by interested parties, and to weigh up the OFT's recommendations. 103 A trade practice has

to be detrimental to consumers before the CPAC will declare it to be objectionable. The test

is two-fold:

(i) Does the practice adversely affect the consumer's economic interest? 104

(ii) Does it have the effect of misleading the consumer, pressurizing the

consumer to enter into the transaction, or has the consumer entered into

contracts that incorporate unfair contract terms? 105

The CPAC could either accept, reject or modify the recommendations of the OFT. If the

recommendations are accepted (or modified to some extent), it is likely that the Secretary

of State will draft an order that corresponds with the recommendations. 106 The order is

enforced by the local weights and measures authorities. 107

The Fair Trading Act only creates criminal offences.· The penalty is either summary

con viction or a fine not exceeding a set limit or a conviction on indictment and a fine or

imprisonment.
108

The legislature did not take the opportunity of creating a ·remedy

whereby consumers can be personally compensated by the offender for damages

suffered. 109

The orders have also been criticized as being ineffective because (a) the procedure

is time consuming and inflexible; (b) the CPAC is a consultative body rather than

legislative; and (c) the government's discretion is often confined to the OFT's

recommendations. 110

1035 14.
104Th· hI' .
105 ~s p ase on y examme economIc loss and will not consider health or safety interests (s 14(1)).

s 11(2).
106" ')')
107- ~:.

108~~~'
i09~, ~,'

l::)IC.
110-

C:-amton OD cit 338.
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Cb) Part ITI

78

The Swedish experience with "cease and desist" orders have been reproduced in Part

III of the Fair Trading Act. This part discourages the continuation of objectionable trade

practices by making them unprofitable. Previously businesses continued with objectionable

conduct even after prosecution. The reason was attributed to apathy on part of consumers

in claiming civil redress and/or the fact that traders found it worthwhile paying the fine

and carrying on with the practice. With the introduction of the "cease and desist" order the

ontinuation of such practices is prevented.

The Director-General can request an assurance from a senior executive of a

company or individuals that the offender will cease such objectionable conduct. The test

for objectionable conduct is two-fold:

(i) Is the conduct detrimental to the interests (including economic, safety,

health, etc.) of the consumer?

(ii) Can it be regarded as unfair?'"

If the trader is willing to give an assurance and, thereafter, comply with the

assurance the matter comes to an end. If, however, the trader fails to give an assurance or

comply with it, the Director-General has the power to obtain an order from the Restrictive

Trade Courts or the county courts. 112 The order is specifically against the objectionable

t~ade practice and it will include substantially harsh penalties (and imprisonment of senior

officials of the company) if the order is not complied with. 113 The motive behind the order

is not to penalize past \vrongs or to "appropriate illegal profits that have accrued,,,114 but

it is to be prospective, i.e. to halt such objectionable behaviour in the future.

111 s 34(1).
112s 35.

~ 13Cranston OD cit 350.
11L. C t --. -rans on 2.£...9..! 3;)2.
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The "cease and desist" order is seen as a legal remedy that improves consumer

protection. The order, however, needs to be extended to apply to all types of objectionable

d .. 11 ff . 115behaviour rather than those merely declare CrImIna y 0 enSIve.

Cc) Part X

Part X introduces a novelty in England and Wales legislation. Section 124(2)

requires the OFT to encourage associations to prepare voluntary codes of practices. This

section has been used fairly frequently. Some codes, however, are not sanctioned by the

OFT but are complied with by the members of the association.

The advantages of voluntary codes are obvious. For example, they minimize the

need to approach the courts and reduce the demand on pubic resources. Their

disadvantages include a heavy reliance on self-regulation and co-operation,116 and

problems with enforcement. 117

The Fair Trading Act has introduced novel concepts, but these often contain certain

disadvantages, eg the lack of provisions that compel offenders to compensate consumers

without proceeding via the civil courts, CPAC has limited powers, and so on. Some

limitations will always exist in legislation but that is no reason why the novel concepts

introduced by this Act should be negated. The aim should be to protect consumers from

objectionable practices.

3. FOOD LA\V

The primary statute dealing with food laws is the Food Act 118. In addition various

regulations have been promulgated to give effect to the Act. These include regulations

115Cranston 0;) cit 335.
116K PtO' '-;:;-d' F" P117 U tiCK J. ra ng alrlY: \~ ould A 'General Duty' Help?" (1986) 7 Business Law Review 299 299.
'18See also C:-anston 0;) cit 59-6:?
I Of 1984.
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concerning food labelling 119 and the control of additives.

A. FOOD ACT120

80

The Food Act, which came into force on the- 26 September 1984, consolidated 121 the

earlier Food and Drug Acts 122 and various other Acts. 123 The Act consists of several parts.

Of relevance is: Part I - which covers food generally; and Part VI - which deals with

d·· f h A 124administration, enforcement and legal procee mgs In terms 0 t e et.

The aim of the Act is to protect consumers. 125 It does so by creating general criminal

offences in Part I of the Act. These offences fall under the following categories:

Preparation or sale of injurious foods (i.e. adulteration); compositionaI standards; false

descriptions of food; sale of unfit food (i.e. contaminated food); and hygiene matters.

1. Preparation or sale of injurious foods

Section I of the Act creates the offence of preparing or selling adulterated foods

for human consumption. Food is adulterated when- (i) a substance is added; (ii) a substance

is used in the preparation of the food; (iii) a substance is abstracted from food; or (iv) a

process or treatment of food is used, such that it is injurious to consumer health. 126

The test for whether a specified food is injurious to health takes into account the

"probable effect" of that food on the health of an adult. This test also extends to the

1i90f 1984 (1'0 1305).
1200f 1984.

~~~The 1984 Act does not deal with offences relating to drugs.
Of 1955-1982.

123These include the Sugar Act (of 1956)' the Food and Drug (Milk) Act (of 1970), European Communities Act (of
1972) (s 7(3) and (4)); Local Government Ac~ (of 1972) (s 198) and Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act (of
1981~lPa:t IX). ., ." . . .

~he other parts inClUde mIlK, aa,mes and cream substItutes (Part H); markets (Part HI); sale of food by hawkers
(Par,t2~\); sugar beet and c~ld storage tPart V); and general and supplementary (Part VH).

A Turner "The Deveiopment and Structure of Food Legislation in the united Kingdom and its Interaction with
Eur12~an ~omr~unity_Food Laws" (~98!) 39 ~ood Drug and Cosme~ic Law Jou::1al 430 431.

""'E6 a ;:>IeC€ o~ ~een s~raw IS round In a bottle of milk al~hoL:gh ur:Dala~able is appa:ently harmless, bu~
neve:thelass su:E:ie:::t to c::1ta:::i:1ate milk." (A Ha:1::::'ook 0: Co~~u:7:e:' La\,\,' c::: -c:: 113). '
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cumulative effect of consumption on invalids or children and not only healthy adults. 127

In addition, a person is guilty of an offence if he sells food which is not of the

nature, substance or quality demanded. 128 To contravene the Act, however, the sale has to

"obviously prejudice" the purchaser, for example, by requiring the purchaser to return or

throwaway the spoilt food. "Prejudice" also covers "any injury or damage suffered by the

purchaser which can be linked to the purchase.,,129 It is not an offence, however, if the

seller brought to the notice of the purchaser that the goods are not of the nature, substance

or quality demanded (eg the manufacturer claims on the label that the food is sub

standard).130

Section 3 provides that-

(i) if there was no fraud, and

(ii) proper notice or labels with appropriate details have been supplied,

then the "offender" has a defence. 131 When some extraneous matter is found in the food the

offender can defend the charge by claiming that the "presence of the matter was an

una voidable consequence of the process of collection or preparation.,,132 Clayton submits

that in employing this defence it may be difficult to discharge the burden of proof but it

can be used as an explanation in mitigation. 133

IT. Compositional standards

A device used to avoid consumer fraud is to ensure that products described by a

parti:ular name have a fixed composition. 134 Once a compositional standard is established

~~~:~lJen y Mc!\air (1908) 99 LT 358. (Referred to in A Handbook of Consumer Law op cit 113).

~~~~-Har.d~ook of Consumer Law OD cit 114.
131~4 (1) Ha!sburv Statutes er E:1:<:and 3 ed (1984) 478.

s 3(1).
132s 3(2).
133'H 'b k
13t,--;" ~ ar..~ 00 of Con~um:r L~w ~::J cit 115.

D J JUKes Food Le~!slatlon ]r. rne Cnired Kin~do~: A Concise Guide 2 ed (1984) 4.
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for a particular product then that is called a "reserved description" and it can only be used

to describe goods conforming to the standard. 135

Ministers 136 have the power to promulgate regulations for various categories of

food. Regulations cover the setting of compositional standards and the process or treatment

that may, or may not, be used. 137 The regulations will be promulgated if it is expedient and

if it is (i) in the interest of the public; (ii) for the protection of the public; or (iii) required

in terms of United Kingdom's obligation to the EEC. 138 The power to establish standards

has been used extensively by the Minister. 139

The Food Standard Committee 140 - (FSC) is entrusted with the task of making

recommendations regarding the regulation of compositional standards. The FSC takes

.various factors into account when setting compositional standards, eg nutritional

importance, its value either in diet or the marketplace; the potential for adulteration; and

the necessity to frustrate inferior and debased products from entering the marketplace. 141

Despite its importance, Cranston commented that compositional standards have been

governed in an ad hoc manner. His justification for this view was that primary foods, eg

breakfast cereals, are left uncontrolled while minor products, eg salad creams, have

reserved compositional standards. 142

An apparent advantage of compositional standards is that it makes the task of

implementing and enforcing food laws much simpler. The manufacturer is aware of what

is required from him and once his products comply with the standard he will not be

prosecuted. The problem, however, is that very few infringements are prosecuted. This can

135ibid .

13SThese include the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF), the Secretary of State for Social Services
and 1~ Secretary of State for Wales.

3 s 4 sets out the other categories.
1 8s 4(1).

139Eg,FoOd (,ContrOl of Irradiatio.n) Regulati.om (of 1967) (and amendments); Sweeteners in Food Regul2.tions (of
1983) (2o:1Q amenaments); Food Labelling RegulatiOns (of 1984) (and amendments); etc. (See 54 (1) Halsbun' Statutes of
Endand 3 ed (1984) 482).

~ 7vSee below 110.
I~ 1Cranston OD cit 326-327.
1C-2·,·, --

:C·:O.
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. f' h" 143be attributed to poor detection or the faIlure to prosecute by en orcIng aut OrItleS.

83

The current trend, however, is to reduce the number of compositional standards (i.e.

establish standards for basic products only). This will enable manufactures to produce a

multiplicity of products. 144 Thus the authorities introduced full, informative labelling to

prevent consumer fraud. 145

Ill. La belling

Section 6 makes it an offence for a seller to display or sell food that has a label,

wrapper or container attached to it which (i) falsely describes the food, or (ii) is calculated

to mislead as to its nature, substance or quality.146 The proviso, however, is that if the

seller can prove that he did not know, and could not with reasonable diligence have

ascertained, that the label was false or calculated to mislead as to the nature, substance or

quality,147 it would be a complete defence to the offence charged. An additional offence

is created if a person is party to a publication or advertisement that is either false or

calculated to mislead as to the nature, substance or quality of the product. 148 This does not

apply, however, if he did not know, and could not with reasonable diligence have

ascertained, that the label was of the character mentioned or he received the publication

or advertisement in the ordinary course of his business. 149

Section 7 provides the ~1inister with the power to promulgate regulations imposing

labelling, marking or advertising requirements. 150 ~1inisters have frequently used this

pro\·ision. 151

143 ibid .

1!.!.Jukes OD cit; 5.
145;~'d --
"._'_1.
''''Os 6(1).
147ibid .

~78s 6(2).
':;56(3)(b).
1=> i(l).
1) I See below 84.
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IV. Contaminated Foods

84

The Act also makes it an offence to supply food intended, but unfit, for human

consumption. 152 "Unfit" is defined as food that is "unwholesome or putrid,,153 but it need

not necessarily be injurious to health. 154 It is a matter of degree. 155 Moreover, it is

generally a Question of fact in each case. 156 The defences available are: (i) The food was

never intended for human consumption; (ii) at the time of despatch or delivery it was fit

for human consumption; or (iii) the offender did not know, or could not with due diligence

have ascertained, that it was unfit. 157

V. Hygiene Matters

Regulations may be promulgated to observe sanitary and clean conditions in

connect.ion with the sale of food. 158 The part also deals with the registration of premises,

handling and transportation of food. 159

In terms of Part VI, s 71, responsibility for enforcing the Act lies in the hands of

the local authorities.
160

The latter consist of two groups - the environmental health officers

(EHOs) and the trading standards officers (TSOs).161 The EHOs are responsible for

enforcing food hygiene regulations and controlling contaminated foods. The TSOs 162 are

responsible for labelling regulations and compositional standards for food. 163

152s 8(1).
153ibid .
154-C1 t " 7
155 ay on 2B-lli 11 .
'_6David Grei" Ltd v Goldfinch (1961) 59 LGR 304.
~ ~7Wave v Thomnson [1885] 15 QED 342.

) s 8(3).
~~8s 13(1).
0)9ss 13-3I.

~~~Called the Food and Drug Authorities.
- Jukes 00 ci~ i.

162T , --, . 1 1 ..
';;3 nese are alSO the oca welgnts and measures au:horities.
1- Jukes 00 ci;; 8.
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B. FOOD LABELLING REGULATIONS 164

85

The Food Labelling Regulations are measures promulgated to protect and inform

consumers. 165 These regulations, which update the 1970 regulations and the subsequent

amendments, are drafted with the view to changes in technology and to meet United

Kingdom's obligations to the EEC.

The regulations are divided into the following: Part I - preliminary; Part II 

presentation; Part III - food to be delivered as such to the ultimate consumer or to the

caterers; Part IV - claims; Part V - offences and enforcement; and, Part VI - amendments,

re vocations and transitional provisions.

(a) Part II

This short part provides that "presentation of food shall not be such that a

purchaser is likely to be mislead to a material degree as to the nature, substance or quality

of the food.,,166 This provision does not expand s 2 of the Food Act 1984. 167 The emphasis

lie on the presentation of the food.

(b) Part III

The principal consideration of the regulations is the labelling of foods. Paragraph

6 of the regulations provide that prepackaged foods 168 shall be marked or labelled with the

following information: Name of the food; list of ingredients; an indication of minimum

durability; any special storage conditions or conditions of use; 169 the name or business

1640f 1984 (Ko 1305).

~65J Gray Food Intolerance: Fact or Fiction (1986) 108.
66para 4.

167See above 81.

168Excep~ those specifically excluded by p:uas 5(2) and (3). eg cocoa and chocolate products; coffee and coffee
mix~t.l~s; etc. Most of these items are specifically regulated by other agencies.

o"'For an indication of the minimum dur3.bility to be effective i~ is necessa:-y to reflect the conditions of storage so
that the i~em can r~ta'n its freshness. For exam? e, a typical ineicatio:J. on a con~::iiner of yogurt will be "Best before 5
AugU5t 1989. Store ill a cool, dry place." (See Fig-...:.:-e 4).
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name and an address or registered office of the manufacturer, packer or seller established

within the EEC; 170 particulars of the place of origin of the food, if failure to give such

particulars might mislead a purchaser to a material degree as to the true origin of the food;

and, instructions for use, if it would be difficult to make appropriate use of the food in

the absence of such instructions. 171 The rules for non-packed and packed foods for direct

sales are less demanding and are covered by paras 28 to 31.

An example of the requirements is illustrated in the following figures:

Figure 1 "'hat a label must show:

...

N.ame of the food

Ingredients

170Th f·
. • e ~~nu acturer, packer or seller is obliged to meet the requirements set out in the regulations and comply with

c~r:~I~ condItIons set out by the E.EC. The name a:1d address of the manufacturer, packer or seller is required to appea:
0 •. t 171lab.el so that the consumer IS aware of who is responsible. (Gray 0:) cit 113).

'j'-__ ~It IS nece.::ary ~fo~ the ma~uf~c~urer, packe: or seller to indicate instructions on how to use the food if it will be
~~~~~(·1;~5)s;)~I.hou.tnem, eg boIl-m-the-bagkippers are bound to go peculiar if they are fried. w (MAFF Look at the
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Instructions for use
when necessary

Name and address
of the manufacturer,
or pack&r,
or of aseller
in the EEC
Place of origin
when necessary

Figure 1 (continued): The requirements of a label. (Source: MAFF Look At the Label
2).

(i) Name of Food

The regulations provide that prepacked foods and most non-packaged foods 172 must

contain the name of the food. If the food has a "prescribed name in law" that name has to

be used. 173 Names are prescribed by law when they have a fixed compositional standard. 174

Furthermore, if a food has a specified name in Schedule 1175 that name has to be indicated

on the label. In addition, prescribed names or Schedule 1 names can be qualified by the use

of descriptions. i76 The provision is used to distinguish foods with names similar to each

other, eg malted milk and chocolate milk drink. 1??

172As defined in para 5.

~~Para i(l).
See above 81.

175S ' 'I 1 f fihI' d"176 cneou e covers names or s., me ons, potatoes an vltarruns.
Para i(3).

177Gray OD cit 110.
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Foods frequently have neither a prescribed name nor a name specified in Schedule

1, in such circumstances their customary name 178 may be used. 179 A customary name is

defined as "a name which is customary in the area where the food is sold.,,180 Should there

be no prescribed name or customary name, the regulations provide that an alternative may

be to use a name that-

"shall be sufficiently precise to inform a purchaser of the true nature of the
food and enable the food to be distinguished from products with which it
could be confused, [and,] if necessary, shall include a description of its
use.,,181

The regulations require not only an indication of the name of the food, but also an

indication of the physical condition or treatment. 182 This indication is necessary when, by

omission, it will mislead the purchaser. The treatments considered in the regulations cover

foods that have been powdered; dried; freeze-dried; frozen; concentrated; smoked or

subjected to any other treatment. 183 Schedule 2 specifies some of the treatments that have

to be included on the label, eg foods frozen with dichlorodifluoromethane which must be

accompanied by the words "contact frozen with dichloride-fluoromethane".

(ii) List of Ingredients 184

The regulations require food to be marked or labelled with a list of ingredients. The

list should have a heading that includes the word "ingredients".185 Furthermore, ingredients

are required to be listed in descending order of quantity. The quantity has to be measured

at the "time of their use in the preparation of food.,,186 It has been recommended that the

primary ingredient should be declared in percentage terms. 187 The recommendation is

justified on the grounds that simple ingredient listing, (by descending order of weight), is

178E · I' d h179 g pIzza, mues I an fis fingers.
Para 8.

180ibid .
181-

Para 9.
182para 12.
183Th 11 . I

18!. ,~s a. oWI~g fo: develop.:nent 0: new technologies.
Tms dIscussIOn aoes not Include compound ing-redienrs (para 16), added water (para 17)' or concentrated and

dehygtated foods (para 14(3) and (4)).
'-":)p 1'::1lSQ a:a v.

187Pa:a 14(1). .
Cranston~ Z92.
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not always helpful as to the composition of the food. "By using two substances with similar

functions in a food instead of one, it may appear that the primary ingredient is present in

h . 11 h ,,188greater amounts t an IS rea y t e case.

Water and volatile products, when added to other ingredients, are quantified by

their use in the final product. For example, water will only be quantified when the final

product is weighed and the weight of the other ingredients deducted.
189

The problem with

such a calculation is that when a combination of water and a volatile product is used, (or

when two or more volatile products are used), it will be difficult to quantify the quantity

of water and the volatile ingredient.

The "name" is meant to describe the "true nature" of the food. This can, however,

often be misleading. For instance, consumers are misled by the terms "flavour" and

"flavoured" in respect of strawberry yogurt. The former can only be used to describe yogurt

with no strawberry in it and the latter to describe a yogurt with a reasonable amount of

strawberries. 190

The name used in the list of ingredients should be the name given to that ingredient

as "if the ingredient was itself being sold as a food.,,191 If, however, the use of this name

will mislead the purchaser than a description qualifying the ingredient should accompany

it. 192 Generic names are acceptable as long as they comply with the conditions set out in

Schedule 3. For example, one of the scheduled items is "cheese". The term "cheese" can be

188Cranston OD cit 292. For example, two jams labelled in terms of the present requirements are illustrated below.
T~ey.are. also labelled in te:-ms of percentages. These show that although the fruit content has remained the same, by
SUbStituting more glucose syrup for sugar in Jam 2, it may imply that Jam 2 has more fruit.

Sugar
Fruit
Glucose Syrup
Pectin, etc.

45%
35%
15%
5%

Fruit
Sugar
Glucose Syrup
Pectin, etc.

35%
31%
29%
5%

189Para 14(2).
~~~London Food Co:-r:.rrussion Food Adulte:-atio~ ,md How to Beat Tl;em (1988) 28.
~ :~Pa:-a 15 (1).
IY':::Para 15(2).
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used for any type of cheese only if "the labelling of the food of which the cheese is an

ingredient does not refer to a specific type of cheese."

Additives are categorized by the function they perform. There are eighteen

categories,193 eg acids; antioxidants; flavourings; stabilizers and preservatives. A food label

f dd " d . 'f' d . 1 b 194is required to indicate the category 0 a ItIve an ItS specI le name or sena num er,

if any, or both. 195 If an additive does not fall within the categories specified in para 15(4),

in terms of para 15(5) they can be indicated by their specified name. It is envisaged that

additives can be multifunctional and in those circumstances they should be categorized

. h' f . h 196accordIng to t e prImary unctIOn t ey serve.

The regulations also specify those ingredients that need not be listed. These include

the constituents of an ingredient that have become temporarily separated during the

manufacturing process and are later re- introduced in their original proportion. 197 They also

include additives which are a carry-over from another ingredient used in the food. These

additives play no role in the final product,198 eg cheese in canned macaroni and cheese may

contain the colour annatto which need not be listed. 199 Also excluded from ingredient

listing are those additives that are used solely as processing aids. 200 And the final exception

are those substances, (excluding water), that are used as solvents or carriers for

addi ti Yes. 201

Certain foods are excluded from having to list their ingredients. 202 These include

fresh fruit and vegetables, cheese, butter, etc. However, should such foods voluntarily

carry an ingredient listing they will have to comply fully with the regulations. 203 This

1935ee Schedule 4 of the regulations.
194Th 'fi d' h dd" I .195 ese are specl le In t le a Itlves regu atlOns. See below 98.

Para 15(4).
196ibid .

197para 18(a).
198para 18(b).
~99Gray OD cit 111.
/0" --
- '..I?ara.18(c). This has been criticized by the London Food Commission. They argued that additives used as

pr°cz.~1lng aIds are not always of insignificant quantities (London Food Commission OD cit 34).
2~2Para 18(d). --
~_Para 19.

2";5 Para D(3).
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prevents consumer fraud because manufacturers, who voluntarily label their products, '

could delete from the ingredient list those ingredients that are frowned upon.

(iii) Ingredients given Special Emphasis

Often certain ingredients are given special emphasis because of a high or low

content. 204 Such emphasis can only be made if it is accompanied by the minimum or

maximum percentage of the ingredient likely to be present at the time of preparation of

the food. 205 The declaration has to be made either "next to the name of the food, or in the

list of ingredients, in close proximity to the name of the ingredient in question."Z06 Special

emphasis need not be made when there is a reference to the name of the ingredient in the

food 207 nor when reference is made to an ingredient used in small quantities or as a

fla vouring. 208

(iv) Indication of Minimum Durability

With the advent of frozen foods, convenience foods, and innovative processes it has

become necessary for consumers to be told how long food will remain fresh and safe. The

need seems best served by "date marking". The regulations provide that the minimum

durability of food has to be indicated by date marking. The indication should consist of

the words "best before" and a date (see Figure 3). Also included on the marking or label

should be any special storage conditions that are required to retain the quality of food

until that date. 209

204E "h' h' fib" "I .21'\5 g Ig In 1 re or ow In salt".
~~ Para 20(1) and (2).
~O?aLa :!0(3).

"'RPara :!0(4).
2v"'Para 20(5).
2::9PaLa n(l).
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The "best before" date is defined as "a date up to and including which the food can

.. 'f' . 210 'f 1 t d ,,211 G 11reasonably be expected to retaIn Its specI IC propertIes 1 proper y sore . enera y,

this date is expressed in terms of the day, month and year. 212 But if the food is expected

to retain its specific properties for three months or less, it would be sufficient to indicate

only the day and the month.213 Furthermore, if the food is expected to retain its specific

properties for more than three years only the month and year need to be indicated and the

words "best before" must be replaced by "best before end" (see Figure 5).214

The date marking has to be indicated in the designated place. The date and year

may be indicated separately from the words "best before" or "best before end" as long as

there is an indication on the label that the consumer is expected to locate the date at a

different place (see Figure 5).215

A mInImUm durability date is optional in perishable foods that are intended for

consumption within six weeks. Here, however, a "sell by" date must be used (see Figure 4).

This is an indication of the latest recommended date of sale and is expressed in terms of

the day and month. In addition, the manufacturer, packer or importer is required to

indicate the period for which the food may be stored after purchase. The storage

conditions must also be indicted. 216 The indication may appear on the label or the label

may inform the consumer that the indication is to be found elsewhere on the package. 217

There are several foods that are exempt from bearing an indication of minimum

durability.218 Some of these include foods with a minimum durability of more than

eighteen months,219 edible ices,220 cooking salt,221 deep frozen foods,222 etc. These

210E I' d·211 g co our, texture an salety.
Para 21(1)(a).212Para 21(2).

213para 21(2)(a).

~~~Para 21(2)(b).
J Para 21(3).

216para ~1(4).
217p 21(-\ara O}.
218para 22.
219p -- ')')( ,
..,? aJ,"- -- m J •
c C
~; Para 22(k).
c._1 p "T" ... ')(~\• _. a __ ~j.
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b d . d 223exceptions arise because the foods are very stable or a date cannot e etermlne.

Figure 3 "Best By" Date Figure 4 "Sell By" Date Figure 5 "Best Before end"
Date

Best before
3 August

I
BEST+ BEfOOWll

• ••11 ,

- JAN Ff8 MAR APR MAY 11

~OGuR!J
Sell by: See lid .

Best Eaten Within
2 Days of

Purchase - Keep
in a Refrigerator

(Source: MAFF Look at the Label (1985) 5-6).

The problem with date marking is that it may lead to wastage because there is an

inherent implication that to eat the food after the "best before" date is unsafe. 224 G ray225

submitted that it is not illegal to sell consumers food that has an expired date mark, on

condition that it does not contravene the Food Act. This means that the food must not be

unfit for human consumption or mislead the consumer. Another problem arises when goods

are not stored according to instructions. To counter this manufacturers often consider the

worst storage conditions when determining the minimum durability of foods. This can lead

to further wastage because the product lasted longer as it was stored properly, but due to

the date mark it is considered unsafe. 226

222pa:-a 22(j). These products are exempt from date marking because England and Wales has introduced "star rating".
Thi~,~stem informs the consumer how lon~ they C:?:1 store such foods in their freezers (Gray OD cit 112).

-..JGray 0:) c:; 113.
22L.C:-ansto:1 C;) cit ~95.
225 G ,._v 0:) c:· 11"226., :;- __10 _.

~'
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(v) Omission of Certain Particulars

94

(a) Foods that are not prepacked, packed for direct sales or "flour confectionerv".

The specified foods, if packed in the manner described, are exempt from complying

wi th the regulations. 227 The exception operates in respect of foods such as white

bread and flour confectionery that are required to be labelled with their names. The

problem is that, for example, cakes (i.e. flour confectionery) are of varying quality

and may contain additives such as tartrazine (a colourant).228

(b) "Fancy confectionerv" that is individually wrapped and not enclosed in further

packaging is also exempt from complying with the regulations. Only their names

have to be stated. Fancy confectionery is defined to include "confectionery products

in the form of a figure animal, cigarette, egg or in any other fancy form.,,229

(c) Problems arose with the use of additives in these excepted categories. Hence,

para 26(1) provides that the listed additives (i.e. additives performing the function

of antioxidants, artificial sweeteners, colour, flavour enhances, flavouring or

preservatives) must be indicated as ingredients when they are contained in the foods

exempted from the labelling requirements by virtue of paras 24 and 25. The list

stipulated in para 26(1) is less exacting than Schedule 4, which deals with eighteen

categories of additives. The list in terms of para 26(1) include those categories that

contain problematic additives. For example, fancy confectionery is aimed at

children and normally children are intolerant towards tartrazine.

Cd) Packages having an area less than ten square centimetres are generally exempt

from complying \vith the labelling requirements because they are too small. They

are, however, required to indicate their name. 230

~~~Para 24(2).
2?9London Food Commission OD cit 34.
230Para 25(2).

Para 27(1).
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(e) Foods sold for immediate consumption are also exempt from having to comply

with the labelling regulations. Foods that are exempt have been strictly defined, eg

foods sold at a catering establishment; prepared meals; foods which are sold hot and

are ready for consumption without any further cooking, heating or other

preparation; etc. 231

([) Special requirements are set out for food sold from vending machines232 and

alcoholic drinks. 233

(vi) l\.1anner of Marking or Labelling

Markings or labels may appear (a) on packages; (b) attached to packages; or (c) on

labels that are clearly visible through packaging. 234 If food is sold to a person other than

the ultimate consumer, trade documents handed over before (or at delivery) of the food

can be used as an alternative to labelling. 235

Should a food fall within the exempted categories (where only the name is required

to be marked), it is sufficient if the label is attached to the food on a ticket or a notice is

displayed in the immediate proximity of the food. 236

The particulars on a label has to be easily understood, clearly legible and indelible,

and marked in a conspicuous' position. 237 Pictorial representations or other writing should

not in any way obscure or interrupt the label. 238

~;~See paras 28 and 29.
Para 30.

233para 31.
23L. p ?'l(1'/\_ a:-a "'. 1"

--)Para ?'l('l)
/ "'-\- .
_36pa:-a 33(1)
237 \'
23ai:a:-a 34(1).

ara 34(2).
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The information required to be disclosed in terms of the regulations is required to

be within the consumer's field of vision. Where minimum durability has to be marked or

labelled it has to be indicated on the label in the same place as the name of the food, unless

. 239 .there is a reference on the label to where the date markIng may be found. Furthermore,

the net quantity, required in terms of the Weights and Measures Act,240 has to appear in

the same place as the name of the food. 241

Cc) Part IV

Part 1 of Schedule 6 to the regulations lists those claims that cannot be made on a

labe1.
242

These include inter alia: (i) Claims that a food has tonic properties and (ii) claims

that food which is intended for babies is equivalent, or superior, to the milk of a healthy

mother.

Part II of Schedule 6, however, lists claims that may be made on condition that

specified requirements are fulfilled. 243 For example, claims relating to food suitable for,

or specially made for, babies or young children must comply with conditions such as:

(i) The food must be capable of fulfilling the claim.

(ii) If the food has been specially made for babies or young children

(a) the food must be marked or labelled with an indication that it is

intended for babies or young children;

(b) the food must be marked or labelled with the prescribed energy

statement; and

(c) when sold to the ultimate consumer, the food must be prepacked and

completely enclosed by its packaging. 2£.4

239para 35(1).
2/0 .
~ See above 68.

241 p 'J-('"ara ",;) _).
242para 36(1).
243 p --("),~ara.~o_.

24t. part II - S:hedule 6.
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Paragraph 38 provides for words and descriptions that can only be used if the

conditions laid out in Schedule 7 are complied with, eg "the word "cream" or any other

word or description which implies that the food being described contains cream shall not

be applied to any chocolate confectionery or sugar confectionery, or to any part of any

chocolate confectionery or sugar confectionery, unless at least four per cent of the

confectionery or part of which the word or description is applied consists of milk fat."

Cd) Part V

Should a person contravene the provisions of the regulations he is guilty of an

offence and liable on conviction of a fine not exceeding £ 1,000.245 The enforcing

authorities are the food and drug authorities. 246

Figure 6 An illustration of the legal requirements of a food label. (Source
London Food Commission Food Adulteration and How to Beat It (1988) 28.

PROCESSED CHEDDAR CHEESE Description of the Food

200 gram 7.05 oz. \Veight of the food

Best Before 25 JUL

Keep refrigerated

11 Added Ingredien ts: Water,
11 Emulsifying salt; E331;
11 Salt; Preservative: E220;
11 Colour: E 160
11

G. Foodstores Ltd. \\'arwick
S1., London .

2':')D
2/':'~ ara 40.

-""'Para 41(1).

11

11

11

11
11
'I

"Best before" date

Special Storage needs

List of ingredients

Name and address of
manufacturer or
supplier
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The regulations bring England and Wales in line with changes in the food industry

and the obligations imposed in terms of the EEC Directives. A discussion on food labelling,

however, is incomplete without a discussion on additives.

C. ADDITIVES

The Food Act makes it illegal for any food to contain an ingredient that will be

injurious to consumers. 247 Consequently, manufacturers cannot elect to add any additive

to foodstuffs manufactured by them. The Ministers248 are empowered under s 4(1 )(a) of the

Food Act to publish regulations concerning compositional standards. One of the

components of compositional standards is additives.

The Food Act is silent on the definition of "additives". It is, however, defined in the

Food Labelling Regulations as-

"any substance, not commonly regarded or used as food, which is added to,
or used in or on, food at any stage to affect its keeping qualities, texture,
consistency, appearance, taste, odour, alkalinity or acidity, or to serve any
other technological function in relation to food, and includes processing aids
in so far as they are added to, or used in or on, food .. .',249

Additives are controlled in the regulations as follows:

(a) Indicating a list of permitted additives, which include the names of those

additives that are acceptable for use.

(b) Indica ting a list of the types of food to which certain" additives may be

added.

Cc) Restricting the quantity of permitted additives used in a particular food. It

would be an offence to produce foods with additives in excess of the limits

allowed.

247_ 1 r -h F d A '

248:> ~. l.__€ ..?O ..~c~~ • '. " . . '.
The:>e G..e l.he ~fml"ter or Agnculture, FIshenes and Food (M.A...FF); the Secretary of State for SocIal Se:-VIces'

Secr~:a~' 0: Soc.ial Se:-Vic.es for Wales; Secretary for Social Services for Scotland; and the Head of the Department of Health
a:ld ...,'::;~cIal Ser-vIces for ~orthern Ireland.

C:~'yp ') T' . r: . . 1 .
. • ~ra~. _De dedDltlOn a.so specIfically excludes ce..tain items that will not be an additive, eg salt, sta:.er cultures,

her:::s a:lQ s;nces, etc.
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(d) Restricting the additives that may be permitted in a compositional standard,

eg in bread, jams, etc. The regulations may also include quantitative

limitations.

(e) Controlling the manner of labelling additives.

(f) Restricting the use of particular additives in distinctive food groups, such

as baby foods or foods for diabetics.

(g) Establishing purity standards for chemical compositions of the additives. 250

An additive has to be approved before it is incorporated in the permitted additives

list. This requires compliance with several steps before an additive may be permitted for

use. 251 These steps are as follows: Step I -referral by Ministers; Step II - test for necessity;

Step III - test for safety; Step IV - report by Food Advisory Committee (FAC); Step V -

publication of proposed regulations; and Step VI - signing of regulations and their

placement before Parliament.

(a) Step I

The Ministers refer the additives to the Food Advisory Committee (FAC) for several

reasons: (i) General review of the additives; (ii) introduction of a new additive by a

manufacturer; or (iii) an extension of conditions of current use. 252 In respect of a general

review, the reasons for reviewing an additive may be- (a) the particular class of additives

is being reviewed; (b) it is necessary to consider a further class of additives; (c) new

evidence necessitates a review; or (d) the additive was being temporarily used pending

further research. 253

A manufacturer, intending to introduce a new additive, has to bear the cost of

research. The research must investigate the need for and the safety of the additive. The

~~~G Ja:1ner ~Food Additives and the Law" (September 1987) 62 Food Manufacture 59 59.
2~2See Ap~en:Ex 3 f~r t~e steps take~ ,fo: approving an additive.
_'3:\fAFF ImOrr:1atlOn ~heet5 - Add1tlves~ Food Facts i'o 3 (1986) 2.
c:. ... ibid.
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research must be submitted to the Ministers for referral to the FAC.254 The Minister

informs the public, (by announcing in the media), that an additive is being investigated.

. . d "d t t 'tt 255Interested parties are InvIte to comment or gIve eVI ence 0 an exper commI ee.

Cb) Step II

The FAC must advise the Ministers as to the necessity for and safety of the additive

under consideration.

The FAC was established in 1983 by the amalgamation of the Food Standards

Committee (FSC) and the Food Additives and Contaminants Committee (FACC). The FAC

has a total membership of fifteen independent experts from industry, consumer

organizations, enforcement authorities, the medical world, academia and the retailing

profession.
256

The F AC has developed guidelines to assist them in their task. The FAC

considers whether-

(i)

(i i)

(i ii)

(i v)

(v)

(vi)

"there is a genuine demonstrable need;

it can be established to the satisfaction of Committee on
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products, and the
Environment (COT) that its use would not prejudice the health
of consumers;

there is satisfactory evidence that its presence would not
adversely affect the nutritive value of food;

it conforms with an adequate and appropriate specification of
purity;

the quality of any additive permitted in food should, where
necessary, be restricted to that which in the judgement of the
Committee is needed to achieve its effect; and

the addition of any additive to a food should be identified to
the consumer to enable an informed choice to be made257.,,258

254 ibid .
255- .
__ , Turner~ 432.
C)Ch f .. L'F"1 . . S· ... '" "F . F ,,- ( )--7-,.'\."ti" nrOrr:1a~lOn heets - .""\.aCltlyeS ooe a~ts .'0 2 1986 3.
D PIT" " I" ..
. ara. :1IS. 1S. l~ked to. the Committee's other function, which is to consider and recommend any labelling

:equ:::-e:-:-:~n.t~ thst "'?!~ ~€ Impe::-atl\:e ~? ,€:;.su::-e that con::",mers are not m:sled as to the nature, substance or quality of the
rooc...:~ WnIcn an aaan;'''e h3..S been Q.·==ed.

o~"\fAFF "Info::-::.a::ivn She,,:::: - .-\C:ditiYes" Fooe Fa~ts ~o 7 (1986) 2.
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The manufacturer has to prove to the F AC that the use of the additive will be of

a "clear benefit" to consumers. 259 A clear benefit is one that cannot "be achieved by an

already approved additive or other means,,260 (eg a change in production technique). A

clear benefit is achieved if one of the following needs is fulfilled:

(i) The need for the food to be attractively presented (i.e. cosmetic need).

(ii) The need to keep food wholesome until it is eaten (i.e. preservation and

safety).

(iii)

(i v)

(v)

(vi)

An extension in dietary choices.

The convenience of purchasing, packaging, storing, preparation and use.

The need for nutritional supplement.

Any economic advantage (eg reduction of price, improvement of shelf-life,

etc.).261

The FAC can either reject or accept that there is a need for the additive. Should it

establish that there is a need for the additive the FAC will call upon the COT or other

expert Committees 262 to advise it on the issue of safety.

Cc) Step III

The Committee on Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products, and the

Environment (COT) is an independent body "which assesses and advises on the toxic risk

to man of chemicals to which he is exposed from food, consumer products and the

en vironmen t.,,263

In deciding whether an additive is safe the COT (or other expert Committees) will

consider the toxicity tests carried out by the manufacturer; the likely consumption patterns

~5;MAFF Food Additives: A Balance Aporoach 12.
6 ibid.

26\bid.
262-0 ' '. I d Ad' C .

toer expert committees mc u e: VISOry OIn.'Ulttee on Pesticides; Co:nrnittee 0:1 the Medical A.soects of Food
Poli2~3Advisory Co:mr.i:tee on h"radiation and ~ovel Products and ~iA..FF'5 Steering Group on Food Su~eil1a:lce.

'J ~fAFF "Information Sheets - Additives·' F:Jod Facts No 2 (1986) 4.
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by certain sectors of the community (eg children and the elderly) and any other evidence

including research carried out by the British Industrial Biological Research Association

(BIBRA) or other research groups; recommendations of the Joint FAO/WHO Expert

Committee on Food Additives (JECFA); and the EEC's Scientific Committee for Food.264

All this information is carefully scrutinized for any factors that may affect the safety of

the additive.

It has been submitted that should an additive be found to be unsafe it will not be

permitted as an approved additive, irrespective of the need. 265

(d) Step IV

The COT's advise is considered by the FAC which then makes a final

recommendation to the health and food Ministers. The FAC's recommendations may

incl ude:

(i) Rejection of the submission (with reasons);

(ii) a failure to recommend, pending supply of further information on either

need or safety;

(iii) temporary permission for a specified period, after which the additive will

be reviewed; or

(iv) acceptance of the submission but, if applicable, with limitations on the

quantity used and/or the foods to which it is added. 266

The l\1inisters are not bound by the recommendations made by the FAC. It is only

an advisory body. The i\1inisters, however, can consult all interested parties and propose

regulations that permit the use of the additive. 267

~~ J ?aylor ~ood Addi.tiyes \1980) 84 and ~ational Dairy Council Food Addi:;iyes: b Focus (1986) 13.
oo~a~lOn2.1 Dal~Y Councd OD CH 13.
:JC --.; Taylor CD cit 83.
_7,,0.. ID· C . .o,atlOna, al~ ·ouned~ 12.
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The Ministers propose regulations. These are made public to allow for objections.

Publication occurs by circulating the proposed regulations to interested individuals and

organizations. Furthermore, press notices are released to the media. 268 Any comments

received are taken into account, if they are valid. If no new evidence is forthcoming the

proposed regulations will be accepted by the Ministers. 269

er) Step VI

The J\1inisters sign the regulations and lay them before Parliament for forty days.

Members of Parliament are given an opportunity to object to them within forty days. If

there are no objections then the regulations are finalized. 270 New additives are usually

given a serial number and are controlled by MAFF. 271

The United Kingdom must not only consider domestic controls but also the EEC's

Directives. The Directives contain lists of additives that member states are permitted to use

for specified purposes. 272 Permitted additives are given "E" numbers. For an additive to be

given an E number it must undergo a further process of approval laid down by the EEC.

Certain additives, however, will not be permitted for use in the United Kingdom until

they have been accepted by the EEC and granted an E number (eg sweeteners). The

implication of an additive not having an E number is that food containing the unapproved

additive may be sold domestically within the United Kingdom, but may not be exported

to the members of the EEC. 273

22~~9"AFF OD cit 16.
~ ibid.

270;b"d
7 • I .
2,1~
-7 10L.

~~MAFF "Inf~~ation Sheets - Ad::i.jYes" Food faeLs ~o 5 (1986) 1.
Janne:~~9.
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Food laws are developing rapidly in the United Kingdom and the development has

intensified since it joined the EEC. 274 The trend appears to be towards informative

labelling, i.e. full ingredient listing together with percentage declarations of the major

ingredients in a product. 275 This reduces the demand for compositional standards. In

addition, there seems to be a preference for self-regulation by commerce and industry.

Self-regulatory codes, however, have no legal standing. They are preferred by businessmen

because they minimise the resources required to enforce legislation; are less annoying to

industry; and supposedly protect the consumer. 276

4. CRITICISMS

The aims of the food laws, applicable in England and Wales, are contradictory.

Some regulations are there to counteract consumer demands and others respond to the

needs of manufacturers and retailers. The laws, though noteworthy, are not free from

criticism. These criticisms include:

(a) Food laws lack a coherent and a co-ordinated food policy.277

(b) The lack of regular monitoring of the laws has resulted in the renewal of

food adulteration. This has occurred despite the established enforcement

agencies. 278

(c) At present most food scientists are employed by industry. Thus there is a

shortage of independent food scientists who can pronounce on the issues

without any personal interest in the outcome. 279

274T .
2T urner OD Clt 443.

)jbid.
276T- ',-
277 ur~er 2£...£.!l 44~. . .
278~on~~~ Food Comm:55:on 00 c~t 5.
27",Lon"";'';:l Food Cornzuss10n~ 10.

"ib:::.
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(d) The introduction of the Official Secrets Act280 results in the disclosure of

, ff" . f . 281Insu lClent III ormatlOn.

(e) Departments that are responsible for food laws and consumer protection are

scattered and their functions often overlap.282

(f) There is a need for greater awareness in respect of how foods, and their

ingredients, are produced.283 The position is further exacerbated284 because

of the lack of independent food scientists who can act on behalf of

consumers. 285

(g) Consumers hear about new developments too late. The government

committees, (such as FAC and COT), have already made their

recommendations by the time the new developments are publicized. It is too

late for independent bodies to make a meaningful impact on the decisions. 286

(h) The reports published regarding the safety of additives are brief and the

problems not always manifest,287 Furthermore, consumer bodies cannot

al\vays afford acquiring photocopies of the full reports to consider the

pro blems. 288

(i) While informative labelling is an improvement, it is unacceptable unless it

is accompanied by high standards of ingredients. 289

~800f 1939.
.:::81 L ' F d C .. .222 onaon 00, omrrUSSlOn OD Clt 36.

2
Q3Harvey OD. CIt 4l.
'-'L d F dC .. .284 o~ ~n oc ommls.slOn 2B...S! 12 ..

2P - ThIs IS t:-ue not only 10: England and \Vales but othe: countries as well.
~;)ibid.

~~~~don Food Commission OD cit 2l.

~~~l~=oo. Foo': Co,","" 00 00 00 "5.
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(j) There is a lack of enforcement and the emphasis is not on prosecutions but

on reaching agreement. 290 Mistakes in complying with the law arise due to

a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of expansive and complex laws. It

is more sensible to advise manufacturers of the laws than to prosecute

offenders for minor breaches. 291 The problem, however, is that unscrupulous

manufacturers may take advantage of the agency's policy not to prosecute.

(k) Local authorities are the enforcing agency. Different local authorities

encounter different conditions, therefore, the application of the law is not

always uniform. 292

(1) The abundance of new products, ingredients and processes results in the

stretching of the enforcement agencies such as the TSOs, EROs, and Public

Analysts.
293

Furthermore, the financial cut-backs in the funding of local

authori ties

authorities. 294

exacerbates the weakened circumstances of the local

(m) Government agencies are no longer in a position to pre-empt food related

problems. In effect their reaction time to changes in the industry has been

further delayed. 295

(n) Enforcement occurs mainly at the retail level. Consequently, detailed

analyses regarding the ingredients of foodstuffs have to be undertaken. The

results are not always accurate because the tests often do not consider (i)

ingredients that are not expected to be in the food, or (ii) whether the listed

ingredients have gone into the food. Inspectors should be permitted to enter

~~~London Fo~d ,:ommission OD cit 5.
~"'2H~fSO ~ _8.
c.'y S .. f. S .
?93 mltn a.: Wa:1D~ 30.
:~I London Food CO::1:nission OD cit 10.
c.,. ...i~·d --
295:.-: .'

IDIG.
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the premises where the foodstuff is being produced, not only to check the

present products, but also to inspect the records of goods that have already

been processed. 296

(0) A major problem with prosecuting an offender is that the damage has

already been done. 297 Consequently it is necessary to include recall orders in

the laws to ensure that problematic foods that have entered the marketplace

are removed quickly and cause as little damage as possible.

Consumers are also protected by legislation in England and Wales. The provisions

discussed relate directly or indirectly to food laws. Some indirect Acts are useful to

consumers, eg the Criminal Courts Act, Consumer Protection Act, etc., while other Acts

hinder consumer protection, eg Official Secrets Act. Food laws are provided for directly

in the Food Act 1984 and Food Labelling Regulations. The laws are complex because

England and Wales do not follow a coherent policy of food law, but legislate on an ad hoc

basis. Furthermore, food laws also have to comply with EEC Directives.

5. THE EUROPEAN nHvlENSION

The aim of the European Economic Communi ty 298 (EEC) is to create a common,

integrated market among its member states so that goods can be distributed within its

member states without tariff and barriers to trade. 299

"By way of background, it is necessarv to bear in mind that the international
framework of the Community consists of the Council of Ministers, the
Commission, (which supplies the bureaucracy of the system), the European
P:uliament, (which at present is advisory and consultative only), and the
Europe3n Court. The Court has exclusive jurisdiction in the interpretation
of Community laws as between ~1ember States inter se and also between

2~6C " 342';7 ranston OD c~t ..
C-anston 0::> C'- 3':\4)""'8 --" ~ ,

, _7, \Vhich consis;;s of France, West Germa:ly, Belgiu:::, Luxembourg, Holland, Italy, United Kingdom, Denmark,
1,e: 2.::-:: , Greece, PO:i:t:.ga: c.,,~ S;:ai:l. Turkey s;;ill awc.::s a::e;:tar:ce into the EEC. (S Teale "The EEC Exoerience" (Julv
198~:? Foo-= \ianufactL:::,e 67 67). . •

- "Jukes 0:) ci: 4';.
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Member States and their nationals inter se. It is the supreme tribunal on
matters of interpretation of the Treaty of Rome and the other treaties
constituting the EEC, such as the Treaty of Accession. The Council is the
final decision-making body for all major Community questions, and most of
its decisions are taken as a result of a proposal from the Commission.,,300

108

The EEC operates by establishing regulations and directives. The regulations

typically deal with primary agricultural products and do not require further legislating by

the various member states.301 While the EEC directives are binding on the member states,

the form and method of legislation in a particular country is to be determined by national

policy. Therefore, there is a need for national government agencies to take into account the

directives when legislating.302 This basically requires member states to agree to common

standards so that barriers to trade are eliminated.303

Food laws, and specifically food labelling and advertising, are governed by several

directives established since 1979. Issues such as additives, pesticide residues, baby foods,

irradiation, etc. are also covered by the EEC. An issue of importance is the control of

additives in the EEC. Additive listing is a positive list, i.e. a list of additives which are

permitted for specific purposes. Before granting approval of an additive, the EEC considers

the reports of its Scientific Committee for Food. This Committee does not work in isolation

but also considers the FAO/WHO Joint Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA).304

The United Kingdom has been a member of the EEC since 1973.305 Consequently,

it has to ensure that its legislation conforms with. the directives publicized by the

Commission.

The fundamental criticisms by manufacturers in the United Kingdom has been that

(a) the EEC has failed to recognise that there are different tastes, cultures and traits

300Harvey OD cit 60.
3~1J k -.-,
30) u. eo;;~ 4-:.

-Haryev r..-. ,.;. 0"0
303 .•~ .

_,JuKes~ 44.
3v-+:",.,. .. ~~"1 • . S' .. ' ,.." ,30::;·.L."U: - :-.!Or.7la:lon neets - .'"'\.O'::ltlves Fooo Fa::rs no 5 (1986) 2.

-' Jukes 0:> clt 44.
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among the continental
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consumers;306 (b) the EEC has done nothing to eliminate the

language barrier among the member states;307 and (c) compliance with the directives is

. f f t 308expenSIve or manu ac urers.

6. CONCLUSION

Food laws in the United Kingdom, and especially England and Wales, relate mainly

to criminal offences. Civil compensation is also authorized, but it is inadequate. Food laws

can be divided into two categories: General consumer protection laws and food laws.

There are several Acts that generally protect consumers. The first Act is the Trade

Descriptions Act.309 The Act creates offences for false (or misleading) descriptions made

in respect of goods, services and facilities, or false (or misleading) indications made as to

price.310 The Act is assisted by the Criminal Courts Act,311 which allows natural persons

to be compensated if they suffer harm or injury due to the offence that is being

prosecuted.312 The importance of the provision is that the individual does not have to

institute a separate action. After the offender is found guilty the presiding officer can

grant compensation.313 The Weights and Measures Act314 provides for the standardization

of units of measures in England and Wales. The Act protects consumers by ensuring that

consumers are not confused by different units of measure and makes it easy for consumers

to compare products.315 The Consumer Protection Act316 prevents inherently dangerous

products from entering the marketplace. 317 The Act also covers misleading or false

prices.318 The final Act considered was the Fair Trading Act.319 The Act establishes a

3CloTeale 00 cit 69.

;~~Teale 0::> ci~ 71. The consequent problem is that the langauge barrier can cause difficulties with labelling.
Teale 00 cit 69.

3090f 196~
310s 3.

3110f19i3.
312535 .

~~~Cf s 300 of Crimina! Procedure Act ~o 51 of 19i7.
l"Of 1985.

3155 8.
3~Sor1C;;'317 . __ I.

3
"QPan II.
1-5 8.
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Director-General of Fair Trading whose task it is to keep up-to-date with new and novel

objectionable practices, and where possible to rule them out. The Act also establishes a

Consumer Protection Advisory Group (CPAC). A common problem with most of these Acts,

(except the Criminal Courts Act), is that enforcement is delegated to local weights and

measures officers. Consequently, enforcement is not uniform.

The Food Act320 specifically provides consumer protection in respect of injurious

or harmful foods. The Act creates criminal offences if adulterated or injurious foods is

sold. It also provides for compositional standards and other matters. Food labelling is

governed by the Food Labelling Regulations.321 The regulations deal with technical issues,

(eg size of lettering, contrasting colours, etc.), and the requirements of the label, (eg the

name of the food, the address of the manufacturer, instructions for use, etc.). The

regulations are complex but they have been acclaimed by many countries. Food additives

are an integral part of food laws. The United Kingdom has specified a procedure that has

to be complied with before an additive is approved and used in foodstuffs. The procedure

is not perfect, but it is more advanced than South Africa.

The United Kingdom food laws are not without criticism, but they serve as models

for many other countries, when amending their laws, (eg South Africa), or introducing new

laws.

A major challenge for the United Kingdom is its commitment to the European

Economic Community (EEC). It not only has to satisfy consumer demands and

manufacturer needs, but also to take into account the directives and regulations issued by

the EEC. Furthermore, the harmonization of the EEC countries in 1992 means that the

United Kingdom will have to make amendments to its laws. In respect of food, it did so

in 1984, and only minor amendments remain to be executed.

:to 1973.,..,
~o 1984.
'0 (1984 ~o 1305).
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The United Kingdom is also a member of the Codex Alimentarius. However, not

much is written about its compliance with the Codex Alimentarius because its membership

of the EEC predominates. The United Kingdom is also adhering to the universal trend of

establishing fewer compositional standards and more full and informative labelling:

"None of us would claim that United Kingdom food law is the very best of
its kind), but it must feature among the most advanced. More, importantly it
works32~ ... ,,323

322Thi - -h-U'.J L .J .,. . . . '"
. .1 ;> ;>: V. 1'_ vc compa:-e..: Wl::l tne cnrlclsm maGe oy tne London Food Corrunission (London Food Commission OD

:.~t 4)_ ~h_o s~tlrru~tt:d .tha~ the l;ni~ed Kin~'::om public has lost cO'lfidence in the food policy. This has been attributed;;
.:le ~3 .ha. prO,-:lCrlOn Interests i.a.... e ove:--ridden orhe:- interes:s.

- Turner CD :it 445.
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C H APT E R 5: U NIT E D S TAT E S 0 F A MER I C A

1. INTRODUCTION

In the United States each state and local authority has the power to legislate in the

area of food. This results in forty-nine different state laws. Thus federal legislation and

regulations are vital to achieve uniformity.' At present the states are empowered to deal

with those products that are excluded from federal legislation and they can also have

separate boards of health whose primary purpose is to deal with sanitation.2

The underlying policy of food legislation is the desire to protect the consumer's

health and pocketbook. Consequently all facets of food law are governed by some form of

legislation, eg there is control over (a) the land on which the food is grown; (b) the safe use

of pesticides; (c) the various technologies used to process foods; (d) the appropriateness and

safety of ingredients which are present in foods; (e) the representation of the foods to

consumers in the form of labelling and advertising; and the like.3 For this reason Schultz

stated that-

"of all industries in the United States, the food industry must ... be the most
regulated by law.,,4

The development of food law in the United States has relied largely on government

officials to ensure that the health and pocketbook of consumers are protected. This,

howe\'er, does not exclude consumer action. The consumer's role lies in deciding public

policy concerning the extent and means by which the administration must be carried out. 5

~I D Garard The StorY of Food (19i4) 9~.
Ga:a:d 0:) cit 106.

3H W Scnultz Food Law Ha'ldbook (1981) Y.

L,ibid.
5ibi~.
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The United States legislation, which changes occasionally compared to regUlation,

is divided into separate categories of concerns. Firstly, Quality and cost are dealt with by

the Fair Packaging and Labelling Act (FPLA).6 Secondly, most food law is embodied in the

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA);7 Meat Inspection Act;8 and Poultry and

Poultry Products Act. 9 Thirdly, the enforcement of food law is entrusted to the Food and

Drug Administration (FDA), Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and other agencies. 10 The

FDA is of fundamental importance. Fourthly, other related legislation also needs to be

discussed, eg Freedom of Information (FOI) Act 11 and the class action established in terms

of the Civil Procedure Act12.13

2. THE FAIR PACKAGING AND LABELLING ACT14

Prior to 1966 packaging legislation covered "chemicals that may migrate into

packaging materials" and labelling legislation was "concerned with protecting the health

of the consumer as well as preventing deceptive practices".15 The lack of suitable

legislation led to abuses (eg misinformation) which resulted in the consumer lobby groups

pressurizing the federal government in the 1960s and 1970s to force manufacturers to

disclose information about the quality and cost of products. 16 This resulted in the Fair

Packaging and Labelling Act (FPLA) being enacted in 1966.

615 USCS (1982) §§ 1451-146l.
721 USCS (1984) §§ 301-392.
821 USCS (1984) §§ 601-695.

921 USCS (1984) §§ 451-470. There are other Acts such as Tea Importation Act; Egg Inspection Act, etc. Since they
a,e 10 min:,r .significance and deal specifically with one particular food product they are not considered here.

"

Eg UnIted States Department of A~riculture (USDA).
, /5 USCS § 552.
-P~ule 23.

i3Tnis is not an exhaustive list.
':15 USCS (1982) §§ 1451-146l.
.;5 S:=.::ha,ow Pa::k::..:in;:- Re~ a:ions (1979) 50.

' ....Anonymous "Trutn-in-Pack:?g1ngUnde: the F::.ir Packaging and Labelling Act: An lintraDped Source of Consumer
P:o:e:::i0:1~ 6 Co':":~2ia:1 jou:r.:=.: Co: Law ar.:i Soc:::.: ?:-J~:e:ns Z80 282. This article snaIl be caIl~d "Truth-in-Packaging".
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Prior to 1966 the various states had legislated on these issues, but the legislation was

fragmented and inconsistent. A potential advantage of federal regulation is in cases of

conflict between state and federal regulations the federal reg'ulations must prevail. The

FPLA, however, provides that only when there is conflict between state and federal

regulations in respect of a net quantity statement the FPLA will prevail.'? Despite this

provision, the outcome is uniformity of standards which encourages the free-flow of goods

throughout the country.'8

The Congressional statement of policy provide that:

"Informed consumers are essential to the fair and efficient functioning of
a free market economy. Packages and labels should enable consumers to
obtain accurate information as to the quantity of the contents and should
facilitate value comparisons.... ,,19

To advance this policy the FPLA makes it unlawful to distribute any "consumer

commodity,,20 if the packaging or labelling of the product fails to conform with the

requirements laid down in. the Act. 21

A. PROVISIONS

The substantive provisions of the FPLA are divided into two parts: mandatory

provisions
22

and discretionary regulations. 23 The Act, further provides for regulation

concerning the location, type, size and other features of the labe1. 24

1. \1andatorv Pro'isions

There are four mandatory provisions:

17§ 1461.
1R":" •. P k' .1;;l'rutn-m- ac agmg £2...£!l 282.

§ 1451.
20\y' . . . ,
21 § ;~:n9 1S ae[)ned to inclu·:::e procucts such as food, drubS and cosmetics but excludes meat, poultry or their products.
~? "';,.

::§ 1453.
<::j- 1~-4( )
24~ '1~ c. _

S 14;,3. Also see L ~ S::e:-n &: L Eovalc.i Le~a! As::-ec::s of Market:~~ St~ate~'Y (1984' 112
-/ .
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The label must contain an identity statement and the name and business

address of the distributor. 25 An identity statement must contain either the

product name, common or usual name, or an appropriate descriptive term

used by consumers. 26

(ii) An accurate net quantity statement must be separately stated on the

principal display panel27 in a uniform location on the label. 28 Such

statements must be distinct and in contrasting colour compared to the rest

of the package. 29 In addition, no qualifying words or phrases may be used

in conjunction with the separate statement of net quantity. This, however,

does not outlaw supplementary statements that are not part of the principal

display panel and are not descriptive of net quantity.3D

(iii) Depending on the weight of the package, a dual net quantity statement of

contents must be provided.31 The dual statement, which is a separate

declaration of contents in ounces and pounds, is considered to be an

improvement. It does not, however, aid comparison of prices because of the

diverse number of brands and proliferation of container sizes. Furthermore,

the requirement of a dual content statement does not deter manufacturers

from stating the contents in fractional ounces. This is significant only for

small packages. Though the fractional ounce is often misused by

manufacturers, it cannot be abolished because the FPLA does not empower

the federal agencies to regulate this aspect.

2~§ 1453(a)(1).
2""Sacharow 00 cit 53.

27This is defined by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and is dependent on the size and shape of the package.
See Za-charow 00 cit 53.

?~§ 1453(a)(2).
3;~acharo\l.· 0":) c:t 53. Also see § 1453(3)(3).
~ s 1453(t.) .
.J 1 s:: l' -3( ) '3'( 4 '\

~ "'.to \a. \ ) ._""'\..}.
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If the quantity is given in servings, the net quantity of each serving must be

stated.32 Consumer confusion, however, still occurs when manufacturers

affix supplementary information on the principal display panel of the

package.

n. Discretionary Regulations

The FPLA empowers the authorized federal agencies to regulate on several issues.

These regulations may be to:

(i) Define and establish standards for size characterization33 used to supplement

the net quantity statement.34 By introducing such a measure the authorized

agency can strive to prevent consumer confusion from occurring when

descriptive terms regarding quantity accompany net quantity statements.

Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem because manufacturers simply

exclude the use of such designations on their labels. A further problem is

that each product category has to be regulated individually.35 Furthermore,

this measure was not introduced to avoid proliferation of sizes of packages.36

(ii) Control (but not to prohibit) "cents-off" promotions.37 Cents-off promotions

occur when retailers secure discounts from manufacturers, who mark the

labels of their products with "X cents off". This promotional tool has been

abused by manufacturers who extend the time period of the offer so that the

"reduced" price becomes the regular price with the label "X cents off'.

i\1oreover, abuses Occur when retailers are unwilling to pass the benefit to

consumers or give the impression that the commodity is being sold at a

special price.
38

Once again the FPLA only provides authority to control

~:§ 1453(a)(4).

~~~g "~mall", "medium", "large" I etc.
<~:? 14;:>4(c)(1).

~~\.f L Marquis "Fair Packaging and Consumer P:,otection" (1961) 18 Journal of Public Law 61 82.
3;.\fa.:-quis OD ci: 80 .
.. § 1454(c)(2) .
....~farquis OD ci. 82.
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rather than prohibit this practice.
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(iii) Require labels on products (excluding food as defined in the FDCA) to bear:

(a) The common or usual name of such consumer commodities; and

(b) if the commodity consists of two or more ingredients, the common or

usual name of each ingredient must be listed in order of decreasing

pre-dominance, but excluding divulgence of trade secrets.39

The FDA requires all ingredients to be listed together on the information

panel of the label. The manner of listing the various ingredients is strictly

regulated, especially for food products.4o

(iv) Prohibit nonfunctional slack-fil1. 41 Slack-fill occurs when a package is not

filled to its capacity as stated.42 In other words, it is not filled to the extent

the package suggests.43 There are, however, two exceptions: Ca) Slack-fill

occurs to protect the contents of the package; or Cb) it fulfils the

requirements of the machine used for enclosing the contents of such

products.
44

A problem with this provision is that each commodity size has to

be regulated individually.45

Over and above the additional regulations, a further provision is made for the

Secretary of Commerce to develop voluntary product standards for those commodities or

class of commodities where there is an "undue proliferation of weights, measures or

quantities". There are two requirements that have to be met before the Secretary can

request the manufacturers, packers, and distributors (in conjunction with consumer

representatives), to develop a product standard: (i) There must be an "undue proliferation"

39§ 1454(c)(3).
40See Sacharow OD cit 56.
41§ 1454(c)(4). --
L.2 W "t" >:' "T' F' pI' . L . 11' I H' (....... or:e ne aIr aCKa61ng anG aoe mg Act: :s 15 tory, Content and Future" 1967-1968) 21 Vander"::>ilt Law

Revi;w i61 i80 .
... .J~iarcui5 C:l cit 80.
L~~ 1~;4{ )------(J\_ ~ '%:J \ C '%).

l,)D P Rothschilc &.: D W Ca:-roll Consu::1€r ?:-0tectio:-! ReDortin~ Service (19i3) 236.
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of consumer commodities or class of consumer commodities; and (ii) it must "impair the

reasonable ability of consumers to make value comparisons with respect to such" consumer

commodities or class of commodities.46 The problem with the provision is that the

development of product standards is merely a request to the interested parties. Congress,

appreciating the problems that can arise, further provided that should- (a) such interested

parties not develop standards within one year after the date the Secretary has made such

a request; or (b) the voluntary standards have been published but they are not being

observed; the Secretary should report the matter to Congress and make a recommendation.

Congress will consider the matter and determine whether legislation should be enacted and

be enforced by the federal agencies.47

Paragraph 1454(e) is a useful provision but unnecessary if the federal agencies were

empowered, in the first instance, to deal with the situation and had the right to enforce the

standards without having to involve Congress. The problem with involving Congress is the

time taken which results in it becoming a political game (eg the Saccharin ban by the FDA

in 1977 and the subsequent action taken by Congress).48 It is understandable, and

commendable, to involve manufacturers, packers and distributors because they may be

adversely affected. Therefore, a workable solution is required but as § 1454(e) shows that

involving Congress does not always work. Also, it is unnecessary to involve a further

department, the Department of Commerce, to deal with such a provision when two other

federal agencies are empowered to administer, regulate and enforce the provisions of the

FPLA.49 Moreover, as Sacharow commented, although most European countries have fully

standardized their descriptive labelling, in USA these "concepts are still in their infancy,"SO

and have remained so today.

46§ 1454(d).
47- 14--( "'~ ~.,. eJ • •

48FGrfur-h-r.J-'--!·'- t' S1.·· LPF Id CP'
, ..J~ • It:. W::.G J;:, .o~ n~ acc"ann Dan see e man onsumer rotectlOn: Problems and Prospects (1980) 98

or E4~ Kegan "Update or .t ood Regulations 19i8" (19i9) 34 Faoe D!"U~ Cosmetic Law JOL:rnal 48.
_ § 1454(a).
:)°Sach2.:-o·...· cC) cit 59.
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In addition, § 1456 makes it an offence not to comply with the FPLA mandatory

provisions or the discretionary regulations.

B.ENFORCEMENT

The administration of the FPLA is divided between three federal agencies:

(a) The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) which controls food, drug and

cosmetic products;

(b) The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) which controls other "consumer

commodities" that fall outside the ambit of the FDA; and

(c) The Department of Commerce (DOC) which controls the proliferation in the

sizes of packages. 51

Should th'ere be an infringement of any of the provisions of the FPLA the

infringement will be dealt with by the appropriate agency. 52 The FPLA creates offences

but no penalties and procedures to enforce the legislation. Enforcement is limited to the

power granted in the FTC Act and the FDCA. The system used by the FDA and FTC is to

go to court and obtain a "cease and desist" order. Critics consider the lack of effective

enforcement as a discrepancy in the Act. It is a slow process for any agency to go to court

to obtain a cease and desist order. This results in products that are "misbranded,,,53 "unfair,"

or "deceptive,,54 being on the shelves for many months and presumably being sold. 55

C. 'VEAK~ESSES IN THE FPLA

Weaknesses in the FPLA exist In the wording of the Act and in certain statutory

omissions. These include the following:

51 S h ' -
~? a::. aro...·~~1.

)-§ 1456.
53 4 • f d .•.. h_ ,,'""\. te:-m used or pro ucts m:nngmg t e FD CA.
~:A ter.:l used for consumer co:n..rnocities falling outside the ambit of the FDCA.
))Sacnc.:'o.... OJ cit 51.
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(a) The Act, by its very nature, excludes many products. The FPLA's major

. k d 56concern IS supermar et goo s.

(b) The Act provides for numerous exceptions. For example, if a consumer

commodity is of the nature, form or quantity that full compliance with all

the requirements is impractical or not necessary then it may be exempted

from the requirements. 57 The Act further excludes meat, poultry and their

products; tobacco; beverages; etc. from the ambit of its provisions. 58

(c) The Act assumes that consumers are rationa1. 59 This assumption has been

criticized because "it presupposes values, motivations and knowledge which

do not generally exist among low income consumers.,,60 It is these low income

earners who normally require the protection of legislation.

(d) Enforcement of the Act is divided between the FDA and FTC. It is often

difficult for the two agencies to agree on parallel regulations.

(e) The FTC Act prohibits unfair competition and deceptive practices in

commerce.
61

The FPLA does not supersede the Act. Therefore, in certain

areas, due to the FPLA, the federal authority is the FDA and, due to the

FTC Act, the FTC also has jurisdiction over those offences (eg slack-fill;

cents-off).62

(f) Consumers often encounter difficulty in locating prices on packaged goods

because the price is either absent, illegible or not in an obvious location.

Furthermore, retailers frequently omit prices so that they can quote

~~Rothschild &: Carroll OD cit 237.
~ § 1454(b). --
)3.>: 1'-9( )_ ... ::l .. ;:> a.
)'t, L . • 6-
~1").HC.rquls 2.£....£!l ;:>.

~~A"onymous "Consumer Legislation c.!1d The Poo:" (1967) 76 Yale Law Jou::1al 745 754.
~ § 1460.
62Fo: te c::' ci: 781.
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different prices to consumers. Marquis63 criticized the Act for not making

it mandatory for retailers or manufacturers to affix prices in a particular

location.

(g) Subtle deceptions can arise if pictorial representations are used on packages.

This happens because manufacturers are in the habit of depicting goods with

higher quality or fanciful attributes. The Truth-in-Packaging Bill provided

for the agencies to regulate pictorial representation. When the FPLA was

enacted, however, these powers were omitted. It has been suggested that this

was a mistake.64

(h) Marquis submits that one significant aspect that has not been considered is

the possibility of the United States converting to a metric system of weights

and measures. He argues that this would achieve far greater uniformity.65

(i) Although the purpose of the FPLA is to promote value comparisons,

consumers cannot judge on the basis of price per unit without performing

time-consuming and cumbersome calculations.66

(j) The Act affects packers, manufacturers and distributors but excludes

retailers with whom most consumers dea1.67

(k) The effective operation of the FPLA has also been weakened by "delays".

Such delays can be attributed to apathy but, more importantly, to the lack

of funds. It has been said that it is not an expensive Act to administer, but

lack of funds prevents it from operating effectively.68 This may have been

63Marquis OD cit 85-87.
6:~arquis OD cit 87-88.
6)Marquis 0c) cit 72.
6'- --
7'"'Rothsc~ild &: Carroll OD ci: 239.

6·,., --
1010.

68T.' . P k' '-9ru .. n-ln- ac aglng~2~ .
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the position in the early days of the Act. Since then, however, the FDA and

. . b '11 . f t 69FTC have grown In SIze, ut are s11 not sa11s ac ory.

The above are some of the weaknesses in the present FPLA. What can be done about

them?

Although the FPLA has been called a "useless piece of legislation," attempts should

be made to ensure that the Act works rather than to introduce new legislation. The latter

will be time-consuming and costly. There are several solutions that will render the Act

more effective. These are:

(a) It has been suggested that regulations should have more teeth.7°

(b) It will also be useful to include the concept of "unit pricing" in the FPLA.

This will guarantee that consumers have an opportunity to carry out

meaningful price comparisons. Unit pricing will have to be carried out by

the retailer, who will have to show two prices for each product: (i) The cost

of the entire package; and (ii) the cost per standard unit size of measure.

Such a provision would comply with the FPLA's Statement of Policy.

(c) It is contended that the consumer is not protected any better today than prior

to the FPLA because of the lack of suitable policing of the Act. Thus it is

suggested that the Act should provide consumers (or consumer groups) with

the right to bring an civil action for damages under the FPLA. The consumer

should be entitled to allege a violation of the FPLA in the federal courts and

to sue for consequential dama2:es.7' Thus will mean that class actions 72 will

be extended to apply to consumer law issues.

69See below 161.
70T_··~L. 1'.., Packa~~'" .~ "917' . U.~I- 00- bOO'",~ _ •

"7: T:......:tn-in-Packagi::g 0:;· c::t ~g7-301.
,'- --

See :'elcw 170.
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Marquis suggested that there should be a "prior approval" system for new

labels. This will eliminate potential deceptions. Before a manufacturer,

packer or distributor introduces a newly packaged commodity, he will have

to obtain the prior approval of the federal agency concerned certifying that

the new label complies with the requirements of the FPLA and its current

regulations. 73 This will not only simplify enforcement but will also supply

the regulatory authorities with the necessary machinery to prevent subtle

forms of deception from occurring.74 As a result most of the agency's time

will be spent on "prior approval" rather than enforcement of the Act.

E. CONCLUSION

The FPLA does little to extend previous consumer law provisions. The impact of the

legisla tion is more economic than legal. 75 The mandatory provisions of the Act are

significant in that they satisfy the consumer's needs for particular information, especially

in the area of net quantity statements.

The most novel and significant provision of the FPLA is found in § 1454, which sets

out the discretionary regulations. These seek to control practices that may lead to potential

abuse. Only ingredient labelling requires disclosure. Other provisions prohibit certain

deceptive practices regardless of whether or not the facts have been disclosed to consumers.

This means that these practices are deceptive~ regardless of disclosure.

It has been suggested th:.n although there are inherent weaknesses in the FPLA it

can be made to work, and it should be made to work, because it meets the needs of all the

parties concerned. Consumers have the benefit of being fully informed about the

commodity they wish to purchase; the federal government gains control over labelling

73~\.,.. b' cl . , T'~D7' 1,.lS 15 el::g ;::le wy tne L.:' A. See below 163.
-r.:;-:\1arqt:is 0:) ::it 99-100.
'-'Forte c':) ~;t i8~.
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practices; and, manufacturers work with uniform labelling regulations instead of products

being handled on a state by state basis.

3. FEDERAL FOOD DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT76

The first federal food legislation, the predecessor to the Federal Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act (FDCA), was the Pure Food and Drug Act 1906 ("Pure Food Act,,).?7 The Pure

Food Act was concerned with labelling statements in respect of compositional and identity

standards. It was not an all-embracing Act as it contained several lacuna. 78 Despite the

criticisms, the Act was considered to be a step in the right direction because it "implements

by law social change for the benefit of the entire people ... ,,79 The loopholes in this Act

(despite several amendments);80 the establishment of the FDA in 1931 ;81 and other

pressures82 led to the repeal of the Pure Food Act and the enactment of the improved

Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA) in 1938.

The policy of the FDCA is to protect the health and the pocketbook of consumers.

For this reason the Act and the court-

"endeavour to protect the public from interstate commerce in food products
so adulterated as to injure or endanger health and to see to it that food
products are so branded that consumers would know that there was no
misrepresentation as to substance, and that food purchased was what it
purported to be.,,83

This Act aims at protecting consumers against foods that are harmful and

misleading. 84 The Act requires the government to:

(a) In\'estigate the manner of producing food and its ingredients;

;~21 us CS (1984) §§ 1451-1461.
Sacharow OD cit 3,

78 . --
7~Eg vIOlators could not be prosecuted until 1912 when an amendment was passed.

'7H A Toulmin A Tre:nise on the Law of the Federal Food Dru~ and Cosmetic Act (1942). Reported in Schultz OD
cit¥, -

e:See Sacharow 0:) ~it 19-20.
ISchultz OD cii; 20.

~~~g .su~port f:-oLr. _~~~e membe:-s of .he LSDA. See S::hultz OD c;t 20-21.
s.:.L"lrec S:a:.es Y .:>~ Cases P~:):>ed Co:-n (1943, DC Idaho) 62 F Supp 843.

I: also appi1':5 ~o C=~~5, deY1CeS a~:'= c.:Js~€~::=.
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(b) research the consequences and effects of various foods;

(c) remove harmful or misleading foods, so that they will not reach consumers;

(d) set standards of identity and quality and prevent slack-fill; and

(e) ensure that labelling is informative and truthfu1.85

The Act does not, however, control the advertising of food unless it relates to labelling of

the prod uct.86

The FDCA has a vast range of provisions.8? There have also been several

amendments to the Act. The fundamental provisions, however, relate to the declaration of

food as being adulterated or misbranded. There are also provisions that deal with food

additives;88 colour additives;89 food standards;90 and labelling.91

A. ADULTERATED AND MISBRANDED FOODS

The FDCA does not define "adulteration" or "misbranding". Chapter III of the Act,

however, prohibits adulteration and misbranding of food. 92

1. Adulterated Foods

Schultz submitted that there are four types of adulteration:

(i) purposeful additions of substances to food for economic advantage;93

(ii) accidental, unavoidable and natural adulteration;94

(iii) contamination because of insanitary conditions in the manufacturing,

processing, packaging or holding together of the food; and

(i v) use of additives for technological benefits95.96

~5Schultz OD cit 496.
6ibid . --

~;See Appendix 5 for a full detail of the scope of the Act.
§ 3i6.

89§ 348.
90 § 3 J 19 1 ...

9?1 CFR Part 101.
~:§ 331.
~~Eb adding W2..e: to milk.
7-E '1 l'
9

- 5 501 ; mou c!; bacteria; etc.
).,... , . .

W6 preserve tne 1000.
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The FDCA aims at regulating all these potential forms of adulteration.

126

The Act lists five circumstances which result in adulterated food. Food will be

deemed to be adulterated when-

(i) there is an addition of any poisonous or deleterious substances in food such

that it may be rendered injurious to the health of the consumer.97 It will also

be considered to be adulterated if the food is putrid or decomposed;98 if it

is packed under insanitary conditions;99 if it is part of a diseased animal or

one that has died otherwise than by slaughter; 100 or if the container consists

of anything deleterious. 101 Furthermore, food will also be deemed to be

adulterated if it has been intentionally subjected to radiation, unless the use

of the radiation 102 conforms with the regulations or exemption;

(ii) there is an omission or abstraction of any valuable constituents, substitution

of substances, concealment of damaged or inferior food, or the addition of

any food such that it alters the food;

(iii) any unsafe 103 colour additive is used;

(iv) confectionery contains alcohol and non-nutritive substances;

(v) oleomargarine, margarine or butter contains filthy, putrid or like matter.'04

The provision is aimed at preventing intentional practices that either affect the

pocketbook of the consumer105 or are injurious to public health. 106

96Schultz OD cit 522.
97 --98§ 342(a)(1) and (2).
99§ 342( a)(3).

& 342(a)(4).
100§ 342(a)(5).

~~~§ ?42.(a)(6).

103 TfiIS IS an example of the misconce?tion that i:-radiation is an additive and not a process like cannin~.
10' Which is defined within the meaning of § 376(a). See above 138. i>. ;§ 342(a)-(e).
~-~Th?i: is, § 34~(b), (cl).
I Os 342( a), (c) a:lG (e).
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11. Misbranded Foods

127

The fundamental aim of the Pure Food Act was to prevent adulterated foods.

Provisions relating to misbranded foods merely required the manufacturer, packer or

distributor to label products truthfully.107 This was inadequate and when enacting the

FDCA Congress endeavoured to rectify the position.

The FDCA provide the circumstances in which food is deemed to be misbranded.

Furthermore, in certain instances, it lays down the conditions that will have to be complied

with. Misbranding occurs if-

(i) false or misleading labels are used;

(ii) a food is offered for sale under another name;

(iii) "imitation" food is used, unless it is labelled in accordance with the

requirements laid down in the Act;

(iv) the container is made, formed or filled in a manner that misleads the

consumer;

(v) consumers are not informed about the name and place of business of the

manufacturer or there is an inaccurate statement of quantity of content;

(vi) the labelling of food is not prominent, conspicuous, readable and easily

understood by the ordinary individual under the customary conditions of

purchase and use;

(vii) the food purports to be or is represented as a food for which there is a

prescribed definition or standard of identity unless it bears the specified

name and conforms with the definition and standard;

(\-iii) the food does not comply with the quality of the prescribed standard or if

filled below the standard fill of the container, unless the label states that it

is sub-standard;

(ix) when a common name or usual name does not appear on the container;

107("' - 1 --
.::lchu tz~ 030_
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(x) the food makes a special dietary claim unless the manufacturer has included

a nutritional label in accordance with the regulations;

(xi) a food contains any artificial flavouring, artificial colouring or chemical

preservatives unless it is stated on the label;

(xii) pesticides are used on raw agricultural products unless they are so labelled;

(xiii) colour additives have been used that do not conform with the requirements

stated in § 376; and

(xiv) the food contains saccharin unless there is a prescribed warning 108 close to

the name of the food. 109

The purpose of declaring foods "misbranded" is to ensure that manufacturers

present their products truthfully and provide additional information. In addition, the

provision ensures economic advantages for the consumer (i.e. protecting the pocketbook of

the consumer) rather than directly protecting consumer health. Such information, however,

can indirectly protect consumer health. For instance, consumers who are sensitive or

intolerant towards a particular ingredient are protected because the label will, in terms of

this section, list the ingredients." 0

The differences between "adulteration" and "misbranding" are:

(i) Adulteration deals with the product before it is ready for presentation, while

misbranding is concerned with the presentation and use of the product.

(ii) Adulteration ensures that products are wholesome and not dangerous or

injurious to the health of the consumer, while misbranding assures consumers

that the presentation is truthful and additional information is supplied.

lOST' . nT;" ..... OF TH ~
!le wa:nrng states: 0 .... t; b PRODUCT ~.A.Y BE H.A.ZARDO'CS TO YOUR HEALTH. THIS PRODUCT

C?XTAIXS SACCH.ARI~WHICH RA.S SEE~ DETER.\fI~ED TO CAL:SE CA..'\"CER I~ LABORATORY .~,\"~{A.Ls.n
Tne~~,1i:-e other requirements stated in the Act.

~~;~§ 343(a)-(o) .•
~chultz~ 033.
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(iii) Adulteration protects the health and the pocketbook of consumers, while

misbranding only protects the pocketbook of the consumer directly and

consumer health indirectly.111

The FDCA prohibits adulterated and misbranded foods. The Act deems five ways

of adulterating and ten ways of misbranding foods. 112 The penalties for adulterating or

misbranding foods is a fine not exceeding $ 1,000 or one year imprisonment or both. 113

Where, however, the manufacturer intended to defraud the consumers, the fine is $10,000

or a minimum of five years of imprisonment or both.

B. FOOD ADDITIVES

The first major amendment to the FDCA was the Food Additives Amendment Act

of 1958.
114

The aim of this provision is to control the use and safety of food additives. It

does so by "allowing or regulating food additives".115

"Food additives" are defined in § 321 (s) as:

"Any substance the intended use of which results or may reasonably be
expected to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming a component or
otherwise affecting the characteristics of any food, ..."

The section goes on to exclude certain substances from being defined as food additives-

(a) substances generally recognized as safe (GRAS) by experts;

(b) pesticide chemicals;

(c) colour additives; 116

11\bid.
112- .

Garard 22...9i 96.
1i3§ 333.
114§ 348.

115Schultz o~ ci: 57'~ .

..1~6See below 138. The FDCA draws an artificial distinction between food additives and colour additives. Colour
add.ltlves are "materiai5 w::'::~- (A) is a dye, pigwent or other substances wa~e by a process of synthesis 0: sir:;ila: artifice
..:' f::;)~ c. ve,~etabl~,. a::::::a:, ::;:~e::al, c: o:he: sou::ces, and (B) when ac:id c:: applied to food, ... , is capable (alo:1e 0;
tl1rou~:l reactlOn wlt:l (:,:::e: 5'..:::5:3.:1:e5) 0: i:::;:a:;;ing colour there;;o". (§ 321(:)).
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(d) substances that have been sanctioned or granted prior approval either by the

FDA or the USDA; or

(e) new animal drugs. 117

The definition draws a distinction between food additives and several other

substances. GRAS substances and prior approved (or sanctioned) substances are particularly

important.

1. GRAS Substances

A substance is considered to be GRAS, and not a food additive, when it is

recognized as being safe after an evaluation of its safety for its intended use is carried out

by experts who have Qualified by scientific training and experience. 118 These substances

are excluded from the definition of "food additives" for two reasons: (a) To avoid needless

testing of certain substances which have been used without evidence of harmful effects for

some period of time, (eg salt); and (b) to accommodate the food industry in respect of those

additives already in the market119.120

The criteria for declaring a substance GRAS is either the substance (a) must

currently recognized as safe by experts because of common usage, or (b) has undergone

toxicological testing either pre- or post-1958. 121 The tests must have been undertaken with

due considerations for the regulations prevailing at that point in time but must exclude

"considerations of utility and benefit".122

117§ 321(s).
118ibid .

119Congre~s. reached a c~mpromise with the food industry because the industry wanted a blanket provision exempting
those food addltlves already m the market prior to 1958, while some wanted all substances which were neither scrutinized
or ti70d for safety prior to 1958 to undergo testing.

Schultz OD cit 5i6.
121§ 321(s)-.-
122R A M ·ll"R l' . C· ...., ...

~ ern egu atmg arcmogens In rood: A LegIslative GUlde to the Food Safety Provisions of the FDCA"
(1978) i7 Michiltan Law Review 1il 210-211.
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A significant implication of GRAS substances is that the "Delaney Clause,,123 does

not apply to GRAS substances. But this does not preclude a substance from being

withdrawn from the list of GRAS substances because if, on testing for safety, it is found

to induce cancer in animals or humans it will thwart the general recognition of safety. This

results in the substance no longer being termed GRAS and it will require prior approval

for use as a food additive by the FDA. 124

Criticisms relating to GRAS substances include the following:

(i) The fact that a substance is declared GRAS does not necessarily imply that

it is safe. 125

(ii) The protection is self-limiting because if tests uncover that the substance is

carcinogenic the substance will be deprived of the protection afforded by

GRAS. Consequently it will fall within the definition of a "food additive"

and have to undergo pre-market testing and prior approval. As a result the

Delaney Clause will apply and it is quite possible that the substance will be

declared "unsafe".

(iii) The list bars substances being labelled GRAS after 1958 by reason of their

usage.
126

The substances will be termed "food additives" and will have to

undergo toxicological testing for pre-market clearance.

(iv) The GRAS substances list also includes tolerance levels, sources, purposes,

etc. This is no different from food additives. 127 Therefore, the fact that

GRAS substances are an exempted category does not afford them any

~~~§ 34~(c)(3) .is an anti.-c.ancer clause. See below 135.

. , ,Mern~l 0;;' c~t 212. ThIs IS not a remote possibility. As Merrill noted the story of cyclamates (an artificial sweetener)
dlustrated thIs: 1 hIs sweetener was on the market prior to 1958 and it was considered a GRAS substance until its principal
m:mufacturer, In 19iO, re?orted that certain safe~y tests u:1dertaken di.3closed that it might be carcinogenic. This revelation
tUrDf2s"a GR.AS substance into an illegal subs~ance overnight" stated Merrill.

12",-S~hu:tz 00 ~it 5ii.
127Me!7J!l~ 210.

Merrill OD cit 211.
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advantages In this respect. 128

132

(v) The FDA lacks a comprehensive list of GRAS substances and is unable to

provide a list because it lacks the necessary information about these

substances. 129

As a result of the criticisms against GRAS substances the FDA found it necessary

to mount a programme whereby it could control, and assure consumers of, the safety of

GRAS substances. The programme entails a review of all the available scientific testing

done on these substances. Moreover, the FDA has created a formal procedure to validate

GRAS substances. 130 The validating procedure requires objective investigation under

controlled conditions. 131 Hadden noted that in 1982, seven years after the start of the

review, the FDA had reviewed approximately 220 substances at a cost of $ 18 million. In

the process they had listed 549 GRAS substances for 700 uses. 132

11. A Substance Granted Prior Approval or Sanction

Other items excluded from the definition of "food additive" are substances that

have been sanctioned or granted a prior approval for use either by the USDA or the

FDA. 133 This clause is commonly referred to as the "grandfather c1ause".134

Such exceptions developed because-

(i) the FDA routinely answered requests for an opinion about individual

ingredients from the period 1938 to 1958; 135

(ii) the FDA exercised pre-market control over, and thus approved, the numerous

128It is submitted that General Manufacturing Practice (GMP) should be used for these substances because if the
sUbsfz~~e.is conside.re~_~o be safe there is no need to limit its use.

~chultz 00 Clt ;), I.

130Merrill 00 cit 214.
131Scnultz 00 cit 577.

~~~s G Hadden Read the Label (1986) 132.

134§ 32~ ~ s)(4) .. ')
_~fe:-nJ OD Cl" _14.

13::-rhe<:e ~ :.,' ., d ~h .J •.•.. .., • • .• ,
J,. - q __:'l"" ~a.._!y coY~re ., ose :..... :lldyeS in use afte:- tr:e mtrocuctlOn O! ~ne Pure Fooe. and Drug Act 1906.
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ingredients to be used in foods covered by the standards of identity; and

(iii) the USDA issued formal regulations describing permitted uses of many

ingredients in meat and poultry products (which were often acknowledged

by the FDA).136

These exceptions arose despite the fact that the FDA and the USDA lacked the authority

to approve food ingredients for general use prior to 1958.137

Merrill noted that these exemptions are limited. The ingredients are only exempted

from requiring to be approved as food additives for the purpose for which they were

approved. They still have to comply with the other provisions of the Act (eg such

substances can be deemed to be an adulterant).138

Merrill criticized the "grandfather clause" (and GRAS substances) on the basis that

there is no need to distinguish food additives used prior to 1958 and to treat them

differently from those introduced after 1958. In addition, there is no theoretical basis for

the FDA to "consider the countervailing benefits of one class of ingredients but not the

others." 139

Ill. Food Additives

The primary object of the Food Amendment Act, 1958 140 was to ensure that

chemical food additives obtain a pre-market clearance by scientific testing to demonstrate

their safety prior to their usage. 141 A significant effect of this amendment is that it shifted

the burden of proof from the federal government, who had to prove that the food additive

was harmful or unsafe, to the manufacturer, who now has to prove its safety prior to using

it as an ingredient. 142

13~1erriIl OD cit 215.
137ibid . --
138ibid .

139~fer:-ill OD cit 217.
1L O§ 348. --

141 Scnultz OD cit 580.
142H ~. --. 1"1 A 1 ~ L 1 .

.. auClen~ ,J ••-usa, :::cnu :z OD clt 604.
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The Act declares the use of food additives to be unsafe unless (a) it conforms with

an exemption; 143 or (b) the use of the additive conforms with the established regulations

which prescribe the conditions under which it may be used safely.144 Should neither of the

two requirements be met and the manufacturer uses this food additive, the food will be

labelled unsafe and deemed to be an adulterated food. 145

Manufacturers can request the FDA to promulgate regulations relating to a new

chemical food additive. 146 The section lays down the procedure and the time period within

which a petition, requesting promulgation of regulations, has to be answered. 147 On request

for further regulations in respect of food additives, the FDA has to consider:

(i) Whether the additive will be safe under the conditions of use;

(ii) whether it can function in a manner to accomplish its aim in respect of

technical effect; and

(iii) whether there is any benefit served by the food additive. 148

When promulgating such regulations the FDA could also incorporate conditions of use, such

as limitation of use 149 (eg to be used only as a sweetener); the purpose for which it is to be

used (eg sodium nitrate can only be used to cure meat products); labelling requirements (eg

the warning statement on saccharin); etc. 150

Manufacturers, when forwarding their petitions, are required to include results of

safety tests prescribed . by the FDA. 151 To investigate safety, the FDA requires the

manufacturer to undertake toxicological tests on animals. These tests cannot be carried out

on humans unless it is to determine functionality and palatability. The toxicological testing

143The exemption in terms of § 348(a)(1) read together with § 348(i) relates to additives used for investigational
purp.oses by qualified experts at the discretion of the FDA. Furthermore, the experiments must only relate to animal
studn~ and when the additive is used for human consumption a warning statement must appear. (21 CFR part 170.71).

_§ 348(a)(2).
1t.)§ 342(a)(2).
146§ 348(b).

~;~§ _348(b)-(h). Al50 see Merrill 00 cit 208f.
1--:vterrill OP cit ~04.

1
:9§ 348(cH4).-,a.. r

151 ~;~~~~ ).0 cit 205.
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f 1 152 b' 'd " tdoes not ensure that an additive may not prove to be harm u , ut It provl es a grea er

f I , b'l' ,,153deal 0 re la 1 Ity ,

Another important provision of the Food Additive Amendment Act is the so-called

"Delaney Clause".154 The Delaney Clause arose because the Federal government perceived

a need to minimize the chances of the public encounteriLg serious defects in food and to

protect consumers. This could only be "satisfied by :;afety standards" rather than

informative labelling. 155 The general aim of the clause is to ban the use of carcinogenic

food additives in order to prevent them from entering the marketplace. This happens when

the FDA evaluates toxicological tests conducted by manufacturers when petitioning the

FDA to regulate a food additive. If the additive is found to induce cancer, when ingested

by either man or animal, it is deemed to be unsafe. There is an explicit mandate on the

FDA to ban substances that induce cancer. 156 The toxicological tests are essential. In such

circumstances functionality or benefit of use will not be considered, Toxicological tests

also exclude judgement in evaluating its use,157

The anti-cancer ban does not apply to natural food constituents158 or constituents

unavoidably "added" to food 159,160 The application of this clause is, however, limited to

those substances that are intentionally added to food or become components of food

because of their intended use. 161 Substances that fall within the ambit of ingredients that

are added intentionally to food are food additives, colour additives, GRAS substances,

152The debate on toxicological testing is concerned with the method of testing. Issues such as: (i) Experimental animals
may not be suitable models to evaluate saf~ty; (ii) a lOO-fold safety factor is arbitrary; and (iii) a relatively small number
of additives are used in testing and this weakens the statistical reliability of the test, a.e some of the issues discussed by
Men-iil 00 cit 207-208. Other issues include the large quantity of additives fed to experimental animals over a sht;rt period
of time and the unreliability of extrapolating results from test animals to humans. This is not an exhaustive list of the
problems associated with toxicological testing. Also see T Larkin "Animal Tests and Human Health" (June 1977) 11 FDA
Consumer 12-15). --

'-,3Merrill 00 cit 207-208.
1~;§ 348(c)(3)(A).
~ ~;Hadden 00 cit 136.
j)~Schultz OD cit 579.

~:~D Melnick "Economics in Food and Nutrition Issues" FM Clydesdale (ed) Food Science and Nutrition (1979) 118.
: Eg caffeine in coffee.

1)9Eg aflatoxin in nms.

160E J Allera "An Overview of How the FDA Regulates Carcinogens under the FFD&CA" (1978) 33 Food D=-u~
Cos:n:cic Law Journal 59 66-68. In such a situation the only remedy available is to consider whether the food can be
consjd~:ed adulterated by the presence of such a substance.

,0 I Allere. 00 cit 66. Bb S·,l.-eeteners.
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prior sanctioned substances, and new animal drugs. The Delaney Clause, however, applies

directly to food additives; 162 colour additives 163 and new animal drugs 164.165 GRAS

substances can only be indirectly affected by the clause. The "grandfather clause" retains

its status permanently for the function for which it obtained the sanction. For this reason

the "grandfather clause" will not fall within the ambit of food additives and, therefore, not

be subjected to the Delaney Clause. A prior sanctioned substance can only be tested to see

whether it is an adulterant. 166

The Delaney Clause has been widely criticized and several attempts have been made

to amend it. The criticisms include the following:

(i) The clause is applied inconsistently; 167

(ii) it does not balance the risks and benefits; 168

(iii) it allows no room for considerations of dosages; 169

(iv) it presumes, as a matter of law, that no level of exposure to an animal

carcinogen can be considered safe; 170

(v) it does not define critical terms such as "induce", "cancer" and "test

appropriate for evaluation of the safety of food additives"; 171

(vi) people have queried the appropriateness of the toxicological tests; 172

(vii) the clause is too inflexible to consider utility and benefit once the substance

is declared carcinogenic; 173 and

(viii) the clause does not take into account rising costs, the need for better quality,

and the need for an increasing food supply.174

162§ 348(c)(3).
163§ 346(b)(5)(B).

~::§ 360(a)(1)(H).
16~AIIera OD cit 68-69.
167AIIer~ OD c~t 70-71.

MernIl OD Clt 173. For example this clause does not apply directly to GRAS substances prior sanctioned substances
etc. "

168ibid .
16)'~1 '11 .17 1'" errl 22....£!! 18l.

°ibid.
171-S -M '11 .
172.. e.e,. e:-:-l 22....S! 182 fa:- further explanation.

1010.

173~ '11 . ?17/_vle:Tl ~ 18..,.
i\.feinick c':) cit 202.
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It is submitted by Schultz1?5 that an equitable answer to the problems concerning

the anti-cancer clause is to allow a risk/benefit evaluation prior to the banning of the

substance. Hadden, however, contended that the lack of flexibility of this clause is

overstated because the FDA has freedom in defining the clause. Thus, the "law itself

provides several 100pholes.,,1?6 Melnick suggested that there should not be a total

elimination of the clause, but it should be amended to allow judgement by "scientists who

are qualified by training and experience to permit use of a carcinogenic material when it

is present at a level below biological significance".1?? Another solution is to educate

consumers by using knowledgeable and responsible health professionals. 1?8

The attempt by the United States government to make food safe is unavoidably

influenced by competing causes such as the "desire to retain traditional foods, the wish to

produce food abundantly and cheaply, and the practical limitation on our ability to detect

and eliminate contaminants.,,179

Though the aim of the FDA is to minimize risks, several problems have arisen with

the legislation:

(i) Public awareness with regard to food additives that pose a potential risk to

health has increased. 180 Thus, there is no need to prohibit the use of certain

substances. This is borne out by the fact that the public appreciate the

benefits related to some of the risk-creating constituents (eg saccharin).181

(ii) There are substantive and procedural flaws in the Act that strain the present

system. 182

175" hI' -so176;:)c utz2R.illo .
177Hadden OD cit 133.
178~1.e:nick OD cit 201-202.
17 181C.

18~~1errill OD cit 241-242.
·R. ibic .
1~ i'-r '11 . 4
18tVle:-r~ OD c:t 2~3.

~fe:-:-!l! ££...Sl 244.
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(iii)

(iv)

138

The Delaney Clause is inhibiting.

The Act fails to consider the possibility that warnings on labels may be

adequate consumer protection. 183

(v) Risks in respect of food additives are continually understated and the

benefits overstated because the regulatory process is not sophisticated enough

to consider cumulative exposure to the same additive in various foods. l84

The use of all food additives, under the Food Additive Amendment Act, is

presumed appropriately to be unsafe, while the Pure Food Act required an additive to be

shown to be injurious to health before it could be banned. 185

C. COLOUR ADDITIVES

The legislation dealing with colour additives was enacted in 1960 in the form of the

"Colour Additive Amendment Act".186 The aim of this amendment was to regulate the use

of colour additives in food, drugs, devices and cosmetics. 18?

Colour additives used prior to 1960 were treated differently from food additives. 188

All colours in use prior to 1960 were placed on a provisional list and an initial two-and

half year moratorium 189 was granted for their use. During this period the FDA's task was

to evaluate the safety of these colours in terms of existing tests. If the information was

insufficient the FDA had the power to direct the manufacturer to provide new evidence.

On evaluation the FDA could either place the colour additive on the permanent list or

183Merrill OD cit 248.
184H dd --. 1 
1.Q5 a en 2.£...£E. 40.

'"' Hadden OD ci. 1~9.
186§ 376. --

13?Schultz OD ci: 604.
188 --
1.Q~There was no catego:-y for GRA.S subs.ances or p:-ior sanc.i:meci subs.ances.
v'YThe mor-a.0r-iu::: h3.E been exte:1ded seve:-al times.
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declare it to be unsafe. 190 The amendment, like the Food Additive Amendment Act, shifted

the burden of proof from the federal government to manufacturers to prove the safety of

the colour additive. As a result manufacturers are required to obtain a pre-market

clearance for a colour additive prior to using it as a food ingredient,191

The definition of "colour" is broad and includes synthetic and natural substances.

An important requirement for a substance to be a "colour additive" is that it must be

capable of imparting colour to food. The definition also specifically excludes things like

pesticides, soil and plant nutrients. 192

The Act provides for the use of colour additives to be unsafe unless the colour- (a)

is listed in accordance with the regulations dealing with safety; (b) is issued with a batch

certificate; or (c) conforms with an exemption. 193 The failure to comply with this provision

results in the food being adulterated because the food contains an unsafe ingredient,194

The Colour Additive Amendment Act also provides for the FDA to promulgate

regulations for- (a) the conditions of safe use; 195 (b) the listing of colour additives that

have been approved; 196 and (c) the setting of tolerance limits which specify the maximum

quantity of the colour additive to be used or permitted to remain in a product,197

To approve a colour additive several safety tests have to be undertaken. These are

no different from those required by the FDA for approving a food additive. Colour

addi ti ves, however, require additional safety tests to be undertaken, eg external application

of the colour to test \vhether it induces cancer. 198 The Delaney Clause is also applicable to

this amendment. The provisions also lists the procedures that have to be complied with

1905 h 1· . 60191 c u tt QlLill I.

Schultz OD cit 604.

~ ;~The reason for this is that they are governed by different sections of the Act.
I § 376(a).

19'+§ 342.

195§ 3i6(b)(5)(A).
~;~§ 376(b)(1) and (2).
198§ 376(b)(3).

Schultz C:J ci~ 605.
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prior to a colour additive being listed as approved.

140

This amendment to Act was not significant as it followed the amendments made in

respect of food additives. But it differed in the way that it handled previously used colour

additives. It is submitted that this is a better way of handling previously used colour

additives than declaring exemptions, such as GRAS substances or prior approved

su bstances.

D. FOOD STANDARDS

The provisions discussed thus far deal with (a) defining unsafe and undesirable

foods, and (b) ensuring that a procedure was available to prevent such foods from entering

the marketplace. Government intervention, however, does not end there. It also extends to

ensuring that- (a) the quality of food is maintained, (b) there is measurement and

designation of quantity, and (c) there is characterization of foods. 199

The Pure Food Act did not provide for mandatory food standards. 200 This was

considered to be a deficiency.201 The situation was remedied in respect of canned foods in

1930 when the ~1cNary-Mapes Amendment was passed. This required the Secretary of

Agriculture to standardize canned products, with the exception of meat and meat food

products. Should products not comply with the standards they had to "plainly and

conspicuously" indicate this. 202

The FDCA broadened the scope of the ~1cNary-MapesAmendment and provided for

the Secretary2 3 to regulate standards in respect of all foods. The reason for including

standards in the Act \yas three-fold:

1995chultz OD cit 196.

~~~SChultz OD c~t 197-198. '.' •.
Anonymous Developments In tne Law 01 the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act" (1953) 67 Harvard Law Review

63:2 ~~l" The article shall be referred to as "Developments in the Law".
2~3Schultz OD cit 199.

lJ This task has been delega.:ec to the FDA.
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(a) An increase in the population moving into urban areas meant that processed

foods became more fashionable.

(b) There was a marked increase in fraud and deception by food manufacturers

and the FDA was unable to deal with it.

(c) Manufacturers pressurized the government to legislate for standards in order

to avoid bad publicity for the industry.204

The Act provides that the Secretary has the discretion to promulgate regulations in

respect of standards when it will "promote honesty and fair dealing in the interest of

consumers".205 The standards included standards of (a) quality, (b) fill, and (c) identity.

The provision goes further to exclude certain foods such as butter, fresh and dried fruits,

fresh and dried vegetables, and the like from its ambit. A failure to comply with these

regulations result in the manufacturer misbranding the product. 206 This provision is not

concerned with the safety of the product. 207

I. Standard of Qualitv

The standard of quality is concerned with-

"a statement of measurement to be made on a product, the methods to be used
in making these measurements, the values which are to serve in determining
minimum quality, and how the product shall be labelled if it falls below the
minimum quality and yet is fit to eat and usable as a food".208

This results in each food having a standard of quality.209 Clearly these standards

relate to a minimum level of quality.21o There are no degrees of quality above or below the

standard set.
211

In determining a standard of quality there are several factors that have to

be considered:

204R A ~1errill &: E M Collier" 'Like Mother Used to Make': An Analysis of FDA Food Standards of Identity" (1974)
74 Cclumbia Law Review 561 566.

~,",J § 34l.
206- (207S 343 g) and (h).
_ S::hultz 00 cit 212.
cG8ibid . --

2C;--D 1 . h L .2" eve o:Jrnents In t e aw 0':) Clt 664.
~ 1 SC!1Ultz 0':) ::it 214. --

2 I 's' I .cn~ tz c·':) ,:,: 212.
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"Colour, texture, general appearance and presence of certain quantities of
specified constituents

2
objectively stated to make them suitable for use in

enforcement actions." 12

142

This, however, does not mean that foods failing a standard of quality cannot be

sold. The legislation allows goods falling below the standard to bear appropriate "crepe

labels" which shall be prescribed by the Secretary.213 The present prescribed "crepe label"

must state in bold letters the words "Below Standard of Quality" and in smaller type "Good

Food - Not high Grade," or some other words which may be specified by the regulations

pertaining to that particular standard. 214

11101 ST1JIDAID Df QUALm
GOOD FOOD MOT 11IGB GIADI

.tIIf:: .'
i ~.

-.._.....- ~'"

('/ 'It .,'" ~\ l~4 oi'
OlaTIU.UTED .'1

J. LANGRAll &BRO., INC.
BALTJMORE. MD.

Figure 7: Food Products of sub-standard quality.

2~2D I .
213'b~~e opments In the Law OD cit 664.

2i'::. :~.
1010.
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Figure 8: The prescribed message to accompany a sub-standard product.(Source:
Hadden op cit 129)

143

The major problem with the standard of quality is that there is an presumption that

a minimum level of quality can be defined and it can be measured accurately.215

Furthermore, a standard has to be set for each product (eg a standard for apples, oranges,

peas, etc.). Moreover, the dilemma is that no objective standard can be set for most food

items because of regional variations. 216

The solution offered was "grade labelling.,,217 Such labelling allows for gradation

of quality. The requirements can be regulated by the Secretary. l\.1anufacturers maintain

that grade labelling destroys consumer confidence in brand names. This, in turn, impedes

them from producing premium products which exceed the minimum requirement of the

best grade. Furthermore, there is difficulty in deciding high and low quality objectively.218

~1 ~Schultz £.£...ill 212.
c1cD 1 . h L .• eve opments In t.e aw 2.E....S.i 664.
217Developmems in the Law OD cit 665.
218ibid . --
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For this reason the Secretary has not used this type of regulation frequently. The failure

to use grade labelling has been criticized because it is seen as the solution to avoid the

. ·d· f 1· d d 219rIgl Ity 0 qua Ity stan ar s.

IT. Standard of Fill

The standard fill pertains to establishing "the minimum weight or volume of a food

which the container must hold.,,220 The concern of standard fill is (i) the "head space" or

f . d (.. ) . b· d d f· 221 222"vacant space" 0 the contaIner; an 11 It can e In epen ent 0 sIze .

A significant problem with such a scheme is that there is a proliferation of sizes

because foods damage at various stages of compression. 223 Consequently, this has not

proved to be a successful provision.

lIT. Standard of Identity

From the three types of standards established in terms of § 341, the standard of

identity is known to be the most significant innovation. 224 A standard of identity can be

defined as:

"The composition of a food, prescribing the ingredients that must be included
(mandatory ingredients), as well as those that may be included (optional
ingredients). Many standards also prescribe the method of production or
formulation. The resulting regulation closely resembles a recipe for the
standardized food as part of the standard, the FDA assigns to its "recipe,"
the name under which all conforming products shall be called.,,225

The latter is called a "common or usual" name. An identity standard has two objectives: (a)

"A product may contain these ingredients and no others; and (b) a product made with these

ingredients is unlike any other product.,,226

219ibid .

220Schultz 00 cit 214.

221Schultz noted that this is possible because "fill of a container can be desibIlated in terms of the height of the
pro.:i..,~t in relation to the top of the container ...". Schultz 00 cit 214.

c-_ ibid.
""?3-=2 1 Developments in the Law 00 cit 666.
:_:Develop~e:::sin the Law C~ cit 660.
~~~Me:-.ill & C·;jl!ier o~ cit 563-,-

Schul;;z G~ ci;; ~l:?
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The Act provides that once a standard of identity has been established227 any

departures from the standard recipe will be inadmissible if the manufacturer intends

calling the product by its common or usual name. Thus, any foods "purporting to be or

represented as" that food may not be marketed under that common or usual name. This

applies irrespective of whether the label truthfully and conspicuously indicates that this

product is a variation of the identity standard.228

In addition, legislation provides for labelling of ingredients in respect of non-

standardized foods only and foods having an identity standard are not required to have

mandatory ingredient labelling. 229

The major problems with standards of identity are the following:

(i) "... Inflexibility tends to suppress competition, restricts the availability of

desirable substitutes to standardized foods, imposes barriers to market entry

by standardizing products, distorts demand, and inhibits innovation.

Inflexibility is simply a built-in-cost.,,230

(ii) The FDA tends to interpret and enforce the provisions rigidly. This is seen

as "overkill". 231

(iii) There has been an "increased social misallocation and undesirable income

distri bu tion". 232

(iv) Significant administrative costs have been incurred which could have been

avoided. 233

227.§ 341 does not legislate the manner of initiating such regulations but rather authorizes the promulgation of
re~a§!ons. The method of promulgating such regulations are to be found in 21 CFR Part 10.

;~9DeYelopments in the Law 2l?....9.l 660.
:- Merril! &.: Collier OD cit 567.
~30J A. It G .. -R- , d

. ga: ene:-ally ~ecogntze as Sour C:-eam: Treating Standards of Food Quality as a Success" (1989) 44 Food
Drug C':Js:netl: Law Journal 237 241. --

c.;"j. • ')
~_? ~gar~ .. 44.
~3~f,e~rill &.: Collie:- 0::> cit 521.
- IbIG.
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On the other hand, many see the standards as being an effective innovation. Their

advantages are:

(a) They protect consumers because consumer deception is obstructed by using

basic food formulas. 234

(b) They curb the increasing use of untested chemical additives in the

production of food. 235

(c) It permits food containing numerous ingredients to be sold under a

characteristic name. 236

(d) They prevent economic fraud on the part of fringe producers and preserve

the integrity of the food supply.237

(e) They satisfy consumer needs. 238

(f) Their existence assures consumers that they are not being deceived. 239

Despite the problems with food standards it is unlikely that consumers wish to

return to a non -standardized marketplace. 240 The solution seems to lie in the interpretation

of the provisions by the FDA. 241

The FDA is also introducing labelling of standardized foods. 242 Using this

justification the FDA has indicated its intention to decrease identity standards. 243 It has

234Merrill & Collier op cit 568. Also, this protects consumers "against any food which appears to be something which
it iSt3Qt, no matter how minor the deviation in ingredients." Developments in the Law op dt 664.

2
c- )Merrill & Collier op cit 568.
36 A • "2 /~gar~ ..41.
3 ibid.

238-A 't "4"
~39 gar~ M M.

c. ibid.
2!.O·b·d
2

,._1_I .
... j., 'd

2t..2~· .
~/30 Kegan~ 9.
~ ... ~1errill & Collier 0:) cit 521-5~~.
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been suggested that this may be damaging because consumers consider labelling as part of

federal food policy, which includes standards and specifications.244 On the other hand, it

is conceded that although government intervention is justified, the enactment of food

standards is an overreaction. 245 A beneficial response (which the FDA is following) is to

increase the amount of information provided on a label to make a rational choice.246

E. FOOD LABELLING

The Pure Food Act did not provide ingredient information that could be used

rationally by consumers. It merely provided for the name and quantity of the product in

question.
247

On enactment of the FDCA Congress took a positive approach by requiring

manufacturers to provide relevant information about the product. The aim of this

information is to assist consumers to make a rational choice. 248

Issues involving labelling of food products are dealt with exclusively in the section

dealing with misbranded products. 249 This ensures that the product is truthfully presented

and consumers are assisted by additional information. 250

The information required on a food label is not dealt with in the Act. This is to be

found in regulations.
251

The regulations also deal with where the information is to appear,

the type size, etc.
252

Effective regulations, however, have been promulgated since 1974. 253

The FDCA, FPLA and the regulations 254 require the following information to be

provided on a label: 255

244 A 't 2'<')2 f.5'"\.gar £2....£!.... .......
2~6!'1:rrill & Collier OD cit 562.

IbId.

~~~~~hUltz OD cit 530.

2491bld
.

250See above 1~6.

25 S::hd~z £2.-ill. 533.
2-~21 CFR. j)3.Z"t 101.3.

) ibid.
253-;- "T' F d L .251.·'"\.nonymous ne 00 abellme; Reyolution" (Ap:il 1974) 8 FDA Consumer 23 25.
25~21.~FR ~art ~O1.~. .

P 1'\.na:l Fooe La~elhng: More or Better?" (1980) 35 Foc<: D:-u~ Cosmetic Law Jot.:~a! 160 161.
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Table I: The requirements of a label (Source Melnick OR cit 212).

PRESENT LABEL ON A FOOD PRODUCT MUST SHOW:

Name of product- brand and identity;
Ingredient listing (will also be required for standardized foods);
Manufacturer or distributor - name and address;
Net weight or net volume;
Price for the given unit.

PRESENT LABEL MAY SHOW:

Instructions on how to open the unusual package;
Directions for using product and specific recipes;
Precautions for safe use;
Special promotional material (cents off regular price, etc.)

MOST NE.\V LABELS ARE NO\V SHO\VING IN ADDITION TO ABOVE:

Open code dating - "Do not use after (date) ";
Code dating, showing plant, line, time of production, etc. (for

possible recall);
Unit pricing (eg cents per ounce) to permit comparative shopping;
Nutritional information, including a listing of specific nutrients

in a given serving, the number of servings in the container,
and a specific sentence when fat composition is shown;

Sodium content (when pertinent);
Percentage of the high-cost key ingredient;
Universal product code endorsed by industry to expedite accurate

checkouts in store and to save on labour costs.

ADDITIONAL LABEL DECLARATION URGED BY CONSUMER ACTIVISTS:

Uniform grade classification according to recipe and specification
requirements set by the government;

Fat-oil source and degree of hydrogenation;
Drained weight, when applicable;
Functional value of food additive present;
Formulation disclosed in full, via percentage COmpOSltlOn;
Storage conditions for product before and after opening.

148

With the promulgation of the new regulations there was a profound change III

ingredient labelling. The change can be seen in the following illustration:
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CHEESE
MACARONI

BREAD CRUMBS
MARGARINE

Figure 9: A label for Macaroni and Cheese
prior to 1978.

Macaroni (Durum and Patent flour, Niacin, Sodium Iron Phosphate,
Thiamine Mononitrate, Riboflavin), American Cheese (Water, Cream,
Milk, Sodium Citrate, Disodium Phosphate, Salt, Artificial Colour
and Sorbic Acid (a preservative)); Bread Crumbs (Enriched Flour,
Wheat flour, Niacin, Reduced iron, Thiamine Hydrochloride,
Riboflavin), Corn Syrup, Sugar, Vegetable and/or Animal Shortening
(contains one or more of the following: Hydrogenated Soybean Oil,
Hydrogenated Cottonseed Oil, Hydrogenated Palm Oil, Lard), Salt,
Yeast "'hey, Soy Flour, Dough Conditioner, (Sodium Stearoyl-2
Lactylate), Yeast Nutrients, (Contains one or more of the following:
Monocalcium -Phosphate, Calcium Sulphate, Ammonium Chloride,
Potassium Bromate), Calcium Propionate (to retard spoilage);
t\-largarine (Liquid Corn Oil, Partially Hydrogenated Soybean Oil,
Water and/or Pasteurized Skim Milk and/or Non-fat Milk, Salt,
Lecithin, Artificial flavour, Coloured with Carotene and Vitamin A
Palmitate).

Figure 10: The label for Macaroni and Cheese after the 1978 regulations
(Kahn~ 161).

149

The regulations have been criticized as overcrowding a label and, despite there

being more information the label, it is not considered as an improvement.256 Furthermore,

the requirement that the terms must include the chemical name is considered not to assist

consumers, eg rather than "Thiamine mononitrate" call it "vitamin B".257 It is submitted 258

that where foods have been standardized the usual or common name will suffice, eg

in Figure 10 the ingredients of "bread crumbs" is considered to be unnecessary and, if

excluded, it will reduce the label by ten words. The solution is to simplify the label so that

it assists consumers. 259

256K, . 16--7 nan OD Clt 1.o --
?~3Khan OD cit 164.
:~ ibid.
DYibid .
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Figure 11: Labelling requirements for a Figure 12: Labelling requirements for meat
food products. products.

Figure 13: Labelling requirements for
food products.

(The Food Labelling Revolution 00 cit 23).
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The use of innovative labelling is to be found in nutritional labelling ordered in

terms of § 341 (a). 260 The regulations provide that nutritional labelling is voluntary unless

(a) a nutrient has been added; or (b) a nutritional claim has been made, then nutritional

la belling is mandatory. 261

The purpose of nutritional labelling is that such labelling is to allow consumers to

make food value comparisons and to compare nutritional values. 262 A summary of the

essential features are:

(a) Serving size;

(b) servings per container;

(c) calories per serving

(d) protein per serving;

(e) carbohydrates per serving;

(f) fat per serving;

(g) percentage V.S. Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA263) per serving for

certain essential nutrients, eg protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, thiamine,

riboflavin, niacin, calcium and iron;

(h) OPTIONAL INFORMATION: Sodium and cholestero1. 264

The regulations also deal with which claims can be made and the circumstances under

which they can be made.

260~ h 1 • -?-"/6 _c. u.tz~ 0.><10

~, 2' The Food Labelling Revolution 0';) ci~ ~3o
-~ °bOd--3-1_1.

~~. This tel s a consume: how much of a ?a:-ticular vita:nin 0:- mineral is required to maintain good h""l-h
-- -The Food La:,ellin~ Revolution 00 cit :?4. • -- l. 0
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NUTRITION INFORMATION
Per serving

Serving size = 8 oz.
Servings per container = 2

Calories •••••••.••.••••.•..•••..•••••••..•.•••••• 560
Protein •••••••..••••..•.•..•..••.••.•••••.••••.•. 23 g
Carbohydrates .•............•.••.•••..••.•.••.•••• 43 g
Fat ••...•••.••..•.•••.••..••••••••••••••••••••••• 33 g

(Percentage of Calories from fat = 53%)

Polyunsaturated* 22 g
Saturated 9 g
Cholesterol* (20mgjlOOg) 40 mg
Sodium (365 mgjlOOg) 810 mg

Percentage of D.S. Recommended Daily
Allowance (D.S. RDA)

152

Calcium .....•...••.••
Iron .
vi tamin B6 •••••••••••

vi tamin B12 ••••••••••

Protein .
vi tamin A .
vi tamin C •.....•.•••.
Thi amin ....•....••.•.
Riboflavin ....•..•.••

35
35
10
15
15

Niacin ............... 25
2

25
20
15

* Information on fat and cholesterol content is provided for individuals who, on
the advice of a physician, are modifying their total dietary intake of fat and
cholesterol.

Figure 14: An example of Nutritional Labelling (Source: Hadden~ 147)

A vital requirement of a successful labelling programme is the education of

consumers in respect of nutritional information labelling. 265 This is taken seriously by the

FDA.. The aim, however, of shifting demand away from food products with marginal

nutritional value is unlikely to be realized. 266 Also, there is an indication that consumers

tend to make mediocre choices when there is an increase in the amount of information

provided on the label and lack of knowledge on how to use the information. 267

The FDA enforces the provisions of the FDCA in conjunction with the FTC and

other minor agencies. Offenders are penalized by being ordered to pay fines, but the

265 0 'Kegan OJ cit 11.

266w A French &: H C Barb-:ale "Foo:! La::'elling Rei"ulations: Efforts Towar-:s Full Disclosure" (1974) 38 Journal
er ~~a.:..~etin2" 14 16. --

~5/French &: Barksciale 0':) cit 17.
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agencies also establish procedures for seizures, recalls, and warnings.

153

A "seizure" occurs when the government seizes a product because it is illegal. Two

purposes are served: (a) It is a penalty for breaching the law; and (b) it protects consumers,

i.e. even if the product reached the marketplace it is removed because of its illegality.268

It is an effective way of controlling products and Schultz269 note that it is the most

common remedy. Another advantage is that it is quick and effective. Once a product is

seized several things can be done to it: (a) It can be destroyed; (b) it can be reconditioned

so that it is safer; (c) it may be relabelled (especially if it is sub-standard); or (d) it may be

put to an alternative use. 270 This, however, has to be done by a court order. 271 In addition,

the company is required to bear the cost.

A "recall" occurs when,

"a product is believed to be hazardous through contamination with
microorganisms, toxic substances, foreign material, etc.; is not of correct
potency; is malfunctional; is mislabelled as to composition, fill of container;
etc.; (or) does not meet applicable standards in other respects (and) the
company responsible for the manufacture or distribution is asked to recall
the faulty lots.,,272

By using this device, the government is no longer responsible for seizing the product. The

company is responsible for ensuring that the product is removed from the shelves. This

requires publicity in the media and elsewhere. The amount of publicity required by the

government depends on the seriousness of the defect. There are three categories of recalls:

Ca) Class I: The use of this product may cause grave health consequences or

possible death.

(b) Class Il: The use of this product may cause temporary or medically reversible

adverse health consequences.

Cc) Class Ill: The use of this product is not likely to cause grave health

pro blems. 273

268Schultz OD cit 6l.
269;b'd ---r,-'_1.
r::. \.Iibid.
271::-:-:
272~.O~~.

1;)1_.

273~
lC'L.
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Recalls have been used recently in the United States and United Kingdom. 274 At present

companies are ensuring that there is a built in procedure whereby recalls can be carried

out cheaply and with little harm being done to the company's image.

The third innovative device is "a warning". This is a simple, but a valuable remedy.

This remedy is provided for in the FDCA and, therefore, it carries the force of law and

cannot be overlooked.275 The FDA uses regulatory letters in warning manufacturers,

distributors, and retailers that there has been a violation. The sanctions that will follow

due to the failure to comply with the terms of the warning will also be enumerated in a

letter. Corrective action has to be undertaken within a stated period otherwise the offender

will be penalized in terms of the letter. The letters are open for public scrutiny in terms

of the Freedom of Information (FOI) Act276.277

Therefore, apart from the basic penalty of a fine the United States government has

included other remedies that may be more effective than a fine (eg as a result of the

publicity that accompanies a recall, a company's image may be injured).

In spite of the FDA heeding consumer needs there are several problems and

criticisms levelled at the FDCA and the regulations. These include the following:

(a) Flavouring, spices and colours are potential allergens to consumers yet

ingredient labelling does not require them to be fully labelled. Only the

category needs to be stated unless a specific indication is required (eg

tartrazine).278

(b) In the past standardized foods did not require ingredient labelling because

they had a fixed recipe. As a quid pro auo the FDA allowed manufacturers

2"7/
("See P A McCracken "Role of the Media in Promoting Food safety" Proceedings of the 10th SA..AFoST Biennial

Conn5:s ~n Techn~logy and the Consumer (August 1989) Dur'::la:1 105 ll~.
7 :,cnultz OD Cl" 6L

~~~See above 167.
_~ Scnultz OD ci:; 6l.
.u~adden OD cit 140-141.
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to use various substitutes (i.e. by increasing the number of optional

ingredients). This policy, however, has changed, i.e. at present standardized

foods are also to be labelled. The present problem is that ingredients (basic

and optional) are listed on the product, but the label does not always reflect

which ingredient it has used specifically. This creates problems for those

people who are allergic to one of the optional ingredients.279

(c) By standardizing products ingredients cannot be substituted and this results

in a higher cost being borne by consumers. 280

(d) Consumers purchasing a particular food may not notice a change in the

ingredients281 if the food is not rigidly standardized.

(e) Obstacles to listing all food ingredients are compounded by the difficulties

consumers have with chemical names of additives. 282

(f) Manufacturers do not like drawing attention to the label and for this reason

they tend not to carry additional words of caution or any sort of

supplementary warnings on the label. 283

(g) With the introduction of open-date marking, consumers tend to choose

products with a more distant dates thus allowing foods with earlier expiry

dates to spoil. 284

(i) There is a marked increase in costs due to open-date marking, nutritional

information, unit pricing, uniform grading while, in return, the benefit to

279ibid .
280~
281~'
23{D::.

I hlr1

283....:=:::.·
""'8' Hadden OD cit 142.
t:. -+Melnick OD cit 212.
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. d' . 285consumers In IsproportlOnate.

(j) The regulations are piece-mea1.286

(k) There are nomenclature problems.287

156

(1) There is a need for the FDA to re-examine food standards because of

technological innovations. 288

It is submitted that an attempt to educate consumers in the science of food

technology is futile. The responsibility to ensure that the nation's food supply is wholesome

and healthy can only be done by regulatory agencies and professionals. Education can help

to reassure consumers, but labelling "cannot provide any meaningful education in this

area.,,289 Despite this criticism, the primary purpose of the legislation is to protect

consumers from their ignorance. 29o This, however, is not sufficient because consumers need

to be informed about the ingredients, size, cost, etc.

The FDA aspire to ensure that the goals of the FDCA are met. At this stage,

however, it is important to consider the direction the FDA is taking in labelling policies.

The FDA has already indicated that it would no longer follow a strict regulatory regime

as it did in the 1970s. 291 The present trends include the inter alia:

(a) A more prominent role played by individual states. 292

(b) The overall credibility of the food label has declined among consumers. 293

Cc) The trend is to de-regulate rather than to regulate strictly.294

285ibid .

2868 A Silverglade "Current Issues in Food Labelling - An Overview" (1989) 44 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 231
234.

287ibid .

288-5'1 1 d " 23-289 I verg a e 2P.....9.l ;).
Melnick QC) cit 215.

29°F '<-B" 1 '. ~2'"'1 rencn 0.:. arlC5Qa e OD Clt 10.

2;2~i1verg~a~e.0: cit 731: .,.. ~. .
293~ ~~ a ael.3.l.ec: analysIs on tr:IS Issue see ;,Jlverglaae GC) cit :?33-234.

IbId.
29L,~IDIQ.
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(e)

(d) De-regulation has extended the health claims made by manufacturers. 295

As a result of the political environment, issues that ought to be decided on

the basis of science, law, or public policy are now decided on the basis of

politics.296

(f) There have been drastic reductions in the budget of the FDA with increased

duties being imposed without corresponding increases in the budget.297

(g) Some new scientific findings have linked disease and diet, but have not been

uniformly accepted by the various agencies. 298

(h) As a result of de-regulation by the FDA, Congress members are taking a

keener interest in protecting consumers. 299

(i) As a result of problems with the present state of regulations there is a need

to reconsider the overall food information system.300

(j) Changes that simply sounded like a good idea a decade ago have now become

a public necessity.301

Silverglade predicts that the future· will "continue to be chaotic and characterized both by

shifting sands and changing rules.,,302

The effectiveness of food labelling is as good as its enforcement. The FDA is the

agency authorized to enforce the regulations and legislation. In some areas both the USDA

and the FTC have such authority. The FDA, however, is the most important agency.

4. THE FOOD AND DRUG ADr-.UNISTRATION

"The principal job of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is to enforce

295 ibid . This move has been criticized by Silverglade on the basis that it does not benefit consumers. Furthermore
t~e prolif~ration of these claims are such that the business community has questioned the suitability oi this new policy:
Sl1Y2W1aae 00 cit 231-232.

Silverglade OD cit 231-232.
297ibid . --
298ibid .

29~ id' ~~.301') . ve:-6",a· e QQ..E .oJ"%.

vi':::Jid.
30i Si1v"-~~ade O:J c:· ')?=
3G2;~.;..4_ob' __•• _oJ,J.
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the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and thereby carry out the purpose
of Congress to ensure that foods are safe, pure and wholesome and made
under sanitary conditions; ... and all of these products are honestly and
informatively labelled and packaged. FDA does not have jurisdiction over

d .. f h d t ,,303the a vertlsmg 0 suc pro uc s.

A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

158

Table 11 The History of the Food and Drug Administration (Source: Schultz op cit
157).

(Department of

YEARS:

1906 - 1927:

1927 - 1931:

1931 - 1940:

1940 - 1953:

1953 - 1980:

1980

AUTHORITATIVE AGENCY

Bureau of Chemistry (Department of Agriculture)

Food, Drug and Insecticidal Administration (Department
of Agriculture)

Food and Drug Administration
Agricul tu re )

Food and Drug Administration (Federal Security Agency)

Food and Drug Administration (Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare)

Food and Drug Administration (Department of Health
and Human Services).

B. PO\VER

The FDCA empowers the Secretary of Health and Human Services to enforce the

proyisions of the A ~t. This authority is delegated to the Commissioner of the FDA, who in

turn, delegates this power to the officers in the FDA. The role of the FDA is purely

3nl
regulatory. V~

The FDA concerns itself not only with the FDCA but also with other Acts. These

include: The Fair Packaging and Labelling Act, the Federal Meat Inspection Act, the

-no;:

~;ZF:-om FDA ~e3.r::" ;';0. 1 (1961) and other subsequent FDA publications. er Schultz OD cit 157.
Schultz 0:) Clt 1;Jo.
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Poultry Products Inspection Act, the Saccharin Study and Labelling Act, the Freedom of

f . A 305In ormatlOn ct, etc.

The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of the FDA administer the activities

of six Bureaus (eg Bureau of Foods or Bureau of Drugs); the National Centre for

. . I R h d . 1 . 306TOxlcologlca esearc an ten reglOna operatlOns.

C. BUREAU OF FOODS

There is clear demarcation of power within the Bureau of Foods. The Bureau is

administered by the Director who is assisted by several others:

Table III The Division of the Bureau of Foods (Source: Schultz 00 cit 159).

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR COMPLIANCE
Division of Regulatory Guidance
Division of Compliance and Industry Program
Division of Food and Colour Additives

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE
Division of Chemistry and Physics
Division of Toxicology
Division of Pathology
Division of Microbiology
Division of Mathematics

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR TECHNOLOGY
Division of Food Technology
Division of Chemical Technology
Division of Colour Technology
Division of Cosmetics Technology

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR NUTRITION AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Division of Consumer Studies
Division of Retail Foods
Division of Nutrition.

The role of the Bureau of Foods can be. described as follows:

(a) It develops FDA policy with respect to the safety, composition, quality

3C5·, . ,
,.." !.£!£.

3uoSchu!tz 0:;) cit 157-158.
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(including nutrition), and labelling of foods, food additives, colours and

cosmetics;

(b) it conducts research and develops standards in respect of the composition,

quality, and safety of foods; food additives; colours; and cosmetics;

(c) it conducts research designed to improve the detection, prevention, and

control of contamination that may be responsible for illness or injury

conveyed by foods, food additives, colours and cosmetics;

(d) it develops and promulgates current good manufacturing practices for the

food processing industry, and drafts model ordinances, codes and regulations

for state and local government to use in assuring food safety and quality;

(e) it plans FDA surveillance and compliance programmes and evaluates progress

towards objectives of planned programmes and regulatory activities relating

to foods, food additives, colours and cosmetics;

(f) it reviews industry petitions and recommends promulgation of regulations

for food standards and for the safe use of colour and food additive;

(g) it collects and interprets data on nutrition, food additives, and

environmental factors affecting the total chemical composition on direct and

indirect food additives;

(h) it analyses regulatory samples that are necessary to support Bureau

compliance programmes;

(i) it participates in training FDA field personnel and provides guidance to the

regulated industries in the application of the most effective procedures to

assure food safety and quality;

(j) it studies consumer experience with expectations of, and exposure to, Bureau

regulated products and maintains a nutritional data bank; and

(k) it recommends to the Office of the Commissioner new or revised legislation

relevant to the Bureau's responsibilities. 3D?

307
Schultz 0:) clt 160-161.
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The Bureau's objectives are fulfilled by its various divisions. These divisions have

demarcated functions. The functions vary from division to division and are too numerous

to be dealt with here.30B

D.REGIONAL OPERATIONS

The role of regional operations is to-

(a) enforce the legislation and regulations by carrying out field work such as

inspections, sampling and laboratory testing;

Cb) serve as a headquarters for co-operative programmes and plans regarding

state and local agencies; and

(c) direct the FDA's State-Federal programme policy.309

Regional operations are guided by an Executive Director.310 The Executive Director

administers twenty-one district offices for direct programme operations.311

E. SO~-1E PROBLE~1S \VITH THE FDA

Since 1931 the FDA has grown in size and authority. The number of Acts under its

jurisdiction have also expanded. Despite this the FDA still encounters several problems.

These include:

(a) There are too few inspectors enforcing the various Acts under the

jurisdiction of the FDA.312

(b) Inspectors may enter a food plant and observe what is happening at present,

but cannot query what happened on the days they did not inspect.313

(c) Once a food additive has been approved for use there is no liability on the

manufacturer to report deficiencies or other problems to the FDA.314

~~~These may, however, be found in Schultz OD cit 160-169.
3 Schultz OD cit 158.

10ibid . --

~ 11 Schultz 0'::> ci: 158.
j12l=" I' --.•
3. 3~ e a:n2.n £.2...S -:4.

i i~!2#

31L,i~:d.
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(d) Responses by the FDA have been tardy although it has a clear mandate to

act.315

(e) The FDA is guilty of "clientalism"; Le. it is sometimes commandeered by the

. d .. . d tit 316very In ustry It IS requIre 0 regu a e.

([) There are too few incentives for the FDA to acquire accurate and detailed

scientific information. With the result that-

(i) this influences regulatory decisions made by the FDA;

(ii) Congress can review decisions made by the FDA thus attacking its

credibility as an independent agency; and

(iii) the FDA tends to be conservative.317

(g) Increased codification and unification have weakened the power of the FDA

resulting in a rigidity that conflicts with the dynamic nature of science. In

addition, its regulations inhibit research and flexibility.318

The FDA's expansive duties and functions have been curtailed by lack of manpower and

cutbacks in its budget.319

F. FDA'S ROLE IN THE FUTURE

The FDA is the oldest health-orientated agency in the United States.320 Its role,

however, is not clear-cut. Atone stage there was pressure on the FDA to de-regulate and

allow for increased state activity.321 This was accompanied by a demand for uniformity

among the various states. These are conflicting goals. There are, however, certain areas

where the FDA can play a dynamic role322 and others where state legislation will be

competent323.324 The FDA's present role has been described as incorporating stability,

315ibid .

~~~EJBurger ~r~tecting the Nation's Health (1976) 2.
Burger OD Clt o.3'8 --

I Burger OD cit 6.
319Feldma~it43.
3?O -
-:;;;.Burger 0::: ci~ l.

::::G M Burditt "Quo Vadit FDA?" (1983) 38 Food Dru~ Cosmetic Law Journal 87 9l.
~~~"i:"_ c_ r - - --. 1 '-- 11" -' . " .' .
3;:;<:-~ ~ ...o.c:meUI., aue, In!:>, common or ust;al name; lr:llta.lon la!Jellmg; etc.
_:~:Sg ta:r:pe:-resistant packaging.
')c-B~:=::~ c= :i~ 91.
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modernization and statesmanship. The latter are described as follows:

"Stability means having a clear, consistent plan for the future with the
leadership, support and resources to get the job done.

Modernization evolves from stability, and involves putting policies and
practices into action that will serve both the needs of today and those of the
future.

Statesmanship is synonymous with the objectivity during this process and the
principle that reminds us that the FDA is first and foremost an agency that
is here to serve the public. We must always clearly enunciate this principle
of service.,,325

163

F . h' h f 326 'tEven though at present the DA IS not Ing more t an an en orcement agency, 1

is an agency worth noting. It has been said to be a sensible organization that does not

pursue the trivial.327

5. IvlEAT AND POULTRY PRODUCTS ACTS328

The Congressional statement of findings for the Meat Act and Poultry Act is that

meat, poultry, and their products are essential sources of food. 329 Congress contended that

it was in the public interest to protect the health and welfare of consumers by ensuring

that meat, poultry and their products were "wholesome, not adulterated, and properly

marked, labelled and packaged.,,330

Both the Acts apply to interstate and federal activities but exclude regional

activities. Further, these Acts are similar to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act

(FDCA). Issues such as the inspection of the defined products; appointment of inspectors;

listing of prohibited acts; labelling and container requirements; etc. are covered in the Acts.

325 F E Young "Strengthening the FDA through Stability, Modernization, and Statesmanship" (1988) 43 Food Dru~
Cos~.e6ic Law Journal 447 447-448.

;~7Burditt 2..2....£iI 91.. " .
Dr R L Hall (Former PresIdent of InternatIOnal UnIon of Food SCIence and Technology (IUFoST) and former Vice

Pre~dgnt (Science and Technolog)') of :\fcCormick &: Co., Inc.) personal communication (5 May 1988).
t. These products are governed by the Federal Meat Inspection Act of 1907 which is found in 21 USCS (1984) §§

60::-695 an~ the P~ul.!)· and p?u!L:)·. Produ:ts Ins?ec;;ion Act of 1957 whkh is found in n USCS (1984) §§ 451--470.
Rele:-ence wllI only De made to the Feaeral :\feat Inspection A:t, as s:miiar provisions are to be found in the Poul;ry a:id
P.-u2;;..,' P~-"uc-- '--
- ~ 5,:::;;: 6;'>u' .'" .~'- •.

330.~ 'd _.
ID! ,
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Generally, these Acts prohibit (1) adulteration;331 (2) misbranding;332 (3) insanitary

conditions;333 etc.334

The provisions relating to labelling of these defined products authorize the

Secretary of Agriculture to deal with the issues by means of regulation. He may regulate

the following matters:

(a) The inspection of meat, poultry or their products that are found to be

unadulterated and the power to request certain information to be

provided.335

(b) The style, size of type and materials required to be incorporated in labelling

to avoid false or misleading labelling or marking of items that fall under the

scope of these Acts.336

(c) The establishment and definition of standards of identity; composition or fill

of products that are not inconsistent with any such standards established in

terms of the FDCA.337

The Secretary is also authorized to withhold the sale of articles that he "has reason

to believe" are false or misleading until the label, marking or container is modified to

prevent the article from being false or misleading.338 Furthermore, should the interested

party be unwilling to accept the Secretary's determination a further administrative process

can be set in motion.
339

Penalties fluctuate from a refusal to permit the product shipment

to criminal prosecution. 34o

331 That is, "something wrong with the product". (J W McCutcheon "Labelling: USDA's Process and Policy" (1988)
43 Ejyzd Dru~ C~smetic La~ Jo~rnal 387 3.87.)

333That IS when something IS wrong with the product's label or labelling. (McCutcheon QQ..ill387).
3 § 608.
3~:Eg assaulting a Food Safety and Inspection Services (FSIS) er:1ployee and bribery.
33?§ 607(a), (b).
33~? ~07(b).

Ibid.
338-§~O-( ,
339 0 , e).

"? Cf quote below 167.
.... 40,,( C h - ~O-

.YJ.C utc eon~~ ;).
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The Secretary is accorded the power to co-opt State agencies and Federal agencies

to administer the Acts. The extent of co-operation includes advisory assistance, technical

and laboratory assistance and training; and financial and other aid. The Federal agency

co-opted to assist is the United States' Department of Agriculture CUSDA). The USDA is

divided into various divisions of which the Food and Consumer Service division is

important. An illustration of the structure of the Food and Consumer Service is found in

Table IV. The aim of the Food Safety and Quality Services division is to:

Ca) Ensure that meat, poultry and eggs are safe for consumption;

Cb) provide an unbiased opinion in respect of the quality of canned, frozen and

dried foods; and

(c) "provide a purchasing service for USDA food assistance programs".341

The FSIS assign Federal employees to deal with different aspects of the Acts and

regulations. Some of the employees or inspectors inspect the establishments and others are

compliance officers who are the police-force of FSIS. There are also sub-departments in the

FSIS, eg the Food Labelling Division and the Technical Services Section.342

As indicated, one of the Secretary's responsibilities is to regulate the information

to be stated on the labels of products. He has prepared regulations requiring prior approval

of labels before they can be placed on meat, poultry and their products for sale.343 There

are two reasons for such an approach: (i) The changes in advertising trends make guidance

to labelling restrictive, and (ii) the regulatory process is cumbersome and slow to adapt to

changes.
344

The regulations deal \vith (a) defining the prior approval system;345 (b) defining

the information required on a label; Cc) providing supplementary detailed definitions of

false and misleading labelling or practices under the Acts;346 (d) defining the requirements

341 Schultz OD cit 17l.

342R L Franks & D R Johnson "The USDA's Compliance and Enforcement Programs" (1989) 44 Food Drug Cosmetic
L3.w_J~'.l:-:lal 205 205-~06.

...)-'::9 C"""p 31-
3!.!.' ,L,~ ~art ". ~ _ _

,_:'fcCu.cneon £2....£.!l 30<:>-306.
3-)'9 C't'P --. 31- J3 I ~ .. L~ p3... " t .~

..~9 CFR parts 317,4 anc 318,13~
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for labelling of products that are for export;347 and (e) defining special situations such as

re-use of labels, labelling of imported products, etc.348 The responsibility for approving

these labels delegated to the Technical Services (TS) of the FSIS. The role of the TS is to

approve the labels and maintain and develop labelling policies.349

Table IV The Food and Consumer Services Division (Source: Schultz Q..tLili 170-171)

FOOD AND CONSUMER SERVICES

Food Safety and Quality Service
Meat and poultry Inspection Service1

Commodity Services2

Food and Nutrition Services
Family Nutrition Programmes
Special Nutrition Programmes

1Also known as the Food Safety and Inspection Services (FSIS).

2There are sub-divisions in this division as well. For example Fruit and
Vegetable Quality Division, Meat Quality Division; etc. For further details see
Schultz Q..tLili 170.

There are several aspects to the "prior approval system". The first is the actual

process of "approving a label". This process requires a submission of the label to the

Standards and Labelling Division (SLD) of the FSIS. Approval on their part will entail

compliance with the requirements laid down in the regulations which include the

mandatory features of the FDCA and additional or voluntary information such as

nutritional labelling, claims, instructions for preparation, etc. 350

The second aspect of the "prior approval system" is "standard setting". The standards

cover either standards of composition351 or standards of identi ty352.353 The SLD has to

ensure that the standards do not conflict with those established by the FDCA.

;;:9 CFR par";;s 31i.7 and 318.128
3:~9 CFR ~art 31 i.I? __
..,_ :\fcCu";;c'1eon C:o CJ-;; 30::>.

~5)O:\1cCu-;;cneo:10:> ci;; 386.
~ 1'j"" ,_ .. " . ,.. ,
--? ms ae:mes ;;ne requr:-ec. lr:g:-ec.le.. ";; m a p:-OGuct and the minir:lum meat or poult:y content.
j) ........... .J - , • • . '
-zc.., 1 :115 I..e:me v.-na;; tne prOGUC;; roUS";; be In orde: to be called a particula: name.
~-'.)§ 607(c).
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The third aspect covers the making of "claims" by manufacturers. These claims have

to be verified for accuracy. The FSIS has developed a system to control the accuracy of

claims. When a claim is made the manufacturer will have to establish the authenticity of

the claim. Thereafter, he has to develop a Quality control programme. The programme is

controlled by the SLD/FSIS and has to meet their approval. The programme has to ensure

that a specification of the product can be set and that the specification is controlled by

the programme. The programme must include internal checks and balances such as Quality

checks of the ingredients; hourly weight checks of the ingredients; verification of cooking

temperatures; etc. The checks must also allow in-plant federal inspectors to monitor the

various processes to ensure that corrective action is taken should a variation occur.354

The "prior approval system" has been .termed "dynamic,,355 because it ensures

consistency in the application of the labelling policy while meeting the changing needs of

the industry.356 It has been reported that,

"during a typical year the SLD will review approximately 125,000 labels.... Of the
labels submitted approximately twenty percent are rejected, but many of them have
minor problems that can be readily corrected by the submitting company. Less than
one percent of the labels are appealed to the SLD's director. Of these about 15 to 20
decisions go to the Deputy Administrator of the FSIS to review and only about five
a year reach the Administrator. If a company still feels strongly about a particular
label, the FSIS' decision may be appealed to a USDA Administrative Law Judge. 357
In the past four years one appeal has reached the Administrative Law Judge
Ievel.,,358

A fair share of the FSIS' resources are spent on the "prior approval system" because it is

method whereby the USDA can prevent problems from occurring rather than trying to cure

the mistakes. For this reason the legislation and regulations deal adequately with issues

such as methods of production and the labelling of products.359

~ :~fcCutcheon 0::> -:it 388.
_ ~~fcCutcheon 0::> ':it 389.
~ ~i~iC.

~ ~§§ 457(d) and 607(.:).
~ ~:'fcCu~creo!: Co!) ~~t 387.
.) "'Frank &: Johnson 0::> ci:; ::!06.
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6. OTHER ACTS

A. FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (FOn ACT360

168

The Act is part of the Administrative Procedure Act and was amended in 1967 and

1974.361 By the provisions of this Act government officials are held accountable to the

public. This Act is a procedural tool whereby Congress checks that an agency is

accountable, not only to Congress, but also to the citizens.

By means of the FOI Act a government office has to release records requested by

the public. Should a record be denied such denial has to be justified. Should there be an

unjustifiable denial the individual has recourse to the courts to ensure that the records are

obtained.362

Paragraph 552 provides that each agency has to establish guidelines stating-

(a) how FOI requests will be serviced;

(b) the established uniform fees for the search and reproduction of paperwork;

and

(c) a IQ-day time period during which the agencies must decide whether to

release or deny the record. 363

Denials may occur if they fall within an excepted category, which include the

following: 364

(a) Internal operating rules of the agencies;

Cb) information protected by statute (including trade secrets and financial data

from private businesses) obtained by the FDA in carrying out its statutory

obliga tions;

360~ Tisc~ § ~-.,,." ~ ::> <:l<:l_.
3:; I~ hI . .,,,-_, ~::>c u tz OJ Cl: __ ~.

;:~J Greene ''FOl: How to Learn Fede:-al Sec:-ets" (April 19i9) 13 FDA Const.1:ner 16 2l.
~~~Greene OJ ci:: 21. A.ha § 552(a)(4) .
.).::"§ 552(a)(1).
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(c) trade secrets obtained under explicit or implicit pledges of confidentiality;

(d) intra-agency and inter-agency memoranda and letters that precede adoption

of an official position;

(e) personal and medical files whose disclosure will constitute an invasion of

privacy under law;

(0 information that is part of an investigation for law enforcement purposes;365

and

(g) information specially authorized to be kept secret in the interest of national

defence or foreign policy.366

Each agency is accountable to Congress. They have to submit yearly reports with the

following information: (a) Number of denials and reasons for denying requests; (b) number

of appeals and the result of the appeals; (c) a copy of every rule made by such agency;

etc. 367

The FOr Act does not operate without any limitations. It is limited by the Privacy

Act of 1974.
368

The Act protects the records of individuals from being subjected to the FOr

Act. This protection is to prevent certain private information falling into the competitor's

hands.

The FDA receives FOr requests in respect of drugs, foods, medical devices and

administrative guidelines.369 rt is reported that the FDA's work load has been increasing

annually under this provision.370 "The Act has achieved its primary goal of opening the

majority of Government files to public scrutiny .. .'1371 This system is much more preferable

than the secrecy clause enacted in South Africa.372

365Greene OD cit 21.
3~6§ 552(3)~
3::;7§ 552(d).
3~3§ 552(a).
369 .
370~:~ene~ 2l.

3711~~'::~ "" ~._ .,.,
7 G.e_ne 0_ ~J. -_.

3 2Se::ion 16 c: :ne Fooc"zu::", Cos:ue:ics a;-.~ D;"in:ectants Act No 54 of 19i2.
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B. CLASS ACTION373

The class action374 is a procedural tool which can be used by-

"an individual, who is representative of those who have been damaged by the
action of the defendant, suing for damages on his behalf and all others
similarly situated.,,375

170

Prior to 1966 class actions were only available at state level. However, the Federal

Rule 23 of the Civil Procedure Act was amended in 1966. This amendment ensured that the

class action can also be claimed as a remedy in the federal courts.

The first issue is the definition of "class". In principle neither the parties nor the

court need know the particular person, or even the exact number of people, the action

involves but there must be an appreciation of who it includes.
376

The four requirements of a class action are to be found in Rule 23(a). These are:

(a) Numerosity: There is no specific number of persons required but factors such

as geographic location of the plaintiffs; whether a joinder will not be

practical; etc. are considered.377

(b) Commonality: There must be a question of law or fact that is common to the

class which prevails over any question affecting a.particular class member.378

(c) Typicality: The issue is whether the "representative plaintiff' has a claim of

any type against any defendant.379

373United Kingdom also uses the class action but it is not provided for in legislation. See A Lockley "Regulating Group

Act~t ,(~9.89). 1~9 ;-.;~~ L,3.:'" Jour;.al. 798."
Tms IS dlstlngUlsnea nom a JOinder as the latter deals with a case where the parties are identifiable. Furthermo=-e,

in ~ class a~tion one person m:.y bring the action, while a joinder requires all parties to be named and each brings the
actl3750n hIS or her ~wn behalf. See Feldman 0::> cit 160.

Feldman 0::> Clt 160.
376'0 L l..( --·-E ~ ~, C' L" . C ' l. • I '377'.... .....l.a~c~s 0.: . t ;,n.erma:1 . ~m,!)l.ex m~3.tlOn: .. ases 2.:i::l r-htena s on Aovanced Civil Procedure (1985) 243.

Beard 0, t;du:a.:on 0, TownsnlD HI:<h School v CllmatemD. Inc. united States District Court, Korthern district
of 137i.is, 1981. P...epor:e:: in Marcus &: Snerr-r:a:1 0::; cit 262.

37;:21c.:cus &: Sherrn:'::J 0::; ci. 265.
'iL:. ~h:" y P.: &:- 3 :-:cvel~v &: Loa!'. C·:. 489 F. 2d 461. Rqorte·:: in ~hrcus &: She:::1an 0::> cit 301.
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Representativeness: . The plaintiff is required to establish that-(i) he (or she)

does not have any interests which conflict with other members of the class,

and (ii) his attorney is capable of prosecuting the claim with a degree of

expertise.380

For a class action to succeed it must fall within the one of the three categories

specified in Rule 23(b).381

The concept of the class action is novel and innovative, but, at the same time,

controversial. The proponents of this action argue that it is beneficial because-

(a) there is 3 reduction in the work to be carried out by the jUdiciary;382

(b) there is a decrease in costs on behalf of the plaintiffs;383

(c) an individual plaintiff's claim may be too trivial to justify a redress by the

courts· 384,

(d) no other remedy is available (eg joinder is not possible);385

(e) it will attract top legal talent because of the incentive of higher fees;386

(f) it serves as a deterrent because a potentially high award for damages may

be made against the defe'1dant;387 and

380p ' I ..... t' IS' d . . '"
~ V n a Iona emlcon uctor Corp. Umted States Dl~:ilct Court, Eastern District of Pennsylvania 1980.86 F .R.D.

357'3~fPo~ted.in Marcus. &: Sherman OD cit 311.
A oetaJ1ed analysIS of Rule 23(6) lies outside the scope of this work. See, however J H Friedenthal M K K:me &:

A ~~lIer Civil Procedure (1985) 732-735. "
~ Feldman O'J cit 160.

3c3~.. --.
3&.~ ~icman 2.£...ili. 160-163.

3
>:l_IOld.
",) .. 'r!

386:.D:~.
"Z ..,1:J1C1.

.... S, ::':'::!.
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it is the only viable method of ensuring that social issues can be litigated.388

Opponents of class actions argue that-

(i) the action is futile for restricting unscrupulous sellers;

(ii) it serves as a tool for consumers to harass sellers rather than protect

consumers;

(iii) the action burdens the overcrowded federal courts;389

(iv) the action increases social action litigation;390 and

(v) the action increases the burden of certain classes of litigants.391

In spite of these criticisms Feldman concludes that the advantages outweigh the

disadvantages.
392

It will require time and amendments to the procedural rules and the

regulations to ensure that the procedural problems related to class actions are resolved. The

experience so far has been that class actions are protective tools that should be maintained,

even though they are not entertained favourably in the federal courts.393

7. CONCLUSION

\Vhen considering food law in the United States a multitude of legislation protects

consumers. This includes federal and state legislation and regulations.

;~~Fri:denthal e: al OD cit in .
... ..., FeL.man Q£...£!! 160-163.
')'YoF ·, " I . -""391 .. r:eaentnal ~.~ 1 __ •

,. 100d.
3'iC:ibi c..
393Cf F].J - 't 163 --• - e.u:!1..:.:1~ -loo.
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The legislation governing the labelling of any product in the United States is the

Fair Packaging and Labelling Act which includes mandatory provisions (eg the name and

address of the manufacturer), and discretionary regulations (eg defining and establishing

standards of identity, fill and quality). Although the Act has been criticised a number of

solutions (eg authorizing consumers to bring civil actions against offenders) have also been

offered.

When considering food labelling one has to inspect the Federal Food, Drug and

Cosmetic Act. The Act deals with issues such as misbranding and adulteration of food.

Labelling is required to follow the prescribed format laid down in the Act or else it will

be deemed to be misbranded. Furthermore, issues such as food additives, colour additives,

food standards and regulations dealing with labelling of products are dealt with in the

Acts and regulations.

The leading enforcement agency is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The

FDA is an agency within the Department of Health and Human Services. Enforcement of

the food laws falls within the ambit of the Bureau of Foods. Its role is vast and far-

reaching but it is not without problems. Its future role is of great importance, not only for

the United States, but also for the international markets, as the first world countries look

to the FDA for guidance.

The FDA is the agency authorized to enforce the FDCA, FPLA and other Acts. The

FDA is a complex agency and, as a result, it has to be divided into several divisions.

Problems such as lack of manpower, lack of funding, lack of incentives to acquire accurate

and detailed information has troubled the FDA. Their future role is not clear however the, ,

FDA has indicated that it will encourage de-regulation.

Since meat and poultry products are specifically excluded from the FDCA there is

a need to consider the :\1ear In5pe~tion Act and the Poultry and Poultry Products Inspection
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Act. These Acts are enforced by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). The

USDA's role differs from the FDA and its problems vary. A notable innovation of the

USDA is the "prior approval" system for labels. The "prior approval" system requires

manufacturers to ensure that a label is approved prior to the launch of a product, (i.e. a

pre-market tool). The USDA has an opportunity to inspect labels to ensure that consumers

will not be deceived. This is valuable because it is preferable to ameliorate the label before

it becomes costly and difficult once the product has been launched.

There are other Acts that promote consumer protection, eg Acts such as the Freedom

of Information Act. This Act allows an individual to obtain certain records and

information from any federal agency. It has its limitations but it is a method whereby

checks can be made concerning the activities of any agency.

Another mechanism worthy of consideration is the class action which is found in

the Civil Procedure Act. This provides for an individual to bring an action on behalf of

a group of people, who are similarly affected by another's conduct, to claim for

consequential damages. It is not an unfettered remedy.

Consumer problems are complex and, from the above, it is clear that there is

disagreement among consumers, retailers, legislator and enforcers regarding the

solutions.
394

. A major criticism~ however~ is that as a consequence of the interest shown by

the FDA, Congress, and other interested bodies, the food industry in the United States is

overregulated.
395

Furthermore~ the United States lacks a coherent consumer protection

policy. As a result legislation and regulations are promulgated as and when problems arise

thus fulfilling

de v elopments.396

short-term needs and being potentially detrimental to future

39t,.~ rl . ')1
<;'"\~~ el-man £.!2....Si -_,.
;:~Schultz 0;:> ci: Y.

~"'~elc::nan OD ci: ::17.
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Possible future trends should consider issues such as self-regulation; public

participation; and effective agency enforcement programmes.397 Also issues such as

standards of identity; claims; testing methods; risk warnings of cancer and other diseases;

and the effect it will have on consumers, will have to be examined.
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C H APT E R 6: SOU T H A F R I C A

1. INTRODUCTION

"The word "consumer" is not a legal term of art known in our common law,
nor is consumer law one of the traditionally recognized branches of our law.
In fact, consumer law is a relatively modern legal discipline ... ,a fair amount
has been said and written about the need to protect consumers and this
problem has also engaged the attention of the legislature ... ,,1

South African common law is of limited value in the area of consumer law and is

of no assistance in food labelling. Furthermore, it cannot be said that consumers are

adequately protected by consumer bodies, business self-regulation or consumer awareness. 2

Consequen tly, it is necessary to consider to what extent the legislature protects the health

and pocketbook of South African consumers. There is a myriad of legislation that can be

considered in this area. The important laws protecting consumers indirectly in the field of

food are: (a) Measuring Units and National Measuring Standards Act;3 (b) Trade Metrology

Act;4 (c) Trade Practices ActS and the Harmful Business Practices Act;6 Cd) Standards Act;?

Ce) Dairy Industries Act;8 and the ~1arketing Act.9 Food and food products are legislated

for in (a) The Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act (the "Foodstuffs Act") 10 and (b)

a number of regulations.

1The Honourable ~1r Justice ~1 M Corbett "Common Law Protection of the Consumer Under South African Law" in
published proceedings of South African Law Confere:1ce (1981) 3.

LD J McQuoid-~ason "The Harmful Business Practices Act: Does it Obviate the Keed for further Legislative Changes
in ~nsumer Law?" (unpublished paper) Checkers Consumer Journalist Awards Seminar (21 November 1988).

~o 76 of 1973.
L,~ -- • 19-3r:,- 0 "01 I.

J~o 76 of 1976.
6Ko 71 of 1988.
??\o 30 of 1982.
~~::J 30 of 1961.
'7~o 59 of 1968.
1O~o 54 0: 1;;2.
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2. GENERAL CONSU~1ER PROTECTION LAWS

A. MEASURING UNITS AND NATIONAL MEASURING STANDARDS ACT11

177

The aim of the Act is to: (a) Provide for the orderly introduction of the measuring

units of the International System of Units and certain other measuring units within South

Africa; (b) indicate national measuring standards; and (c) deal with incidental matters. 12

Furthermore, the Minister is empowered to designate the appropriate units and

symbols of measure,13 while the Secretary of Commerce or the Secretary of Industry is

empowered to administer the Act. 14 National measuring standards may also be designated

by the Minister. The maintenance of the national measuring standards, however, is

entrusted to the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR).15

In terms of this Act it is an offence to use any measuring unit other than the

designated metric unit. The units designated are kilogram (kg) for mass; cubic metre (m3)

for volume; 16 and litres ("L", "I", or .:;tl) for liquids. 17

The Act is fundamentally a unifying statute. It ensures that South Africa has a

uniform method of measuring mass, volume or liquid.

B. TRADE ~IETROLOGY ACT 18

The Trade Metrology Act is enacted to consolidate and amend the laws relating to

trade metrology. The scope of this Act is to deal with issues such as:

~ ;?\o 76 of 1973.
I-Long title of the Act.
13s 3.
1':_ ...

~ ;~;t'ablished in terms of s 2 of the Scientific Research Council Act Ko 32 of 1962.
~:See G~ R1146 GGE 43~6 of 5 July 74 (Re~ Ga~ U99)
~ ~G~ :2.1610 GGE 7168 of 8 Au~s~'1980 (Re;r G az 3043).
I-,~O 77 of 1973.
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(a) The establishment of a Director and Deputy Director of Trade Metrology; 19

(b) the appointment of inspectors;20

(c) the establishment of a Metrology Council;21

(d) the creation of departmental, regional or inspectional standards;22

(e) the control, manner of use, etc. of measuring instruments;

(f) trade dealing and sale of goods; and

(g) empowering the Minister to promulgate regulations in matters incidental to

trade metrology.23

The Act prohibits false or incorrect statements of quantity.24 The statements

prohibited may be made directly or indirectly, but they must be incorrect, false, untrue or

intentionally misleading as to the net weight, (or number), of items in a package. Failure

to comply with this prohibition results in the offender committing an offence,25 unless

short-weight26 is permitted by the Act or regulations. 27

The Minister is empowered to promulgate regulations in many matters relating to

trade metrology. He is authorized to promulgate regulations for:

(a) Prescribing the manner in which appointees are to carry out their duties;28

(b) prescribing the manner of indicating or determining the quantity, size or

number of goods or articles sold;29

(c) prescribing the permissible limits of error or differences (i.e. tolerance levels)

which may exist between the actual and represented quantity, size and

dimensions of goods or articles· 30 etc. 31
~ ,

19" ?

20~ ;:
21 s 6.
22ss 8-10.
23s 42.
24s 37.

~~s 37(1).
cC" Sl k -11" . ,27 ?c. -n, IS usea synonymo:.:s!y wioh sho:-t-weights.
~s 37(2).

2,-,<: 4')( r1)
?o· ._~-I"

-~s 4~(X).

~-s 42(aa).
j 1s 42.
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The regulations incorporate issues such as the prescribed quantities, the manner of

marking a quantity statement and the permissible descriptive terms that may be used in a

package.32

Regulation 10 provide that prepacked foodstuffs must be sold in units of prescribed

quantities. Thus all goods listed in Schedule 6 have to be packed in the prescribed units.

Exemptions can be granted for goods that are imported, but the manufacturer must have

the written authority of the Director. Another exception is made for free samples in packs

which are not an integral part of the package. They need not be packed in the prescribed

quantities. 33 Schedule 6 specifies a table of goods (or articles), and prescribed quantities

(and occasionally the conditions) that have to be met. The Schedule contains 131 items.34

These include foods such as margarine, coffee, tea, baby food, dried beans, etc. Failure to

comply with this provision is a criminal offence, but consumers have no relief against an

unscrupulous manufacturer or retailer. This, however, is not the only penalty. If a product

does not conform with the prescribed quantities it cannot be sold in the marketplace.35

Should such products reach the marketplace the directorate may initiate an embargo on the

sale of the product from retail outlets. When a bona fide mistake is made, however, the

directorate may grant a concession so that existing stocks of the product can be sold. The

embargo is probably more effective than a cri~inal prosecution.36

The manner of describing a price, marking of a price and quantity of prepacked

products is governed by reg 7. The first requirement is that the prescribed quantity must

be labelled in the manner specified in the regulation.37 If price is used to bait consumers

to purchase an item it is necessary to indicate the net quantity of the article.38 In addition,

a statement of quantity must be located on the immediate container holding the product

32G . R'l3-') GGE -~o~ ·1- "'. . - (33' - 0 00 0 01 ~ november 19,7 Re2" Gaz 1977).
3,reg 10(3).

35Mr L Schwulst (De;>uty Di-ecto:- of Depa:-~ment of Trade and Industry) personal com..-nunjca~jon (1; July 1989).
s 14.

3SSchwul'" 0" ~;.37_,,: _ ,~ .. ~.
l:l.~~ j (4j.

3.... -r,,·)
re~ j~ ...
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and on any outer wrapper.39 The net quantity statement has to be clearly, legibly and

indelibly marked on a conspicuous part40 of the label4
' in contrasting colour.42

Furthermore, the height of the statement has to be and not less than twenty-five percent

of the average of the smallest and the largest characters used for the brand name or

descriptive name, whichever is the larger of the product, with the proviso that the

minimum height for such a statement is 1,5 mm and the maximum 15 mm.43

IMPORTANTI
To preaervt crispn....

'2!~ O'l'or IlVlOr ble
atter ••ch "",Ing.

IE1.AHQRIKf
Om vir. en broa te hoo
Mu lslMiiali ioooe"'~

t~..n.I...

SUNSHiNE SAViNGS
SONSKYNBESPARINGS

,.-
'.

GEBAUIK VOOR

USE BY

Figure 15: An example of the size a quantity statement has to be in relation to
its brand name or descriptive name. This is found on the top panel of the box.

The use of descriptive terms is permitted, but only if the stipulated conditions are

fulfilled.
44

For example, terms such as "giant", "jumbo", and words that tend to indicate

that the product is increased in size or quantity cannot be labelled larger or brighter than

the quantity statement.45 The regulation also provide that such a description need not be

placed in an obscure position, but it cannot be more prominent than the name of the

product.46

39reg i(3).
40..... t 'j h .
41~~O _necessan y on t e mam panel of the label.
L?re~ 1(4) .
.-reg 4(~).

43 _(_), . !'e~ I 0 .
'""-,_reg 8.
~~!'eg 8(a).
,-ereg 9.
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The directorate prosecutes more cases of short-weight compared to other technical

breaches of the regulations47. The Act does not allow concessions or condonations for short

weights.48 In determining whether a product is short-weighted the directorate follows the

"average system". The system allows the inspector to select randomly ten samples of the

product in order to ensure that the average actual weight of the product is not less than the

represented quantity. There is, however, a tolerance level for each product.49 This system

allows some packs to be slightly short-weighted provided they are within the tolerance

level. The justification for establishing tolerance levels is to allow for the settling of fillers

(or ingredients), or restrictions caused by packaging machines. An accepted tolerance level

is an advantage when considering large bulky products.50

By and large consumers are protected against short-weights by the legislation and

regulations. There are, however, several lacuna in the Act:

(a) Retailers and manufacturers attempt to exploit consumers by short-weights;51

(b) practices such as supermarkets erroneously labelling their shelves with

incorrect mass statements52 still occur.5'3,

(c) when foodstuffs have to be measured at the point of sale, (eg vegetables and

fruits), the scales are frequently inaccurate;54

(d) products of the same kind, (eg soaps), are packed in the same size boxes but

with different weights;55 and

47~ . f h .48t;g SIze 0 t e mass statement, contrastmg colour, etc.
Schwulst OD cit.

49-.:-,.,. P d -:--yh - ". ~ f 1 I 1 1 . 0:"
LJi!) ro uc. a", a quantI.y s.atement 0 1 Kg. ts to erance evel IS 2 70. Of ten products, randomly chosen five

weirsb998 g while the othe:- f:ve weigh 1.02 kg each. G'sing the average syster:1 this will not be considered as short-w:ight.
.' .Eg ten pr~ducts randomly selected have a prescribed quantity of 1 kg and each weighs 998 g. On the average system
thIS v.: I1l ?~ consIdered as short-weight but if one considered each individual product in the light of the tolerance level then
eacr.51ndlvldua! ~~oduct will not ~e considered short-weighted.

5;1 These cntlcIsms are stated m a letter by K Doyle in The SA Consumer (First Quarter 1988) 31.
53Eg the shelf may specify that the price is R 1.10 for 450 g of dog food when in fact the weight is 410 g.
_, Doyle 0:) cit 31.
~:i~!:1.

, :;;P~:ViouslY a comm.er-cial soap powder, "ABC", \l,:ith a net mass of i50 g \I.·as packed in the same size box as 1 kg
~oxes. l,ne ma~ufacturer's a:-gu:nem was that the filler :-equired him to pack tee soap powder in a 1 kg size box. One of
~ne !?robJe;:;'lS WIth the soap powder was that the manuiacturer's theme was "\Vhy Dav more?-. This was eventuall.. re<:olved
..;y :t:e ::::?.:1:..:.:actu:-e: havi~g :0 pa:k his scap p.:;wder in the 1 kg size bGX wi:t ~~~ 'Il,;eigt: being 1 kg. .-
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(e) a lack of awareness on the part of consumers56 results In an urgent need to

educate consumers, but there are cost implications.
57

Despite these problems the benefits of the Act are:

(i) There is a reduction in the proliferation of product sizes.
58

(ii) The Act is enforced by the central government and the directorate has its

own force of inspectors59
.
60

(iii) Since the inspectors do the work at factory level there is not a great demand

for a large workforce. 61

(iv) Fewer inspectors are required because of improvements in quality control

and quality assurance techniques.62

(v) Consumers can easily compare products without conducting cumbersome

calculations to compare prices.

(vi) It excludes the use of fractions from quantity statements,63 which makes it

easier for consumers to compare products.

Trade metrology requires government intervention. It is not an area that can be self-

regulated. Despite criticisms from the business sector that there should be no government

intervention in this area, businessmen are unwilling to accept that there is no longer a need

for such regulations.64 The Act is a valuable tool of consumer protection and should remain

a central government mechanism.

.-;'"
~~Schwulst OD cit.
,7s . d' . .ome attempt In e ucatIng consumers In consumer rlghts has been undertaken by a project called "Street Law."

(Also see D J ~fcQuoid-~fason Street Law: P:actical Law for South African Students (Book 3): Consumer Law (StUdent
Tex~' (1989)).

,SThis is a problem in the Unites States of America, while England and Wales have enacted the Weights and Measures
Act j~f 1985).

)'YThe advantage is that the Act can be uniformly interpreted and applied. Furthermore, it is economical as it avoids
eac\6ocal authority from establishing separate standards.

Schwul," on ci "6" -" .....::..-:..':.
libid.

62 ibid .
I.~-

~.)P Preto:ills .4...,,: Evaluati·:m of the Provision ~ade in t:,e Sour:' African Lecislation for the Informative Labellin~ of
Loc~!lv Produced ?:l: ~hrketed. Trea;;ed and Packed FooastuTls (1978) 68.

O::Schw:.rls: C) ::t.
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C. TRADE PRACTICES ACT65 AND HARMFUL BUSINESS PRACTICES ACT66

I. Trade Practices Act67

"Trade is the life-blood of a capitalistic society. While the free enterprise
system should as far as possible be left to formulate its own trade criteria
there are nevertheless practices which occur in the exercise of trade which
either singularly or collectively have a harmful effect on the principles of
competition. The Trade Practices Act is but one of several legislative
measures enacted to safeguard free enterprise and place restraints on certain
trade practices which may jeopardise competition serving the public
interest.. .. ,,68

183

The Trade Practices Act was enacted to provide for- (i) the control of certain

advertisements; (ii) the regulation of the use of trade coupons; (iii) the prohibition or

control of certain trade practices; and (vi) other incidental matters.69

One of the incidental matters dealt with by the Act was the establishment of a

Trade Practices Advisory Committee (TPAC)'?o The TPAC was empowered to appoint

members/' to convene meetings; 72 and appoint sub-committees; 73 etc.

The Act also allowed for the appointment of inspectors with discretionary powers

to assist in investigating any matter requested by the committee.74 Inspectors were given

the authority to enter premises to inspect goods (and documents), and to seize them if

necessary.?5

A notable provision of the Act was s 15 which prohibited certain "trade practices".

The i\1inister of Economic Affairs and Technology could prohibit, restrict or control any

65~o 76 of 1976.
66~o 71 of 1981.

67The Harmful Business Practices Act repeals most of the Trade Practices Act. The author, however, found it
neceggary to discuss the provisions of this Act as it forms the basis of the Harmful Business Practices Act.6i P Horn "Trade and Industry" in 28 Law of South Africa (1987) 234.

""'OLong title.
I _ ')

71: ;:
72$ 4C.
735 4.
7!-_ 7
75~b'd'

_1_1.
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"trade practices" that may injure: (a) The relationship between businesses and persons who

are engaged in the sale of any goods; or (b) the relationship between businesses and

consumers. A necessary requirement, however, was that the prohibition could only come

about if the Minister was satisfied that this step was necessary or expedient in the interest

of such persons, consumers or businesses. "Trade practices" was, (and still is), defined as:

"Not including any trade practice which in the opinion of the Minister is a
restrictive practice as defined in s 1 of the Maintenance and Promotion of
Competition Act No 96 of 1976.,,76

It is a wide definition and not very helpful as a consumer protection device.

The main problem with the Act was that despite the powers conferred on the

Minister they were seldom used. Furthermore, most members of the TPAC were closely

associated with commerce and industry.?7 As a result the Committee did not have a high

profile among consumers and consumer organisations. 78 Despite the provisions of the Act

injurious trade practices continued and increased after its promulgation in 1976.?9

IT. Harmful Business Practices Act

The failure of the Trade Practices Act led to the introduction of the Harmful

Business Practices Act in 1988. The object of the Act is to provide for the prohibition or

control of certain business practices.80 The Act repeals the Trade Practices Act, except for

those sections dealing with false or misleading advertisements.81

"Harmful business practice" is defined in s 1 as-

"meaning any business practice which, directly or indirectly, has or is likely to have
the effect of-
(a) harming the relations between businesses and consumers;
(b) unreasonably prejudicing any consumer; or
(c) decei ving any consumer."

76s l.

77~fcQuoid-Mason(1988) OD cit 1-2.78· .. ~ ------
1::;1;,_.

7y .. 'd
80~; .,. .
Q4 De2.lS w~tn lssues s~ch as "nar-mful trade pr-actices", p:-icing policies, e:c .
..... IT· .

J. na: is, Ss 1, 9, 10, 13 a::c: 19. Kote advertisements are also ccn:rolled by the Adve.is;n- S·an~a..""';c: !\u"hori-yor
South .A.irica (ASA). See ASA's "C0de of Advertising Practice and CO:1s~itution". • .. 6 " u. u... "' '" •
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The definition is flexible, but it does not elucidate harmful business practices. Each

practice is to be considered exclusively on the facts by the Business Practices Committee.

An advantage of a flexible definition is that it is wide enough to include the "greatest

possible range of harmful activities," but it will fail if the definition is not applied

consistently and clearly.82

The Act provides for the establishment of a Business Practices Committee. The

Committee consists of four to seven members. Members are appointed on the basis of

special knowledge or experience in consumer affairs, economics, industry, commerce, law,

or the conduct of public affairs.83

The function of the Committee is three-fold:

(i) To inform the public, at regular intervals, regarding current policy in

relation to harmful business practices;84

(ii) to deal with representations received in terms of the Act; and

(iii) to perform other functions assigned to it under the Act.85

The Act also sets out methods to be used in accomplishing the Committee's functions. 86

The operation of the Harmful Business Practices Act is not significantly different

from the Trade Practices Act. The first difference, however, involve the penalties imposed

upon the offender. The Harmful Business Practices Act provides for harsher penalties. For

certain offences87 the penalty is a fine of R 200~OOO or imprisonment not exceeding five

years or both.88

82D Woolfrey "The Harmful Business Practices Act, 1988" (1988) 10 Modern Business Law 174 177. (Also see R W
Alberts "Die Wet op Skadelike Sakepraktyke: Opmerkings Oor die Betekenis Daarvan vir Verbruikers en Ondernemers"
(198~ 10 Modern Business Law 178-181.)

s 2.

~;ThiS is to provide general g'Jidelines for the business community.
s 4.

86E 't " ," ..87 g ~ S s:ope m mvest!gatmg COCl?l3.!:ltS.
88Eg If t~e manufacturer contim:.ed with a practice that has been decla:ed a. "ha.::n:ful business practice".

s 15(b J •
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Another major difference, (between the Trade Practices Act and the Harmful

Business Practices Act), is the creation of a .special court.89 After a notice has been issued

by the Minister declaring a business practice "harmful" the person affected by such a

notice may appeal to the special court. The special court consists of a president and two

other members appointed by the State President. The president must be a judge of the

Supreme Court of South Africa, while the first member must be knowledgeable in

economics whereas the other member may be involved in commerce, industry or other

financial matters. 90 The procedures for lodging and hearing an appeal are dealt with in the

Act. 91 A novel provision is that there is no review or appeal from the special court to any

other court of law.92

Criticisms levelled at the Harmful Business Practices Act are extensive. These

include inter alia:

(i) The lack of an executive officer who will initiate an investigation when a

consumer complaint has been received.' At present consumers rely on the

Committee and the Department of Trade and Industry to ensure that the

provisions of the Act are implemented.93 It has been mentioned that the

Trade Practices Committee was not successful in carrying out consumer

protection activities and the new Business Practices Committee is still

operating under the same conditions. The solution, suggested by McQuoid

Mason,94 is a Business Practices Committee that works on a full-time basis.

(ii) Unlike the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) in England, the Committee has no

power to obtain individual assurance from unprincipled traders who

continue the same practices by merely changing the name of their operations.

There is no opportunity of limiting their activities. 95

89s 13.
90s 13(3).

~;s 13(4)-(9).

93s 13(13~. __.
91,.~f~QuoId-Mason(19M)~ 19.

IDld.
95 Cf above 77, 78.
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(iii)
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The Act does not allow the Committee to pierce the corporate veil and

permit company executives to be held liable for the company's deeds.96

(iv) Unlike England,97 there are no civil penalties provided for in the Act.98

(v) There is considerable red tape involved in having a business practice

declared harmful. The Committee has the power to declare a practice

harmful but, unless it is gazetted by the Minister, the declaration is only

temporary. A further problem is the time taken before a practice can

ultimately be declared harmful.

Industry has criticised the Act for- (a) linking consumer protection to inflation by

controlling prices;99 (b) re-introducing price control; 100 and (c) entrusting the Minister with

unrestricted powers. 101 It is submitted by Tager102 that the Act is a deviation from the

government's policy of deregulation. The criticism, however, must be seen against the

background of the repealed Trade Practices Act. Changes have been made in the method

of enforcement, the name of the committee, the penalties provided and other cosmetic

amendments, although by and large the essential features of the Trade Practices Act have

been re-enacted.

"The Business Practices Committee and the speci;:il court are the
functionaries charged with creating and defining policy in relation to
harmful business practices. Through their guidelines and decisions
respectively, these bodies will -contribute to the growth of a consumer
protection jurisprudence centred on the pivotal concept of harmful business
practice. \Vith little to go on by way of authority, and nothing by way of
precedent, they face a formidable task. However, their composition is
designed to ensure that they are equal to it. The present legislation has the
potential for providing effective protection to consumers against sharp
practices in the market place. It remains to be seen whether their potential
will be realised." 103

;~Cf 5 39 of the Fair Trading Act (of 1973). (See above 77, 78).
See above 67.

~C\1CQuoid-Mason(1988) 00 cit 21.

10g..'10r:Yf:lOUS "Informatbn or Deprivation" (~fay 1988) 108 Financial Mail 36 37.
10· L Tager ~General Principles of Contract" (1988) Annual Survev of SA Law 105.
10;Info:-matlOn or Deprivation OD cit 3T.
103T~ge:- 0:) cit 105.

W o-J!::-ey 0:) cit 1TT.
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D.STANDARDS ACT1~
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The aim of the Standards Act is to- (a) promote and accomplish standardization

with regard to commodities; (b) provide for the establishment and application of marks of

proof and marks of authenticity on commodities; and (c) provide for the continued

existence of the South African Bureau of Standards and the council of the bureau. 105

Section 2 of the Act ensures the continued existence of the South African Bureau

of Standards (SABS) established in 1945.106 The primary objectives of the SABS are:

(a) To provide information, guidance, instruction and promote standardization;

(b) to assist foreign governments in respect of information dealing with

standardization;

(c) to obtain the co-operation of State departments, commerce and industry to

accomplish standardization;

(d) to examine, test, or analyze articles;

(e) to frame and issue specifications, codes of practice and standard methods,

and to control the use thereof; and

(f) to assess quality management systems and to control such systems. 107

The SABS may establish "standards,,108 and "codes of practice,,109 to accomplish its

objectives. Furthermore, the SABS may utilize marks of authenticity 110 or proof. The use

of these marks is regulated by the Minister, who may control: (i) The application of the

mark to a product in accordance v,ith its characteristics, (including nature; quality;

strength; purity; composition; quantity; dimensions; mass; grade; durability; origin or age;

whichever may be applicable), or the material or substance from or with which, or the

manner in which, it has been manufactured; (ii) the placing of the mark by persons

104~o 30 of 19B::!.
105L t' I
10 on~ .It. e., . ••
1n~s~aDhs~ea u:. ;;e:-ms cl: s ~ or ;;he S:anda:-cis Ac: ~o ::!4 of 1945.
1~~s 3. This sec:iO:l also .is:s o:l-e:- o:'jectives.
L:-Gov"~np..J ~'" ~ le.

109 -"-~':J-:'
Gove--'''- D'- " 11'.11C .:._ ..... :_- -_.
See Fl~:-e l~.
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representing the Bureau; and (iii) incidental matters. 111

189

The Act also permits the appointment of inspectors,112 whose powers and duties of

inspection include: (a) Entering the premises of a manufacturer at any time without

notification if there is a compulsory specification or standardization mark in force; (b)

taking a sample or an analysis of the commodity involved; (c) examining the operation or

process of manufacture; (d) examining records, lists or other relevant documents that

pertain to the process of manufacture; etc. 113

~ - - -;--.ilI_

Figure 16: An example of a mark of
authenticity from the SABS. (Source: SABS
Canned Foods: The Role of the Food
Standards and Inspection Division (1989)).

Members of the council, inspectors, and other members are required to keep secret

any information obtained in terms of the Act. This does not, however, apply to information

to be disclosed to the !\1inister; to any person who requires this information to perform his

function; to any competent authority; or if the information is required in terms of any law

or as evidence in court. 114
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The Minister is empowered to make regulations to ensure that the objectives of the

SABS can be carried out,115 Regulations may include the collection of fees, the amount to

be collected, etc. Thus the SABS is self-sufficient and is not totally reliant on government

funding.

The varied work of the SABS has made it necessary for the creation of several

departments. One of the essential departments is the Biological Sciences Department. A

division of this department is the Food Standards and Inspection Division (FSID). The

FSID is-

"responsible for the administration of compulsory specification for various
processed food products, as well as a number of standard specifications in
connection with the use of the SABS mark. The main functions of the
Division include physical inspections and approval or rejection of a variety
of locally produced or imported commodities. The necessary attention is also
given to the improvement and/or maintenance of local factories' quality
management systems.,,116

The main office of the FSID is situated in Pretoria with approximately twenty-five

inspectors 117 scattered throughout the Republic.

The FSID draws up three types of specifications:

(a) Standard specifications - these are national standards which are mainly

voluntary or, alternatively, compulsory and are connected with the SABS

mark schemes; 118 (eg standard includes (i) frozen fish, frozen marine

molluscs, and frozen fish and frozen marine mollusc products; 119 (ii) canned

meat products; 120 etc.).

(b) Private specifications -such standards are drawn up at a sponsor's request. 121

11\ 36.
1;6
117S,:BS .Can~edl Fo~ds: The Rol,e of the Fo~d ~ta:1dards ~nd Insoection Division (1987) 1.

~ . -r:ne B:ologlca..Sclen~e, ~epartme:1t has ~2 ms~ectors m total. Mr G J Jouberl (Deputy-Director of the Food
~.a:-'~1ic.s 3.:;c. InS~cC";;I:::; Dl'v:slOn of tne Sou:h A::-ican Bu:-eau of Standarc:s)' personal communication (19 J"ly 1989)

I I_e< 4B~ . ') \ u. ••• ,,-,~ ;:, £Q....£U. _.
1'71"''''- D?- GG~ 3---· J '

• ),_,\..7" n..;,~~ • ~ j 01 1: anuary 1973 lRe~ Gaz 17:3).
~;:G~ n.406 GGE 6873 0: 7 ~h:-:h lS80 (n.e~ Gaz ~964).
- 'SA.BS OD :i: 2-3.
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(c) Co-ordinating specifications (CKS) for government purchases - CKS are

specifications which are streamlined standards for government use. 122

The drawing up these standards is governed by the relevant regulations promulgated in

terms of the Foodstuffs Act or Trade Metrology Act. Therefore, it is necessary that close

contact is maintained between the Department of Health, Department of Trade and

Industry, and other departments, such as the Department of Agricultural Economics and

Iv1arketing. 123 A necessary link is also maintained with consumer bodies and other

interested parties. 124

Inspectors are empowered to enter factory premises to inspect foodstuffs. The

theory of the FSID, however, is that safety and quality cannot be "inspected" but need to

be "built in".125 Hence FSID's interest in quality management. The appointment of

permanent inspectors in factories to monitor the entire process, (rather than using samples

to inspect quality and compliance with specifications), is necessary to ensure that quality

is maintained.
126

Inspections, therefore, examine the suitability of raw materials until the

finished product.

If, on inspection, a product is found not to comply with the specifications, but is

still fit for human consumption, it may be downgraded and can be sold as "sub-standard"

foodstuffs. However, should there be a health risk the product will be rejected totally,

cannot be sold and must be destroyed. 127

1\.1anufacturers support the Act because many of the established standards are

voluntary. Usually the voluntary standards are established when an association of the

industry or a particular manufacturer approaches the SABS to devise suitable standards. 128

The compulsory standards are an exception as they are few and far between.
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E. OTHER ACTS

I. The Dairy Industries Act129

The preamble to the Dairy Industries Act states that it has been enacted:

"To consolidate and amend the laws relating to the registration of dairy
premises, the marketing of dairy produce and the regulation of certain other
matters connected with the dairy industry, and to amend the Dairy
Industries Control Act of 1930."

192

The Act covers all dairy products including margarine, cheese, cream, butter, milk, etc.

The Minister of Agriculture and Marketing is empowered to promulgate regulations

In connection with dairy products. These are set out in s 29 of the Act. The powers to

regulate, for example, include-

(i) The use of preservatives, colouring matter and other foreign substances that

may be permitted in dairy produce; 130

(ii) the standards for the composition, purity and quality of dairy produce, and

the ingredients for any composition of such produce, or the type or kind of

ingredient or the mixture of different types or kinds of ingredients

manufactured· 131 and,

(iii) the manner in which dairy produce, containers or packages containing dairy

produce must be marked and labeIled. 132

In addition, in terms of the Act, specific "dairy premises" are required to be registered.

These include factories where margarine is manufactured. 133 The registration may be
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cancelled if the manufacturer does not comply with the requirements of the Act an,d its

regulations. 134

It is evident that the Minister of Agriculture and Marketing not only deals with the

registration of dairy products, but also with the labelling of dairy products, containers or

packaging. This responsibility conflicts with the authority granted to the Minister of

Health, Welfare and Pensions, who is empowered to regulate labelling and advertising

under the Foodstuffs Act.

IT. The Marketing Act135

The preamble to the Marketing Act provides that the aim of the Marketing Act is:

"To consolidate the laws providing for the regulation of the production and
sale of agricultural products; for the establishment of certain boards in
connection therewith; for the establishment of a national mark for the
grading and standardization of agricultural products; and for matters
incidental thereto."

Agricultural products, for example, include-

(i) barley, grain, sorghum, maize, oats, etc. or any commodity which contains a

substantial portion of barley, grain, sorghum, maize, oats, rye or wheat;

(ii) beans, peas, and all other leguminous seeds;

(iii) meat and meat products;

(iv) dairy products, imitation dairy products and margarine;

(v) canned foodstuffs; etc.

In terms of s 89 the ~1inister is authorized to regulate in respect of several matters.

These include inter alia:

(i) The standard of composition of a product, or any class of product, and the

ingredient and other substances which a product or class thereof shall

13':' ~ C ~I 'r ., f 'I I'
s~. onsequen. y 1. a ma:mracturer 0.1 s to camp Y WIth the in~edients of ma:6a:1ne, his registration Ca:! be

can r
,"'", ..=':: and he will no longe:- be allowed to manufacturer margarine.
·_)~o 59 ef 1968.
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contain, or substances which a product or a class thereof may not contain; 136

and

(ii) the particulars with which and the manner in which any product or

container containing such product shall be marked or labelled, and the

persons by whom the product (or container) shall be so marked or labelled,

or the particulars with which (or manner in which), any such product or

container may not be marked or labelled. 137

The Marketing Act, like the Dairy Industries Act, overlaps with the Foodstuffs Act

when considering compositional standards and labelling (or markin«of labels, containers

or packaging. Furthermore, there is an overlap between the products considered in the

Marketing Act and the Dairy Industries Act, (eg dairy products).

3.FOOD LA'VS

A. FOODSTUFFS. COSMETICS AND DISINFECTANTS ACT138

The 1929 Act was repealed by the 1972 Act, but any proclamations, regulations or

notices made in terms of the 1929 Act, as long as they were compatible with the 1972 Act,

were deemed to have been proclaimed in terms of the 1972 Act. 139 This was necessary

because various regulations enacted under the 1929 Act still remained in force until

repealed. Since 1972, however, many of the regulations have been repealed or amended.

The objectives of the Act are to:

"Control the sale~ manufacture and importation of foodstuffs, cosmetics and
disinfectants; and to provide for incidental matters.,,1t.O

1365 89( cA).
137589 (dA).
138~o 54 of 19'7:?
1395 29(2).
1t.°Long tide.
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The aims of the Act are achieved by (a) creating criminal offences; (b) providing

for the inspection of premises and substances; and (c) permitting the analysis of foodstuffs,

cosmetics and disinfectants. 141 Consequently, a number of offences have been created by

the Act.

Section 2 prohibits the sale, manufacture or importation of foodstuff that-

(a) contains or has been treated with prohibited substances; 142

(b) contains a particular substance in greater measure than permitted by the

regulations; 143

(c) does not comply with any standard of composition, strength, purity or

quality prescribed by the regulation for, or in respect of, it or any standard

so prescribed for, or in respect of, any of its other attributes; 144

(d) is contaminated, impure, decayed, harmful or injurious to human health; 145

(e) contains or has been treated with a substance not present in any such

foodstuff when it is normal, pure and of sound condition; 146

(f) has any substance added to it so as to increase the mass or volume of such

foodstuff with the object to deceive; 147

(g) has any substance or ingredient removed with the result that its nutritive

value or other properties, in comparison with those of such a foodstuff in

a normal, pure and sound condition, are diminished or otherwise

detrimentally affected; or

(h) has been treated in such a manner that it is damaged, or of an unsound

condition, or inferior quality which is concealed whether partially or

entirely.148

~~~J H Hugo "Food and Drugs" 10 Tile Law of South Africa (1980) 234.
s 2(1)(a)(i).

143 '>(1)( )(.;)
• I' S ... a. 1".

1"":52(1)(a)(iii).

~~~s ~(l~(b)(i).
l' l *(1;(c)(1).
1~SS 2(1)(c)(ii) .

... s ~(l)(c)(i ... ).
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The Act goes on to list three exclusions:

(i) Foodstuffs that have been treated or contain substances which are not

harmful or injurious to human health and, in addition, are not intended to

deceive or mislead any consumer by increasing the mass (or volume) or

concealing (or lowering) the quality;

(ii) foodstuffs which contain a foreign substance which is unavoidably present

as a result of the process of collection or manufacture; or

(iii) foodstuffs that have substances removed from them for the purpose of

ensuring that they will remain in a fit condition or form to be packed, stored

or conveyed. 149

The sale of mixed, compounded or blended foodstuffs is prohibited, unless they

comply with the labelling requirements. 150 A person who uses prohibited processes,

methods, appliances, containers or objects is guilty of an offence. 151 Various offences may

also be committed against inspectors and their regulated duties. 152 False descriptions of

foodstuffs are also prohibited. The latter include descriptions as to the origin, . nature,

substance composition, quality, strength, nutritive value or other properties. 153

The Act, however, provides for special defences: (a) The foodstuff was not sold for

human consumption; or (b) there was a written warranty that the foodstuff complied with

the provisions of the Act, and the seller at no time had reason to suspect that the article

in question contravened the Act. 1St.
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The penalties for the criminal offences are provided for in s 18. The penalties,

which are not very severe, depend upon the number of times a person has been convicted

of an offence under the Act. A first conviction gives rise to a fine not exceeding R 400 or

imprisonment not exceeding six months or both, while a second conviction results in a fine

not exceeding R 800 or to imprisonment not exceeding twelve· months or both. A third (and

subsequent) conviction results in a fine not exceeding R 2000 or to imprisonment not

exceeding twenty-four months or both. 155

The enforcement of the Act is delegated to the local health authorities; the South

African Police or an officer from the Department of Customs and Excise. 156

The Minister of Health, Pensions and Welfare is delegated to promulgate regulations

under the Act. The present regulations cover such issues as-

Ca) the quality, strength, purity, or compositional standards; 157

Cb) the prescription; prohibition; restriction or regulation of the use of any

substance; appliance; container or other object, or any process or method used

In the manufacture; treatment; packaging; labelling or storing of

foodstuffs· 158,

Cc) the prescribing of any foodstuffs that, for the purpose of the Act, are

deemed to be harmful or injurious to human health; 159

Cd) the labelling of foodstuffs; 160 and so on. 161

Section 16 provides for the preservation of secrecy. This provision not only ensures

that any information acquired by the inspector in the course of his business is kept secret,

but also that the contents of any certificate or report on the analysis or examination of any

sample taken in terms of the Act is to be kept secret.
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In terms of s 23 the Minister has delegated the authority to enforce this Act to the

local authorities. This creates difficulties because the various authorities interpret the Act

differently. Furthermore, they may not have the requisite knowledge. In addition, they

deal with various other Acts and regulations (eg health regulations) and cannot concentrate

exclusively on the provisions of the Foodstuffs Act. The result is that enforcement occurs

at the retail level rather than the manufacturing level.

The Act is short and unpretentious and, as a result, has its drawbacks.

B. REGULATIONS UNDER THE ACT

A t present there are approximately 25 regulations promulgated under s 15 of the

Foodstuffs Act. The Department of National Health and Population Development

(Department of Health) has established a Food Legislation Advisory Group (FLAG) which

serves as a forum for manufacturers, retailers, the Department of Health, consumer bodies

and other state departments to discuss their requirements in respect of food laws. FLAG

is to propose several new regulations and amendments to many of the existing

regulations.
162

One of the major proposed amendments concerns food labelling. Another

major change affects the meat regulations. Moreover, the Department of Health hopes in

future to reduce compositional standards. 163

Regulations governing food and labelling are vital for proper consumer protection.

There are several regulations in this area, including: (a) Natural and artificial sweeteners;

(b) irradiated fOOdstuffs; (c) food colourants; (d) preservatives, antioxidants, and other

additives; and (e) labelling and advertising.

~ ~~So!:1e c: t:,e~e p:-::.~o::~h ~·~l. b~ ~~cu~sec: i~ a ta~!: fcr:w. _
. . Dr G J H St.evens (Dl:-e:;or c: ;;:e D::e:;o:-a;e or l' CoOQS;ur!~, Cos::1etics and Disinfectants in the Department of
~ ::.tlonal Hea!;h an:: P opulation DeYelo~::1e:i~) ;Je:-so::::.l CO::l:::u~ica.tion (17 July 1989).
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'f' . I S 1641. Natural and Artl ICla weeteners
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The use of sweeteners is limited to certain artificial and natural sweeteners. These

include:

(i) NATURAL SWEETENERS: Sucrose, glucose, fructose, maltose and lactose;

mannitol, sorbitol and xylitol, thaumatin; and,

(ii) PERMITTED ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS: Saccharin; saccharin calcium;

saccharin sodium; calcium cyclamate; sodium cyclamate; acesulfame

potassium and aspartame. 165

The addition of a sweetener to foodstuffs is prohibited unless it is one of the

permitted sweeteners. 166 This is restricted further by the amount that can be used. 167 For

example, the use of any of the saccharin sweeteners cannot exceed 500 mg/kg, while the

various cyclamate sweeteners cannot exceed 2 500 mg/kg. 168 The use of aspartame,

however, is limited to the products it may be added to and the amount that may be used

varies accordingly.169 Furthermore, the use of aspartame requires a warning to

phenylketonurics that it contains phenylalanine. The warning must be not less than 2 mm

in height. 170 Similar provisions exist for other sweeteners. 171

The labelling and advertising regulations 172 have also to be complied with.

Regulation 12 of the sweetener reg'ulations, however, reproduces the provision. It requires

the following to be included on the label:

(i) The name of the permitted artificial sweetener immediately followed in the

list of ingredients by the words "a non-nutritive sweetener";
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(ii) the words "no sugar added", "without sugar added" or "sugar added," as the

case may be, in letters not less then 2 mm in height; and

(iii) the name of the foodstuff immediately preceded by the words "artificially

sweetened" in letters of the same size and prominence as the name of the

foodstuff. 173

Nalreen is ioeallor tnose wno want to slay slim ann avoid the intaKe 01 Kilojoules.
One ta~lel nas the e~uivalent sweetness 01 one teas~oon 01 su~ar. This convenient.
elegant dispenser releases one taole\ at atime. Natreen is also available in a
500·\ahlel pocKet dispenserI in a10 ~ bottle of ~ ranulale and in as~ecialli~uid
form ideallor cooKin~ and baKing.
NATREEN IS SUITABLE FOR DIABETICS,

Ingredienls: AspartameI Car~oxy·methylcellu lose I l-Leucin I Lactose,
Aspartame may lose its sweetness after prolonged ba~ng or cooKing at hi~h
temperatures. Natreen Ij~uid has been specifically !ormulaled lor tnese applications.
CONTAINS PHENYlALANINE
100 9contains flaDlet
Assimilable glucides 55.0 9 KcaJ: 0,2
Proteins 41,5 9 Kj: 0,8

I

I

Bayer SouTh Ainca (Pry) Lld. ~7Wrench RoaO
t
Isando, M. :

Figure 17: An example of labelling a sweetener for table use.

i 73- F' 1- . - bl~ee 19'.lre I a.s an exanpie or a ;a· e top sweetener.
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These regulations are considered outdated because of new

carcinogenic studies and innovative changes in technology that

have occurred since 1973. New regulations have been drafted by

a sub-committee of FLAG, but they have yet to be gazetted. 174

11. Irradiated Foodstuffs1~

The regulations governing irradiated food only contain two

sections. The first section defines "irradiation" as-

"deliberate exposure to ionising radiation and
"irradiated" has corresponding meaning."

It also defines "ionising radiation" as-

"radiation capable of producing ions directly or
indirectly in its passage through matter". 176

Section 2 provides that irradiated foodstuff cannot be sold

unless it has been approved by the Minister of Health, Welfare

and Pensions or the Director-General in writing. The reason for

this is the adverse publicity irradiation received overseas. 1n

The Directorate concludes that it can better control the use of

irradiation by ensuring that a written approval is required.
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Table V The Proposals Submitted by the FLAG Working Group on Sweeteners in 1989.

1. In addition to the sweeteners listed above, permitted sweeteners also include corn
syrup, dextrose, dextrose syrup, fructose ~yrup, glucose syr~p, hydrogenate~ ~lu~ose

syrup, isomalt, lactitol, malitol, and sorbItol syrup. There IS no longer a dIStInctIOn
between artificial and natural sweeteners.

2. Permitted sweeteners will have to comply with criteria of purity.

3. Only permitted sweeteners may be added to foodstuffs.

4. Limitation as to the quantity of permitted artificial sweetener used in foodstuffs
has remained .

.
5. Permitted sweeteners may be sold for table use. The labelling requirements for
these are:

(a) The name of the permitted sweetener;

(b) the words "for use in foodstuffs";

(c) the inclusion of direction for use;

(d) the name and business address of the manufacturer or seller or on whose
behalf such sweetener was prepacked;

(e) if aspartame is one of the ingredients, proper notice must be given.

6. The label of any sweetener having aspartame as a ingredient must bear a warning
"PHENYLKETONURICS: CONTAINS PHENYLALANINE."

7. The label must contain other information distinctive to the various permitted
sweeteners.

8. The claim "contains no sugar" or similar words cannot be used on foodstuffs
containing certain of the permitted sweeteners, for example, fructose, lactose,
sorbitol, etc.

9. The claims "diet", "low energy", "low joule", "non-nutritive", "artificial" or words
of a similar meaning cannot be used unless the energy value of the sweetener
equivalent to 5 gm of sucrose is .not more than 8 kilojoule.

10. The claims "sugar-free" or "contains no sugar" cannot be used in foodstuffs which
normally contain sugars and if no sugars are present.

11. Foodstuffs which normally contain added sweeteners may, if no such sweeteners
have been added, be described as "unsweetened".

12. Diabetic claims and slimming claims with regard to sweeteners are to be dealt
with under the Labelling Regulations.
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Table VI FLAG's proposed regulations for the labelling of irradiated foods.

203

1. All containers of first generation irradiated foodstuffs must bear the "Radura"
emblem (the international emblem used to mark all irradiated foodstuffs) (see
Figure 18) and one of the following terms: "Irradiated", "radurised", "bestraald" or
"gereduriseerd" directly below the emblem.

2. When bulk containers of first generation irradiated foodstuffs are opened at the
point of sale and the original label is obscured from consumers, a notice with the
information prescribed above must be displayed in the immediate proximity of
such foodstuff and in clear view of the consumer.

3. In the case of second generation irradiated foodstuffs, where the irradiated
foodstuff is a component of the final product, the words "irradiated", etc. shall
appear opposite the relevant ingredient in the list of ingredients on the label. In
such a case the "Radura" emblem is not necessary.

4. Where second generation irradiated foodstuffs are present in foodstuffs which
are for sale in such a manner that the consumer can no longer see that the
foodstuff contains an irradiated component, a notice with the information shall be
displayed in immediate proximity of such foodstuff and in clear view of the
consumer.

5. Where perishable foodstuffs have been irradiated the date of irradiation must
be indicated or the "Radura" emblem with the words "irradiated"; etc. must appear
on the label.

6. The producer of irradiated foodstuffs may also indicate the purpose of
irradiating, eg "IRRADIATED FOR PURPOSES OF INSECT CONTROL".

Figure 18 The Radura emblem that
indicates irradiated foodstuffs.
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Ill. Food Colourants178

The regulation provides that colourants can only be used as prescribed in the

regulations. 179 Colourants, however, cannot be used in foodstuffs intended for infants,

young children or children. 180

The use of colourants is limited in two ways: Firstly, certain colourants can only be

used in specified foodstuffs; and, secondly, there may be conditions of use (Le. a limit as

to the amount of colourant that may be used). For example, the Annexure lists butter and

whey butter as follows:

Colour Index Name of Colour- Conditions and
oodstuffs Number ant limits (mg/kg)

UTTER AND 75120 Annatto extracts GMp181

WHEY BUTTER
75130 Beta-carotene GMP

--- Caramel GMP

F

B

Furthermore, the regulations do not permit the use of a diluent unless it is sanctioned in

the regulations. 182

The use of tartrazine,183 a yellow colourant, is also specified in this regulation. It

IS permitted to be used in 22 of the 54 foodstuffs that are listed in the Annexure.

These regulations specify the amounts to be used, In which of the foodstuffs

colourants are permitted, and other conditions of use. 184 It is, however, merely one of a

number of regulations dealing with additiYes.

~~~GN R756 GGE 5537 of 6 May 1977 (Rec Gaz 2263).
reg 2.

180 ,.. ')f )ree;, _\a .

~~;GOOd manufacturing practice (G:\1P) is an ill-defined phrase. Consequently it is open to abuse.
-reg 4 - Ar.nexure y.

. 183It is claime~ that ta:-trazine is an reactive azo-ciye. It can initiate asthma attacks, rashes, migraine, or hyperactivity
1n some people. It 1S bannec. i:l ~crway, Finla::.d, b=.ia a:1:i heavily restricted in Austria. (The London Fooe COI:"',u:nission
Foo.-l '\dul---"-i,.,,., ,,~,.; n ,.""" T- (11"--\ - ,',.. T5-t Lt: .. _",.~ •.• - ...... n·J~· l.~ neat .. I. ~~~) 0",:/_

E~a warmng.
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IV. Preservatives and Antioxidants 185 (and other Additives)

Regulation 1 defines an "antioxidant" as-

"any substance which delays, retards or prevents the development in
fo(odstuffs of rancidity or other deterioration due to oxidation but does not
incLIde substances added to foodstuffs for purposes other than antioxidation
which nevertheless have an antioxidant action;"

and a "preservative" as-

"any substance which inhibits, retards or arrests fermentation, acidification
or other decomposition of foodstuffs but does not include preservatives such
as commo;) salt; sugar; lactic acid; vinegar; alcohol or potable spirit; herbs;
hop extracts; and essential oils."

205

A person is guilty of an offence if he sells foodstuffs that contain any preservative

that has not been permjtted in Annexure A of the regulations. A similar provision is made

for antioxidants, but the food must then comply with Annexure B. An example of

Annexure A:

FOODSTUFFS

Yogurt

FH.ESERVATIVE

Sorbic Acid
Pima~icin

QUANTITY PERMITTED
mg/kg or mg/l

1 000
10

Annexure A consists of approximat~ly 70 permitted preservatives, while Annexure B

consists of approximately 30 permitted antioxidants.

There are similar regulations for other additives. These include regulations dealing

with:

(i) Acids, bases and salts; 156

(ii) stabilisers, emulsifiers and thickenel:); 87

(iii) anti-caking agents. 188

1P::;
~;6G~ R965 GGE 5575 of 3 J~n€ IS';"7 (Re;:- G2.Z ~~73).

~~-,GN R115 GGS 10073 of ~4 Janu3.::-Y 1986 (Re;:- G:=.z 391;) .
• ~~These r€~b;;ion:; are under consicie:=.tio~ b...· a FLAG <::De"ialist v.'o-\r;_· ::-~u"' ". • e ---oo:e'" ..,.... .... :nen·
I~" J -. -- ... - ..... : -.- :- _Ill .1. L.J ....... _ •• ~ •• J.'"J .. .1. .~.

'""~G~ R:?507 GGE 8448 of 19 ~oYe:r.::'e: 19S2 (Re~ Saz 3506/" .
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. d" 189V. Labellmg and A vertlsmg

206

The Labelling and Advertising Regulations promulgated in 1977 deal with a range

of issues such as the language to be used on the label, the size of lettering, claims,

ingredient listing, etc.

Regulation 2 provides that the ingredient list required in terms of s 3190 of the

Foodstuffs Act shall be in descending order of mass or value. This, however, is not absolute

because ingredients such as spices, seasonings and herbs; flavours and flavour enhancers;

food additives; etc. are merely required to be listed as ingredients at the end. Furthermore,

the ingredient list need not be on the main panel of the package.

Identification of the foodstuff and the manufacturer, packer or seller is also

significant. Regulation 3 provides that the name of the foodstuff should appear on the

main panel in writing and not less than 4 mm in height. The manufacturer's name and

business address should also appear on the label. The presentation of the name, address and

other requirements must be clear, prominent and readily legible. 191

The language to be used must be either of the official languages. 192 The size of the

letters is to be 1 mm unless the package in question is small. 193 The size of writing for

smaller packages is dependent on the area of the package. 194

Often products are not sold in prepacked wrappers and it is necessary to regulate

bulk stock. The regulations provide that receptacles containing bulk stock are required to

be labelled in writing that is not less then 4 mm in height. Furthermore~ the writing must

be placed in a manner that is easily legible to the consumer. 195
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Certain other provisions have been promulgated in respect of additives. These

include:

(i) The use of caramel in bread: The use of this colourant must be indicated in

letters of not less then 3 mm in height. 196

(ii) The use if tartrazine: In 1985 the Directorate reacted to adverse publicity

concerning this colourant by ensuring that persons affected by tartrazine

shall be adequately warned (without banning the additive totally). The

regulation requires the use of tartrazine to be indicated in writing not less

then 2 mm in height. Furthermore, its use is limited to foodstuffs permitted

to include it in Annexure A of the Colourant Regulations. 197 Many consider

that these two requirements protect consumers adequately, but others

disagree.

(iii) The use of artificial sweeteners is allowed, but they must be labelled and

followed immediately by the words Ita non-nutritive 198 sweetener lt
•
199 The

requirements are no different from those already discussed.

The use of water as an ingredient need not be indicated in the ingredient list. This

is not absolute because in certain circumstances it may be specified that the use of water,

as an ingredient, must be indicated. 200

Often manufacturers use pictorial representations to tempt consumers to purchase

their brands. The use of pictorial representations, unless the package is transparent, has to

be qualified by the words "serving suggestions" or such words. This has to be in the

immediate proximity of the picture and should not be less then 3 mm in height. 201

196 " )

~ ::~:: ~~~~.~ ~04.
"''''The use of this te:-m has been reconsidered by the FLAG Specialist Working Group on Sweeteners and consensus

~~i~~~.;:'eer: :-e2.::he~. The m2.i::e:- !:::..s :'ee=: :-e:e:-:-e::i :0 the D:':-ectc:-a:e of Fooc:s:uffs, Cos:netics and Disinfec;ants for a

I'iY .~
?",,:-e; 1..,.

2;~:-e; _8.
re~ :?l.
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A person is guilty of an offence if he makes reference to the Department of Health

or an official of the Department on the label. 202

Several other claims are also governed by the regulations. These include:

(i) The use of the term "natural". This word can only be used for foodstuffs that

have all the ingredients in their natural form. A failure to ensure the

naturalness of all the ingredients renders the manufacturer guilty of an

offence. 203

(ii) A claim that a foodstuff is nutritious. Such a claim requires the

manufacturer to include nutritional information on the label. The

information to be supplied is strictly regulated204.205

Figure 19 Nutritional
requires N"utritional
Accompany it

Claim that
labelling to

Hutrftion Information pet 180 rn' serrlng

Ent~ 1W ¥J
Prot!n: ~} ~
~_ Ol~;

Ft 1) I
~Rbrt 1;,

1&J 1J : J8 Cafones, '1
•• I '~'~'.~ ':'.:; ::\'i':·:!:~:;:~'~.it~"1.['~'~i;'~'~';:':::"'~~7/,.~..1

Figure 20 Nutritional Information
Accompanying a Nutritional Claim
for a Soup Product

(iii) A claim that the product is "recommended by doctors" or a pictorial

representation indicating acceptance by medical practitioners, Such claims

are prohibited and it is an offence if they are made. 206
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?~ClYP~
CORN FlAKES

INGREDIENTS; CORN. SUGAR. SALT. MALT.
THIAMIN (VlT 9,), RIBOFLAYIN (YIT ~),
NICOTINAMIDE AND FOOD IRON.

Fresh

w~'gL.~:rant~ethe'f':eshnes~and
quality of this product. If you are
not. entirely satisfied, please
return this box and its contents
tous.

Ons waarborg die va'rsheid en
gehalle .van .hierdle produk. In.:
dienu nie volkome tevrede is nie,
kan u hierdie karton saam.met sy

. Inhoud na ons terug stuur~ . ",. ~

1
NutrlUon Infonnatfona Serving size: 30 g. .,
Servings PEW' package:16.1
V~dlnv.lnllgtlng.Porsla grootte: 30 g.
Badianlngs per pak: '6.

11 LITRE I

NUTRITION INFORMATION
A 250 _1 SfRVI.G Of CLOVER FUll
cat... MlllC CO..-TaU'S:.
UER;Y
CARBOHYORATES (LACTOSE)
NOTEI.S
MfllU'AT
~UtC~.TACU OF TH"£ DAILY DIET,.R..,
AllOWAIlC£ RECOMMEIIIDfD fOil
f'EIt$OIS 4 YEARS AND OLDER 11. 250 ,-I
CLOYU fUll CRUM MILK:.
C:AlCW.
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YrTAMI. B.
PR 0 TEflU

.'
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P.UI~

c...too:oI\~~e

~""0-. _01.
SoG........
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~ool"''''''''v ....c_•..,.........,...
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Figure 22 Example
labelled with
information

of Milk being
nutritional

In<;lredients:
Potatoes. vegetable cMl 'lNTth
aorrtiox i d art1: a nd sa tt.

Klk:>;oules 690
~ 2<;;J
~dnrte '3g

\ Fat " g
o Di Fibre 3 •• Q

~30g~ng

may
then

6lUllllll\Jl '

~ ~-- i ~

SLoIUl en<! SA~." eo.., ....... a4..2af_~ _.--
~.I"

KooInon<~.

Su<;.n s._ IAa L4t

'-'a"Y.kxe ().,etv.~ o.s. O'!t

"To;.Uj T<.AoA"
lt6,.5g aD.' ,

~~oy<)<~ K(>~f.a..t"

Figure 21 A responsible manufacturer
include more nutritional information
is required by regulation.

Figure 23 Example of nutritional
information.
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Table VII The changes proposed by the FLAG Specialist Working Group. on labelling.
The version discussed is what is called Mark III of the proposed regulatlOns.

1. The new proposed regulations do not include labelling of cosmetics and
disinfectants in the same regulations as foodstuffs.

2. Additional definitions such as "contaminants", diet sweeteners", "nutrient", etc.
have been included in the proposed regulations.

3. The arrangement of the provisions has been improved. The arrangement
commences with definitions and goes on to deal with general provisions, special
provisions regarding foodstuffs, (which includes the control of several new
claims), exemptions, and three annexures.

4. The general provision that all foodstuffs must bear a label in accordance with
the regulations still remains. Furthermore, the regulations regarding size of
lettering, language of the label, presentation of the label, name of the foodstuff,
name and address of the manufacturer, etc. will remain in force.

5. Negative claims are provided for more strictly. For example, proposed reg 2(9)
provides:

"The label of any foodstuff shall not contain-
(d)(iii) a claim that a foodstuff is "free from" one category of
additive when an additive of another category, or an
ingredient, having broadly a similar effect is used."

6. Regulation 14 provides for sea foods that have been frozen or chilled. The
provision has been extended to include all frozen and chilled foods. For example,
regulations governing frozen foods now provide that (a) the words "raw -" or
"uncooked - keep frozen" shall appear in letters not less than 3 mm in height on
the main panel of every package containing uncooked food products that must be
kept frozen (reg 8(a)), or (b) the words "cooked" or partly-cooked -keep frozen 
do not refreeze when thawed" shall appear in 3 mm height on the main panel of
the label of every package containing cooked or partly cooked food products that
must be kept frozen (reg 8(b)). Similar provisions exist for chilled foods.

7. The proposed regulations also provide for the labelling of monosodium
glutamate (MSG). (It has been alleged that MSG (a flavour enhancer) causes brain
damage).

8. The proposed regulations 'also cover several claims that were not covered by the
previous regulations. These include "unsaturated fatty acid claims", "claims which
depend on other foodstuff', "irradiation" (which has been dealt with above (see
Table VI)! etc.

9. There is no 10nQer a blanket exemption from labelling of products such as ice
cream! coffee, tea! etc. The exemptions relate to those foodstuffs that are
regulated or basic foodstuffs, eg milk products to which no ingredient other than
a starter culture or rennet has been added (reg 2(b)(iii)).

1O. Exe.mptions also extend to foodstuffs such as eggs. fresh vegetables! sugar
confe~tlOnery, foodstuffs sold for immediate consumption, and small packages
whose exterior is less than 2 000 mm2 in size.
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A canned product must include the date of manufacture but this can be in a code

form. 207 The code must be revealed to an inspector on demand.20B Other conditions relating

to canned goods are controlled by the SABS. 209

Foodstuffs such as ice cream, coffee, tea, etc. are not required to comply with

ingredient listing. 21O The same applies to (a) products sold outside the Republic; (b)

foodstuffs sold in catering establishments; (c) flour confectionery sold in wholly

transparent packaging; etc. 211

The regulations are extensive. With constant changes in technology some of

regulations may soon become inappropriate. 212 Amendments to regulations take time. As

mentioned, the Directorate has established a Food Legislation Advisory Group (FLAG),

which is likely to recommend numerous changes.

4. CRITICISMS

Several criticisms concerning food labelling in South Africa have been expressed

by industry, consumer bodies and other interested parties. These include inter alia:

(a) Food law, including labelling legislation, is scattered piece-meal in various acts and

regulations.
213

There is a need to consolidate the various pieces of legislation.

207 .. . '..
Tnts 15 unsat1sfactory Ior consumers because they have no knowledge of the expiry dates of canned goods that have

oeen coded. The reason for allowing coded date marking is a compromise :-eached by the Directorate and manufacturers,
Who~,*'fre resisting the introduction of open-date marking.

(.,J/j
:eg 3I.

2D9See aboYe 188.
210 3')()~ reg _ c .

:~~reg 34(d). There are other exceptions as well.
(. :cSee Table VII.

21~ B Morris (Consume:.Affa:rs ~hnage:- at Checkers Sou:h A::-i:a Limited) personal cor:ununication (18 July 1989).
Mr C ~el (Former Group PublIc Re attor:s ~ianage:- of Fedfood L:d a::d Legal Adviso:- to the SA Sova Association (in his
;:erso::.a: :a;:a:i~y)) persor:al cor:-..~t:::ica~·O:l (1 :re~n:a:)' 1988). Dr A C Gain (Div-:'sio::al Dire~tor of Pre!:lier Food
:'far:ageme:lt Se:-vices) personal cor::....:mnication (18 July 1989). Mr B Drury (A..5:::{stam Comoanv Secreta:-v of 17nilever
S::.:t:-: .-\.::-:ca (Pry) L:=) ;;erso::.al cOr:L-:1unicatior: (:7 ~oYe::li::.e:-1;8;).' ".
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(b) Most of the Acts are reactive rather than proactive. 214 Furthermore, reaction time

is lengthy.215

(c) South African legislation is not sufficiently strict when compared to foreign

legislation,216 for example, South African legislation is not health conscious. 217

Despite that fact that South Africa usually follows foreign trends and is two or

three years behind,218 enough is still not being done.

(d) There is a lack of adequate education and exposure. 219

(e) It is necessary to simplify the laws in a manner that makes them accessible and

understood by all manufacturers, consumers and enforcing authorities. 220

(f) There is a need for uniformity and standardization. 221

(g) Food labels must be written in either of the official languages, but the majority of

South Africans are neither English nor Afrikaans speaking. Time, effort and money

is being spent on food labels which the majority of the population cannot read or

even understand.

(h) There is a lack of policing by the authorities. 222

214Joubert OD cit.
2i5 Druryo~

216Drury
OD cit. Mr C H Olivier and Mr P Roux (Technical Manager and Product Manager, respectively, of Nola

Indl.;.,S'7ies (Pty) LLd) personal communication (13 July 1989).

Cl Drury OD cit. For eX3.:nple, margarine regulations (i.e. Marbarine Regulation (of 1967) (No 1867), amended by
(~982) (No 17~7) and (1985) (Ko 67)) in the United Kingdom provide for the limited use of certain trace elements (eg
r:lc~l~ There IS no correspondi:1g regulations in South Africa.

~~9Dr P van Twisk (Rese3.rch and Deyelopr:1e:-:t Director of Fedfooc. Ltd) personal communication (16 August 1989).
_? See below 276.

, __ "c.._°Mr S HElms (Dey€.c:.;:ment Exec..ltor 0: .lIe Food Grot:p of the OK Bazaar-s Ltd) perscnal cOIr.munication (IZ July
1~~?21 '. . "

?)?For example, the varIOUS grades In canneG prOGUc.s. (Morris OD cit).

---Dmry OD clt. Mrs J Tatham (Vice ?:esi=:e::t 0: the Housewi..... es Le~-ue of S·:n:;h Africa) person3-l cor:-~ur.Jca:ion
(12 July 1989). Dr I B Zonciagh (Senior Agricu'tural Researcher in ~ea; Quaii;;y at the Meat Science Ce:1tre of the A.,,>.in:al
a::~ Dairy Science ~esea:~:: ~:-.stitt:te) pe:;;0::::': c~r:'.rnt::licaticn (20 J;.:ly :;0;).
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(i) No single piece of legislation protects consumers completely.223 Though many are

of the view that food law should be concerned with health and quality control,

there is a need to protect consumers adequately in South Africa.
224

(j) The authorities tend to grant too many exemptions,225 often for an indefinite

period226.227

(k) There is a lack of expertise within South Africa. The Directorate lacks the expertise

to handle all aspects of food law. It has adequate laboratory facilities, but lacks the

manpower required to operate them. 228 There are also insufficient suitably qualified

people in the Directorate.229 This problem is aggravated by the lack of expertise

within South Africa. 230

(1) There are not only too many scattered pieces of legislation, as many businessmen

claim, there are too many rules (i.e. overregulated).231 This results in Ca)

manufacturers having to monitor a host of laws to keep up to date;232 and Cb) a lack

of understanding of the rules by manufacturers and consumers.233 Inherent in food

law, however, is the fact that there are various types of products that have to be

accounted for. 234 Thus, for example, there is a need for regulations to cover frozen

and chilled foods, processed foods, meat products, canned foods, etc. The need is for

223Tatham OD cit. Pro! A E J McGill (Professor of Food Science at the University of Pretoria and Director of
Foodzrtwork CC) personal communication (10 July 1989).

Co "Morris OD cit. For example, some juices are not sweetened with sugar, but with natural fruit syrups. This is still
problematic for diabetics. Another problem is that consumers are not informed as to the exact amount of orange they are
&ettinb in an oran6e jl:i::e that has been ble::de~ wi:h clarified and deflaYoured apple. (See J Tatham "Labelling of Blends
musJ;Jle Improved" (1988) 15 Food Review 63).

Co:'Drury OD c~:; Elms O~ ci:.
2Co 6D . F 1 " • - -" • - 1 . d' . d l' .h h .rury~. or examp,e, I"\.ra!: , a trace name !Or a sa ad ressmg, contame a calm t at t e dressmg was a

"low calo:-ie" salad d:-essin b. The T:-aie ~fe'C:-o:obY rE'=;u!ati0ns provided that "kilojoule" was the metric unit. "Kraft" was
gral"Zt11 an exemption for three years.

- See Appendix 6.
228~{r W A Parsons (Technical Director of Ha3.rman and Reimer (SA) (Pty) Ltd) personal communication (ll July

198~9Th - -,. hI' "... D' . b . .230 ere were no !OOG tec .no 0&1S:5 employee oy tr.e lrectorate at the egmmng of 1990.
Prof H J H de Muelena.ere (Professvr of Fvvd S::ience at the UniYe:-sity of Katal and Directo: of Research and

Dev~l.o'pment for .~"1g1':Jvaal bcustr:es) pe::-:;:::::.l c::::mu::ica:ion (2 ::\ove:-noer 1989).
Co,) 'D- . "') ' •. ~"l "'''') ... i.232 .u~ c_ c:_, . - .=:..:::......:.

233D::-l.1:-Y o~ c~:._. _ _ . . .._
23:"~ J H ~o~gJ.e~er (::,ecreta:-y (l.e~:::ll~a.) at t::e \\ :1ea: Board) ?€:50'1a. com...-nuni~ation (I:! July 1988).

~el 0:::> C!t.
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I · 235better regulations rather than more regu atlOn.

214

(m) Regulations should take into account potential changes in technologies, products and

I · 236processes without the need to promulgate new regu atlOns.

(n) The regulatory authority requests comments from interested parties before new

regulations ace promulgated. Industry responds by commenting either as associations

and/or individuals. Problems arise, however, when a government agency does not

respond to their comments237 or subsequent drafts do not deal with the problems

raised. 238

(0) There is often a lack of prompt rulings from the Foodstuffs Directorate. When a

problem arises with a label, (either because of an inspection check or before a

launch of a new product), industry cannot obtain a quick ruling from the

Directorate. This contrasts with the Directorate of Trade Metrology. Here, when a

regional office is contacted with a query, if the office cannot give an immediate

response, the regional office contacts Pretoria and obtains a ruling for the

manufacturer. This is done quickly and the ruling is adhered to. In comparison, the

Foodstuffs Directorate may not give an prompt answer because- (i) it does not know

the answer, or (ii) there is no answer. 239 Furthermore, local authorities may interpret

the regulations differently from the Directorate.

(p) :i\1any of the regulations are outdated and industry does not bother to comply with

them. This can be attributed to two factors: (i) science is deYeloping at such a rapid

pace that it makes the regulations obsolete;240 or (ii) the regulations have not been

235 ibid .
236ibid .
237D~'~' ~ ~.~. El ~ :-23 • u..: c - ~~., m. £2.....£:..=..
?3~~~2..2....ili.·
- "'ibid.
2!"~O'" "R ...lYle:- ca: ...OUX~.
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revised to account for changes. 241

215

(q) There are too many authorities empowered to deal with food law.242 These bodies

include the Department of National Health and Population Development, the

Foodstuffs Directorate, Department of Agriculture, Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research (CSIR), South African Bureau of Standards (SABS), Department

of Trade and Industry, local health authorities, Department of Custom and Excise,

and various boards. 243

(r) The handling of frozen and chilled foodstuffs, (i.e. the cold chain), is complex and

managed inadequately. This results in an unwillingness by manufacturers244 to

open -date their products 245 .246

(s) There is inadequate control of raw products imported from neighbouring

countries. 247 It is uncertain whether they meet South Africa's requirements

regarding the content of pesticide residues; etc.

(t) Legislation is promulgated on an ad hoc basis as and when the need arises.

(u) There is often a problem in identifying the applicable legislation. 248 As a result,

manufacturers waste time, effort, and money in attempting to establish the relevant

regulation.
249

For example, the chief current legislation and regulations governing

"margarine" are:

(1) Dairy Industries Act250

. 2!..1 For example, the meat regulations promulgated in 1975 are obsolete and, therefore, manufacturers do not comply
wlth.,ttem. (Zondagh OD cit) .

.::: ...~Elms OD cit; Drury OD ciL Mr D Classen (Plant Manager of Bull Brand Foods (Pty) Ltd) personal communication
(13 J~' 1989).

~:~~~r exam~le" the Pot~to Board,. the D ai:-)' Board, the Meat Board, Wheat Board, etc.
2£.5 1 ne ,me.at lna~str:' presently cooes their date marking for certain products.
?J;..Zonda!;~~.

2~71" v: a f::z-:::e: c.:scussiO:-i on :ne cold chain see Appenc:x i.
~ -, !"el OD cit.
c': o --.

~~~~~: ::1::1
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(i)

(ii)

GN R1716 GGE 5725 of 2 September 1977 (RegGaz 2520), and

GN R2121 GGE 9935 of 20 September 1985 (Reg Gaz 3869);

216

. d D' . f A 251(Il) Foodstuffs, CosmetIcs an Ism ectants ct

(i) GN R908 GGE 5565 of 27 May 1977 (Reg Gaz 2471),

(ii) GN R 756 GGE 5537 of 6 May 1977 (Reg Gaz 2263), and

(iii) GN R965 GGE 5575 of 3 June 1977 (Reg Gaz 2473);

(Ill) Trade Metrology Act: 252

(i) GN R2362 GGE 5806 of 18 November 1977 (Reg Gaz 1977).

So far regulations have been proposed to cover fat spreads253 and labelling.254 Furthermore,

other Acts and regulations may still apply. These include: (i) Measuring Units and National

Measuring Standards Act;255 (ii) Trade Practices Act;256 and (iii) Harmful Business

Practices Act. 257 The Codes of Advertising Practice established by the Advertising

Standards Authority of South Africa are also applicable258.259

(v) The interpretation of certain of the provisions is difficult because of ambiguities

or contradictions. For example, the Trade Metrology regu1ations260 provide that

when a supplementary statement, (eg "large size"), is used then it has to be

accompanied by a mass statement. The regulation is unclear whether this must be

in conjunction with the mass statement on the main panel of the product. The

problem often is that there may be more than one supplementary statement and

this may result in more than one mass statement being printed on the package. 261

2 ':\0 54 of 1972.
2 2~o 77 of 1973.

2 3These drafts were not gaze:ted but they were publicized internally among the five margarine manufacturers in 1985
and 1988 .. The reason for this is that there are only 5 oanufacturers of fats and spreads. Therefore, the process of
promulgatIng regulations is easily expedited by using informal channels. It is anticipated that these regulations will be
finaU~~d in early 1990.

:~:~otice 3~3 GGE 10~~5 of 9 ~1ay 1986 (Ree Gaz 3951).
L ...)~ -6 : 1r--3_::;,; _ 0' o~ ~ I .

:~ .....~o 75 of 1976.
::~~0 71 of 1988.
/-...~ -
;; :Coae of Advertising P:-actice.

25;D~~-.,o~.,~:~' ~ . _ _ . ~
?"'. G::\ R ..30_ -vG.r:.. .:>~Oo or 1~ :!\ovemDer bl I (Relr "-.=?i: 1977).
r-_ID:-...:..::r'" 0':) ::~.
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(w) There are conflicts among different enactments. For example, in terms of the Dairy

Industries Act the prescribed quantities for margarine are "250 g, 500 g, 1 kg, and

12,5 kg".262 The regulations263 in terms of the Trade Metrology Act, however,

prescribe ".l.2.i..g, 250 g, 500 g, I kg, 12,5 kg, and in the case of white margarine also

~." Furthermore, the Director of Trade Metrology permitted a manufacturer to

produce a 8 g margarine block. Subsequently this was deemed to be illegal in terms

of the Dairy Industries Act. 264

(x) The various draft regulations make it difficult to plan for the future. This problem

is exacerbated because the draft regulations are published with expected

commencement dates, but are not promulgated as regulations on that date.

Furthermore, despite the regulation not yet being promulgated the departments

often grant exemptions in terms of the proposed regulations265.266

The difficulty concerning draft regulations is whether manufacturers should

comply with existing, (possibly outdated), regulations or with draft regulations

which do not have the force of law.

(y) The authorities lack the ability to monitor labelling in the marketplace on a

continual basis267.268

;;2G~ RI716 GGE 5725 0: 2 Septe;nbe: 1977 (Re~ Gaz 2520).
2-~Item 30 of Scheciu e 6 of G~ 2362 GGE 5806 of 18 Kovember 1977 (Re~ Gaz 1977).
_~Drury 00 cit.
c:))Drury 00 cit. Drury gives the example of the proposed regulations in respect of fat spreads. He further remarked

that the Depa:tment of Agriculture has ap;:>a:e:1tly granted an exemption to market low fat spreads, which are catered
for l..1>bhe draft regulation, but not permitted under the present regulations.

c Another problem that arises is that regulations are often repealed without the proposed regulations coming into
e::ect. This results in the enforcin b ag€:tcies being powerless to prosecute ofienders. For example, the reg'o..llations concerning
boerewors (and other meat p:oduc~s haye been repealed) and the proposed amendments have not yet been promulgated.
Many rr:anufa::turers are taking this opportunity to deceive consumers because the local authorities are powerless to
prosecute. (Mr R C WarthingtOD (Divisiona. Se:tio: Health Inspector) Mr C A Powell (Inspector) &: Mr J H La.tegan
(Ins;~7tor) of t'le Local Hea!th A:..::ho:-i:ies (Zo:1e 8) Du:~a!"! - Food Section) pe:sor>?. cor.ununication (9 March 1990).

c::> ~ ~ G C~ Siebert (Executive Director of Adyertising Standards Authority of South Airica (ASA)) personal
cO~E:uca:lOn (20 Ja..1ua:-y 1';88).

_:J The' -al ,~' ~-'-- --~.-: -- --'- I _1 ...l - T' , • -" .. 10... au.nO.hle:: .e.. "_ .v ex......!.,e ::;c;;>, ;::OI...:":C.::. :10Se p:oc:ucts manu:a~:l::-e(:.~y natlor>al co:::panles a:e no:
l::::?e::te~ of:€r: because t~e ;::-:'":::"::::5 t:aye ~eer: t:-iec (?:lC te..st€c. (Wa:-thin6"on, Powell &: La:ega:l 0:: ci:).
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(z) Manufacturers often find loopholes in the law and misuse the provisions to ensure

that their interests are best served. For example, the tartrazine regulation provides

that if tartrazine is used it must be indicated in 2 mm height lettering, while the

minimum requirement for other ingredient labelling is 1 mm. Thus there is a need

to display the use of tartrazine prominently. The difficulty is that many

manufacturers find that their products do not sell well when it is marked with

tartrazine. Therefore they attempt camouflaging its presence by ensuring that all

ingredients are also labelled in 2 mm lettering. The following examples illustrate the

point:

Cup-a·Soup

TRIM
GOLDEN

'VEGETABLE

INGREDIENTS
GLUCOSE SYRUP

SOUDS
MALTOOEXTmN

STARCH
SALT

VEGETABLES
VEGETABLE GUM

. MONOSODIUM

. GLUTAMATE

I
VEGETABLE FAT
DIETARY FIBRE

F1..AVOURtHG AGENTS
HERBS Al4D~sl,:: FlAVOUR EHHAHCER

.:..

DfREcnoNS:
Pour 450 mI chi/led
fresh mak into
mix~'lQ bowt Add
conter rts and beat
with ro~ beater
for 1minute until
smooth (fu.rther
beating will prevent
settiflg). Poor into
~ng dish· ready
1r'l5 mJnutes.

INGREDIENTS
&J;Nf Sta'dl, So:iJm
~,CakUn
~ (1 ,5%), saJt,
EnUs!fJef, Aa\wri~
agerts, CoIourams,
Coi:>u~ irdJde
TARTRAZINE.

'.~

ROYAL BEECH·NUT
(PTY) LTD.

5 Brine Avenue
Chloorkop
Tvt.1624

VI
YAJafUEa ..

Poeier
()!!M ,

1. ~ .l) 0 l3 IelIllI n~~
lJ \I czn SUG2' n: so ~ (<cn ITlI1k: b i.
SI'M:JI1~ l. Br'rq GJ .'Ti (2::) mlk
~ ~!)OolIl1;l~.l.?oc;r~'

~ it 0Ill0~ CiISIC D:l~ ~I. L Rerum
:"Ie~~~~~bOr"'VlO

~ boil. ~~. s.. Scr..e
Ittor et:*l

~eej+ id ...
1.:~ :x:I 9 (J gelyte eJ~. 30 q
:~J SllGr en 50 ni (~ mElt tc1 'n 9~
:J!~ 1. ...,. .t5Q r.I 0) nd nx
~ 1\'\ '11 'bstroI... VoeQ~
:-ea or ()c PIS1I en IOe'l' QOIlll1. ~. Gie! ,la
~ IIQsao1«1'l~1O!~~~_

-.i~~lW -00'<1 5. Bedietl
..arm ~-=0:1

! .. kw
1. .;:se r.'Ofte or ~ StJC;M ac:::orcinQ ;0

:~ z.. I., ~~ 4 P"OtUlaQ ~
T.urzl use Ot'\h' ~'O 9 (2 Iewl n ~~
:x::-oe'. J. To hOIC C'laJ~ 9Jn
l~... CJ"l r-.c:~ :;Jr1nll:1e i knle
s;.;;;arcn ~. 4..it\ ~cJ ~ mIll

. POW DEJte) -.x ~ be lOSlld. cu.
~ trrs:be~1ltl ~I'Q I(; Q/l:C.
~:;;,th~

... .-=: CORNFLOUR.
SALT. FLAVOURING.
TARTRAZINE AND DTHER
SJLOURANTS.

Figure 25
ingredien t
mm and
labelled 2

Figure 2~ Example of
b be IIing tartrazine and the
ingredient list 2 mm

An example of
labelling being 1
tartrazine being
mm. The use of

tartrazine is displayed
prominen tly.

Figure 26 Example of
13 belling tartrazine and the
ingredient list 2 mm
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This is legally permissible in terms of the regulation which specifies only a minimum

requirement for lettering. Such camouflaging, however, frustrates the spirit of the

. . . b . t269270provisions which require that the lettenng concernIng tartrazIne to e promlnen .

(aa) Certain consumer bodies regard the I mm height requirement as too small to make

the label comprehensive. 271 The issue is not whether consumers can read the label,

but whether they can understand the label. It has been argued, however, that this

is a mere technicality and other issues, such as consumer education, are more

important. 272

(bb) It is impractical to label small products (eg "one bite sweets") or other foodstuffs

that need to be labelled in the immediate vicinity273.274

(cc) The Act lacks incentives to compel manufacturers or consumers to report

mislabelling because of the secrecy clause. The manufacturer or consumer is not

informed as to the outcome of the complaint. 275

(dd) The additive regulations list additives in a negative fashion. 276 They list the food

product and then say what additive may be included (i.e. a negative list). This

inhibits new product development. It would be more appropriate to list additives

positively. Thus, there should be a list of permitted additives and, thereafter, a list

of the particular substances to which they cannot be added. 277

2691n defence of manufacturers labelling all the ingredients in 2 mm height, it must be mentioned, that often certain
prod~cts are very small and the ridiculous occurs. Due to the label size, tartrazine appears to be much bigger than any
oth'27Domponent. Thus it. results in consu:ners disseminating the information in a distorted way.

Another example IS to call the food product something other than its standardil-ed name, eg calling boerewors
"woZ71 (Warthington, Powel! &.: Lategan ~).

Tatham OD cit.
272 T' -k--'t H' t" h' h .

Van W1S 2E..£L. IS sugges IOn IS t at Issues suc as methoQS to fully inform the consumer; educate consumers
etc. are more important. The other problem with labelling foodstuffs in heights greater than 1 nun is that there will be
insu.ffi~ient SDace on the label.

t.73-1_ h . b ' . , ,.. h'
271' as een suggestec roat pacKa6!ng Inserts nay ... e usea to resolve this p:-oble:n. See Appenciix. 8.
_':;Eims OD cit.

~~!~~~;~:~~:~;;~::::::~:~~:',G:~e':,::;>eiOOO '0 list addi'impo'i'iYely
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(ee) Despite the laws many ingredients are included in the foodstuffs that should not

be. 278

The above deals with the problems faced by the food industry and consumers. Some

of these problems affect the food manufacturers or retailers, while the others affect

consumers. In dealing with the criticisms it is not always possible to satisfy all parties. In

most cases it is essential to consider consumer's needs, but often it is necessary to satisfy

manufacturer's demands. 279 The solution to the problem, however, must not ignore the

capabilities and functions of the department entrusted with the administration of the

legislation and regulations. The department must be capable of enforcing the provisions.

5. CONCLUSION

South African common law is of limited value in consumer law. As a result several

Acts have been enacted to protect consumers.

The first Act is the Measuring Units and National Measuring Standards Act. 280 The

primary aim of this Act is to incorporate the units of measure established by the

International System of Units within South Africa. 281 In addition, the units of measures

are prescribed in the regulations and failure to comply with the regulations results in the

offender committing a criminal offence. The Act also provides for the appointment of

inspectors, defines their duties, etc.

The Trade ~1etrology Act282 is directed at consolidating and amending laws relating

to trade metrology. It also establishes the office of Director and Deputy Director of Trade

~1etrology.283 Furthermore, the regulations prescribe fixed quantities for 131 products (that

278Z cl h .
279 ~n ag. OD c:t. .• ~ .
-3-Tnese cle:nar.c.s may ar-lse ::;eC3.\,.;se C~ the :J3.:-tlceh- ""'-OC"'''''' e: :-"~":"--"-eC. " • .~. --- ....-.-._.......

2
Q. I.:\"o 76 cf IS73.
~1L "1" A'

2~2 o:;.g tlt.e or tne et.
?;_:\"o 77 of 1973.
~~5s 2.
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include foodstuffs such as tea, coffee, etc.). The regulations also provide for the marking

and labelling of quantity statements, the height of the quantity statements, etc.

The Trade Practices Act,284 although most of the provision have been repealed,

presently provides for the control of advertisements. One of the repealed sections provided

for the establishment of the Trade Practices Advisory Committee.285 One of the

Committee's task was to investigate complaints against trade practices. The Harmful

Business Practices Act286 was enacted to replace the Trade Practices Act. An advantage of

the Harmful Business Practices Act is that it permits harsher penalties. The Act also creates

a Business Practices Committee,287 (whose powers are magnified compared to the Trade

Practices Advisory Committee). The Act, however, fails to appoint a officer who will

monitor trade practices on a full-time basis.

The Standards Act288 promotes standardization of commodities. To permit

standardization it assures the continued existence of the South African Bureau of

Standards.
289

The Bureau is entrusted with the task of establishing compulsory and

voluntary standards. 290 The Food Standards and Inspection Division (FSID) is a division

in the Biological Science Department. The FSID deals with the drawing up of specifications

or standards. The business community approves of the Act because most of the standards

can be established on a voluntary basis rather than compulsory.

Two other Acts also need to be mentioned: Ca) The Dairy Industries Act,291 which

deals with all dairy products, and Cb) the !\1arketing Act,292 which deals with agricultural

products and the creation of \Oarious boards.



The Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act293 deals with food and food

products. The general provision prohibits the sale of injurious or adulterated foods. 294

Furthermore, the sale of mixed, compounded or blended foodstuffs is prohibited unless

they comply with the labelling requirements. 295 The Act also provides for the protection

of manufacturers, (i.e. the secrecy c1ause),296 the appointment of inspectors297 and public

analysts,298 etc.

There are 25 promulgated regulations in terms of the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and

Disinfectants Act. Not all deal with foodstuffs. They also deal with cosmetics and

disinfectants. The relevant regulations cover labelling and advertising, antioxidants and

preservatives, etc. The labelling and advertising regulations are of primary importance. The

regulations cover technical issues, (eg contrasting colour, size of the writing, the language,

etc.), and the requirements of a label, (eg the name of the food, the name and address of

the manufacturer, the ingredients list, etc.). These regulations are likely to be amended

because of (a) the establishment of the Food Legislation Advisory Group (FLAG) and (b)

the worldwide move away from compositional, recipe standards.

The essential problems with the South African laws and regulations are that (a) the

provisions are scattered piece-meal in several Acts; (b) there are to many authorities

invoh'ed; Cc) the lack of suitable enforcement; and Cd) the lack of consumer education.
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Food law, especially food labelling, in South Africa is complex and confusing. It

requires a knowledge of numerous Acts and regulations before a foodstuff can be labelled

lawfully. This should, however, be considered in the light of consumer protection in South

Africa:

"It is clear that consumers in South Africa are being short-changed
concerning their rights to safety, honesty, fair agreements, knowledge,
choice, privacy, and a fair hearing. Their counterparts in the United
Kingdom, Australia and the United States obtain a far better deal. If it is
necessary to secure these rights for consumers in highly sophisticated
societies like those, it is even more necessary in a country like South Africa
with its large population of disadvantaged and semi-literate consumers.,,299

The South African government has tried to respond to the consumers' need to be

protected from unprincipled retailers and manufacturers. Its response is often overdue or

inadequate. Furthermore, even if legislative enactments have the capacity to protect

consumers their enforcement is unsatisfactory.300 Another major problem is that many of

the laws protect the consumer's health but ignore his pocketbook.
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C H APT E R 7: A N A N A L Y S I S OF

THE FOREIGN COrvIPONENT

Since neither of the regulatory systems discussed can be applied wholly and

exclusively to South Africa, it is necessary to examine the positive and negative features

of the various regulatory schemes investigated in this part. Furthermore, it is also essential

to indicate features that may be used to improve South African legislation.

1. CODEX ALIMENTARIUS'

It will be meaningless to consider the positive and negative attributes of the Codex

Alimentarius because of its structure and purpose. An examination, however, of the

application of the established standards in South Africa is useful.

The aim of the Codex Alimentarius is to establish food standards that will be

accepted and utilized internationally. Once a standard is established, the accepting member

country has to incorporate it into its domestic laws.

Since 1974 South African representatives have been excluded for political reasons

from taking a seat in the General Assembly of the United Nations. 2

Thus. South Africa can no longer participate in any activities of the United Nation's

qgencies (including the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Health

Organization (WHO)). The Codex Alimentarius, however, provides for non-members to

accept an established standard and inform the Codex Alimentarius Commission of its

;See Cr:.a.;::e:- :!.
-Ge::e:-a.! A.sse..-::'ly Resob:icr: ~o. 3:!06 (xxix).
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acceptance. Hence, South Africa is not prevented from complying with the established

standards. Moreover, South Africa can informally adopt an established standard as part of

its domestic laws.

In addition, invaluable work is undertaken by the expert committees (eg Joint

FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA)). For South Africa to trade

successfully in food it has to take heed of the recommendations made by the various expert

committees. It can also avoid expenditure on tests and investigations already undertaken

by the expert committees (especially in the area of food additives testing).

The Codex Alimentarius is the first, and only, international organization that

considers the needs of developed and developing countries and attempts to narrow the gap

between the two.

2. AUSTRALIA3

Australia safeguards its food supply and protects its consumers by passing either

Commonwealth and/or state legislation and regulations. The provisions can be classified

as either positive or negative features.

The positive features include, firstly, certain innovative provisions of the Federal

Trade Practices Act 1974-1975 (Cth). Two sections, (i.e. ss 52 and 82) provide for consumers

to bring civil actions against those offenders who are engaged in false or deceptive

transactions. This is innovative because most laws provide merely for criminal offences,

3nd no statutOry compensation 15 provided for consumers. The Act also provides for

standards prepJred by voluntary associations to be recognized as by the Minister.

Furthermore, an :lmendment to s 65 provides for either voluntary or compulsory recalls of

unsafe goods.

3 See Cnap:er 3.
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The second positive feature of Australian legislation is the openness encouraged by

the Commonwealth government. In terms of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth)

certain information located in government departments is made accessible to consumers.

These provisions, however, are not as broad as those of United States of America.

The third positive feature of Australian legislation is that the laws permit advisory

bodies (eg the Standing Committee on Packaging (SCP), National Health and Medical

Research Council (NH&MRC)) to make recommendations to the appropriate Ministers

before legislation is enacted. The future of these committees is guaranteed because they are

provided for in statutes.

The most crucial negative feature is the fragmentation of food laws. This is due to

food laws being state- based and not Commonwealth legislation. (This can be compared to

the weights and measures legislation which is both, Commonwealth- and state-based).

Although most of the food laws are based on the Model Food Act and the Model Food

Regulations, (which were endorsed by the Ministers of the Commonwealth and the states),

there are still several variations in the laws which result in the lack of uniformity.

By considering the positive features of these laws South African legislation can be

improved. South Africa only creates criminal offences for infringements of the food laws.

Furthermore, the government encourages secrecy to protect manufacturers by introducing

clauses such as s 16 of the Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act4 (Foodstuffs Act).

t\10reover, the Department of National Health and Population Development (via the

Directorate of Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants) consults with the Food Legislation

Advisory Group (FLAG) but FLAG has no status.

Since South Africa is a unitary state it does not face the problem of state-based

legislation. However, South Africa has delegated the power of enforcing the provisions of
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the Foodstuffs Act to the local authorities. Therefore, although food legislation is not

fragmented its enforcement is.

3. ENGLAND AND WALES5

Consumer legislation enacted in England and Wales complies not only with the

Codex Alimentarius, but also with the regulations and Directives of the European

Economic Communities (EEC). Consequently, the laws are complex although innovative

features has been established.

There are several positive and negative features. The positive features are as

follows:

(a) By enacting s 35 of the Criminal Courts Act6 the law provides for

compensation to be granted to consumers even though the action is a criminal

case. The order to pay compensation may be made during the criminal trial

irrespective of whether the injured party has requested such an order.

(b) Advisory bodies (eg National Metrological Co-ordinating Unit (NMCU); Food

Advisory Committee (FAC); Committee of Toxicity of Chemicals in Food,

Consumer Products and Environment (COT); and the Consumer Protection

Advisory Committee (CPAC)), are voluntary'? Although the bodies are only

advisory (compared to legislative), their position is secured, because the

bodies are established by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries

(~1AFF), rather than a division of the I\.1inistry.

~:e: ~:a?:e~ ~ .
_\ .:.: 1:,·.3).

(~ 55 ::: We:i:':: a~c ~fe~ure: A~t (0: 1£85).
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(c) Consumer statutes, (eg Consumer Protection Act8 and Fair Trading Act9),

encourage the establishment of voluntary codes of practice.

(d) An innovative provision In terms of the Fair Trading Act is the

establishment of the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) and the office of the

Director-General of Fair Trading. The role of the Director-General is unique.

He is permitted to bring actions against traders who are involved in

undesirable trade practices; to make recommendations to the Minister with

regards to amendments to legislation to prevent undesirable trade practices

from continuing; to encourage the establishment of voluntary codes; and to

advise consumers. 10

(e) Undesirable trade practices are prevented by "cease and desist" orders. The

consequences of continuing with such practices may result in the offender

facing harsh penalties and even imprisonment. Senior officials of companies

can also be imprisoned if they breach a cease and desist order. 11

(f) The Food Act12 provides for compositional standards. 13

(g) The food labelling regulations provide for full ingredient labelling, (i.e. all

food additives utilized in food must be indicated by either a E number or

by the chemical (or common) name of the additive).14

(h) The food labelling regulations also require the minimum durability of food

to be indicated by open-date marking. i5 This marking has to be understood

8(Of 1987).
9~Of 1973).

~~Pa;-t II of the Fair Trading Act (of 1973).
~~Pa~ III 0: Fair Tra.ding Act.
le-fO: 198<)13' l. _ "t ••

1L 5 4 0:_ ~"ooc:~::.. . . .
_,,:-eg 10,":) 0: 1: ooe La!:>elhng Reg-c.:~ations 1~84 (:\"0. 1305).
I_:-eg 31.
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(i) The approval of ingredients as accepted food additives require scientific

tests to be undertaken by the manufacturer. Furthermore, when making

recommendations as to its safety COT considers recommendations made by

JECFA or the Scientific Expert Committee (established by the EEC). If there

is inadequate information, it can recommend that further tests be

undertaken. These tests may be undertaken by government.'6

The negative aspects of the laws enacted by England and Wales include the following:

(i) The government protects manufacturers and members of the committees by

establishing the Official Secrets Act17.

(ii) Food laws, though innovative, are governed in an ad hoc manner.

(iii) The enforcement of laws affecting food directly or indirectly are entrusted

to the local weights and measures authorities. This results in enforcement

scattered amongst various departments whose roles often overlap.

(iv) There is a general lack of consumer awareness and this is exacerbated by the

lack of consumer education. The Director-General of OFT is also required

to advise consumers. 18

(v) Enforcement of laws by local authorities leads to a lack of uniformity in the

application of the laws.

(vi) The laws do not provide for recall orders for unsafe goods that have already

reached the marketplace. Industry has, however, voluntarily introduced such

proce.dures within their organizational structures.

(vii) The authorities permit informal defences to arise, such as disclaimers against

false or misleading trade practices. 19

(viii) The Fair Trading Act only creates criminal offences.

16,. r 4 f:'T"' "1 • . S' ~,. ,. . T"' • (17·'/L-1._l: r mo:-rnatlOn neet - too·:: AdcltlveS" r cod Fa::5 ~o:: 1986) 1-2 .
• p(Of 1939).
~:::?art II ef Fai: T:ading A:t.
I"'M J Lec;er Censumer Law:: ec (1986) li6.
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South Africa is steeped in a conservative tradition. This tradition is also found in

consumer law. Thus innovative concepts, (such as the office of Fair Trading, compensation

of consumers by criminal offenders,20 etc.) have not been introduced in South African law.

Furthermore, the remedies provided for are either fines or imprisonment of individuals.

The notion of piercing the corporate veil to imprison senior officials for continuing with

undesirable trade practices has certainly not crossed the legislature's mind. 21

The tradition followed in South Africa incorporates most of the negative features

of the law in England and Wales laws, (eg delegating the enforcement of food laws to local

authorities which result in fragmented enforcement).

Thus several features applicable in the United Kingdom need to be further

examined for application in South Africa.

4. UNITED STATES OF AivlERICA 22

The United States, like Australia, is a federation of states. Most of its food laws,

however, are laws passed mainly by the federal government. Thus, most of its provisions

are uniform.

The positive features include inter alia:

(a) The policy of the federal government not only protects consumer health, but

also the consumer's pocketbook. 23

(b) The Federal Packaging and Labelling Act encourages the development of

vol un tary product standards. 2L.
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(c) There has been a greater tendency to de-regulate than to enact regulations

(eg health claims have been de-regulated).25

(d) The enforcing authorities are permitted to use remedies such as cease and

desist orders.

(e) The United State's Department of Agriculture (USDA) is empowered to

approve labels prior to the launch of new or improved poultry, meat and

other products. 26

(f) The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) carries out limited independent

tests of additives. That is, all GRAS substances27 are being tested by the

FDA.

(g) Legislation requiring warnings to be stated on labels if potentially harmful

ingredients are used in foodstuffs, eg the warning in respect of saccharin.28

(h) The law permits the establishment of standards of identity, fill and quality.29

(i) General innovative remedies such as class actions30 are available, but do not

specifically provide for consumers to bring such an action for consumer

offences. They are available to anyone who qualifies.

(j) The government has assisted consumers to gain access to information that has

been obtained by government agencies by creating the Freedom of

25 B A Silverglade "Cu:-rem Issues in Food Labellin6 - An Overview" (1989) 44 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 231
231

~1ea~ Inspe~:iG:l Act 21 rscs (1984) §§ 601-695. A.nd the Poultry and Poul;ry Products Act §§ 451-4iO.
~That is, Ge:le:-2.liy Re~ob:l:ze:: _-\5 Sa:e by expe:-:s ir: the fiel~. (See § Z~l(s)).
~§ 343(a).
~§ 341.
vFece:-a! Rule 23 0: :1:1e Ciyi! P~:)cec.l:-e _-\:t.
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(k) The law also provides for recalls, seizures and warnings to be made against

manufacturers of unsafe foodstuffs. 32

(1) The enforcement of regulations is not scattered among various departments

and Acts. The FDA and USDA deal with foodstuffs, while certain practices

are dealt with by the Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade

Commission.33

The laws and regulations passed by the United States are complex and sophisticated.

The laws protect consumer health and pocketbooks, but the laws are not without negative

attributes. The negative attributes are, first, that the laws do not prevent a proliferation

of product sizes, (i.e. the laws do not require standardisation of the products). Secondly,

consumers are not entitled to claim personal compensation for consumer offences that are

criminal. Thirdly, the laws provide for arbitrary categories of food additives, (eg GRAS

su bstances, prior sanctioned additives, etc).34 Fourthly, the Delaney clause35 (i.e. the anti-

cancer clause) is impractical, because it does not provide a balance between the risks and

benefits of the additives in question.36 And finally, there is overregulation in this area. It

is submitted that this inhibits innovation in the industry.37

All of the negative features of the United States legislation are not common to

South Africa. Firstly, South African legislation provides for standardization of product

sizes. Secondly, South African law does not draw arbitrary distinctions between food

additives. Finally, there are no laws equivalent to the anti-cancer clause.

31- T~S""'~ § --<)3;>;) u ..... ::> 00_.

33H W,Schu:tz FO:,d ~aw Har:d~oo~ (1981) 61.
See the FaIr Pach?gtng and Labellmg Act, Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act, Meat Inspection Act and Poultry

and/ouI.ry Procucts A:•.
:§ 321(5).

3)§ 348.
35~ hi' -
37:::lC' u a~ 000.

t Schul:z ':'::' ::;: Y.
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Many of the positive features are new to South African law and it is necessary to

consider them in detail to decide whether they should be applied in the Republic.

5. CONIMON THEMES

In concluding, it is necessary to indicate the common themes that arise due to the

negative or positive attributes of food labelling legislation in various countries. These

themes will be considered against the background of the criticisms levelled against South

Africa in the previous chapter. The following themes emerge:

(a) The lack of suitable criminal and civil remedies.

(b) Self-regulation.

(c) The secrecy of information available to enforcing authorities.

(d) Advisory bodies and their status in law.

(e) The need to consolidate and index fragmented food legislation and

regulations.

(f) Establishment of standards (i.e. compositional standards).

(g) Full ingredient labelling.

(h) The treatment of food additives.

(i) The lack of uniform and suitable enforcement.

(j) Consumer education.

(k) The need for a Department of Consumer Affairs that protects not only

consumer health, but also their pocketbooks.

(1) Prior approvals of labels.

These themes will be examined in detail in the next part.
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C H APT E R 8: THE SOU T H A F R I CAN

SIT U A T ION: A N E X A M I N A T ION

The foregoing parts dealt with diverse countries and the Codex Alimentarius. The

discussion examined the background of food law in Australia, United Kingdom, United

States of America and South Africa. The establishment of standards by the Codex

Alimentarius was also discussed. The benefits and drawbacks of the various systems of

food laws were examined. None of the systems can serve South Africa comprehensively,

therefore, it is necessary to consider not only the problems facing South Africa, 1 but also

the solutions that can be offered to remedy some of the difficulties.

This chapter will deal with consider solutions for those themes outlined in chapter

7 and recommendations will be submitted. Where possible, the solutions will examine how

an foreign country, (addressed in Part II), has dealt with the issue.

A. SOLUTIONS

1. RE~fEDIES

The Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act2 (Foodstuffs Act) only provides

for criminal sanctions. To be punished, the manufacturer's breach has not only to be

disco\-ered, but also has to be proved. The process is drawn out and the resultant

punishment is insignificant. For example, the fine for a first offender is an amount not

exceeding R 400 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding six months or both, while

the penalty for a second offender is a fine of an amount not exceeding R 800 or

~See a~ove ::11.
t::~o 54 of Di::_
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imprisonment not exceeding twelve months or both, and a third or subsequent conviction

results in a fine not exceeding R 2000 or the maximum period of imprisonment is twenty

four months or both.3 Often the manufacturer pays the fine, charges it to consumers by

increasing prices, and forgets about the fine because it is insignificant. The punishment is

not harsh enough to prejudice manufacturers so that they will think hard and long in the

future before they breach the regulations.

In addition, the criminal penalties do not provide for a procedure whereby (a)

unsafe products in the marketplace can be recalled; or (b) unscrupulous practices can be

ceased,

A further problem is that the fines reach the coffers of the local health authorities.

A consumer's only incentive for complaining about a manufacturer is that the breach will,

hopefully, not continue in the future. This is an insufficient incentive for consumers to

ensure that they complain about mislabelling.4

Thus, first, there is a need to increase the fines and period of imprisonment in

respect of offenders. For example, the Harmful Business Practices ActS provide for

offenders to be fined for a maximum amount of R200,000 in certain circumstances,

The second area where amendments can be made to the Foodstuffs Act is to

authorize the enforcing authorities to obtain "cease and desist" orders against the

continuation of unscrupulous (or harmful) practices, They should also be authorized to

recall unsafe goods that have already reacn'ea' rh' F' marketp'la r F'. "10r::>0\'::>r th o Fal'r T ad'n
~ .. - -- 1\ .... ' .... , ''-' rIg

3 1-(1) • h - ...-
f ~ 0 01 t ,,: ..t"oodstuI!~ Act .

.~Co~sume:-s se dcw complain a::,ou t mislabelling of foodstuffs to the local autho:-i ties. (Mr R C Warthington (D ivisional
Semc:- nealth Inspector), Mr C A Powell (Inspector) &: Mr J H Lategan (Ins";)ect;:,:-) of Zone 8 (D:..::-: an) Local";,l:thc-ities _
Fo,~ Sectior:) pe:-so:1al corn..":1Unica:ion (9 ~fa:'ch 1990). .. . . ..

:l~o 71 of 1988.
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Act6 provide for the imprisonment of senior officials of a company if the company does

not comply with an "cease and desist" order. In comparison, South Africa will only imprison

individual offenders. The courts shy away from imprisoning senior officials of a company.

Therefore, there is a need for statute to provide for imprisonment of company officials.

The third area for reform is to permit consumers to claim compensation from

manufacturers who have breached the law. At present the Criminal Procedure Act?

provides for the court to award compensation where offences cause damage to or loss of

property.8 The difficulties with this provision are that, firstly, it is only provides

compensation for damage to, or loss of, property. Secondly, it requires the injured party,

or the prosecutor acting on behalf of the injured party, to claim the remedy.9

Compensation, however, is unavailable to consumers when they are personally injured. In

comparison, s 35 of the Criminal Courts Act 10 in England and Wales provide for the

compensation to be granted for "any personal injury, loss or damage" and, furthermore, the

section authorizes the court to make an order for compensation without the injured party

requesting such an order. 11

The granting of compensation orders to an individual can be provided for by

statute, eg in a Consumer Protection Act. The provision should be such that the court can

apply it without the need for the injured party or the prosecutor to request compensation,

and without limiting the compensation to loss of, or damage to, property. The remedy,

however, cannot be limitless. It must be permitted only if the offender was convicted in

a criminal action.

As 'consumer law develops in South Africa, the opportunity may arise to introduce

class actions. Class actions are legislated for in the United States12 and Australia. Such

60f 1973. See above?
7~o 51 of 1977.
85 300.

~F::>:- the a;:lplication of 5 300 see D J ~1cQuoid-~~ason An Outline of Le~al Aid in South Africa (1982) 66-68.
1 ~Of lS';'3.
IISeea~ove?

12See ~=·:,ye 170.
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actions are used in the United Kingdom, but they have no statute governing them.

Notwithstanding that South Africa is developing in the area of consumer law and consumer

protection, it is inappropriate to introduce class action at this stage, because consumers are

unaware about their rights as consumers. With improved consumer education, however,

the feasibility of class action becomes a distinct possibility.13 Consumer education is

necessary to ensure that consumers are aware of calls made by others to join in a class

action. With the want of education consumers will be afraid to join such action because of

their belief that the action will be expensive.

There is a need to improve criminal penalties. However, even if criminal sanctions

are increased, they will be unsatisfactory for consumers. Proper protection can only be

available if consumers are given the right to claim personal compensation for injury, harm

of loss suffered.

2. SELF-REGULATION

Several features have contributed to the failure of regulations and their objectives.

These include: (a) The inflexibility of regulations; (b) the red tape involved in amending

regulations; 14 (c) the excessive time taken for regulations to react to changes in industry;

(d) numerous regulations result in confusion; (e) the excessive costs of regulation; 15 and (f)

the complexities of regulations. 16

Foreign countries encourage the establishment of voluntary codes of practice and/or

standards. The Office of Fair Trading (OFT)~17 (in England and Wales), is the agency

responsible for approving the codes of practice and voluntary standards. The OFT

~~Cf D J McQuoid-:\1a~on "Consumer Law: The Keed for Reform" (1989) 52 THRHR 228 240.
Eg to amend regulatlons at least one d~c.ft is published in the Governme:lt Gazette to allow for comments and

cri~icisn:'..s from int:=resr~d ?a:-ties. A ?ractice, howeYe:-, has c:evelo?eci wherei:>y most proposed regulations a:-e published
tW1Crswlth ap?oXl::-:ateiy one or ;wo years e;a? be;wee::l t::e ?L:oli::ations.

S Barnes &: :\1 Blak"'ney A"';ve--;';~- ~"'zt:'-:>-i()~, (1=-8") "5i 6
jbid

. . -. - ..._... ~ ••-.. _.- --- - - - .

i 7Part II of the Fai: T:-acir:g Act.
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approved approximately twenty codes during 1974 and 1984,18 however none of them

concern the food industry.19 Section 65 of the Australian Trade Practices Act 1974-1975

(Cth) provides for the Minister to approve a standard prepared by an association, but it

does not encourage self-regulation exclusively. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

of the United States is the only government agency that has encouraged "co-regulation" in

respect of certain aspects of food labelling (eg health claims).20 This is a recent

development, therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the success of employing co-regulation

in this area. It must be noted that with co-regulation regulations are not discontinued by

the FDA, but the standards merely co-exist with the established regulations. 21

Thus, an alternative is business self-regulation. Self-regulation requires codes of

practice and/or voluntary standards to be established in place of regulations. 22 For. an

appraisal of self-regulation, as an alternative to regulations in the food industry, it is

necessary to consider the advantages and disadvantages of self-regulation. In addition, it

is useful to consider the desirability of a self-regulated industry (eg the Advertising

Standards Authority of South Africa (ASA)).

The advantages of self-regulation are:

(a) It avoids the procedural difficulties encountered in a legal system,23 eg the

use of consumer surveys will not be accepted as evidence in a court of law

because of the hearsay rule. 24

(b) It encompasses a wider area of conduct than legal control. 25 Furthermore, a

code of practice can cover specific technicalities, which cannot be

~~Cranston OD cit 32.

1.~Items such as cars, domestic appliance, etc. and services such as d:]' cleaning, travel, etc. have approved codes of
pra'i6ce.. , . .

BA Sl!ve:-glaae "Current Issues in Food Labelling - An Overview" (1989) 44 Food Dru~ Cosmeo.ic" Law Journal 231
~33~34. . ~ -

::See below 242.
~~R Cranston Consumer:: and the Law 2 ed (1984) 3I.
;, Barnes & B aice:ley 0;) ci;; 22.
;=Barnes & B akeney OLl ci;; 2';'.
-)Ba=nes & E akeney 0';:> ci;; 22.
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Cc) An authorized body can incorporate the expertise said to be lacking in the

regulating agencies. 27

Cd) It is effective, efficient, expeditious and less expensive than government

institutions.28

(e) Agencies dealing with self-regulation are concerned with preventing wrongs

from occurring rather than curing wrongs after the deed has been done. 29

(f) Self-regulated industries usually comply with self-imposed codes in spirit and

letter, while traders often try to find loopholes in the law and to see how far

the regulations can be exploited.30

The disadvantages of self-regulation include:

Ca) Implementing self-imposed standards can be complex because compliance is

voluntary and it is not obligatory for all manufacturers to participate,31 Le.

there is no compulsory participation.32

(b) A self-regulated industry may ignore consumer interests,33 which, in turn,

will weaken the voluntary measure.34

~6Ba:-nes &: Blakene.... OD cit 463.a '--
28Barnes &: Blakeney OJ ci: :!2.
rBarnes &: Blakeney OD cit 46l.
3~Barnes &: Blake:ley OD cit 463-464.

VW Pe::g::ley &: A P...~::S;)::1 Fe·:::e:-a. DeceJtive Practices and ?-.fisleaC:in~Advertisim: Law: ~ate:-ials. Juditement and
PoE-fv (1987) 989.

~;Cranston C'J c:: 60-6l.
::B~:-t:le.s &: B:u.e:ley OJ ci: ~3.
j~j8id. --

3-C~G.J.!.S:o~ c= ci: 61.
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Voluntary standards can be generalised to such an extent that they are

. ,,' d d . ,,35 t da ds that arerendered relatively worthless, l.e. WIn ow- ressIng or s an r

36impartial towards traders.

(d) The self-regulating body may find it difficult to enforce the codes because-

(i) they share the same values as the wrongdoer;37

(ii) they wish to avoid disharmony in the industry;38 or

(iii) they do not want to alienate their source of funding.

(e) Consumers are only protected against those traders who are members
39

.
40

An example of the workings of self-regulation in South Africa is the Advertising

Standards Authority of South Africa (ASA). (See Table VIII).

Representatives of the food industry in South Africa regard regulations as vital and

. hI' I' 41self-regulatIOn as not t e so utIOn to overregu atIOn. They give the following reasons:

(a) Self-regulation is easier to accomplish for non-food items because it does not

affect personal health. 42

(b) Self-regulation opens up the field for fly- by-night operators.43

35Cranston OP dt 60-61.
36 --
37Barnes &.: Blakeney OP cit 23.

Cranston OD cit 6l.
38ibid . --

39penbilley &.: Ransom OD cit 990.
L,QO~her disad..... antages include: The self-regulating indus~ry may be too diverse to design meaningful codes and

s~andards or to ensure an adherence and control of the self-re&Ulating industry; the self-regulating industry may allocate
r:-j~i::tUrL resotlrces to the enforcement of their codes because they view the cost of policing as extravagant; the sanctions,
if e:lfo:ced, :::ay not be substan~ial e:lOug1:; and members will be cautious because non-members are free to do as they
pleaz1' while voluma:y members are bOt:nd by tne codes and standards.

Mr B Drury (Assistant Com?any Secretary of Unilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd) personal communication (27
!"ove::tber 1989). Mr S H Elms (Development Executor of the Food Group of the OK Bazaar Ltd) personal communication
(12 July 1989). Mr B Morris (Consumer Affairs Manager at Checkers South Africa Ltd) personal communication (18 July
1989). Mr C Nel (Former Group Public Relations Manager of Fedfood Ltd and Legal Advisor to the Soya Association -
in his personal ca;:;acity) person?l cor:u:lUnication (1 February 1988). Mr W A Parsons (Technical Director of Haarman

a:1d Rei:ne: (SA) (Pty) Ltd) personal cCIT'.illunication (11 July 1989). Dr G J H Stevens (Director of the Directorate of
Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants in the Department of Kational Health and Population Development) personal
communication (17 July 1989). Mrs J Tatham (Vice President of the Housewives League of South Africa) personal
comr::unica:ion (12 July 1989). Dr P van Twisk (R",sea:.:~ a::d De..... elo?rnent Director of Fedfood Ltd) personal
CO.....,.....,·T-:--~:_- (1- AT -,-- 19;;;':))

~J.4?-~.J._':'~1~_- •.\ 0 _~U!:L..~... ~-.. 1 • • •

~el 0::' C::. Mr C H Olivier and Mr P Roux (Tecnr:l::?l ~fa.nage:- and Product Manager, respectIvely, of !'ola
Indu~::es (?,y) L:::) persor:al cor::r::uni:a:ion (13 July 1;8;).

-..)EII:"'~ 0::' ,:it. But in cefe:1ce 0: s:,:,:2. :::3.::t::3.ct:.:.:e:s ~e s:.:g;ested the., the ;-egulations should be made available :0
the:::l.
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(c) The problem does not lie with responsible manufacturers, (they will

participate in a scheme of self-regulation and adhere to the codes), but those

who do not participate.44

(d) Self-regulating health issues is not in the interests of the public or industry.45

The major problems with self-regulations lie, however, with the disadvantages. Self

regulation may be cheaper, expeditious and quicker, but the industry cannot guarantee that

all traders will comply with the codes or standards. In addition, in view of the other

criticisms it is submitted that self-regulation is not the answer to overregulation.

Despite overwhelming support for regulations, industry recommended that the

regulations need to be "thinned out".46 This process will have to be carried out carefully47

and it will have to be done within the framework of government regulation,48 eg a

company should be required to be registered, have a fixed address, etc. This alternative

favoured by industry is called "co-regulation".

"Co-regulation" is defined as "self-regulation with a government agency playing a

watchdog role".49 Furthermore, standards and codes of practice are established within the

framework of regulations. The dilemma is to strike the correct balance between what is to

be regulated and what is to be left unregulated. The factors to consider include the

following:

(a) The need to repeal regulations dealing with foods which-

(i) do not form part of a staple diet;

(ii) are not purchased habitually; or

(iii) do not have a record of deceptive or misleading practices. 50

II

;:~1orris OD cit; Tatham 0:) cit.
... , T' , .
I van W1SK OD Clt .
... 6D .-y..

rury 2£..£:.; .10:rlS~; Pa:sc·ns CD cit; Timm OD dt; Mr J Rele (Executive Director of Grocery Manufacturers'
Assq:';2.~ion ef Sou~h Airica (G~iA.. )) ?e:"Sona cO~-:lunication (12 Julv 1989).

~~Dr A C Gain (Divisional Director of Premier Food ~1anag€men;Ser..ices) personal communication (18 July 1989).

i~!:~~Z"~~~€~;;~~~~;'!)2;~,e'""O:iC~"(!SS8) ';0 Fo,x' 'ebob.." i~ A~""ja £3 £3,
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Table VIII The Advertising Standards Authority of South Africa - a summary. of its
workings.

1. The ASA is a voluntary aSSOCIatIOn which has been established by the
advertising industry. (See Appendix 9 for an outline of ASA).

2. The ASA has published Codes of Advertising Practice. The codes deal with
general principles of advertising and specific categories of advertising, eg
medicinal and related products and advertisements containing health
claims; advertising for "slimming"; advertising for breast milk substitutes;
etc.

3. The aim of the codes is to ensure that (a) advertising is legal, decent,
honest, and truthful; (b) all advertisements are formulated with a sense of
responsibility to the consumer; (c) all advertisements conform to the
principles of fair competition in business; and (d) no advertisements brings
advertising into disrepute or reduce confidence in advertising as a service
to industry and to the public. (Section 1Cl) of the Codes of Advertising
Practice).

4. The ASA does not claim to be punitive ~,however, it achieves its aim
by requesting the media not to grant advertising space to unscrupulous
traders. This can be utilized against members or non-members.

5. It often requires members who have breached the established codes to clear
their advertisements before publication. This is not punitive but it irritates
the trader and, thereafter, he tends to abide by the codes.

6. It is a simple system and decisions can be taken quickly. Thus the
wrongdoer can start planning the changes immediately. The estimated
longest period for a ruling is six months and that is if the trader appeals.
(If the matter is prosecuted it probably will not reach the courts within six
months).

7. The major disadvantage of the ASA is that it is voluntary and this excludes
the fly- by-night operators who need to be controlled. Furthermore, fly-by
night operators seldom use the media for advertising so there is no indirect
con trol.

8. Since the ASA consists of three full-time representatives, there is a
limitation on the operation of the agency.

9. The long term preference is for consumer education so that they can look
after themselves because manufacturers, as long as they can introduce
yalueless products in the market, may attempt to launch valueless products.

10. The ASA plays a vital role because it controls an industry which cannot
adeq lateI~! be served b~ regulation.

11. It has the ability to monitor on an on-going basis and it is willing to
penalize an unscrupulous trader for violating the codes.

12. The futur-e role of the ASA includes:
(a) :\10nitoring foreign trends so that it can be preventative

rather than curative; and
(b) the monitoring of the black media.

(This information has been supplied by ~lr J G C Siebert (Executive Director
of ASA) person3-1 ·:ommunication (26 January 1989).
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. b 1· d . h 51The regulations should relate to Items and rules that can e comp le WIt.

For example, it will be meaningless to ensure that meat manufacturers

declare the meat content of a meat product when it is difficult to test

scientifically the correctness of the statement. Thus, those issues and concerns

that cannot be complied with may be part of a voluntary standard.

(c) The codes or voluntary standards should encompass areas worthy of

considera tion. 52

(d) The enacted regulations, codes and voluntary standards should be simple.

(e) Future developments must not be inhibited or restricted by regulation. 53

(f) The regulations, codes and voluntary standards must be drafted in a manner

that maximizes "choices for consumers and widens marketing opportunities

for manufacturers".54

(g) Substantial fines should be introduced to protect honest manufacturers and

restrain unscrupulous manufacturers, especially if the deception is

in ten tional. 55

Food law is an important area because it affects public health. Therefore, the rules

have to be credible and responsible. There are difficulties with the regulations (i.e.

overregulation) but self-regulation is not the answer. A feasible solution is co-regulation.

This will also assist in consolidating the scattered legislation and regulations. The support

of manufacturers, however is vital.

1., . ..,
?lJI~.

-Cher:g on cit 63-64.
3Chp..,-~~3
·_··e~o .

_., . ,
'~l,-

5~ ~~,~ ~
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3. THE SECRECY CLAUSE

"State security is used in wartime and emergencies to ensure food supplies;
to guarantee the population is fed; and to stop enemies from disrupting food
availability. In such dire circumstances, this may be fair enough, but the UK
is not at war. We are involved in trade wars but these cannot be used to
. ·f f d ,,56JUStl Y 00 secrecy now.

The Foodstuffs Act includes a "secrecy clause". This provides:

"No person shall, except for the purpose of carrying out his function or the
performance of his duties under this Act or for the purpose of legal
proceedings under this Act or when required to do so by any court or under
any law-
(a) without the authority in writing of the Director-General

disclose to any other person the contents of any certificate or
report on the analysis or examination of a sample in terms of
this Act; or

245

(b) disclose to any other person any information acquired by him
in the carrying out of his function or the performance of his
duties under this Act and relating to the business or affairs of
any other person.,,5?

This clause is considered to be inhibitive by consumer bodies;58 academics;59 and

manufacturers.
6o

There is a need to protect trade secrets, but this clause is regarded as

unduly inhibitive. The authorities claim that such a clause is necessary to ensure that

manufacturers reveal their recipes to them. 61

In contrast, the United States and Australia has introduced the Freedom of

Information Act
62

which ensures that government agencies have to provide certain

information requested by consumers, and it has to be done within a limited time period.

This encourages openness in the regulatory system. By comparison, the United Kingdom

has introduced the Official Secrets Act (1939) which not only has a similar effect as the

secrecy clause, but it extends to members sitting in various committees, (eg COT),

forbidding them from disclosing \vhat occurred in meetings.

~~London Food Commission Food Adulteration and How to Beat It (1988) 26.
:l s 16(1).
53T '"h .
~,.. a •• am ££...£!1.
''''Prof A E J. M:Gill (Pro~essor of Food Science at the Unive:-sity of Pretoria and Director of Foodnetwork CC)

p~rsgBal commur:lcatlOn (10 J.Uly 1989).

Drury 2:2....£.!i; Mr R G Tunm (Technical Director of Royal Beech-Kut (Pry) Lto) personal communication (14 July
198~

6?~ev~e~_s:~.cit.~ __ , , • _. _. _ .
T:1:?-. !:: 0 LSC~ § ~o2 a:1C Freecom or b:or::iQ.:lC:1 A:: 1902 (C::1). (~ee a:Jc....e 43 a:::: 168).
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The problem with the secrecy clause is that it does not permit the Directorate or the

local authority to inform consumers that there has been a breach of the regulations by a

particular manufacturer; that steps have been taken to remedy the position; and what the

penalty is.

It is necessary to eliminate the secrecy clause and to introduce legislation that

encourages openness of information. The South African provision does not have to go as

far as the provisions in the United States or Australia, but it should allow publication of

information by the relevant department. So, for example, the Directorate and/or local

authorities must be able to inform consumers and manufactures about infringements and

the steps they have taken to ensure that the breach does not continue. The elimination of

the secrecy clause, and the introduction of provisions that encourage openness, will serve

three purposes: (a) It will permit complainants to be informed about the results of analyses

carried out by the Directorate as a result of their complaint; (b) it will ensure that

manufacturers and consumers are aware that the regulations are being enforced; and (c)

manufacturers who infringe the law will receive adverse publicity, and this will often be

punishment enough without having to introduce harsh monetary fines.

There is a need to remove this obstructive clause. Trade secrets can be protected.

The provisions in the United States and Australia provide sufficient protection for

man ufacturers. 63

4. ADVISORY BODIES

Due ta (a) the lack of expertise within the Department; (b) the diverse nature of

food la w s
64

; (c) the need to keep up-ta-date on foreign trends; and (d) the necessity ta

63The United States Act is criticized as being too wide. A limitation is that most requests for information come from
co:np2.:lies wanting to kno\'; abcut their corr:~e.ito:s. (Dr R L Hall (Fo:ille: P:esi:ient 0: the Inte:national Union of Food
Swmce and Technoloe;y (I1:FoST) and fOLme: Vice President (Science and Tecnnoloe;y) McCormick a.."ld Cc., Inc.) oe:sonal
co:nHt:n:cation (5 ~iay 1;88). .

~F -1 1 .••• I .. l' - .
OOu aw l!:.cmaes, Iv: exanp e, nut:1tlO::a. 1:l10rmatJon; safe;y 0: a.diitives; conce::l with consuoer health;

technolo6)' and their rap:::::' c;:anges; hy~e:1e in prepa:ine; food; etc.
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enact acceptable and up-to-date legislation, the Directorate has established a Food

Legislation Advisory Group (FLAG).

Establishing an advisory body to assist with food legislation is not new. Australia

has the National Health and Medical Research Council (NH&MRC)65 that assists in

recommending food legislation, while the United Kingdom has the Food Advisory

Committee (FAC) and the Committee on Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer

Products, and the Environment (COT).66

FLAG's status is (a) advisory; (b) honorary;67 (c) experimental;68 and (d) voluntary

and by invitation69,70 The function of FLAG is to- (a) advise the Director on scientific and

health aspects of food legislation; (b) deal with matters that have been referred to it by the

Director, consumers, law enforcers, and food industry; Cc) assist in de-regulation where

possible; and (d) amend previous provisions or promulgate new regulations, where

necessary.71

For FLAG to operate effectively it was necessary to ensure that Specialist Working

Groups72 could be appointed to deal with specific matters or special regulations.73 While

FLAG members are invited participants, the members of the Specialist Working Groups are

nominated by participants in FLAG. Generally, the members of the Specialist Working

65The Council was established in terms of the Medical Research Endowment Act 1937 (Cth).
6~These advisory bodies are established voluntarily by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries (MAFF).
~ The members will not be compensated for either travelling expenses or time spent within the Group.

6~Due .t~ p~t e?e7ience .it ,w~ n~ces.sa:"y t.o k:~p F~AG,.ex.pe~mental at. th: initial,stages: . .
Pa:.lclpatlon In FLAG IS Dy InV1.atlon. T::e 10iloWlng alSClphnes, orgamzatlOns ana asSOCIatIOns are represented In

FLAG: (a) Academic: University of :Katal, Unive:-sity of Pretoria, and University of Stellenbosch; (b) Research: Council
for Scientific and bdustrial Research (CSIR); (c) Standa.rdaation: South African Bureau of Standards (SABS); (d)
Technical/ industrial: South African Association fo. Food Science and Technology (SAA.FoST); (e) Food Industry: Grocery
l-.fanufacturers .'\ssociation (G~fA); (f) Consumers: South African Co-ordinating Consumer Council (Consumer Council),
Black Consumer Union, Housewiyes Lea6Ue of South Af:-ica; (g) Regulatory Bodies: United Municipal Executive Health
Officers Association of South Africa; and (h) Public Service: Depa:tment of A6riculture Economics and Marketing,
DePfotn:ent of :Kational ~eal:~h's Labor~tory ~e:"'\:i~es. (ex officio), Directorate o~ Public Hygiene (~x officio).

Dlrecto:a~e of Fooastulls, COsilletl~s a!1Cl DISlrllecta:1ts "Tne Terr:1s of Re!erence of the Fooe Legislation Advisory
Gr07;J" (Unpublished Document) l.

~ibid.
hE l' . c: . ,. n- .. G ,. . ,.xamp es 01 some areas whe:-e ~;:.e~la.l.lS-;; v> O:-~lr:~ roups nave oeen a;:.pomted to aeal wl~h i.nclude: l-.-feat; labelling

andifYertisin~;c~ocolate and cocoa; sta::ilize:-s, i:::i:ke::.e:-s and emulsifiers; lysosomes; etc.
Terms ot Relere~ce~ 2.
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Group are experts In the area under consideration. Furthermore, interested parties74 can

also be nominated despite the fact that they have commercial interests in the outcome of

the regulations. The role of the Specialist \Vorking Group is to investigate matters referred

to them and to forward recommendations to FLAG. Thereafter, recommendations made by

FLAG are forwarded by the Director of the Directorate to the Director-General of the

Department of National Health and Population Development (i.e. Department of Health).

Thus, if there are parties with commercial interests in the Specialist Working Group it does

not matter, because the recommendations are reviewed by the Director to ensure that the

proposals protect consumer health.

There are advantages and problems associated with FLAG. The advantages include:

(a) The need for all sectors of the food chain to be able to talk amicably about

their needs and to ensure that workable legislation and regulations are

enacted.

Cb) The use of Specialist Working Groups results in a discussion among people

who know what they are talking about. 75

(c) The Specialist Working Group cuts down the number of people involved and

the time taken to ensure that the recommendations to FLAG are acceptable

to all parties affected by the regulations. 76

Cd) The Specialist Working Groups can involve commercial interests because the

group's role is merely to recommend proposals. It is vital that people whose

interests are affected have a say as to what is occurring.!?

74E 'h ~ h A- .
~ _ g t ~,::,o~ut , :r:c.an S:gar Association was nominated to pa:-ticipate in the Specialist Working Group on
::,we75ene~; .::e .::,ot;tn Airlea:: ::,oya A.ssocia~ion \1,'2.5 'nc uded in the ~{ea~ Specia'is~ Working Grouo; etc.

76~~~n~. .
n1'::Jh...

Prof H J H de Muelenae....e (P:-o:eEsor 0: F:.oC: Seie~ce a: :::e L~:VE:-si"1' of ~a:al a::ld Dir"ctor o~ R"se"'-c~ a.."1d
Develc~men~ fo: .~_-:g oyaa. In:::.:..:::-ies) ;:'::-S::::la~ cOr:""_-:1l.:nieatio:l (~ :SOYE!:::;e: 1989). -. '-- -- ~
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Discussion occurs on an informal basis and on trust.
78

Due to previous experience, the belief is that FLAG must not be separated

from the Directorate (i.e. the advisory body must not be independent from

the Directorate).79 Furthermore, to negotiate workable regulations there is

a need for the Directorate to be involved.
80

The problems with the scheme include: (a) No tangible benefits have yet resulted

from FLAG;81 (b) it has no status in terms of the law;82 (c) its existence is not guaranteed

beyond the present Director;83 and (d) at times members of the Specialist Working Groups

are there merely to protect their own product and do not have sufficient knowledge about

the broader issues.84

From the point of industry, consumer bodies, and the present Director the future

of FLAG is essential. Its future, however, depends on the Directorate continuing with the

scheme, because it has no status in law. There is a need for legislation to permit the

establishment of FLAG, while its status should remain advisory.

5. CONSOLIDATION AND CENTRALIZATION

As a result of scattered legislation and a variety of bodies involved in enforcing

food laws85 it is necessary to consolidate South African food laws. This should be

accompanied by centralization and unification.86 This will serve the purpose of- (a)

"'7R
(~Tatham OD cit.
nHeleoD~
8/"'! --
~Parsons CD cit.

8iT' hl:'L 4 G' b .• hnoug. .. .~ na..:: een operatmg Ior more t an 2 years no proposed changes to the re6Ulations have yet to be
g::,z9z,ed. Though the Directorate is more approachable. (This is the position a..:: at 25 January 1990).

c'Cons~que:lt!YIif the Department of Health or t::e Directorate decides there is no further use for FLAG then it can
diss'p~'e the ~oup.

-'=>Stevens OD cit.
t:' --
~~ D C1~ (PIa::t ~fanager of Bull Brand Foods (Pty) Ltd) pe4Sonal COIT'•.J."IlUnication (13 July 1989).

86~~~ :~ ~;~: ~el OD Clt.
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combining all food laws under one agency,87 therefore, it will become easier to obtain a

ruling that will be adhered to; (b) eliminating conflicts that exist between the different

departments at present; and (c) improving the understanding and administration of food

law.88 This can be accompanied by an index of food laws so that it will be easy to identify

the applicable legislation.89

It is submitted that food legislation is not easy to consolidate. Scattered legislation,

and the difficulty of consolidating the laws, is experienced by Australia and United

Kingdom. The United States, because its laws are encompassed in three pieces of federal

statutes that apply to food and food products, does not encounter too much fragmentation.

It has, however, reached a stage whereby its regulations are fragmented.

Consolidation and centralization can come about with the introduction of a

Department of Consumer Affairs.90

6. FOOD STANDARDS

Standards are established when accurate requirements can be laid down. This occurs

when there are readily identifiable characteristics that can be described exactly.91

Furthermore, subjective or objective methods must exist to verify the requirements. A

product's conformity can be compared against the accurate requirements set out in the

standard. 92 Food standards, accordingly, are the-

"link of identity between the name of the food product and a specific
composition, whi::h link has to be made by way of a regulation. Therefore,
if a name of a food product is only customarily linked to a composition, i.e.
there is no legisl~tion expli:itly establishing the link between the name and
composition of such product, no food standard exists.,,93

e7G . .
8~ am.~:.
e?10rrlS 2.P-ill.
'D~"rv 0':) ci~

~;~~~ ;elo~- ~~·2. ~. _ . T

92;::~erard .""\..n Oudme 0: F00Q Law (S:ru:ture. PrinciDles. Main Provisions) (19i5) 19.
,...-~.

'7.),i P.""~' L - l' ~
1. -- va::. ~eCKe l' OOG e~s.a~lOr.: n:Jw ~(J Ge~ FOOG ?:od.uct bnoyation to Its Rightful Market" (unpublished. pa;:>er)
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There are different types of standards. The first distinction is between "compulsory"

and "voluntary" standards. Compulsory standards are standards set out by law. They

specify requirements, methods of testing, and penalties if the standards are breached or not

complied with. The basis of compulsory standards is that they apply to all manufacturers

of the specified food. Voluntary standards also specify the requirements, methods of

testing, and penalties, but the difference is that they apply only to those manufacturers

who are willing to obey the standards.

Distinction can also be drawn between "general" (i.e. horizontal) and "specific" (i.e.

vertical) standards. A general standard is "one which applies to all products or to a very

large group of products and relates to matters common to all of them.94,,95 In comparison,

a specific standard is one which "applies to an individual product or type of product96 or

deals with a specific characteristic of a product97.,,98

International standards are created by the Codex Alimentarius.99 The Codex

Alimentarius was established jointly by the World Health Organization (WHO) and Food

and Agricultural Organization (FAO) to deal with food policies. The approach is to

establish worldwide food standards. The standards are voluntary and not compulsory. The

Codex comprises of three types of committees: Regional committees; horizontal committees

and vertical committees. The horizontal committees "deal with subjects such as standards

of hygiene, food additives, food labelling and methods of analysis.,,100 Vertical committees,

also called "commodity committees," "deal with minimum compositional standards

worldwide for specific food products or groups. such as processed meat and poultry

products, cereals, vegetable protein products.,,101 The Food Act 1984 102 of England and

9;',.... th ,
Lg e genera. category could be prepacked foods, frozen foods, etc. and standards could be established in relation

to po~packaged foods and the use of additives; labelling and advertising; food hygiene; etc.

9
' :Ge:ard OD cit 19.
::.~ l' d . . ~ ,

9~"'~ sa.aa resslng stan-..a:as.

9~Eg the standard deaE!"!g with the conditicns gove:-ning the use of an application of origin.
09Ge::.rd OD cit 19.
, See Chanter 2 aoove.
100 ._~ H-~' ~:_ J

10 ""'~. e_Ke ~":.
1·b· ...

,...""~.

1-~5 { 0: t::e Foc.d A~t (0: _~8{).
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Wales and the American Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act103 provide for the

establishment of compositional standards.

In South Africa standards can, (and have), been established by the South African

Bureau of Standards (SABS) in terms of the Standards Act. 104 These standards may be

compulsory or voluntary. Furthermore, they are either general or specific. The Directorate

establishes either general 105 or specific106 standards. 107 The tendency has been to create

specific (i.e. vertical) standards. The problem is that each product has to be regulated

individually. This results in too many individual regulations. It has become necessary to

change the position.

The fundamental justification for food standards is "protectionism".1 08

Protectionism considers the protection of consumers against economic fraud and the

protection of manufacturers against unfair competition. 109 The disadvantages of food

standards include:

(a) Standards inhibit food innovation. 11o

(b) Standards tend to protect unfair competition rather than consumer health. 111

(c) Establishing new standards, or the amendment of previously established

standards, is costly and time consuming. 112

10315 us CS § 3 "I
10l. ':t •

1o;;;~o 30 of 1982.
106£g regulat~o:1s deal~ng \i.. ~th colou:-~nts, sweeteners, etc.
1GlEe; re~latlOns deahne; WIth salad aressing.

108The DIrectorate is not authorized by the Foodstuffs Act to provide compositional standards.
1n:;van Hecke 0;:' c:t 3.
,~;va:l He:ke 0:: ci: l.

_ ' .. Y~n He~ke ~:) c:t 8..~so see R A ~ferrill &: E M Collier "'Like Mother Used to Make': An .~-:alysis of FDA Food
:'ta:',,~~:-::ls of I.:e:-;tlty" (1;74) 74 Columbia L?w Review 561 60l.

~ ~ ;V3.0 Hecke c:> cit 8-9.

, -C W Leeo:: "Eet:::r1~i::; tne ~:e~:: for Fooe St3.:le3.rcs" (March 1;85) 19 FDA Cons1.1::1e:- Z2 26.
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(d) Standards do not keep up-to-date with current nutritional and health

requirements. 113

(e) Inflexibility: Standards "tend to suppress competition, restrict the

availability of desirable substitutes to standardized foods, impose barriers

to market entry by standardizing products, (i.e. is anti-competitive), distort

demand, and inhibit innovation.,,114

([) Standards may result in consumer confusion. For example, there may be a

substitute for a standardized food that is much healthier, but is labelled

"imitation" (or something else), because it does not consist of the ingredients

required for the standardized food. Consumers, however, regard imitation

food as inferior. 115

(g) Standards may involve high minimum requirements which result in increased

costs: Low income earners may not be able to afford the food. 116

(h) Discount in prices will only exist above the cost of the ingredients required

due to the compositional standard. 11 ?

(i) If standards are not applied uniformly they will result in unfair

competition. 118

(j) Food standards are controlled in an ad hoc manner. 119

113J Agar "Generally Recognized as Sour Cream: Treating Standards for Food Identity as a Success" (1989) 44 Food
Dru, Cosmetic Law Jou:-nal 237 238. --

~ ~:Agar 0:> cit 24l.
~~~Agar 0:> ci;: 246.

~ ~?f~:rill &: Collier 0:> cit 599.

;;:~!~o"or. 00 0;' 3~6.
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Most countries are developing new ways of handling food standards.
120

South Africa

is no different. The Directorate has announced that they will no longer promulgate

regulations that establish specific (vertical) standards. Instead their aim will be to provide

general (horizontal) standards. 121 This change, however, will not be restrictive. Overseas

legislation is often vertical, rather than horizontal, and South Africa intends to follow the

latter. 122 The reasons for this preference are that (a) the Foodstuffs Act is not the place to

deal with standards, (i.e. vertical standards should be dealt with by the SABS); and (b)

South African legislation should conform to foreign legislation to prevent further barriers

to trade 123.

An alternative to compositional standards or vertical standards is the increased use

of full labelling. This has been canvassed by Australia; the United States; and the United

Kingdom. 124 The difficulty, however, is that South Africa is moving towards horizontal

standards without the benefit of full labelling. At present full labelling may not be

beneficial for South African consumers,125 therefore, the Directorate is not striving

towards full labelling. The current trend of introducing horizontal standards, however,

may create problems if vertical standards are repealed and basic foods are declared non-

standard in a unfettered manner.

Many industry representatives argue that compositional standards play a significant

role in food law. 126 Various reasons are given in justification. They include: (a) Standards

assist manufacturers in planning factories, the processes required, budgets, etc.; 127 (b)

standards ensure that consumers purchase uniform products; 128 and (c) it takes too long for

120See E J Wright "The Development of Food Standards in Australia - ,'\.1'1 Aussie Recipe for Cooperative Federalism"
(198ri144 Food Dru~ Cosmetics Law Journal ~51. C:anston OD Clt 3ri. Leeos OD cit 23. Agar OD cit 237.

'Stevens OD eit.
1221.1 M Benade "The New Approach to Food Legislation in So~th Africa" Unpublished paper presented at the Food

Law'§3rninar (Mar-ch 1987) University of Stellenbosch 12.
1- ibid.
12t.-T' , . d' ,. P 11125 nese are tne countries lscussea 1:1 ar-t . Other countries include the EC countries, etc .
• 2,Due to the lack of consumer edu:atior:.
I ~ G J Jou~ (:\1anager of Foo~ ~tanda:-c:s Inspection Division of 6e SABS) pe:-sonal com:nunica:ion (19 July

1~89)~~. ~ H Pot~eter (Secretary (Technical) at the Wheat Board) personal communication (12 July 1988); Timrn OD

Clt. 51. atn~m C:l Clt~ howeve:-, felt that sta..J.ca:-is ar-e inhib:tive a.J.::: tne:-efore tne:-e is no neec for- thew. 
• ~_Potg1ete:- OD Clt.
'£::=-i~:C.
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market forces to eliminate unscrupulous manufacturers. 129 They see problems, however,

with the policing of standards. 130

Food standards play an important role in food laws and it is inconceivable that

manufacturers will prefer to move to a non-standardized industry. The issue is whether a

country should establish vertical or horizontal standards. There are arguments in favour

of and against establishing rigid, vertical standards. Thus a compromise has to be achieved.

The compromise reached by South Africa seems sensible. The Directorate is to deal with

horizontal standards, (but when necessary it will enact vertical standards), and agencies

such as the SABS deal with vertical standards that are either voluntary or mandatory,

depending on the circumstances. The foreign trend of full labelling is not being employed

in South Africa. The latter is a lacuna in the law that needs to be addressed.

7. FOOD ADDITIVES

A controversial area of food law is food additives. At present there is widespread

confusion among consumers about additives and their role. This is the result of

contradictory reports about food additives. 131 Groups, such as the London Food

Commission,132 claimed that most additives are cosmetic and, therefore, superfluous in

foods. In comparison, manufacturers claimed that additives have been used for many

centuries and often they improve consumer health. 133 A further problem is that each group

alleges that the other has hidden motives in ensuring that consumers believe them. 134

Consumers are not sufficiently educated to decide which view is correct. They are

confused by the contradictory Yiews.

129Morris OD cit.
130 --.
13

Classen~.

15 L ' F 'C " .132 ee oncon ooa ormrusslOn £:2....fli 38 for some common themes.
13..,London Food Commission 0':) ci: 39.

13~G yon Rymon Lipinski &:: E LUck ~p ain :\fa:1'S Guide to Ac'::i:ives" (~ay 1981) 56 Food ~an:.lfa:turer51 5I.
. A Tu--::ler "A Technolog1s; Looks a: A::idi:ives" (J:.:.ly IS86) 61 Fe.a':: ~a...,",:"::?:~:.l::-e 40 41-42 suomi:ted tha: "One

must look at, :he r:lo:iY~s of tnc:se ~~o,ha7'e e:fe:;;ively reve...'"Sed the i.:lte:-p::-e:ation ... in :he minas of toe public." While
London Fooe CO:::-T.lSSIO:l~ 4; s'.1::::u;te·::3. ;;ha;; "The::-e ?::-e eco:1o::-i:: pressu::-es on a :::3.':1'..::~tu:e::- to c.eoase f00'::."
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Varying definitions have been given to "food additives". "Food additives" are

defined differently in various countries:

(a) South Africa:

"Any substance not normally consumed as a foodstuff intentionally added
to foodstuff for a technological (including organoleptic;35) purrose, but shall
not include substances added to improve nutritional value".13

(b) The Codex Alimentarius:

"Any substance not normally consumed as a food by itself and not normally
used as a typical ingredient of food, whether or not it has nutritive value,
the intentional addition of which to food a technological (including
organoleptic) purpose in the manufacture, processing, preparation, treatment,
packing, packaging, transport, or holding of such food results in, or may be
reasonably expected to result (directly or indirectly) in it or its by-products
becoming a component of or otherwise affecting the characteristics of such.
The term does not include 'contaminants' or substances added to food for
maintaining or improving nutritional qualities.,,13?

(c) England and Wales:

'"Additive' means any substance, not commonly regarded or used as food,
which is added to, or used in or on, food at any stage to affect its keeping
qualities, texture, consistency, appearance, taste, odour, alkalinity or acidity,
or to serve any other technological function in relation to food, and includes
processing aids in so far as they are added to, or used in or on, food as
aforesaid, but does not include-

Ca)

(b)

(c)

vitamins, minerals or other nutrients in so far as they are used
solely for the purpose of fortifying or enriching food or of
restoring the constituents of food~

herbs or spices when used as seasoning,

13l:lhops, ..." I ~ etc.

135 '_ " . . , . .
Thl::> means Slgnt, taste, smell, a:1Q texture as percelvea by the senses." (M Hanssen &: J Marsden The Kew E for

Acci:iyes (198i) 24).

~~~Re.g1 of G~ ~908 <:,GE. 5~65 o.f :;: ~f:y 1ST: (Re;:- G~z 2471).
Jomt FAO!VY HO r ooe ;:,tar:.::a:-c.s :-:-~~3.:::""':1e "S:3.t~tes of the Cocex Alimer:.ta.-ius" Codex Alir.:e:::a:-ius

COIT'mSSlOr., P:-oceoi.1:-a! Mar:::a! 5 eo::::' (1981).
I '-'Reg 2 of Fooe Labelling Regula:ic::s (of 1;84) (~o 1305).
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(d) United States of America:

"Means any substance the intended use of which results or may reasonably
be expected to result, directly or indirectly, in it becoming a comp,onent or
otherwise affecting the characteristics of any food (including any substance
intended for use in producing, manufacturing, packing, processing,
preparing, treating, packaging, transporting, or holding food; including any
source of radiation intended for any such use), if such substance is not
generally recognized, among experts qualified by scientific training and
experience to evaluate its safety, as having been adequately shown through
scientific procedures (or, in the case of substance used in food prior to
January I, 1958, through either scientific procedures or experience based on
common use in food) to be safe under the conditions of its intended use;
except that such term does not include-

(l) a pesticide chemical in or on a raw agricultural commodity;
or

(2) a pesticide chemical to the extent that it is intended for use
or is used in the production, storage, or transportation of any
raw agricultural commodity; or

(3) a colour additive; or

(4) any substance used in accordance with sanctions or approval
granted prior to the enactment of this paragraph pursuant to
this Act ... , the Poultry Products inspection Act ... or the Meat
Inspection Act ... as amended and extended ... ; or

(5) a new animal drug.,,139
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The definition of a "food additive" in South Africa is narrow. The definition

correctly excludes "any substance not normally consumed as a foodstuff," but narrows its

application by saying that only ingredients that are intentionally added to serve a

technological (including organoleptic) purposes will be considered as food additives. This

is narrow because it does not include those ingredients that may be added to food from

packaging materials or due to transporting of food. 140 Secondly, it does not lend itseif to

be divided into categories of function (eg colours, antioxidants, etc.), yet the authorities

haye divided additi\'es into se\-eral categories. 1t.1 Thirdly, the South African definition

does not exclude items like pesti.::ide residues from its definition but regards such items

separate from general provisions affecting food additives. 142

13';')1 CC:""S § 3')1
~!I"".-- -..iL, -.
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Food additives can either be listed negatively or positively by the authorized

agency in each country. A negative list is a list that prohibits the use of additives or

amounts beyond a fixed level. The list may also limit the use of certain additives and

prescribe the conditions of use. 143 A positive list is one that prohibits the use of additives,

unless they are specifically approved for use in a list of permitted additives. It will also

list the maximum amount to be used and/or the conditions of use. 144

South Africa follows a positive listing of additives, but this will soon change to

negative listing. 145 The problem with positive lists is that they inhibit the development of

new product and amendments to regulations are time consuming. 146

To introduce a new food additive a manufacturer has to demonstrate to the

Directorate that there is a need for the additive and that it is safe. This two-pronged test

is also used in the United Kingdom. The United States, however, only concerns itself with

the safety of the additive. Thus there is no limitation on the number of approved additives

on the basis of need. 147

\Vhen applying the two-pronged test, additives are often not approved because there

is no need for them. For example, the FAC in the United Kingdom recommended that

cyclamates, a sweetener, should not be permitted because the COT has recommended that

the use of cyclamates be limited. The second reason was that it is not an intense sweetener,

i.e. requires more cyclamates than, for example, saccharin to achieve the same sweetness.

Furthermore, two other intense sweeteners are permitted in the United Kingdom. 148

143G d . 33
1" era: ~ .

- .... !-.,.J T" .
145!.::::b:· ne ao;·..antages and dlsad...-antages of the two types of listing is arranged in Gerard OD cit 33-41.

Steverls 0:> Ch.

146Dr I B Zondagh (Senior Ag:-icub.::al Reseal"chel" in Meat Quality at the Meat Science Centre of the A...."'lir::al and
D2.i~ .;tesea:-ch Institute) ?ersonal c:JI:-l!:1unication (20 July 1989).

'''''? Lenmann "~fo:e Than You Ever Tnougnt You Would Kno..-· About Food Additives ... Part I" (ADril 1979) 13
FDA C::,::s-:..:.:::e:- 10 11. .
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. I' 149· S h Af .Unfortunately this is not so in South Afnca. The sweetener regu atlOns In out nca

not only permit the use of cyclamates, but also sets the maximum quantity five times

higher than saccharin. Thus cyclamates have a limit of 2,500 mg/kg while saccharin has

a 500 mg/kg limit. This is contrary to the recommendations made by COT. 150

To ensure that food additives are safe, manufacturers are required to undertake

toxicological tests on animals. The information required to evaluate safety includes-

"composition of the additive, its function, the amounts to be used in foods,
in what foods it will be used, the testing procedures and the results of the
tests.,,151

The Directorate in South Africa assumes the safety of an additive on the basis that it has

been accepted as safe by the FDA; Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives

(JECFA); and/or the Scientific Committee on Food Additives of the European Economic

Community (EEC).152 This policy is justified on the basis that-

(a) toxicological tests are carried out on rats, mice and other rodents, and thus

the important feature of the test is the safety factor that is contemplated

when extrapolating the results for humans; 153

(b) the toxicological tests are very expensive 154 and time consuming; 155

(c) South Africa lacks the skilled manpower required to undertake toxicological

tests· 156,

(d) South Africa will be reinventing the wheel if it duplicates the tests; 157 and

(e) foreign standards for toxicological tests are more stringent than those in

South Africa. 158

Despite the present adequate system, various concerns have arisen in respect of the safety

of additives. These include:

~~~Re~ 3 of Gl' R:881 o~ elt. " .
It IS conceded .. hat South Afnca IS not obhged to accept recommendations made by COT however the South

Al'rican authoriti~s should taKe cognisance of the recommendations made by the COT because they ~ely on re~earch done
by f9:;;lgn countries.

~~21~1 F Jacobson Ea:e:-:s Di~est: The Consu:-ner's Factbook of Food Additives (19i2) 24.
I) ~. .

153::>~evens OD.Clt.
·_/Tlmm~.

~ ~;:fo~ris o~ c:t; ?li~'i::- 6.: Roux :.~ cit; Ta~r:aI:"l O;:,l cit.
: 55~u~n tOXl~olo~~~1 tests ca.n taKe as muCD as 13 years.
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(a) Most additives regulations in South Africa permit manufacturers to use

additives in terms of good manufacturing practices (GMP). Such practices

are safe in the hands of responsible manufacturers. The difficulty, however,

is with unscrupulous manufacturers who protect their own interests, rather

than those of consumers. 159 This is a legitimate concern because it is claimed

that South African manufacturers (legally) use more colourants and flavours

than their foreign counterparts. 160 Furthermore, the lack of strict

enforcement results in uncertainty as to the compliance with the regulated

limits.

(b) There are problems with some of the safety tests undertaken overseas. 161

(c) There is no information about the various additives and their effect on

South Africans. Most of the statistics relate to the United Kingdom or the

United States. No statistics or analyses are available in respect of South

African consumers.

(d) Manufacturers, legislators, retailers and technologists resist informing

consumers about additives. 162

One of the solutions to these problems will be for manufacturers, retailers,

technologists, and legislators to be involved in communicating with consumers. At present

the number of manufacturers informing consumers about the use and function of additives

is virtually non-existent. Consumers acquire most of their information about food additives

from magazines.

In addition, the system of labelling food additives in South Africa is by class names.

Potentially harmful additives are being used in some classes. 163 At present only one

potentially harmful additive has to be specifically listed on all labels, i.e. tartrazine. The

159 p .
14n- arsons £2....S.!l.

_ -~~.J~nes "Poiser:s on Your PIa:e" (Janua:y 1990) L:vi:l~ &: Lovip.~ 19 21. The!"e is a need :0 redu.ce the a..-noum 0:
!oec1 ~~c:.l:lves co:-:sume-:: i:l Sou:~ A::-ica.

,::J i See J a~o'o"-'" "-' ,..i:- "3-3><"-, ~ -~ ..~- '-'.

153~ Tu:ner "~t:::~:-;.~ Aic.itiyes Into Perspective" (July 1987) 6Z Foce: Map.!.2:ac:tu:-e 81 81.
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proposed regulations also require monosodium glutamate (MSG) to be specifically listed in

the ingredients. 164 This is inadequate information regarding the additives used in

foodstuffs. Adequate information can only be achieved by full and informative labelling

of foodstuffs. The need for this type of information is justified by the consumer's concern

with health,165 religious beliefs or moral convictions. 166 The employment of E numbers

would assist local manufacturers by keeping the labels compact and also ensuring that

labelling would not be very expensive.

Once consumers are informed they would be capable of making rational decisions

that could be trusted. 167 The manufacturer has an important role to play in educating

consumers. In addition, it is left to manufacturers to ensure that their methods of

production, ingredients, recipes, etc. are revised in the light of changes in technology and

new product development in a manner that balances consumer benefit and personal gain. 168

This requires manufacturers to keep consumers informed by comprehensive labels and

other methods. Many South African manufacturers are more inclined to keep their heads

down and say nothing. Consequently the industry has acquired a poor image. 169 This can

be improved by opening the channels of communication. 170

Food additives are integral to the industry. South Africa follows a two-pronged test

for permitting the use of a food additive: Need and safety. The problems with labelling

additives are numerous, but the major problems can be resolved by the use of full

ingredient labelling, (possibly with the use of E numbers), and manufacturers, retailers,

~ ;:?roposed amenciments to the labelling regulations (i.e. Mark HI).
I-)Though there are some people in the industry who suggest that aller6ies and intolerance should no: be the reason

for full ingredient labelling. The purpose of full ingredient labelling should remain consumer information. Those who are
trou~led by intolerance and allergies should me the Intolerance Databank soon to be introduced in Somh Africa. (Tinu"TI
OD CIt). The Intolerance Databank (like that in the United Kingdom and Holland) will "produce a list of brands oi
foodstuffs 'free iron' one or more of ten substances most commonly associated with iood intolerance. These lists will be
available through suitably qualified professional sources" (J Hele "Food Intolerance Databank Update" Technolo~ and
the' Consumer Proceedings of the S..\.AFoST Tenth Biennial Congress and A Cereal Science Symposium (August 1989) 117).

id-'J D McLeay "Food L3w in Kew Zealand: Additives, Allergens and Labelling" (1987) 17 Victoria Univer-sitv of
\Yel 1iwon Law Revie ....- 253 259-260.
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legislators, and technicians opening the channels of communication with consumers.

8. FULL LABELLING

262

At present the regulations require only the class of additives to be labelled, eg

permitted colourants. 171 The United Kingdom followed this system until consumer pressure

and an EEC Directive172 required full ingredient labelling. The Codex Alimentarius and

United States also encourage full ingredient labelling. The following is an example of full

ingredient labelling 173:

o
IIII

52100 04650 1

DIRECTIONS
Glossy Decorating Gel has a tip that
"writes like a pencil." Hold the tube with
thumb and two forefingers. Apply regulated
eyen pressure at the end of the tUbe. As
the tube empties, fold the end forward for
continued even flow. Practice coordinating
pressure applled with speed of movement
to prevent line from breaking or bunching
up.

DO NOT REFRJGERATE
Available in 7 colors - Red, White, Blue,
Pink. Yellow, Green, and Chocolate.

1J22 C@2 I/J2
@@@~~~

INGREDIENTS: SUGAR, WATER, CORN
SYRUP, MODIFIED CORN STARCH, SALT.
CARRAGEENAN GUM. CITRIC ACtO. '.I-oth of
1% SODIUM BENZOATE ADDED AS
PRESERVATIVE, CARAMEL COlOR,
ARTIFICIAL COlOR (FD&C REDS ~40 & ~3,
r:-D&C YE:...LOWS ~6 & itS}.

Figure 27 Example of full ingredient
labelling observed in America

171 U 1 ',' .
172 n .ess It lS~ ta~raz.me which needs to be labelled in :! ID..-n size height.
173~~lC!:6 ~r DU:~C"l~e i9/~2 oi 8 Dece!:::De: 19i8 OJ 19i9 Ko L33/1.

cg 01 lull JabeInng In the bEG - se€ Figure 28.
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The argument against full labelling is that consumers are afraid of chemical names

and will be confused. 174 Also the fact that there is more on a label is no indication that the

food is healthier compared to another that has not been labelled fully.175 Furthermore,

there is no need for full labelling, because every additive is not a problem, only certain

additives are problematic. 176 Another disadvantage is that manufactures use longer labels

which not everyone will understand. 177 In addition, full labelling give away trade

secrets. 178 The converse of this argument is that consumers are required to make a rational

choice, and the only way to do so is when they are fully informed. Moreover, it is not

sufficient to know that colourants are used, it may also be necessary to know which

ones. 179 In any event, foreign countries are labelling additives fully and to keep in line

with foreign legislation South Africa should also do likewise.

It will be an improvement to introduce full labelling, but unfortunately the

proposed amendments to the regulations do not provide for it. It is submitted that with the

present level of consumer education it may not be beneficial to introduce full ingredient

labelling in the short-term. Something first needs to be done to educate consumers before

full labelling is introduced.

Another alternative to full labelling by names is "E" numbers. This system is

formulated by the EEC. It requires all additives used in a foodstuff to be indicated In

conjunction with their class names. The system advocates the use of numbers in place of

chemical names. Thus the additive will not only be labelled in terms of its class, eg

colourants, but also a number allotted to the colourant specifically used in that foodstuff,

eg El 02. Alternatively the manufacturer can use the cnemical name, eg tartrazine, rather

than the E number. In this way consumers are informed of each ingredient, (in descending

order of v..·eight), and every food additive that has been included in the foodstuff. The use

174de ~ue!enaere o~ cit; Mrs S I Glass (Research and DeYelopment Manager :f Simba-Quix (Pty) Ltd) personal
cOffi93nication (18 July 1989).

I )Ta~ham OD cit.
176;;""°d --
i77',~' "'-'1 1 o •

• T:Jce ;uue.e::aere 22...£.I.
~ 7~hat is, recipes ..... ill be published 0::1 the la:>el.

'7~io:7is cc: ci:.
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of numbers also benefits manufacturers by allowing them to keep their labels brief. The

following is an illustration:

The category name must
be accompanied by either
the serial number
identifying the additive or
its chemical name (or
both) for most categories
of additives. For this label,
the manufacturer has
chosen the serial
numbers.

._-_ ...-..

Some serial numbers do
not have an 'E' prefix.
because the additives
have not been fully
evaluated by the European
Community. Here, 155 is
chocolate brown HT and
475 is polyglycerol
polyricinoleate.

Ingredients must be listed The ingredients list must
in descending order of include.all additives which
weight Here, dairy cream perlorm a function in the

is the largest ingredient.\..... fin~~r~_~~.c:.__ . _

These additives are only in gi-: ..
the chocolate-flavour G~' . __- __

strands. E414 gum arabic Cr S~_g_•. Choco!a1e
is a permined stabiliser,~... QV rand.s\contouu·
but here it is used as a c. :EmulsUier E~~~}..§~?.~9~I1~~;

glazing agent and is "'-~4J.~0'tIf. ?i:imm~dMilk. EOO'. .

d' I GlcceCherrtes (ContaiIU Dextrose {glucosel and
labelled accor 109 y. PIeserTatives E202. E220:C_o_lour £12»

=
~;;;;.._r=-- salt are not classed asMorelloChe~egetab1e .

{Chemicallyl . fCI1..-Coc -x:tIOSe lSmnour•. ··.· ~ :.'.:. :. additives.
modified starches are only . ~qned.SlarCh . yoflour.:·· '. '..:~~ t:....:~ .
indicated by the generic . .to _. • - 2. £471. £,(57, ,(76), ',;;-~ ~;: E410 locust bean gum IS a
name 'modified starch'. ~ : salt. Slabllisers (!401, £465), Colours .~ 1. -'.: ermined stabiliser, but

155 102.. Ell0, E12.2. ~1Z3. £124, here it is used as a gelling
£ 2..ll~SI),Dnch. ," agent
~i}CIVouru:9.YGell1ngAc~n 410 .'

rC1dlfi ~egula1or (!331~- .
~;;~1 iathe'(E2n;:--'~Here the aCidity regulator
._~:---:::-~_ : - is the 'buHer' E331, sodium

salts of citric acid.

{ .

Only the category name "The smallest ingredient by
need be used for weight is the last on the
flavourings. list. E2".is sodium be",.30ct.e

Figure 28 An example of labelling of E numbers. (Source MAFF Food Additives: A
Balanced Approach 20).

Difficulties have arisen with this system. The effect of full labelling is that

consumers view E numbers as bad. 180 This can be attributed to the fact that consumers are

currently more health conscious and, now that additives are fully labelled, the ingredients

of a foodstuff are noticeable. Furthermore, problems have arisen bec2.use of the

contradictory reports about additives. 181

1~~Turner (1986) OD cit 4l.
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Due to the negative reaction to E numbers the Directorate is unwilling to consider

the application of E numbers in South Africa. 182 South African consumers would be well

served by the use of E numbers because of the multi-lingual society, and it could be a tool

to educate consumers. 183 Due to the adverse effect overseas, local manufacturers are

sceptical about using the system. 184 It has been suggested that the alternative to E numbers,

which labels only additives, is a system that numbers all ingredients and additives with a

number. 185 Further investigation will have to be undertaken as to the feasibility of such

a system, but one negative reaction to that system is that there will be too many numbers186

and people will be confused, and eventually ignore them. It is submitted that the

underlying principle of E numbers is that consumers should only take note of the numbers

of the additives they wish to avoid. They will not be required to carry bulky booklets with

them to supermarkets. Also, supermarkets could display the numbers in various places in

the store.

E numbers can be used to eliminate the language barrier,187 and also be used to

educate consumers. But this system cannot be advanced unless full ingredient labelling is

encouraged.

Concerns in respect of food additives require solutions if the South African

consumer is to maintain confidence in the food supply. It is submitted that full ingredient

labelling (with E numbers) are proposals that should be implemented. Furthermore, the

manufacturers, retailers, educators, technologists and legislators should ensure that they

communicate information about food additives (and other issues) to consumers.
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9. ENFORCEMENT

"...[L]aws which lay down limits which are neither enforced nor observed are
f b f · . h 11188o no ene It or protectIOn to t e consumer.

266

Section 23(1) of the Foodstuffs Act provides for the Minister of Health, Welfare,

and Pensions to delegate the power of enforcing the provisions of the Act and regulations

to the local authorities and town municipalities. This has to be done by notice in the

Government Gazette. As a result, the Department of Health, (via the Directorate), drafts

and amends legislation, while enforcement is delegated to the local authorities and town

councils. Such a form of delegation is unusual. The norm is some delegation of authority,

but the "central services usually reserve to themselves exclusive jurisdiction to formulate

rules for carrying out the principles laid down in the basic Act." 189

Similar problems are faced by Australia and United Kingdom. The Commonwealth

government in Australia has delegated the legislating and enforcing of food laws to the

eight states and territories. The ,United Kingdom has delegated the task of enforcement to

the local weights and measures officers. 19o The United States, however, has a centralized

enforcement service; i.e. the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

The key factor in enforcement is the balance that has to be struck between the need

to enforce the regulations rigidly and the flexibility to deal with mistakes and lack of

knowledge. If there is a minor infringement that does not affect the health of the

consumer there is no need for the goods to be removed from the shelf and destroyed. But

if the infringement concerns health, (eg the food is contaminated), the foodstuff must be

desuoyed, irrespecri\-e of the cost.

20_
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Generally, enforcement problems arise because of lack of resources, lack of

scientific methodology necessary to carry out effective investigations, and weaknesses in

the drafting of regulations. The basic problem with the present method of enforcement is

that the delegated authorities are ill-equipped to handle food laws and regulations

(including labelling regulations). Specific criticisms include the following:

(a) The authorities lack the manpower required to ensure that there are frequent and

regular inspections. 191

(b) The inspectors are inadequately trained to cope with all facets of health and safety

laws. 192 The local authorities tend to ensure that one inspector is competent to deal

with food labelling. The inspector will be required to inspect an area, and also

check on labels. Other inspectors will also inspect labels, but will refer a

questionable label to the inspector who is specialised in food labelling

regulations. 193

(c) The primary interest of the local authorities is hygiene and sanitary matters. 194

Consequently, they spend time inspecting restaurants, take-away establishments,

supermarkets, etc. and do not have an opportunity to visit manufacturers regularly

and frequently.195 In their defence, however, it must be mentioned that the

Foodstuffs Act does not require inspectors to visit a factory because the adulterated

or misbranded food has to be offered for sale, i.e. therefore local authorities

purchase the food from a retail outlet for prosecution purposes. Furthermore, to

ensure that the ingredients used are all listed on the label, or the additives used are

permitted, either in the product or in quantity used, the local authority will have

to undertake independent analysis of the foodstuff. Therefore, it is not imperative

for inspectors to visit the manufacturer's premises to ensure compliance with

labelling regulations.
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(d) Inspectors lack the ability to analyze products. 196 It should be mentioned, however,

that the Foodstuffs Act provides for the appointment of analysts. 197 They are

employed by the Department of Health (i.e. analysts are central government

employees). Moreover, even if the inspectors have the knowledge to analyze

foodstuffs they lack the laboratory facilities needed to test them.

The problem is that s 23(4) provides that-

"the Director-General (of Health, Welfare and Pensions) may
in writing permit a local authority to transmit to any
analyst free of charge, such number of samples as the
Director-General may specify ..."

Consequently, each local authority is permitted a limited number of free analyses.

Should the local authority exceed the number permitted it has to pay for the

analyses from its own budget. This limits the number of analyses forwarded for

inspection. 198

The Durban local authority is permitted 700 analyses. It is submitted that the

analyses are sufficient in view of the number of staff available, (because of the

lack of funding), and area covered. 199

(e) In addition, inspectors are not only required to have knowledge of the Health Act

and regulations, but also the Foodstuffs Act and 25 regulations. zoo In addition,

inspectors are also required to have knowledge of the various exemptions granted

to the manufacturers. The situation is complicated, and it is too much for the local

inspectors to handle. 201

196
G
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19~1cGill CD cit.
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\Va:thmgton, Powell &: Latega:1 0;:) cit. The aim cf a local authority is to inspect local products. National products
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(f) The local authorities have limited resources. 202 This affects the number of

inspectors employed; the quantity of foodstuffs that can be purchased for the

purpose of inspection; the number of analyses they can request; etc.

(g) The inspection services tend to be arranged on an ad hoc basis because there are too

few inspectors. Furthermore, when they do get around to inspecting the foodstuff

they have problems interpreting the regulations. 203

(h) An inherent problem with local enforcement is that the inspectors are easily

subjected to influences, (eg in a small town it is conceivable that the mayor, who

is the inspector's "employer", is the owner of a food factory), or the inspectors can

easily be bought-off. 204 Furthermore, the general perception is that local authorities

lack the competence of a central state authority because of lack of facilities,

limited resources, etc. 205

(i) Enforcement is not noticed by consumers because of the secrecy clause206.207

Neither the Department nor the inspection services inform the public that an

infringement has occurred and the steps taken to ensure that the infringement does

not recur.

(j) The regulations are not applied uniformly among the various local authorities 208

because there are no guidelines issued by the Department. Consequently, each local

authority can read and interpret the provisions of the regulations as they wish. This

can cause problems for a manufacturer who supplies his goods nationally. For

example, his label may be accepted as complying with the law in Durban,
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Pietermaritzburg, and Cape Town, but Port Elizabeth, Pietersburg, and East London

may write and inform him that his label does not comply with the provisions of

their regulations. The manufacturer will have to reply to all the local authorities

explaining how he has complied with the regulations. The problem is that the three

authorities may have picked on different provisions of the regulations.

It is submitted, however, that the local authorities are restricted when interpreting

the regulations, because they deal specifically with what is permitted and not

permitted In the regulations. Should there be doubt as to the application of a

provision the foodstuff in question is forwarded to Pretoria (i.e. State Health) for

an analysis. 209

(k) The fact that the law is reactive also allows many manufacturers to escape

detection when they breach the regulations. 21O

(1) The local authorities do not prosecute those who breach the labelling regulations to

deter manufacturers from breaching the regulations. The local authorities policy is

to first warn a manufacturer about the breach in labelling and allow him to amend

the label. Prosecutions, however, do occur in the area of condemnations. 211 The

problem with such prosecutions is that there is no publicity.212

There are several programmes in South Africa that have effective enforcement

schemes. These include the ASA; the SABS; the Inspection Services of Trade ~1etrology,

and the Wheat Board. It is necessary to consider the factors that make their enforcement

successful before considering methods of improving enforcement of the food laws.

n'"'
'~~Wa:-~~i::~:;n, Powel! cS.: Laregan c;) ci:.
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1. ADVERTISING STANDARDS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH AFRICA (ASA)

271

The ASA no longer requires government regulations to be enacted to deal with false

and misleading advertising. 213 The reason for its success can be attributed to the fact that

the media (i.e. press and broadcasting services) are members.214 When there has been a

breach of the ASA code, the advertiser is warned and given an opportunity to organize his

advertisements so that they comply with the code. Thereafter, should he still persist in the

misconduct the ASA will inform the media that that advertiser's advertisements should no

longer be accepted for publication until he conforms with the ruling of the ASA. 215 This

method of enforcement can be utilized against members and, in certain circumstances,

non-members. Furthermore, the ASA's constitution allows it to publicise details of an

investigation, the name of the person transgressing the code, and the penalty enforced. The

resultant publicity is also a method of ensuring that responsible manufacturers will not

breach the code again. Moreover, if the code is breached by a first time offender, the ASA

often requires the offender to clear future advertisements before pUblication.216

The ASA does not affect labelling directly. Claims, however, made on a label can

be controlled by the ASA because they constitute advertising.

This simple system works because the ASA has the support of the media in ensuring

that offenders do not get their advertisements published. This, however, does not hinder

fly-by-night operators who rarely purchase advertising space. 217

~~ZThe Tra.de ~.actic:: Act ~o 7~ of 1976.

Mr J G C Sleber: (~xecutnre D!re~to: of Advenisin6 Association of Sourh A::-ka. (A5A)) De....onal cornmu"'l'---:O'"
(17 ~Wy 1988). .. 4_! ..... ~a..t .!

t:.. ~~i~id.
210i ... ; ....
217:~::·

SS-
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11. SOUTH AFRICAN BUREAU OF STANDARDS (SABS)

272

The SABS has established a Food Standards and Inspection Division in Pretoria.

The inspectors, however, are based throughout South Africa.218 The inspectors serve in

plant. This means that the major factories have SABS inspectors established in them, while

only a few inspectors serve the smaller factories by conducting routine checks which, if

possible, are daily. It is not always necessary to do routine checks if the factory has

established a proper system of quality assurance. Despite the use of in-plant inspectors

the SABS still ensures that uniform standards are maintained by inspectors. Members of

the head office undertake regular and scrupulous inspections of the various in-plant

premises and smaller factories. 219

The advantages of the i~spection services of the SABS are that the inspectors serve

in-plant wherever possible, and the inspectors have to comply with the uniform standard

of inspection. An extraneous factor that makes the SABS popular is the fact that it usually

deals with voluntary, rather than compulsory, standards.

Ill. TRADE METROLOGY INSPECTORS

The Inspection Services of the Trade Metrology Act are a central government

service. Due to the geographic lay-out of South Africa, however, fifteen regional offices

ha ve been established in the major centres,220 coastal cities,221 and other areas 222.223 The

regional offices have to comply with guidelines established by head office. This results in

a uniform application of the Act. 224 It is better than delegating this function to the local

authorities, and allowing each authority to create independent guidelines to enforce the

218Th 10 . . h n, C .,
ere are Inspectors In t. e l'Yestern ape; 4 In Jonannesburg; 1 in Pietersburg; 3 in Durban' 4 On the West

Coa2t92 in Port Eli~abeth and 1 ea:h in Walvis Bay and Wi:1dhoek. (Joubert OD cit). '
~?'lJoubert £:2.....Sll.
C---E P' ..2'. g lete:Tuantzour6 ·
~~~Eg Durban

~~:This includes Ki::lberely, Pieze:::::,u:-g, S~rings an:: \"e:-ee::g:::g.

2.~.:L Schwuls; (Depuzy Dir-ec;;o:-o:rne Depa:-::::.e::;; of:-:'?'::e:md In'::us;;:y) pe:::ona.l cOr:'~-nu:lica:ion (17 July 1989).
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provisions. Furthermore, the Trade Metrology Act, by its nature, does not require extensive

policing.

The prescribed quantities are established after consultation with the particular

sector of the industry, (eg by consulting with established trade associations), or other

organizations. Therefore, consensus is reached before regulations are promulgated.225 A

further advantage is the present system of quality assurance employed in the factories to

deal with slack-fill as it arises when the product is being manufactured.226 Thus the need

to police slack-fill is reduced. Moreover, the cost of manufacturing moulds for plastic

packaging is excessive. 227 Once the manufacturer has purchased moulds that comply with

the regulations, he will make use of them. 228 This, however, will not prevent slack-fill

because the manufacturer can easily fill an amount less than that specified in the

regulations in the same container made from the mould.

The advantages of the Trade Metrology inspection system are that it is controlled

by a central government agency and it does not require too many inspectors. Furthermore,

the regulations are applied uniformly because the regional offices comply with guidelines

established by the head office.

IV. WHEAT BOARD INSPECTORS

The inspection services of the Wheat Board deal with a different issue. The Board

is not specifically concerned with analyses of the specified products, but rather the

administration of subsidies. This requires the inspection services or" the Board to inspect

the financial records of its members (which include bakers, millers, etc.). Should there be

discrepancies in the financial records, the Board will not pay the subsidy.229 Thus, if
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specifications are not complied with they will be revealed in the financial records, because

the inspectors scrutinize the raw products purchased; the number of products produced;

the number of products sold; etc. before subsidies are paid out. These checks can be carried

out fairly frequently.230 The system works because payment of subsidies is an incentive for

members to comply with the Board's directions.

CONCLUSION:

Neither of the above schemes can by themselves administer food regulations

because- Ca) there is no one organization that can control food laws as effectively as the

ASA does advertising; Cb) the regulations governing food laws are not voluntary and it is

expensive installing in-plant inspectors; (c) the Directorate believes that enforcement of

the Act and the regulations must be done by local authorities and not the central

government
231

, (despite the fact that there are State Health Inspectors); and (d) food

processing is not controlled by subsidies.

A number of solutions have been offered:

(a) Competitors should complain about manufacturers who do not comply with

the laws because they are in a position to inspect the competitor's product

and it is to their benefit to complain about non-compliance. 232 Retailers and

merchandisers should also scrutinize the marketplace to ensure that they

purchase goods that comply with the regulation and are correctly labelled. 233

This solution is not all that simple to follow. The problem is that

competitors, who do complain, find that they are debarred from being

informed about the outcome of their complaint. 234 Sometimes even if the

230ibid .
23i-S' '.

2
tevens OD Clt.

23 H 11 --:---tG . . T" "
Co_. 22..£... -::..:~~. ne l~ce::tlve 1S ~hCot while they are ensuring that they ha..TJdle the products carefullv and

;~mp.y with the rebU a:clons it C'::lsts the:::. i:1o::ey, w~i!e Co competitor, who cares less, will save' money. (M N Cohen
Le~CoIZ~egu~at~ryDevelo~me:HA..ffectin~Food - Perspectiye of the Consumer union" (1974) ~9 Food Dru" Cosmetic Law

J:::'..::.::...:=.l 004 oO~).
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complaint is valid the competitor is granted an exemption.235 Many

businessmen feel that it is not their function to enforce the laws.

(b) An alternative to local authorities enforcing the laws is delegating these

powers to the SABS, which already has a number of in-plant inspectors.236

It may require the appointment of more inspectors, but the SABS will

probably be able to recover the costs through levies. This proposal, however,

will serve to remove central government's responsibility, (of safeguarding

public health), into the hands of a semi-private organization.

(c) There is a need for a few "seeing eyes" to inspect products as to correct

labelling. Thus a system like the Inspection Services of Trade Metrology

based in regional offices would be adequate. There is a need for "food

inspectors," rather than health inspectors, to investigate complaints about

food. 237 The feasibility of having a mobile unit of food inspectors who deal

with food laws needs to be investigated. This will cost the government in

salaries, travel expenses, etc., but the resultant confidence in the food supply

will be beneficial.

(d) The Directorate or local authorities should not be inhibited from publicizing

breaches of regulations by clauses such as the secrecy clauses. They should

be allowed to publicize, (not only to the complainant but also to all

consumers), the name of the company, the infringement alleged, the outcome

of their investigation and the judgement of the decision if the case went to

court. The FDA publicizes this sort of information quite successfully in

their magazine called the FDA Consumer. 238 This publication will not

~;;;~·.Il:.;:f'_.,
'V ~--. 0:) elt. 1'.iA..FF Review of Fou':} Le.:i~lario:-l: CO:-lsuhative Document 50 recommendc: that "further

C'Jr:.~3fati~n a~"~;:t~::y should be g-lYe::: to a ::lo:-e ~e::e:-a. :noye to\l.. a:-:::~ ic-factory enforcement ..." ~
23SJon_s c __,~._l.

See Ap?en':::.:x 11.
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require trade secrets to be revealed. The present system requires the

manufacturer to pay a fine but this is easily done and the punishment is

forgotten because the fine is charged to consumers by increases in the

purchase price and consumers are unaware of the contravention.239

(e) Should the scheme of prior approval of labels240 be accepted, the need for

several field inspectors will be eliminated.241

It is conceded that the local authorities have the teeth and incentive242 to enforce

the regulations,243 but there are grave doubts whether they are competent to do the job.

The suggested solutions may cost the government more but the response from consumers,

manufacturers, and retailers will ou~weigh the costs.

Consumers in South Africa rely on the government to ensure that their food supply

is healthy and safe. There are no procedures whereby consumers can complain and obtain

personal redress for unsatisfactory or unsafe goods. 244cement programme has to be

reputable and responsible.

10. EDUCATION

"But what we can and should do is make sure that tomorrow's adult cItIzens
are furnished with the basic tools of knowledge and appreciation which will
enable them to exercise their freedom of choice and their personal and
collective responsibilities in the light of the different options and the
manifold problems which w~U face them as consumers - not only in today's,
but in tomorrow's, societv."z't)

239Stevens OD cit.
240See above 165.
2411"" , 1 '11 b . J" ,2/? - nougn peop e Wl e requlrea to Inspect tne labels timeously.

_ ~-T~at is, the Foocstuffs Act empowe:-s the local amhorities to enforce the laws. The incentiYe of prosecuting is the
:1i!e2~3:elved 0::1 co~vic.io::1 ~oes into the coffe:,s of the local amhority.

,:,.evens £2....S.l..:..
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Often the Question is asked: Is there a need to educate consumers? The answer is

most certainly yes. The lack of education and information results in consumers being

confused. 246 For consumers to purchase safe and healthy foods they require information.

Labelling is one method of informing consumers. The present problem, however, is that

consumers do not read the labels. The reasons are: (a) The lack of consumer awareness; (b)

consumers are apathetic;247 (c) consumers require time to read labels; (d) consumers are

confused by the technical terms on labels; (e) consumers are bewildered by the confusing

reports published in the press about food and their ingredients; and (f) majority of the

South African population do not understand English or Afrikaans. 248

Consumers will pay attention to labels if they are enlightened about them. The need

for upgrading the low level of consumer literacy is recognized by many249 but the issues

are complex and the answers rest on extraneous factors.

A fundamental factor is that consumers cannot be educated unless they are willing

to be informed. Thus education will not help those consumers who do not want to be

helped.
250

There is also a possibility that consumers will become confused when they are

educated in only few aspects of food law. 251 Prior to any scheme of education, however,

it will be necessary to consider consumer perceptions and their needs.252

The main question is: Who should be responsible for consumer education? It is

submitted that no one group, organization or institution should be entrusted with the task

of consumer education. The role of education involves:

2':'SJ T ..-, ~ 'd " C .. ( ) F2L 7 €_n:-ey,.t OOu ;:,~anaar s an~ th.e on.sumer, 1978 3? ood Drul< Cosmetic Law Journal 151 155.
243Tha. 15,. tn.ey are not conce~ned.wl~h sa~e:y ana health Issues nor do they want to be bothered.

!he ma.on:y of the popUlatlOr. ao not be~in to speak English un:il they are approximately ni;1e years of age. (Mrs
M LeWlS (Manager of Kutrition EdL:cation Service and Test Kitchen in Van Den Bergh and Jurgens) oersonal
comZ4~nication (1~ Oct~ber 19.89)). . .

Dr~ry ~; GaIn. 2.P-ill; .Hall 22..Sl; Hele 00 cit; Lewis 00 cit; McGill OD cit; Morris 2E...£ll; Nel 2E...£ll; Olivier &
~oux ~; Parsons £.2....£!l; Pot61eter 0:> cit; Stevens 00 cit; Tatham OD cit; Timm OD cit; van Twisk 2E...£ll; Zondagh 0;:'

Clt. 250.. '. -
.. G.am 22...££;. Hall OD Clt. A. faIr ar:lount of consumer education is done in oyerseas countries (eg United States ane.

~r:lt:~ Kl~ge..Oz:l) ::;L:: nEYEr-the!ess ~l:ei: statistics for "unhealthy" products have reoained static while purchases of
he2.:tny" iO~JClS have increased slightly. (A.lso see J Salmon "Is Food 'Education' a Waste of Time?" (December 1987) 62

F00~~:~~:~~~!~~;::;):00 ,;:
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(a) Consumer bodies. Consumers bodies (like the Housewives League, Black

Consumer Union, South African Consumer Council, etc.) should assist in disseminating the

facts and supplying consumers with information. The problem, however, is that they must

. d . h d d . f t' 253be equlppe WIt a equate an correct In orma IOn.

(b) Manufacturers and retailers. Manufacturers and retailers should accept consumer

education as part of their social responsibility.254 They benefit by educating consumers,

because consumers will be informed about their products.255 It is submitted that it is

feasible for manufacturers 256 and retailers257 to be involved in educating consumers. 258 The

complication, however, is that consumers view manufacturers as interested parties and

often accuse them of lying. 259

(c) The Directorate of Foodstuff. Cosmetics, and Disinfectants. The Directorate may

seem to be the obvious choice as to who should provide consumer education, but the answer

is not so simple. Complications arise because the Directorate is not allocated funds to

educate consumers. Their role is to administer the Foodstuffs Act and to propose

amendments to the Act and regulations. There is a separate Directorate in the Department

of Health that is entrusted with education, but their funds are also limited because their

portfolio includes education in respect of all health issues. 26o This situation can be

compared with that of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Fisheries (MAFF) in United

Kingdom. Included in their duties is the responsibility of educating and informing

consumers, retailers and manufacturers. They publish booklets261 and updates in pamphlet

form.
262

Likewise the FDA plays a prominent role in educating American consumers. It

publishes a magazine called the FDA Consumer that deals with all types of issues covering

253£1 "
__ I ::1S Q.2.....S.l.

c~:Drury o:::J' cit.
2:;)01" P'R .... _ IYler 0.: OUX 00 Clt.
c"':'" --
?=?ee Table IX.

2-~ See Table X.
)301 " &:: R .

259 .l.... ler ~ .~..oux Q.Q...9i.

25G:'rt'.s. 0':) ~h. .

.t.; "Ol.h .ne rece;:t CIsco....e::· of AIDS, there is the ques.io~ of priorities as to ho~' th., D""'"r-m~nt',,hud~;- sn'ouI ~
b . • - -:--. -, _. - .. U e:-- Cl

e s;·~pt.
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Table IX An example of a manufacturer's role in education.

1. The Begiming: In 1980, after goverrvnent1s discussion with manufacturers, Fedfood Ltd
introduced a mealie meal that was fortified with two vitamins that were deficient in the black
diet. Despite the advertisements prior to the launch of the product, Fedfood found that this
product did not sell as they envisaged. Thus Fedfood saw the need to educate consumers not only
about their product but also nutrition. The belief was that such education will best serve
children rather than the adults. The programme was started in 1981 in Soweto's primary and high
schools.

2. Its Expansion: One of the organizational goals of Unilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd (based in
Durban) is "education". The company saw the merits of the education progranme initiated by
Fedfood and negotiated with Fedfood. The outcome was that Van Den Bergh and Jurgens (VDB&J) (a
subsidiary of Unilever) was to introduce a nutritional programme in Natal beginning in January
1984.

3. The Target: The reason behind a nutritional programme aimed at children is that adults have
established eating patterns and see little reason to change their eating habits. Furthermore,
they may change thei r di et but for a short peri od and revert to old habi ts because of
convenience, etc.

4. The A1 Rama Nutritional Education Progranme is aimed at higher primary school children aged
between nine and thirteen years of age (i.e. standards 3, 4 and 5).

5. Nutrition became a school subject for twenty Umlazi schools in 1984.

6. The programme involves training teachers to teach nutritional education to the children
rather than VDB&J staff going to the schools and teaching it. The teachers are also supplied
with manuals to assist them. The VDB&J staff, however, assess the teachers by visiting each
school regularly.

7. Children learn nutrition and carry the message home, but the problem was that they receive
nutritious meals infrequently because of the cost of vegetables and fresh fruit.· For example,
most families consume fresh fruit and vegetables only on Sunday. They receive sufficient, say
for example, vitamin C. The problem with vitamin C is that the surplus of vitamin C is not
stored in the body and, therefore, it is pointless for the family to have all its requirements
of vitamin C on one day. The solution was the establishment of the "Best Vegetable Garden"
competition in schools. A school is given prize money for the best vegetable garden and a
further prize is awarded to the school if a randomly selected pupil also has a proper vegetable
garden. This results in children taking home the nutrition message and also ensuring that there
is a home garden that will take care of the family's nutritional needs. The promotion of home
gardens has been encouraging because many children produce vegetables and not only feed the
family, but also sell surplus vegetables and fruit to earn money.

8. Due to the success of the pilot project, in May 1984 the programme was expanded to a total
of 180 schools. Furthermore, 1,830 teachers have been trained and there are 170,000 children
involved in the programme.

9. The aim of VDB&J to ensure that this. programme becomes self-generating. Furthermore, due to
the rapid expansion of the programme, the Department of Education and Training has seconded
three teachers to the programme and Kwa Zulu's Department of Education and Culture has seconded
a fur·her two teachers.

10. The major difficulty with this programme is the lack of scientific research. This has since
been iemeCiee. The House of Represen:atives (Department of Health cne ~elfaie) has es~a~lished
a controlled pilot programme in the George area.

11. In 1987 Fedfood withdrew totally from the programme.

12. The prosress of Fedfood (while in the programme) and VD3&J in this field is seem to be the
tip of the ice-berg. There is a need for a programme of this nature to be instituted nationally
cnC to cover all race groups.

~Source:. ~eiX'rt of ~he. liThe A1 Rama Nutrition Education Programme: Va:1 Den Ser;h and Jurge:1s,
~~~tn Atrlca" (un?U~tlshed) and Mrs M Lewis (Ma:1a;er of the ~u:rition ==ucatio:1 Service and
iest Kitche:1 i:1 Va:1 Den Sergh and Ju~sens) persor.al communication (i8 October 1989».

t.==================.:JJ
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food, drugs and cosmetIcs.

Table X An example of a retailer's effort to educate consumers.

1. Checkers South Africa Limited is a supermarket chain that is located
nationally within South Africa.

2. One of its organizational goals is commitment to consumer affairs.

3. It has achieved its goal by establishing a Department of Consumer Affairs,
which is presently managed by Mr B Morris.

4. The department achieves its goals by holding consumer seminars, annually
presenting consumer journalists various awards, regular publications of leaflets
of varying topics, etc.

5. Some of the topics discussed in the leaflets include: "Need to complain? Here's
how"; "We're listening"; "Call us anything, but call us!"; etc. An example of a
leaflet is found in Appendix 12.

6. The problem with the publication of these leaflets is that Checkers has no
statistical records of how many people are reading them, what topics interest
consumers, and whether consumers are making use of the information within the
leaflets. Mr Morris, however, submits that the leaflets are being taken by
consumers and that is all they know. Unfortunately it is not possible to
determine statistically what benefits are being gained from consumers by such
pu blications.

7. The lack of data has not deterred Checkers in publishing these leaflets at
their own cost. The department has in fact requested consumers to write in if
they will like to be placed on a mailing list.

280

The question of funding and responsibility for education are the issues that must

be faced by the South African Directorate when education is mentioned.

Cd) Education departments. Other departments that should include consumer

education within their syllabi are the various departments of education. The prevailing

belief is that children are the obvious people to teach, because they have not yet developed

habits that are difficult to change. 264 In addition, children can carry the information to

their parents. 265
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The present school system does not encourage consumer education. 266 Knowledge

about food can be encouraged by introducing course such as food science and

technology;267 nutrition in Biology classes;268 consumer education and protection; etc.

(e) The universities could also offer consumer education in adult education

courses. 269

Food issues are hardly ever publicised (and food laws even less) in South Africa.

Consumer awareness and education is inadequate in this field. The major issue is who

should be responsible? The answer is not clear. It is submitted that children should be the

target so that they make better consumers when they become adults. A nutritional

programme has been introduced in schools, but it is not national and does not reach every

child. Furthermore, issues on food need to be debated,270 rather than allowing the press to

invoke sensationalism when revealing information. The use of television, in-store

promotions, magazines, radio and seminars are some methods that can be utilized to

educate adult consumers. 271 The Department of Health should play an active role in

warning people when things go wrong and what to look out for. 272

In addition, it is submitted that if consumers are not educated about expected

changes in the regulations there may be difficulties. For example, the labelling of

irradiated foodstuffs will be changed dramatically.273 There is a need to educate consumers

as to what irradiation is; the effects of irradiation; and inform consumers that they have

the choice of whether they want to consume irradiated products (or not) by checking on

the label. Some attempts have already been made to educate consumers. 274 Lack of

266Z -1 h .267 on'_ag. CD ~It.

Parsons OD Clt.
268G · -.-
269 am?~ clt.. ~ .

The UnIversIty 01 Ca;:>e Town mcluded a course on Consumer Law in their SUmmer school in January 1990. Also
~treet Law, a project introduced by the l~niYersity of Katal's (Durban) Law Faculty, aimed at school children, h~
mtroduced a consumer law text. (See D J Mcquoid-~fa.son S:reez Law: Practical Law for South African S:udents (Book
3): Crosumer Law (Student Text) (1989)).
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education could lead to chaos275 or just continual apathy.

11. DEPARTJ\1ENT OF CONSUJ\1ER AFFAIRS

"Over the past 20 years, there has been a growing public and political
awareness of the weakness of the consumer in the marketplace. It is now
widely accepted (with some dissent from business) that there are gross
inequalities of economic power and of information between trader and the
individual consumer and that intervention by public authorities may be
needed. This intervention can and does take a wide variety of forms. Actions
of traders which damage the economic or other interests of consumers may
be made a criminal law ... In other cases, the consumer's position under the
civil law may be strengthened, in recognition of the unequal bargaining
power of the consumer vis a vis the trader ...

These changes in the legal framework of consumer protection have in many
cases been reinforced by the establishment of public bodies which have the
specific function of safeguarding consumers' interests and which are often
equipped with a battery of powers to help them carry out this function.,,276

282

At present the administration and enforcement of food law is divided between

many departments and institutions. Each one handles a different aspect of food law, but

this often results in overlapping regulations and rules. Furthermore, despite the various

departments and institutions none of them is entrusted with the task of dealing extensively

with consumer issues. Thus there is a need for one agency to deal with consumer issues. The

need for such an agency is based on the following factors:

(a) Current consumer bodies do not keep real consumer issues alive. 277

(b) The ten basic consumer righ ts 278 are not being fulfilled by present business

practices in South Africa.

275 .. . _ , " , " .
276Glass Q£...9!. Tms was the problem r?cea wltn laoellmg tartrazme.
-77Pengilley & Ransom 00 ci~ 988.
~ M' .7 orns OD clL
2. Sc --h 'h' ht b h d " b' .. onsumers aye t e n~ to e .ea:- ; rignt to e mformed; nght to safety; right choose;right to expect quality

desIgn, :-",orkma:lsh~PI and ingredients in consumer ?:-oducts and services; right to be charged fair prices for consumer
goa~s; ng~t to,recel've courteous and respectft.:! treatment from the business firms which provide consumer products and
se:-Y1CeS; rIght ~o ~x?ect CO:lsume:- products and se:yices to be ecologically souud; ri~ht to expect business firms to offe:
prod~cts and se:":lces v.:h~se uses by the cO:lsuIT'ing public are consistent with the values of a humane society; and right
t::: :-e.'::,:-ess of l~?tlma:e ~l~~-a::ces re atin6 to pt.::-:~asec products and se:-vices. (The fi:-st 4 rights are those specified by
?reslcem J F I\.er.necy m hlS wessage sent to Cong-r-ess in "A Special Message 0:1 Protecting the Consumer Interest" (15
March. 1~62) an.d tr:,e !atter 6 rights riaye been induded by M J Ga:-ciener (foIT:1er men:be:- of the Federal Trade
~.:::::-_-mS~lO:l) G-Le: R ~ aac::- (me=~er of Cong:-ess and a const.:mer advocate). See A W T:"O€i5::-u? & E C Hall 7he Co::suI:1e:
I!: A:::e:-::a:: S'Xletv 6 e':' (1978) ~8-29.
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(c)

(d)

283

. l' d' 279A department of consumer affaIrs can play a ro e In e ucatlng consumers.

The department can be used to evaluate consumer complaints and to cut out

the investigation of useless complaints.280 The South African Consumer

Council plays a role in dealing with consumer complaints, but it cannot reach

everyone. Therefore, there is a need for a central body that everyone can

reach, and is substantial enough to deal with all consumer issues.

(e) Such a department can also assist South African consumers to be more

proacti ve. 281

The success of such a department is dependent on consumer awareness. Although

today's consumers are not the same as those of ten years ago,282 they are not adequately

prepared to deal with real issues. 283 Furthermore, consumers are often indifferent to the

real issues. 284 For example, foreign consumers demand much more information on their

labels. 285 South African consumers have not as yet recognized that if they organize

themselves they can make demands and ensure that they get what they need. 286 Another

problem is that due to the information publicized overseas, consumers are more confused

as to what they should be eating, or looking out for. 287 For example, a few years ago it was

declared that consumers should concern themselves with calcium. A few months ago the

concern was oat bran. A few weeks ago the issue was rice bran. Does the average consumer

no\'. think that calcium is no longer of concern?288 Such issues can be confronted by such

a department.
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At present, the MAFF (in the United Kingdom) and the FDA (in the United States)

deal with consumer education and consumer issues. Furthermore, the consumer advocates

(eg Mr R Nader289
) are active on behalf of the consumers and endeavour to safeguard

consumer rights.

Industry representatives argue that there is no need for a Department of Consumer

Affairs, because it will amount to over-protection. They further argue that market forces

are strong enough and should be left to do the work of consumer protection.290 There is

some validity in this argument, but the difficulty is that South Africa has an abnormal

market. It is an abnormal market because the majority of consumers are more concerned

with surviva1.291 The majority of the population cannot understand the official languages.

Furthermore, the majority of the population is under-educated due to the political

circumstances that exist in South Africa. Therefore, the need for a department that

concerns itself with consumer issues (such as prices, quality, etc.) outweighs the need to

leave market forces alone in a totally free economy.

12. PRIOR APPROVALS

"Prior approvals" refer to the condoning of labels, before the launch of a new or

altered product, by a government (or government approved) agency. Such a system of "prior

approval" is used successfully in the United States of America in the Department of

Agriculture (USDA).292

There are, however, certain prerequisites for the prior approval of labels. These

include:

(a) ~1ost of the food laws must be controlled by one department or body, or the

agency enforcing the labels must be affiliated to the department handling
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the laws.293

285

(b) One of the conditions of prior approvals must be that the department accepts

responsibility that the labels are correct at that moment in time.
294

(c) The time taken to approve the labels must be limited.
295

Industry will accept any new approach as long as it improves the present

situation.296 Accordingly, the negative features of a "prior approval" system have to be

considered. The department entrusted with the task of "prior approval" will require the

infrastructure to approve labels quickly and without involving too much red tape.

Furthermore, there must be total secrecy otherwise it will upset the launch of the new

product.297 Such a system may, however, over-burden the Department of Health and an

alternative department may have to be established,298 which will be costly.

The South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) does a fair amount of prior

approvals with labels that comply with voluntary standards. It is submitted that this system

works299 because it avoids wastage of labels.300

The introduction of "prior approvals" will assist manufactures because-(i) legislation

takes long to change because the Foodstuffs Act is reactive;301 (ii) reaction time is lengthy;

and (iii) the introduction of proactive legislation is expensive to administer and restrictive.

?93T,·· " l' . . h . , ,- rllS IS V:':3.. DeC3.USe wa:lu:ac.u:-er's ;:J:-e:e:- no: to S ow outsIoe:-s their labels prior to a launch, unless it is necessary
to d29:'o by law. -r:here,fore, the body e~truste~ with condoning the labe!s must ~ave some force in law.

Dru:-y 0:) c,t. Tne present expenence w:th the De;:Jartmerr: of Agnculture IS that the cerr:ral office will approve the
labe~~?ut when in~pectors com~ arou~d they m.ay find that the labels breach the regulations (Elms op cit).

Dru0" 0:) Cl.; Elms 00 Clt; Tatham 0:) Clt. ~fanufacturers do not have time to wait before a launch of a new or
il7Jproved product. They have to ensure that the product is out in the marketplace as quickly as possible before the
competitor comes to hear about it. Therefore, a manufacturer cannot wait for a long period before receiving aoproval (or
dis;:,;:;;>goval) of the label. .

2.,. Parsons 0';) cit.
297T · --',il 0 -' ",.r
2~Q. atnaw~._~so see :lee ;Vleester Grouo v Stellenbosch Wine Trust 1972 (3) SA 153 (C).

~~~~~!~:':~; ~~ ~;:: Tiw:TI 00 ci:

j •. .,.... • ~T' . " ( ). Ke~c,::ve wearrs t.::at: ne ffianura:tu:-e:-, se.le:- or Iffipc:ter a does no: haye .0 regis:er a product; (b) c.oes not
na~~ :0 ~u::~.l: da:a, on tr:e safety or :he cO::1position of the produc:; arrc (c) does not have to justify any ciai:::s he intends
:::~K:~~ !:J~ -:ne }:~GG~::~; =cicre ?la~i:1; i: on :~e w~:-:Ke~." (Bena6e 0:) cit 1).
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Reactive legislation reacts slowly to changes in the industry. The alternatives,

however, are expensive to implement. Therefore, in the short term, authorities should

ensure that the reaction time to changes in manufacturing practices is shortened. For the

long term, however, there is a need to introduce "prior approvals" of a label by a

government agency.302 The granting of approvals can be governed by the Department of

Consumer Affairs.

The solutions presented above may sometimes contradict each other, and it may be

necessary to balance the needs of consumers and those of the manufacturing industry. The

fact that it may be inconvenient for manufacturers to comply with a provision should not

prevent the introduction of such a provision, because the ultimate issue is consumer health.

Food law is an issue that affects all consumers. Unfortunately, this is not often understood

by the majority of consumers. Thus it is necessary for the South Africa government to take

the initiative in ensuring that consumer protection is paramount when legislating in this

area. Often it may be necessary to reach a compromise with manufacturers, retailers, and

consumers, but this can only take place in cases where it does not affect national health

and a safe food supply. Many responsible manufacturers are willing to ensure that

consumer health is protected. The problem arises with unscrupulous manufacturers or

ignorant manufacturers who are unenlightened about health complications.

B. RECO!\1!\1ENDATIONS

This chapter di:cusses problems faced by the food industry, consumers, legislators

and others. Some solutions were offered to assist in resolving the problems. The following

recommendations are made in the order of importance perceived by the author.

302~1"' al·""-~"'·:ve ·0" -..;-- --.---,--1 C:"_. .' -t . . 1 'r .
~~ ".o .._l.!', .... :-'.LWL co::--:-' ...... co. _!~i.em Ion:. reqUITes Invo vement 01 a govern..'TIent or goverr-_-::len: a~D::-ove~

c.~e.::.~r. is tc e::l;l'oy food l:::.~"ye:::_ Soi.l:~ .~rica, hO""ever, lacks lawye::: who are skilled in this area. If this iss;:.~ 'can b ...
a'::.::l:-essed ;;hen i: u:ar be :e2.Si~le to consider this as 2.J."1 al:emative to prior approval. -
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1. There is a need for consolidation and centralisation of food laws. This must be

accompanied by eliminating legislation and regulations that overlap and/or conflict

amongst the various departments. The laws should also be indexed in a manner that makes

them accessible to all.

2. Enforcement of the regulations is inadequate. The use of central government

inspectors will be advantageous. Should the use of central inspectors be impractical the

Directorate should control the uniform application of the regulations. Alternatively, if

labels are approved prior to the launch of a new or improved product then fewer field

inspectors will be required to examine the labels.

3. The lack of consumer education needs to be addressed. Such education should reach

all school children. Magazines, radio, television, and other sources should be used to

educate adult consumers. The task of educating consumers cannot be borne by anyone

group. It must be done by consumer bodies; legislators; educators; manufacturers; retailers;

and technical people.

4. There is a crucial need to introduce a "Department of Consumer Affairs". Such a

department will not only deal with consumer complaints, but also ensure that consumers

are adequately protected. It can also play a role in educating consumers; assisting

consumers in bringing personal actions for damages against manufacturers; etc.

5. There is a need to introduce full ingredient labelling. This can be done by

introducing a system similar to E numbers.

6. Criminal sanctions are an inadequate remedy for breaches of food laws. Consumers

should be allowed to claim for damages for any personal harm suffered. Another area that

can also be considered in the future is the possibility of class actions to reduce the cost and

duplication of individual consumer actions.
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7. Penalties should be increased by harsher fines, and the imprisonment of senior

company officials should be entertained if the company persists in· breaching the laws.

Furthermore, "crease and desist" orders and product recalls should be allowed in terms of

statute.

8. The use of cosmetic additives in food needs to be reduced in South Africa.

Consumers need to be educated as to the use of additives and the possible problems

associated with them.

9. The Department of Health or local authorities should be able to publicize the names

of offending manufacturers, as well as their misdemeanours and any penalty imposed. This

can only occur if the secrecy clause is repealed.

I O. Self-regulation is an alternative to over-regulation. The use of self-regulation is

strongly resisted by industry, consumer bodies and consumer advocates. It is, however,

unsuitable for food laws. The conclusion reached is that co-regulation is an alternative that

may work.

11. FLAG is a useful body. Its role should remain advisory, but its existence should be

established in terms of the law.

12. "Prior approval" of labels is an alternative to proactive legislation. With such a

system legislation remains reactive, but the enforcing authority ensures that labels are

truthful, decent and keep pace with changes in industry. The use of such a system,

ho\vever, can only be implemented in the long term. In the short term, reduction in reaction

time to changes in manufacturing process and practises will be sufficient.

13. The use of food standards is a crucial means of protecting under-educated

consumers. Food standards inhibit new product developmenL but ~heir benefits outweigh
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the disadvantages. The cutback of vertical food standards cannot occur unless foodstuffs

are accompanied by full ingredient labelling.

14. Magazines such as the FDA Consumer303 and Which ?304 are valuable tools for

educating consumers. The Housewives' League and the South African Co-ordinating

Consumer Council publish magazines called "Rands and Sense" and "The SA Consumer",

respectively. These magazines can be used as tools to educate consumers.

15. Certain non-controversial issues have not been discussed: For instance the

requirement- (a) the brand and descriptive name of the product; (b) the name and address

of the manufacturer; (c) instructions for use, if necessary; and (d) instructions for storage,

if required. The regulations already provide for these and, it was not considered necessary

to discuss such non-controversial aspects.

Food law in South Africa is not as strict as in some foreign countries. On the whole,

however, its substantial provisions are not that inferior to other countries. The above

recommendations deal with areas that need to be addressed. The proposed amendments to

the food regulations were not introduced before the conclusion of this work. These changes

can only be evaluated once they have been promulgated.

3Ct3":) " ., . _. .
3"'· roat.:ceG by tr:e r DA In A.l.-:le:-lca.
v~A United Kin~ci,;)w waga!i:r:.e.
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C H APT E R 9: CON C L U S ION

In the light of the above examination the following conclusions may be drawn

concerning food labelling legislation:

1. Food laws, and especially food labelling legislation in many countries, is controlled

in an ad hoc manner. Legislation and regulations are enacted as and when the need

arises.

2. Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States and South Africa, to some extent,

have problems with enforcement, i.e. there is a lack of adequate enforcement by the

responsible agencies.

3. All the countries discussed require basic information to be declared on the label, e.g.

the name of the food; the name and address of the manufacturer; instructions for

use; storage instructions, if necessary; a net quantity statement; and the date mark.

The areas of deviation deal with issues such as the methods of approving food

additives, permitted claims, approved ingredients, and the line.

4. The current tendency is for countries to reduce the number of compositional

standards and to introduce fulL informative labelling.

5. As countries develop regulatory regimes become more complex.
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6. The regulatory schemes discussed involve a degree of informality and voluntary co

operation between the business sector and government departments. South Africa

and the United Kingdom are the only countries that do not incorporate an advisory

body in their statutes.

7. The degree of openness or secrecy varies in different countries. The United States

of America and Australia ensure that consumers have access to information by

means of Freedom of Information Acts, while the United Kingdom and South

Africa protect manufacturers by ensuring that most information is kept secret.

8. Codes of practice and self-regulation have gained popularity in some areas of the

law. In the field of food law, however, government regulation is vital because it is

necessary to protect the health of the consumer.

9. The Codex Alimentarius is an international forum that attempts to narrow the gap

between developed cou!ltries and developing countries, Despite a tendency to

decrease the number of compositional, (or recipe), standards, the work done by the

Codex Alimentarius must not be decreased. It should be increased to ensure that the

gap between developed and developing countries does not grow.

10. All the countries discussed in the comparative study deal with food laws and

protecting consumers through legislation. The problem, however, is that there is a

myriad of laws and regulations that often overlap with each other.

The following issues require immediate attention in South Africa:

1. There is a need to consolidate and centralize food laws.
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2. There is a need to introduce statutory civil remedies for consumer law offences. At

present, the consumer has limited recourse against the offender for injury or

personal harm in terms of the common law via the aquilian action.

3. The penalties applicable to food laws, despite the possibility of serious implications

for consumer health by breaches of such laws, are inadequate.

4. There is a urgent need to introduce a Department of Consumer Affairs that will

concern itself with consumer issues and guarantee that legislation or regulations

safeguard consumer health.

5. The need for consumer education needs to be addressed.

The following issues require attention in the long term in South Africa:

1. The introduction of prior approval of labels.

2. Enforcement must be centralized and unified.

3. The need to eliminate the secrecy clause and encouraging openness by publicizing

information regarding offenders who have been warned or prosecuted.

4. The need to introduce modern remedies such as "cease and desist" orders and

product recalls.

5. The need to introduce "full labelling" to satisfy the consumer's right to an informed

choice which can only be accomplished if the consumer is provided with full

ingredien t labelling.
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APPENDIX 1: LIST OF INTERVIE\VEES

Classen D (Mr) (Plant Manager of Bull Brand Foods (Pty) Ltd).

De Muelenaere H J H (Prof) (Professor of Food Science at the University of Natal and
Director of Research and Development for Anglovaal Industries).

Drury B (Mr) (Assistant Company Secretary of Unilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd).

Elms S H (Mr) (Development Executor of the Food Group of the OK Bazaars Ltd).

Gain A C (Dr) (Divisional Director of Premier Food Management Services).

Glass S I (Mrs) (Manager of Research and Development at Simba-Quix (Pty) Ltd).

Hall R L (Dr) (Former President of International Union of Food Science and Technology
(IUFoST) and former Vice President of McCormick and Co., Inc.).

Rele J (Mr) (Executive Director of the Grocery Manufacturers' Association (GMA) of
South Africa).

Joubert G J (Mr) (Deputy-Director of the Food Standards and Inspection Division of the
South African Bureau of Standards).

La tegan J H (Mr) (Inspector at the Durban Local Health Authority, Food Section).

i\1 Lewis (i\lrs) (Manager of the Nutrition Education Service and Test Kitchen at Van Den
Burgh and Jurgens).

i\IcGill A E J (Prof) (Professor of Food Science at the University of Pretoria and Director
of Foodnetwork CC).

I\lorris B (I\lr) (Consumer Affairs Manager of Checkers South Africa Limited).

l"el C (~1r) (Former Group Public Relations Manager of Fedfoods Limited and Legal
Ad\'isor to the Soya Association -in his personal capacity).

OIiyier C H (I\Ir) (Technical I\1anager of Nola Industries (Pty) Ltd).

Parsons \\' A (~lr) (Technical Director of Haarman & Reimer (SA) (Pty) Ltd).
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Potgieter J H (Mr) (Secretary (Technical) at the Wheat Board).

PoweIl C A (Mr) (Inspector at the Durban Local Health Authority, Food Section).

Roux P (Mr) (Product Manager of Nola Industries (Pty) Ltd).

Schwulst L (~1r) (Deputy Director of Department of Trade and Industry).

ii

Siebert J G C (Mr) (Executive Director of Advertising Standards Authority of South
Africa (ASA».

Stevens G J H (Dr) (Director of the Directorate of Foodstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants
in the Department of National Health and Population Development).

Tatham J (tvlrs) (Vice-President of Housewives' League of South Africa).

Timm R G (Mr) (Technical Director of Royal Beech-Nut (Pty) Ltd».

Van Twisk P (Dr) (Research and Development Director of Fedfoods Limited).

Van Hecke A (tv1r) (Director of Food International).

\Varthington R C (fvlr) (Divisional Senior Health Inspector at the Durban Local Health
Authority, Food Section).

Zondagh I B (Dr) (Senior Agricultural Researcher in Meat Quality at the Meat Science
Centre of the Animal and Dairy Science Research Institute).
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REASONS FOR REFERRAL

EXAMPLES OF NEED FOR AN ADDITIVE

1. General review of that particular class of additive.

2. Consideration of a further group of additives.

3. A firm wants (a) a new additive of (b) an extension of the conditions

of use imposed on a currently permitted additive.

1. nequired in manufacturing process. Other permitted additives

or food substances are not suitable.

2. Improved product for consumer (e.g. improved taste or appearance)

3. New product requiring additive use not presently permitted.

4. An economic need (e.g. cheaper product, longer shelf life)

• Made under the food Act 1984

Evidence considered

1. Industry's or firm's own or sponsored research.

2. Research by BIORA or other research association.

3. Any work in related field· published or unpublished.

4. WHO/FAO Expert Committee on Food Additives recommendations.

and EC Scientific Committee for Food recommendations.

5. Recommendations by other international organisations.

FAC recommendations:

1. Permissible ·Ievel(s) or llsage and foodls) in which to be used
it apfUopriate.

2. Temporarily permissible· as (11. plus an indication of when it

should be reviewed .

3. Not recommended pending supply of further evidence of need or

safety.

4. Not recommended for and reasons/sI why.
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APPENDIX 4: REFERENCE TO EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY (EEC)

1. Books

Commission of the European Communities Food Additives and the Consumer (1980).

M Hanssen & J Marsden The New E For Additives (1987).

L Kramer EEC Consumer Law (1986).

D J Jukes Food Legislation of the UK 2 ed (1987).

D Lasok & J W Bridge Law and Institutions of the Eurooean Communities 4 ed (1987).

N Reich & H W Micklitz Consumer Legislation in the EC Countries -A Comparative
Analvsis.

P Smith & D Swann Protecting the Consumer: An Economic and Legal Analysis (1979).

G Woodroffe Consumer Law in the EEC (1984).

2. Articles

S Crossick "1992 and All That" (1988) 138 New Law Journal 13.

R Haigh "Harmonization of Legislation on Foodstuffs, Food Additives and Contaminants
in the European Economic Community - Part I" (1978) 13 Journal of Food Technologv 255.

R Haigh "Harmonization of Legislation on Foodstuffs, Food Additives and Contaminants
in the European Economic Community - Part II" (1978) 13 Journal of Food Technologv 491.

J T O'Reilly "Three Dimensions of Regulatory Problems: United States, European Economic
Community, and National Laws ll (1986) 41 Food Drug Cosmetic Law Journal 131.

. S Teale liThe EEC Experience ll (July 1987) 62 Food ~1anufacture 67.

A Turner liThe Development and Structure of Food Legislation in the United Kingdom and
its Interaction with European Community Food Laws ll (1984) 39 Food Drug Cosmetic Law
Journal 430.

3. EEC Directives 1

Directive 79/112 of 18 December 1978 OJ 1979 No L33/1.

Directive 83/463 of 22 July 1983 OJ 1983 No L255/1.

Directive 86/197 of 26 i\1ay 1986 OJ 1986 No L114/38.

Directive 87/250 of 15 April 1987 OJ 1897 1\0 L113/57.

Regulation (Euratom) Ko 3954/87 of 22 December 1987 01 1987 No L371/11.

The listed Dire=tives a.€ no. al!-e::::':-ad::l~.?t.:::::e::::z:(;:-e, no p:-oposals have been b,teC:. See Jukes 0':) ~it 140.
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APPENDIX 5: THE SCOPE OF THE FOOD, DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT (USA)

The Act:

1. Covers all kinds of foods.

2. Covers food destined for human or animal consumption, whether raw or in
another condition.

3. Covers all kinds of substances which may be found in foods naturally or by
intentional or unintentional addition.

4. Covers all the major portions of the nation's total food supply - all food in
interstate commerce.

5. Covers imports and exports.

6. Covers all food crossing state boundaries.

7. Covers circumstances where state laws do not afford adequate protection for
citizens.

8. Authorizes promulgation of a reasonable definition and standard of identity,
a reasonable standard of quality, and a reasonable standard of fill of
container, if it will promote honesty and fair dealing in the interests of
consumers, but exempts almost all fresh and dried fruit and vegetables.

9. Authorizes factory inspections.

10. Authorizes government cooperation in voluntary seafood inspection
programmes.

11. Prohibits false and misleading labelling of foods.

12. Prohibits interstate traffic in food which may be injurious to health.

13. Prohibits interstate traffic in confectionery containing inedible substances
such as trinkets.

14. Prohibits the presence in food of any poisonous or deleterious substances,
which are not added, unless they are in such quantities that they would not
ordinarily be injurious to health.

15. Prohibits addition of a poisonous or deleterious substance to food except
where such addition is required in the production of the food or cannot be
avoided by good manufacturing practices; even then, tolerance is authorized
limiting the amount to protect public health.

16. Prohibits addition of a pesticide to a raw agricultural commodity unless it
is within the limits of an established tolerance or is exempt from such
tolerance.

17. Prohibits addition of a substance to a food unless it is declared generally
recognized as safe, it conforms to conditions under which the food additive
may be safely used, or the food additive is declared exempt from such
prescribed condition of use.

18. Prohibits addition of colour to food unless such colour is listed as safe for
use in food.
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19. Prohibits establishment of maximum limits on the potency of any synthetic
or natural vitamins or minerals within a food.

20. Requires labelling of food for which there is no definition of standard of
identity to disclose the ingredients by name, except for spices, colours, and
flavours which do not have to be named individually.

21. Requires label declaration of artificial colours and flavours, but exempts
butter, cheese and ice cream from the requirements in respect of artificial
colours.

22. Requires labelling of special dietary foods to inform purchasers of their
vitamin, mineral and other nutritional properties.

23. Requires officials enforcing the Act to inform the Federal Trade
Commission before initiating any action with respect to advertising which
is believed to cause a food to be misbranded.

24. Requires food containing saccharin to bear a warning label concerning
health risks.

25. Requires minimum nutrient levels, and a quality factor control for infant
formulas.

[Source: H W Schultz Food Law Handbook (1981) 488]
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APPENDIX 6: EXErvlPTIONS

Numerous exemptions have been granted under the various Acts. They are granted
informally or formally in terms of the legislation.1 One exception is the Department of
Agriculture. The Department of ~gricultu~e maintain~ ~hat it is not autho,rized to gr.ant
exemptions in terms of the MarketIng Act. However, It IS the manufacturer s prerogatIve
to ensure that he complies with the Act.3

Most Acts provide for exemptions. The advantages of such provisions are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

If the infringement is of a "technical nature,,,4 manufacturers can be granted
an exemption such that they are allowed to utilize existing labels without
wastage by destroying them.

Exemptions can be granted, because the cost of removing the product from
supermarket shelves, amending the labels, and then re-shelving, the product
is too costly and the consumer will bear the cost indirectly by increased
purchase prices.

They prevent the financial rUIn of small manufacturers. 5

The problems associated with such exemptions are:

(a) Certain manufacturers find it unfair that they comply with the legislation
while competitors are granted exemption when they deviate from the law.

(b) Often manufacturers misunderstand the extent of the exemptions. For
example, the ice cream industry is exempted from ingredient labelling unless
specifically provided for in other provisions of the regulations.6 When the
tartrazine controversy arose the Department of Health amended the
regulations and provided that ill foodstuffs containing tartrazine could not
be sold unless they include a reference to tartrazine in the ingredient list in
not less than 2 mm height size lettering. 7 The ice cream industry mistakenly
believed that since they were exempted from ingredient labelling they were
not required to comply with this requirement.8

(c) Exemptions are granted over long periods of time.

(d) h.1anufacturers find loopholes and exploit them.

(e) They make administration of the Act difficult.9

'Eg s 15(1)(1) of the Foods;;uffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act ~o 54 of 1972 and reg 32(c) of G~ R908 GGE 5565
of 2~ May 1977 (Re" Gaz 2471).

-~o 59 of 1968.

3The Durban local authority also maintain :hat it is the manufacturer's responsibility to ensure that he complies with
the regulations. Thus, if the manufacturer is at fault he must rectify the label. Furthermore, the Durban local authority
find~ that manufacturers are willing to ensure that they comply with the regulations. (Warthington, Powell &: Latega~
OD cn).

:Eg if it is not in contrasting colour; size of lettering is not 1 mm; etc.
)Mr B Drury (Assistant Company Secretary of linilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd) personal communication (27

~ov~mbe:- 1989).
::Reg 32(c) of G~ R908 0:) ::it.
(Reg 11(c) of GN R908 0:> cit.

~ S H Elms (DeYelo;J~e;:;;Ex€C;,:;;or c~ the FGo::, Grou;J of O~ Bazaa:-s Lto) per-sonal cOrili"11un'ca:ion (12 july 1989).
Dr G J H Stevens (Dl.re::;;or of the Dlrecto:-a;e of FOGdstuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants in the Depa=-me-~ of

~a:i·::::~ nea.l:h a..-:.::' Pc;ml?:ion Deye;:.?:::e;:;;) per-so;:al cOr7"~'":luni::2.:ion (17 July 1;8;). . ,. >a
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The advantages of exemptions are such that they will not be removed from the Act.
The problems associated with them, however, will have to be addressed. Possible solutions
include, inter alia:

(a)

(b)

Exemptions relating to technical problems could only be granted for a
maximum period of six months. This is long enough for the manufacturer to
use up stocks of labels. Thereafter, if there are any labels remaining they
should be destroyed. 10 There may be some wastage,11 but it must be measured
against the fact that competitors suffer marketing disadvantages if
exemptions are granted for long periods to particular manufacturers.

Other exemptions must also have time limits, (eg six to nine months).
Furthermore, exemptions should only be granted twice, i.e. for a maximum
of twelve to eighteen months. Thereafter only in exceptional circumstances
should the department grant an extension of an exemption. In granting such
exemptions the department should have to weigh up the advantages of
granting the exemption against the marketing disadvantages endured by
competitors.

Often labels are given timeless exemptions. For example reg 32(c) provides that
certain blended, compounded or mixed foodstuffs need not be labelled with an ingredient
list. The exemptions that have been granted in terms of reg 32(c) can be divided into three
categories:

Type A:

Type B:

Type C:

Those products that are governed by separate Acts, eg sorghum.

Those products that are difficult to label, eg tea, coffee, etc.

Those products such as ice cream and sorbet that have been granted
exemptions because of pressure by certain industries.

Informal exemptions are also granted when a manufacturer mislabels a foodstuff
and the department grants the manufacturer a "concession". Exemptions granted to Type
A and Type B categories are acceptable. Problems arise concerning Type C exemptions and
the informal concessions. These should be avoided.

It is difficult to govern exemptions by rigid rules of law. The department, however,
should be unwilling to grant exemptions without strong justification. The Directorate has
acknowledged the problem, and intends amending the present practices and,regulations.
The aim is. to revoke all exempt.ions that have been granted. To do this, however, many 'of
the regulatIOns need to be amended so that all manufacturers will find the law relatino to
labelling more easy to comply with. 12 ~
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APPENDIX 7: THE COLD CHAIN

At present manufacturers are resisting open-date marking because of the
mishandling of chilled and frozen foods in the retail sector.' The problems with the cold
chain include:

(a)

Cb)

Cc)

(d)

The individual store managers do not understand and appreciate the cold
chain. They allow delivery trucks, (which carry frozen or chilled foods), to
wait before taking delivery. Further, they permit the foodstuffs to lie in the
sun or in the aisles rather then storing them in refrigerators. This is due to
the lack of education and training.2

Consumers do not handle frozen and chilled foods with the respect due to
them.3 For example, they purchase ice cream first and by the time they reach
the tills to pay for their purchases, it has defrosted. So they leave it at the
tills. Alternatively, consumers will leave the ice creams in their heated cars
while they have coffee, thereafter take it home and refreeze it. 4

Often the equipment, such as refrigerators, are deficient. For example, if
there has been a power failure there is no warning.S There are also problems
with the minimum standards of the ~efrigera~or units. A manufacturer may
comply with the voluntary standards established by the SABS, but not many
manufacturers use the standard.6

There is insufficient legislation regulating the handling and labelling of
frozen and chilled foods. For example, the Department of Agriculture has
regulated the temperature reQ.)1ired for frozen foods but the regulations do
not cover dairy products, etc.

The operation of the cold chain does not fall under the ambit of the Foodstuffs Act
but the under Health Act.8 FLAG, however, has established a Specialist Working G roup9
to advice the Department of Health.

1Eg the meat packers are coding the open -date marking, the snack industry also code marks the manufacture date
etc'

2
I

3Mr B Morris (Consumer Aff3.irs Manager of Checkers South Africa Ltd) personal communication (18 July 1989).
Mr S H Elms (Development Executor of the Food Group of the OK Baz.aars Ltd) personal corrununication (12 Julv

198Q). •

"Prof A E J McGill (Professor of Food Science at the University of Pretoria and Director of Foodnetwork CC) written
COIT'...~1Unjcation (20 ~1arch 1990).

.. )~ew ye~::: 2.~~~J hO~'ever; ~ engineer develo~ed a system whereby alarms are t:iggered. (El!:"..5 0:) ci:). Tr:is is expensive,
t:1er~I:>:e, all retaile:s GO not maodu::e such me::hanisms.

~\~s OD elL. The reason is that compliance with the standards is expensive.

~~:._~ .. ,-.--
c);o 03 0: 1:1, ,.

'T::lGe:- tne ~::3.ir:::~SZli;:> of~:- S H Eirm.
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APPENDIX 8: PACKAGING INSERTS

Often manufacturers claim that regulations require too much information to be
placed on a label and that packages are too small to label fully in terms of the regulations.
The solution to this problem is the use of packaging inserts.

It seems, however, that the problems far outweigh the advantages that can be gained
by packaging inserts. The problems include the following: (a) Packaging inserts are very
costly; 1 Cb) consumers want to see the name of the product, the mass statement, the
ingredients, etc. when purchasing the product,2 (but it may also be desirable to display for
information such as instructions for use, instructions for storage, address of the
manufacturer; recipes etc.3); and (cd the use of packaging inserts will still be inappropriate,
for example, for "one bite" sweets.

Although the use of packaging inserts may assist those manufacturers who prefer
to use the space for artwork, the problems far outweigh the advantages. Consequently, they
should only be made voluntary rather than mandatory for small packages.S

;Dr A C Gain (Di~isional ~irector .~f Premier ~ood Management Services) personal C0I11IIlUnication (18 July 1989).
3Mrs J Tatham (\ I~e PresIdent of tne HousewIves League) personal communication (12 July 1989).

__,._~ ~ D~ (.-\ssls;an; Com;:Jany Secre;ary of L'nilever South Africa (Pty) Ltd) pe:sonal cormnunication (2i
:'\v.;: ... .>€. 198:;).

~~ R G T~ ~Te:r::li:al Directo: c~ R::.yal 3eecn-l\ut (Pty) Ltd) personal ::lI11..-num:a;ion (14 July 1989).
~ CH Olivier 0.: Mr P Roux: (Tecr:mcal Ma:l?ie:- a:1d Pradu::; Ma:l?ier r"'''';)",.-;iv",1y 0: ~ola rnriu"-";"''' (p"y) T _..l)

;:·::-s:::3.: co:-oi7lu::i:a:icn (13 J:lly 1989). ' --. - •. -. J • - • u. ....-. • ~.""'J
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APPENDIX 9: OUTLINE OF THE ADVERTISING STANDARDS ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH
AFRICA

P.-\GE I

CODE OF ADVERTISING PRACTICE
(A.s amended from time to time to 1987 08 1~)

Preface

The Advertising Control System

The Advertising Standards Authority of
SouthAfrica~anindependentbodysetup

and paid for by the advertising industry to
ensure that its system of self-regulation
works in the public interest. It has an
independent Chairman.
The following organisations, which are
members of the Advertising Standards Au
thority, support and are obliged to adhere
to the provisions of the Code -
The Association of Advertising Agencies
(Pty) Limited
South African Direct Marketing Associa
tion
SA Printing & Allied Industries Federation
Cinemark (Pty) Limited
Newspaper Press Union of South Africa
Association of Marketers
South African Broadcasting Corporation
(Radio)
South African Broadcasting Corporation
(Television)
The Grocery Manufacturers' Association
of South Africa
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers' Associa
tion of South Africa
Specialist Press Association
The Proprietary Association of SA
SWA Broadcasting Corporation
Institute of Sales Promotion
Outdoor Advertisin5< Association of SA
Furniture Traders' Association
Agricultural & Veterinary Chemicals
A;sociation '
SA Co-<>rdinating Consumer Council
ASSOCOM
\10tor Industries' Feder:ltion
Tne Health Products Association of SA
The Code is administered by a committee
drawn from the constituent member b0
dies. Powers are vested in the ASA Coov
and Ad vert:sing Properties Committ;~
wno de:d with all comolaints received from
the ;:luoiic. media and advertisers.
This' Code is sup;::lemented by individual
coces wnic:: a:e eniorceC :,v the va:ict.:S
me:':1oer oro:anis:ltions. All su'ch codes con
form to the-£eneni orincioles bid down o~'
the Adverti;ing Sta~d:lrd~ Authority Cod~
:lr.d ciffer onlv in detail where the individ
ual neees of the medium :lre to oe met.
l'io constituent memoer may be required
bv the ASA to accept anv JdYertisin2
w'hich such member has r~ied to be i~
contlict with its own Code or to be unJc::co
tac!e for :lny reason. However. the AS~\
rrLJy require ~d ...enising wh:=h is ac=e~)t·

~ci~ to J co~stituc~~ I71:r:1~er to be wit~·

cr:wn if the ASA n.:i:.:s tn:: such odv=rtis-

2~i: ~~r;~~~~~.lh= G::::c:-ol r\c~·e:~:sir.g

R:-OS;:lOnSlOliitv ror coservi::!: the Cudc r:s~

;:;rl:::::.::iy .... i;h t:-:: ac.vert!~er. Sut It :l:.s-J

applies to any advertising practitioner or
medium involved in publication of the ad
vertiser's message to the public.
While the interoretation of the Code is
vested in the A$A Copy and Advertising
Properties Committees, its performance of
this task is supervised by the Executive
Committee of the Advertising Standards
Authoritv. The decisions of the Copy and
Advertising Properties Committees may be
taken on appeal to an ASA Appeal Com
mittee apoointed by the Executive Com
mittee. The Authorfty maintains close con
tact with government departments, con
sumer organisations and trade associations,
and deals-with complaints received through
them or direct from the public.

Sanctions

The sanctions which exist are principally
the withholding of advertising space or
time from advertisers. and the withdrawal
of trading privileges from advertising prac
titioners. These sanctions are applied by
the ASA through its media members. To
these sanctions has been added the sanc
tion of adverse publicity. This is wielded by
the Advertising Standards Authority
which has the right to publish details of the
outcome of investigations it his undertaken
naming those who have offended against
the C;de. :-

Complaints

Complaints from members of the public 
or those representing them - th:n the: Code
has been breached should be addressed to
the Advertising Sundards Authorit... All
that is necessa;'" is a lett:;- ir.diC:lti~1!: t~=
basis of the c;:;:::l:linL [t is hebf-;'l if
cOr.i~Lair.~r:ts ~n. '\Ir'h::,:ve~ possio~·:. !=r:
vic: :xam?les or copies oi any advertis:-

~~i~i~Og;~~~~:;e;~.t~:i:~~~~~t~~n~~~~~~
tive com?iair.:;.nts .:lnd othe:s :lS to ti':e
sec:,: oi the Authority's activities :lO:c its
liK;iv r::lction to an .. ~om::Jiaint, ~ut im'es
ti~a~·ior.s will not be: unc'e::':Ke:: wil::O\.:t
\.Ir':1:t:n coniirrr::nion from the cO;7';~!:.i:i·

Uit.

Com?i:!.ints should be adcr:ssec to -

T:~e AC·.ertisinl! Stancarcs Authcrity of
South Afne:! -
PO Box :560
JOHA:":"~aL'KG

:000

.-\:: .:o:::?i.:i:::s ....·d! ::e c:::lI: wit!'::..s cx:::~i

ttoc.s·~ as ~si~ie. D:::::ys :::=~' ~C·.,I,I=\,~~.

OC=~l ~ her: It is n:c:ss:.ry lO o::t:.;~ ~:=:::H·

c:.i or C~~~ :Cv~:::.

The Purpose of the Code

Advertising is a service to the public and,
as such, should be informative, factual,
honest, decent and its content should not
violate any of the laws of the Countrv. All
members 'who subscribe to the Code'shall
neither prepare nor accept any advertising
which contlicts with the Code and shall
withdraw any advertising which has subse
quently been deemed to be unacceptable
by the ASA Copy, Advertising Properties
or Appeal Committees.
The Code is based upon the British Code of
Advertising Practice and on the [nterna
tional Code of Advertising Practice. pre
pared by the International Chamber of
Commerce. This is internationally accept
ed as the basis for domestic svstems of self
regulation. It forms the fou~dation of this
Code in which the basic principles laid
down in the International Code are related
to the particular circumstances of advertis
ing in 'South Africa.
The main purpose of the Code is twofold.
For those in advertising it lays down crite
ria for professional conduct. And for the
pu blic it gives a clear indication of the self
imposed limitations accepted by those us
ing or working in Jdvertising. Its rules form
the basis for arbitration where there is a
contlict of interest within the business, or
between advertisers and the gener:l1 public.
The provisions of the Code are mostly in
generJI, but special rules covered by Ap
per-dices hereto apply to particular audi
ences such as children and young people,
and to certain categories of products and
services.
O:1e may ask:: with legisl:nion protecting
the consumer from dishonest and fraudu
lent trJding practices, is there any need for
a Coce of Practice? Toe answer is an
e~~btic yes - for three r::.:LSOr.s.
first. leg:l cor.trois are nct acapted to
distin£uishin2 oetwee:1 advertiserr:e:1:.5
..... hich-live up to the ~est professional s.an
c:.:o-Cs ar.=: ~~cse whic:: co no:. T.~is is t:;:
CC:1cern of adve:::si:;1! ;:leoo~e tne:;-.se:ves.
.-\i:d tn:s is \o\'hy th~): h~ve VOiUh:~riiy
Olcc;lted a cxe of CO:1cuct to ~ai;;tain tte
s:ancucs of f:lir c::ding :lnci honest m.d
i;-:g in :rd'/e:::si:1g t:::lt the co:;:::;:.!:1:'Y is
entitied to exoect. Tnev belie~'e that crofes
sio:1:li regubtior.s. voi~nt:Uily applied. can
e:-.sure the e!i~ination of c:;oicus ;:;roctices
r:l-:re so:eciiv Jnc less costlv than 1<:0ver:1
:::eo:: 1~:!lSI:lt':on: :lnc :l:e :l!~ r.lO~ e:;.silv
':::':::l~:l~ie to c:'Jr.ging cccnor:;ic :lr.c soci;l

1:-:: seconc ~~~on for ~ sel:·r~£:l::tor""

Cxc :s t:::t J!I ;cnc:r:1::: :gree to-o::ser...~
it ~:: t:1: :~c S~t:-:: :...s w:ii :.s i:: :~: ~:~:::'.

::;:c :iot tc ;':;::::;!7:v:::t it ~\' c:;:,io~ ~:::~~~.

::;'.. \l! :: s~:-:.~;:-:·:-fc~·:l~ c~::;:.
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the public and to one another. This obliga
tion involves advertisers in making prom
ises that are honest and intelligible; offer
ing performance that matches promises.
and in using fair methods of selling. Adver
tisers also recol!nise that continued obser
vance of the C~de does much to advance
the standing of advertising as an essential
element in the marketing of goods and
services and thus promote goodwill and
understanding between them and the Con
sumers.
Thirdly. a Code of Practice can maintain
standards in an area of communication
which defies legal definition - that of good
manners and taste. Advertisers are expect
ed at all times to be scrupulous in their
respect for individual privacy and personal
susceptibilities.

This new edition of the Code embodies
several changes from the previous versions.
The Code now becomes a major source of
guidance. Some existing provisions have
been rephrased for the sake of clarity.

Definition of Advertising

For the purpose of this Code. "Advertise
ment" shall mean any visual or aural com
munication. other than editorial material.
which is intended to promote the sale or use
of goods and/or services or which appeals
for the support of any cause and notifica·
tions of any kind and includes any dis
played material.
(Please reier to Clause 2 of Section I)

Xlll

P:\GE ~

Amendments to the Code

a. This Code of Practice and Appendices
thereto may only be amended by a majority
of votes of those present and entitled to
vote at a meeting of the Executive Corn
millee of the Authority provided that ..... rit·
ten notice of the proposed amendments
shall have been given to all members of the
Authority not less than one month before
the date fixed for the meeting.

b. Not .....ithstanding the provisions of para
graph a. above the Code and its Appendi.
ces may be amended without notice at a
properly constituted meeting of the Execu
tive Committee by a two-thirds majority
vote.
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APPENDIX 10: THE CATEGORIES OF FOOD ADDITIVES

Food additives are used to serve one of the following fl1nctions: (a) To assist in
processing or preparing food; (b) to maintain freshness thus preserving and lengthening the
shelf-life of foodstuffs; Cc) to improve quality; and (d) to make fuod more appealing, i.e.
cosmetic reasons.' Food additives are further divided into seven ba.~ic categories that fall
within one of the four functions:

(a) Colours: Colours are substances that are either soluble in v. ~ter or oil2 and are
used for cosmetic purpose.3 The origin of colours is either natural or synthetic.4 Colours are
used to increase the acceptability and attractiveness of foods; to add or restore loss of
natural colour that occurs during processing and storage of food; or to ensure that the final
product is consistent and uniform.5

It is argued that colours do not contribute to nutrition, safety, or ease of processing
of foodstuffs. Manufacturers, however, maintain that if colours are not used the final
product does not appeal to consumers and, therefore, consumers do not purchase the
product. 7

Cb) Preservatives: Preservatives are employed to "retard or prevent the growth of
mould, bacteria and yeast."a They also extend the shelf-life of certain foodstuffs and make
seasonal foods available all year round.9

(c) Anti-oxidants: Anti-oxidants are preservatives utilized to prevent oils and fats,
and foodstuffs containing oils and fats, from acquiring an unpleasant rancid smell and
taste.'o

(d) Emulsifiers. stabilisers. and thickeners: Emulsifiers are substances that e:1sure
that two incompatible substances, (eg water and oil), can be mixed together and remain in
a stable state." Emulsifiers can be derived from natural or artificial sources.'2

Thickeners and stabilisers are compounds that improve the appearance of food and
the way it feels in the mouth by achieving a uniform and consistent texture. 13

(e) Solvents: Solvents are substances that do not occur naturally in foodstuffs, but
are either extracts or substances that dissolve substances so that they can be incorporated
into other foods.'4 Solvents are used to combine colours and flavours into foodstuffs.'5

(f) Mineral hvdrocarbons / oils: These additives are used to prevent the drying out
of certain foodstuffs or for producing a glossy surface on certain foodstuffs.'6

1p Lehm::.nn "~ore Than You Ever Thought You Would Know About Food Additives ... Part I" (April 1979) 13 FDA
Con;;um:.r 10 10-11 and Kational Dairy Council Food Additives in Focus (1986) 8.

~~1 n?::ssen 6.: J ~a.-s6en l::e ~ew' E Fe:- Adcitives (1987) 35l.
C!>" Gilch:-is. "Food: Is It Sa:e to Eat?" (Ap:-il 1988) Femina 96 97.
5~an.ssen &:: ~arsden O~ ci: 351.
~atlOnal Dal:Y Council OD cit 15.

~P L~ehr::a:i~ "~o:'e Than You E...-er Thought You \Vould Know abom Food Additives ... Part Ill" (June 1979) 13 FDA
Con:;uTn<:r 12 1•.

I~ational Dairy Council OD cit 16.
'\-atio:1al Dairy Council C:l ::i. 14.
9ibid . --

1~~. 1 D' C '1 .-.'~ a"lon::.! aIry ouncl OD Cl. 1,.
1 i-S-' 1 D' C '1 --. -,,' _atlor:a. al:Y ouncu~ 10.
·~Hanssen 6.: ~1a:-s6en OD cit 351.
LLe~-- - (P-.- lP' -:-:;:-, A
.' ••J.l.Gor.... 1\"'C.." .l}~..L~.

i~~~~1:~~~:~~ ~~;~~~; ~~ ~~: ~~.
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(g) Miscellaneous additives: This category of additives includes "acids, anti-caking
agents, anti-foaming agents, bases, buffers, bulking agents, firming agents, flavour
enhancers, flour bleaching agents, flour improvements, glazing agents, humectants, liquid
freezants, packaging gases, propellants, release agents, and sequestrants.,,17

(h) Other categories of food additives also include flavours and sweeteners. South
African legislation, however, does not define these items as food additives.

Although the definition of a "food additive" does not provide for categOrIZIng
additives into classes, the Directorate has distinguished additives in the above manner. A
food label merely requires the classes of additives to be indicated in the label (compared
to the class name and the chemical or common name of the food additive to be indicated).18
Examples of the classes to be indicated include: Acidifying agents, antioxidants, colourants,
vegetable fats, thickeners, etc. The regulations may provide, in certain circumstances for
the chemical or common name of the food additive to be indicated (eg tartrazine19).

17~_~:0 -1 D .. C ,--:1 ~ _:. 18 ..., _ ' r . . ~ " .
- Co .. , n",. all: au.,,-,. 0_, '"",.. . to. a.ell.nltlOri." 0: t n "" ... se" H~n""e'" .t- ""r~-':;""e" o~ c";' 3'- ?:;-" L h (P) . _. -- - .• _-- - - ~- "" ~ ~Y"_._u .• -' .• 'il-....... e, mann a-t

I, ~.? ~i: 10 Lenrr:ann (?c.:: lII) c:> ci: 1~ and P LeIlIT:a:m "~fo:-e Tha:J. You Eye:- Tnou~rlt You Would K~ow ~bou~ Fo 'd
A(:::1~ve5 ' .. Pa:-: Ill' (~hy IS;;) 15. I!> , • • 0

~::-e6 (3~)(b) 0: G~ R908 c::: ~i:.
I"'re~ (ll)(c) oi G~ R908 0::: ~i:.
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APPENDIX 11: AN EXA~1PLE OF A SUMMARY OF PENDING COURT ACTIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

(Source: (March 1988) 22 FDA Consumer~3~~6~~ . _ ._

Summaries of Court Actions are given pursuant to section 705
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Summaries of
Coun Actions report cases involving seizure proceedings, crimi
nal proceedings, and injunction proceedings. Seizure ~roc.eed

ings are civil actions taken against goods alleged to be In vIola
ti;n, and criminal and injunction proceedings are against firms
or individuals charged to be responsible for violations. The
cases generally involve foods, drugs, devices or cosmetics
which were alleged to be adulterated or misbranded or otherwise
violative of the law when introduced into and while in interstate

,-mmmerce, or while held for sale after shipment in interstate
t.....,..)mmerce.

Summaries of Coun Actions are prepared by Food and Drug
Division, Office of the General Counsel, HHS.

Published by direction of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services. .

SEIZURE ACTIONS

Foods/Contamination, Spoilage, Insanitary Handling

PRODUCT: Apple slices, dried, Del Monte, at Portland, Dist.
Ore.; Civil No. 86-9I9-FR.
CHARGED 7-16-86: When shipped by Del Monte Corp., San
Jose, Calif., the article was unfit for food due to its objectionable
odor (sulfites)-402(a)(3).
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destroyed. (F.D.C. No. 64936;
S. No. 86-465-375; S.1. No. 1)

PRODUCT: Apple sli~ dried, Del ~Ionte, at Rochelle, N. Disc
Ill.; Civil No. 86-C-20296.

,'::.!ARGED 8-29-86: When shipped by Del Monte Corp., San
'Le. CaIif., the anicle 'Was unIit for food due to a strong, burn
ing. and irritating OOor-402(a)(3).
DISPOSmOl';: The anic1e v.as claimed by the shipper. Subse
cue:ltlv. a consent decree of conde:nnation orde:ed destruction.
(F.D.C !'io. ~996; S. ~o. 86-432-312; S.l. ~o. 2)

PRODUCT: Cashew nuts. salted. ~uteracker. at Chesaoea.1(e,
E. Dist. Va.; Civil No. 86-232-~. . .
CHARGED 8-10-87: \\t11en shipped by L,ternational ~ut Corp.,
Bil1e~ca. Mass., the article contai:1ed inse:t filth-402(a)(3).
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destliJved. (F.D.C. Ko. 64884:
S. .Ko. 86-+68-893; 5J. .Ko. 3)' .

P~ODGCT; Conch meat fillets. frozen. 2t Rio Pie~~. Dist.
Pueno Rico: Civil .Ko. 86-0928 (GG).
C:::"~~G.~ _~16-86: Vrn:'rl ~~ne:: ,1:110 Pue::o Rice. ~e ar:i~
c:=. 1aDej~ rrozen ... :-ee~ec CO;;C:l ~1~! ... ~fa.,uracrure~
in cr.: Dorrini~ Ke::,ublic:' cont?!ned ciecol.::'Osed conch
r::~t-~~:(2)(3). . .

DIS?OsmO~': ~:2ult-o~e~ des:.rvved. (ED.e. ~o. ~91~:

S. No. 86-327-229; SJ. No. 4)

PRODUCT: Flour, and other food stocks, at San Antonio, V
Dist. Texas.
CHARGED 10-31-86: While held by National, Inc., San Ante
nio, Texas, the anicles had been held under insanitar
conditions-402(a)(4).
DISPOSmON: Consent-authorized release to the dealer for sa
vaging. (F.D.C. No. 65051; S. No. 86-363-782 et a1.; SJ. No. ~

PRODUCT: Green pepper strips, canned, and canned mar
darin orange segments, at Virginia Beach, E. Dist. 'la.; Civ
No. 87-25-N.
CHARGED 1-20-87: While held for sale, the anicles were unt
for food due to swollen and leaking cans-402(a)(3).
DISPOSITION: Default-ordered d~stroyed. (F.D.C. No. 6510~
S. Nos. 87-441-681/2; 5J. No. 6)

PRODUCT: Nuts, candy, and other food stocks, at Marion, ~
Dist. Iowa; Civil No. C86-151.
CHARGED 11-10-86: While held by Linn Candy Co., Inc,
Marion, Iowa, the articles had been held under insanitar
conditions-402(a)(4).
DISPOSmON: Consent-authorized release to the dealer for sa
vaging. (F.D.C. No. 65055; S. No. 86-495-636 et a1.; SJ. No. i

PRODUCT: Olives, Spanish, canned, at Philadelphia, E. Disl
Fa.; Civil No. 87-D397.
CHARGED 1-21-87: While held for sale, the anicle v,'aS unfit fe
food due to swollen and leaking cans-402(a)(3)..
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destroyed. (F.D.C. No. 651(J;
S. No. 87-4.74-119; S.1. No. 8)

PRODUCT: Peanuts, shelled and unshelled, at Suffolk. E. Disl
'la.; Civil No. 86-583-N.
CHARGED 8-15-86: While held by Mar-h, Inc., Suffolk. 'la.
some lots of the articles contained inse:t anc/or rodent fih."l, a.,
all the anicles had been held under insanitary conditions
402(a)(3), 402(a)(4).
DISPOSITIO~: ~le rw'o large lots of peanuts (1,875 bags a.,:
1.050 bags) were claimed by the dealer. The other lots of peanut
were jointly claimed by the dealer as possessor and by Producer"
p.....anut Co., Suffolk, Va., as Q\I,'ner. Subsequently, conse:1! decree
aULliorized release of the ankles to Llie claimants for sal\'aging
(ED.C. ~o. 64966; S. No. 86-361-062 et al.; SJ. Ko. 9) - -

PRoDecr: Rice, at Brooklyn. E. Dist. .KY.; Civil !"o. 87~:
C-- ~ ~G-D .., 18 ~ n .. ·• • I' l... - , ,~ ... T .. C_:t.:r: !:. .~-. -~/: n.ul1e ne.c,i..';· .roo~ ":::. rac:~g ,?r;:.
oroolClyn. 1';.Y., tne arncle comal:;ec r.x!e:1t rum me n~a Dee:
held under insanit.ary conditions~:(a)(3), ~:(a)(':':,.
DIS?OSmO~: De~ult-or:e:-ed destroyed. (F.D.C. !"o. 65095
S \;n ~-!.~-;_~o· C T ~,.. l(),
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PRODUCf: Sesame seeds. at Portland, Dist. Ore.; Civil No.
87-313-FR.
CHARGED 3-26-87: While held for sale, the article contained
rodent filth and had been held under insanitary
conditions-402(a)(3), 402(a)(4).
DISPOSITION: Consent-authorized release to Tuck Lung Co.,
Ponland , Ore., for salvaging. (F.D.C. No. 65154; S. No.
87-416-725; SJ. No. 11)

Vuamins/Special Dietary Foods

PRODUCf: Spirulina powder, chewable wafers, and tablets,
Earthrise, at North Benzen, Dist. NJ.; Civil No. 85-U48.
CHARGED 3-15-85: Wh;n shipped by Earthrise Co., San Rafael,
Calif., the anicles contained insect, bird, rodent and/or animal
filth-402(a)(3); and the anicles' labeling contained the follow
ing: false and misleading claims about the anicles being "one of
nature's best sources of protein," when the represented serving
sizes failed to supply sufficient amounts of protein to significantly
supplement the diet; false and misleading claims concerning the
amounts and equivalent percents of the U.S. Recommended Daily
Allowances of niacin, iron, magnesium and phosphorus supplied
by the powder; and misleading statements because the labeling
of the anicles represented that the tablets contained 11 calories
per serving and such calorie content per serving was not expressed
to the nearest 2-calorie increment, and that the po\l.'der contained
36 calories per serving and this statement was not expressed to
Lle nearest 5-calorie incre:ne:1t-403(a)(1); the labeling of the
tablets gave prominence to and emphasized the ingredient spiru
lina. whi:h was not a vi~.::L"1. r.:rine:-al. or a so~~e of a viu..7.in
or ::line:al, arId the te:ms "Spi.:ulina ABC" appeared prominently
on the orinciDal disDlav Danel 2.'1d the stateme!1ts "Tn.-ee (3) tablets
co.mai~, 1500~mg.,~pir~lfna ~fi~:-oal~ae" and ~"Spi~Jlina is the new
mlcro21g:?e rooc appearea elSe',l.'ne:e on me laDel-~2(a)(2);

L1e narne and/or piace of business of the ~anufacturer did not
aODear on the label of SOr:le of the artjcles in ~':e established tVDe
siie or in the specified location-~3(f); the label of the ch;",,~
ble wafers lacked the CO~-:lon or usual n:?.rne of e:?cn ingredient
(Le., "maple syrup gr:l:lUles" and u nan1r2.1 sweete~e:s" we;-e not

COr:1ITlO:1 or 1.1su~ na.-::es of in~:-ediems)-~3(i)C): 2."1': SO::ie of
L':e arJcles were also in vioiati;n of the 'Fair P::.c~im! and ubeI
~::g :~.::... SL"1~e t.~e. q7:t~·.of ,:::;m~~ s::l~~:r:e:i! "'-~ n;t ~?ressed
In tne recrt,;Ired aua.l ~:::c:.. a;-:c sInce u:e ct:2.::::tv 0: contents
5:zte:nen~ \l,ere in a :y~ s~e less L;"2.~ 7~e-i.::~:: r.:~~-:; C.S.c.
1~S3 (a )(~)(A)(i), 1~S3(a',( 3)(C':(i).
D:S?OSI7IO~: ~-:e ~::es \I,-e:-e ::2.ine:: ~. ?:-n~~.. c:: [.'"1...... ':J'"

sent of the parties, a default decree was entered condemning the
articles, ordering their destruction, acknowledging that the
claimant had been permitted to withdraw its claim and answer,
and imposing the costs of seizure and destruction upon Proteus
Corp. (F.D.C. No. 64536; S. No. 85-364-537; SJ. No. 12)

Drugs/Human Use

PRODUCf: Acetaminophen and hydrocodone bitartrate com
bination analgesic tablets, at Birmingham, N. Dist. Ala.; Civil
No. 85-AR-1888-5.
CHARGED 7-16-85: While held for sale (after manufacture locally
using interstate components), the article (labeled "Norcet ...
capsule-shaped tablet ... Holloway Phannaceuticals, Inc., Bir
mingham, Ala.") was a new drug without an effective approved
New Drug Application-505(a); and the anicle's labeling lacked
adequate directions for use, and the anicle was not exempt due
to its new drug status-502(f)(1).
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destroyed. (F.D.C. No. 64670;
S. No. 85-481-967; SJ. No. 13)

PRODUCf: Benzalkonium chloride complex solution ,"ith
finger cots, at Miami, S. Dist. Fla.; Civil No. 87-0572.
CHARGED 3-25-87: \\'hen shipped by Dalin Pharmaceuticals.
Fanningdale. N.Y.., the anicle (1abeled "HVS 1+2 The Solution
... Aids In The Treatment and Healing of Herpes Virus ...
Distributed by Chemi-Tech Labs.• Inc. Farmingdale. N.Y.") \I.';"' -'.

a new drug without -an effective approved ~ew D.,}:·':'"
Application-505(a).
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destroyed. (F.D.C. ~o. 65138; ~

S. ~o. 86-515-70:; S.1. ~o. 1~)

PRODUCf: Calcium glycerophosphate and C3lcium lactate
combination for injection, and calcium glycerophosphate and
calcium lactate combination for YeterinaI')' injection. at Ten=:
fly. Dist. NJ.; Civil ?'io. 85-3190.
CHAH.GED 6-25-85: V·/hen shiooed bv Torig:ian Laboratories.
Inc., Queens Viilage, K.Y., the h~man drug: l;beled "CalD~OS2.:i
B12 ... For Intramuscular Iniection .. -. Distributed 'b.' L"'ie
Carlton Corp.. Tenaf1y, ~ew Je;ey" was a new d:::g wiL,;m 2.::

eff~ve approved ~~.v Drug Appli=ation-505(a): :?.."1d the ve~:-:

nu:- drug labe!eG "Calphosan SoI1.1tion (\e~e:-i::2.:-:") SC ;=G:
Intr:!~":1uscular L:jec:ion ... DistributeC DV th~ C?rlton Cc=-:..
Te::afiy, ~~' Jersey" was a new anirr.al c~£. and :10 a::::':"'·::~~l
c: a ~ew Ani~~ D:-.!g A?plication wa.s in eEec: ',:.'iL~ :-es;e:: le

ti;e uses 0:- ir.~:1ded ~ses c" the a;-j:ie-50l(2.)iS'J.
TlT'::>r\CiT'"rr'l"·. T"\_.:... .. I.
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PRODUCf: Envert (i\-lodilied) dimenhydrinate tablets, at Mon
roe, W. Dist. La.; Civil No. 86-1713.
CHARGED 8-5-86: While held for sale after manufacture by
LuChem Phannaceuticals, Inc., Shreveport, La., using interstate
dimenhvdrinate, the circumstances used for the articles' manufac-

,._.rure and processing failed to confonn with current good manufac
:> ;.ring practice-501(a)(2)(B); and the quality of the articles fell
'-below the U.S.P. standards because the articles failed the disso-

lution test-501(b).
DISPOSmON: Default-ordered destroyed. (F.D.C. No. 64961;
S. No. 86-494-347; SJ. No. 16)

PRODUCf: Starch blocker tablets, and starch blocker pow
der, at Waterbury, Milford, Trumbull, Bridgeport, Starnford and
Fannington, Dist. Conn.; Civil No. N-83-391(EBB).
CHARGED 7-15-83: \Vhen shipped by General Nutrition Corp.,
Pinsburgh, Fa., the articles, labeled "Advantage ... Starch Block
Special Legume Protein Concentrate ... Tablet ... Dist. by
Advantage Supplements ... Carnegie, PA " and ''Advantage .
Starch Block Sprinkle Special Legume Protein Concentrate .
Dist. By Advantage Supplements ... Carnegie, PA," were new
drugs without effective approved New Drug Applications-505(a).
DISPOSmON: The action was transferred to the Southern Dis
trict of New York for consolidation with a request for injunction
brought against the government by the possessor of the anicles.
After the court of appeals affirmed that starch blocker products
..·...re violative new druszs as char2ed, the ankles were destroved.
~_ .».c. No. 64053; S.-No. 83-391-369 et al.; S.l No. 17)"

PRODUCf: Thyroidglan raw thyroid concentrate tablets. and
other raw tissue concentrate tablets, at Batesville, E. Dist. Ark.;
Civil ~o. B-C-84-6l.
CHA....~GED 5-1-84: Vrnile held by V. M. Num, Inc., Batesville.
Ark., who had m.anufucrured at Ba!esville t."1e TnYroid£1an tablets,
GI2.iplex-F tablets, Proto£I2.'1-F tablets, Tri-Gl~Tl 42 tablets. and
GI2.'1plex-M tablets usin; interstate compOnents -and who had
shipped the MUltiglan,Ineg-S table:s. Multiglangen-P tablets, and
Protoglan-M tablets from the finn's Lake Geneva, \\'is., plant,
the articles (labeled '"Thvroid£!!an raw thyroid concentrare . . .
tablets.· .. Distributed B'y: V. \1. Num, inc.... Lake Geneva,
'\\-1 ... raw tbyroid conc~::~-a!e (L.l;yroxin free) of Bovine
sot:r:~:' "~1ultigla..rL~eg-S !L:>w Tissu~ Conce:1trate table:s
... DisL-jb!J~ By: V. M. ~!,;::-i. be Lake Geneva. Vr1
:.: " :2W tisS'..le concenrrate ... I7c:r: thyroi~," "Gb.!:?lex-r=-
:l!:L"10va.-... R2'.... TlSsue Con~~~'" r"':"i'":S Di~:"!l"...,..l

By~ V. ~. \UL-i. b~ Lak~Ge::;.;:~1.-... ..;.~ ti~~-~;~
C=~ ••• tuill t:y:uid (L~~'1 f:":e)," ane s~~ laDe~)

were prescription drugs, and their labels lacked the prescription
legend-503(b)(4); the anicJes' labels lacked the established name
of the drug and the established name of the active ingredient,
thyroid, including the quantity, kind and proportion of thyroid
contained in the article-S02(e); and the articles' labeling lacked
adequate directions for use by licensed practitioners for their
intended purposes and lacked the required warning statement for
drugs with thyroid activity for human use-502(f)(1).
DISPOSITION: The articles were claimed by the manufacturer,
who denied the charges generally, stated as follows: that V. M.
Nutri, Inc., was an Arkansas corporation that manufactured
"defendant food supplements"; that none of the articles were
drugs; that none of the anicJes contained thyroid honnone activity;
that all thyroid or raw thyroid concentrate in all of the articles
were thyroxin free; that the labeling for the Multiglanmeg-S and
Multiglangen-P articles failed to state that the articles were
thyroxin free, but in fact they were thyroxin free; that this clai
mant had unintentionally labeled Multiglanmeg-S as containing
"thyroid 10mg" and Multiglangen-P as containing "thyroid
10.5mg"; and that the c.1aimant should be allowed to relabel those
two anicles and should be allowed to continue to manufacture
and distribute its thyroxin-free anicles.

The claimant also fIled a counterclaim against the government
and FDA for wrongful seizure of anicles. The government moved
to dismiss the counterclaim for lack of jurisdiction and on the
ground that sovereign immunity precluded the exercise of juris
diction over such a counterclaim. The government served requests
for admissions upon the claimant. The government's motion to
dismiss the counterclaim v,"2.S 2r"-l1ted bY the court without objec-
tion by the claimant. _. •

Subsequently, a consent decree of condemnation ordero...d the
articles desLU\'ed. LTl addition. without admicinsz liability for any
violations of t.~e Federal Food, D~2:, and COSill;tiC A..""t: t.~e clai
mant further consented to cease both the manU!2crure 2.'1d dis-u-i
bution of any and all productS contai.ning ingredients made or
derived from arJmal thvroid tissue without full comDliaI1ce wit.'
such act. (ED.C. No. 64770; S. :Ko. 84-371-938 et al.;" SJ. I"o. 18)

Dr'.lgs/Yeterinary

PRODUCf: Potassium penicillin for turkey eIj'Sipelas,· at
Spri:1gdale, Vol. Dist. Ark.: Civil ~o. 86-5193.
CnARGE.D 1:-2:-86: Vrnile roe!': for sale, the ar-Jele's la~e~

lacked t.1e I:al7le am: Dlace of busir~ess of the rr..anuf2c:ure~. ?acke:
or dis-u-ibtm:>r. 2.:1d lacked 2:1 2.C=:L-a~ ~..:lte:ne:1t of QU2"'tir-, of
cor.te~:s-50:;::)(1),50:t"b)(:/: z;,;'1C ",,"le a::icle ~'2S a n~w a...,i~~

cn:g. a."1C no a;;crt7val of a Ke'':'' Anirr..al D:usz Ao?ii~ti0:: ~~

i:: effe~ v.i:..~ ...;~ to i:s use 0:- b~:lded ~se":"5Ql(a)(5).
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Your shopping neods must be satisfied. 11 you are unhappy with your
purchase Ihon wo will do overythlng within our power 10 rectify the
problom. You alO enlitled to exchange merchandise that is unsuitable
or l>o lully rofundod lor an itom that does not meet with your satislaction.
ll11n ilom Is laulty or Inadequalo, please 101 us know aboulll and we wilt
gladly soo 10 it that you aro satisfied.

We ollor you sorvico with a smllo. Our stall are happy to be of service to
you. You aro entitled to a friendly greeting and a ploasanI intoractlon
wilh Chockors slall. Take us to task if we lall short 01 the mark.'

Should you require assistance In a Checkers storo, then please do ask
lor It You may nood 10 know where io find a product or which product Is
bost suitod to your needs. You may need help with a heavy trolley.
Whalevor your neeos aro, wo are there to help you fullil them.

You havo lho righl to expeel service Ihal is consistenl. accessible,
prompl and nccurata. Good servlco is a righ~ not a privilegel

Do you know how to complain. should tho neod arise? Follow those
oasy stops and you will got tho results UlOt you want:

1. Idontily your complaint cloarly. go back to whore you made the
pu/chaso and addross the problom to the right porson.

2. Identily tho desired result of your complaint

3. Gathor records including all appropriate documentation so that you
havo ready facts at your fingortips to help you In finding a solution.,

4. 00 prepared to pul your complaint Into writing. This formalises your
complaint if all olso fails. !. • : j ~' • ; ~'

5. Don't givo upl Keep complaining until you aro satisfiod. ' !~".

11 your complaint cannot bo doalt with 10 your satisfaction al slore level,
call CHECKLlNE - 0·100·709. Wo will treat evory complaint as a
maltor of urgoncy. YOU aro our priority. . ; ,

Up-Io-dalo Inlormation Is somothing elso that you are entitlod to. For
this purposo all Checkors stores have Consumer Centres. Please
consult our Consumer Contros lor Inlormation on topics as diverse as
diabotes. Iho dallgors 01 taking drugs. tllO bonclits 01 breast leeding,
caring lor your pets properly and much molO. Thore Is sure to be a
loallol tllal will bo of particular interest 10 you and your family.

This Is a froo servico which wo provide with the greatest of pleasure. 11
Ihoro aro loplcs lhal would be of particular interest 10 you. call
CIIECKLlNE wilh tllO suggostion. • . J

Consult thoso Contros for inlormation on weekly/daily specials. com
munity ovonts Ihal may bo of special intorest to you and details of
promotional netivitios as well. TholO Is always something exciting
happonillg at your local Checkors store.

WE ARE LISTENING TO YOU. WE ARE ON LINE.
WE ARE AS CLOSE AS YOUR TELEPHONE.

CALL US ANYTHING, BUT CALL USI

0-100-709

For furthor Information:

Adele Gouws or Jo Ter1<
Checkers Public Relations Department

P.O. Box 1264, Johannesburg 2000
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APPENDIX 13: FOOD FACTS
(Source: MAFF Food Facts (Index).)
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Information sheets

Date ?repared

xx

Additives No 1 Main types of additives

No 2 Evaluation of permitted
additives

No 3 Procedure for considering
and regulating food
additives

No 4 Allergies and additives

Ne 5 Systems of ocntrol of
food additives in the UK

and European Community

No 6 Control of flavourings

December 1986

December 1986

December 1986

December 1986

December 1986

December 1986

No 7 Assessment of Food Additives
by the Food Advisory COffimit- December 1~86

tee

No 2 ~orking party on pesticide
riesicues

Pesticide
residt.:.es

No Current controls Dece::lber 1986

S~belling No 1 Fat concent labelling on

food

Dece::ber 1986
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APPENDIX ]4: AN EXAt'.'fPLE OF AN INFORMATION SHEET
(Source: MAFF "Information sheets - Additives" Food Facts (No 7) (1986).)

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND FOOD

mtiJtiJ8~~ .mmm8~
j!1~~1J~~~1lli1J~

INFORMATION SHEET

Additives No,7

ASSESSMENT OF FOOD ADDITIVES BY THE FOOD ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Introduction

1. The use of food additives in the UK is controlled by the Food Act and, for most
classes of additives, only those that appear on lists in Regulations made under
the Act can be added to food. Food flavours are at present the one major exception
to this rule but they are nonetheless' subject to the general controls of the Food (-\
Act. In order to appear in the lists, a new additive must first receive approval
from the Food Advisory Committee (FAC) and the Committee on Toxicity of Chemicals
in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment (COT), who also undertake periodic
reviews of existing permitted additives. The advice of the two Committees is
given to Health and Agriculture Ministers, who, if they agree that the new substance
might be added to the Regulations, must first consult the whole spectrum of interests
including consumer organisations, enforcement authorities and manufacturers of
additives and foods. After taking account of views expressed during this
consultation process, Ministers may propose new legislation which has to be laid
before Parliament before it can operate.

2. The first hurdle faced by an applicant for a new additive is to convince the
FAC that there is a genuine need for it. Section 4(2) of, the Food Act 1984
requires that:

"Ministers shall have regard to the desirability of restricting, so far as
practicable, the use of substances of no nutritional value as foods or as
ingredients of foods."

Similar provisions apply.in Scotland and Northern Ireland.

The applicant must make a case in writing that the additive performs a new function
in the food, or bette~ perfor~s an existing function, with cle2r benefits to the
consumer. The case ~ust be supported by f~l~ cetails of tne substance, evidence of
trials in use and of su~stantial su~~crt a~c~g food manufacturers. Onlv if the FAC
ag=ees tha: a case ef need has been ~c== is t~e CJT ask:: tu assess t~e' extensive
data needed to juc~e its ac~eotajility for use in food. ihis paoer is not concerned
with the extensive cnd ce:ailed exa~i~2::cn jy the COi, infor~ation on wnlcn may
be fa nd' "G···· - th ... .' - -. . . f'" ( ,u ln Ulcellnes ror le les::n; er L:ie:7i::2lS er laxicity" HMSO, .£~.30),

but sets out below the general princi~les ~sea by the FAC in ~~s assess~ent of
food additives, and the particular c:iteria ap;:>lied to an assessment of "need".

General Princicles

\..·J~:.~--ij:=; ! ~'./I" "" .. ,.
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additive should be permitted in food only where:

there is a genuine demonstrable need (see paragraph 4 below);

it can be established to the satisfaction of the Committee on Toxicity
of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment (COT)
that its use would not prejudice the health of consumers;

(3)

(4)

there is satisfactory evidence that its presence would not adversely
affect the nutritive value of food;

it conforms with an adequate and appropri8te specification of purity;

.t .

Furthermore:

(5) the quantity of any additive permitted in food should, where necessary,
be restricted to that which in the judgement of the Committee is
needed to achieve its effect: and

(6) the addition of any additive to a food should be identified to the
consumer to enable an informed choice to be made.

ASSESSMENT OF 'NEED'

4. In assessing the need for a particular additive the FAC must be satisfied by
adequate supporting evidence that there is a clear benefit to the consumer that
cannot reasonably be achieved by use of an already permitted additive, or by any
other means~ In deciding whether there is benefit to the consumer, the Committee
will take in~o account:

(1) the need to maintain the wholesomeness of food products up to the
time they are consumed;

(2) the need for food to be presented in a palatable and attractive manner;

(3) convenience in purchasing, packaging, storage, preparation,' and use;

(4) the extension of dietary choice;

(5) the need for nutritional supplementation; and

(6) any economic advantage.

5. The C~m~itte

~ay be necessary
substan=e or q~al

w:ll also consicer and re=c~men

o ensu:e tha~ the con5ume~ is ne
ty of t~e fcod ta wnicn an a:ait

a~y la~ellin; provisions t~at

~isled as to the nature,
ve l71ay be added.
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APPENDIX 15: AN EXATvlPLE OF AN TYPICAL ARTICLE IN THE FDA CONSUMER
(So~rce: L Goossens "How to Get FDA's Attention" (May 1979) FDA Consumer 10.)

How To Get FDNs Attention·

ReLES A."'iD R~GuUTIo:-;s: Final ruies and re!rl.llations
published in the rSDE.:tAL R.EGI~R inform inte:ested oar
ties of the final decisions made on an issue and ha...·e :l 1~£::!.I
etiect on the market?lace. Most of these final reg'.llatjons

PRoPOSED R::GtUTIO~S: Doct:me~ts inte:1ced :>\' an
age:1~ to :~st:!t in :lew ~. es a.'1C :-eZ11 atior:s are 'Ju:,l(snec
in the' rE;JE?-Al. REGIS'l'"ER as pro po-sed reguJario~s. Tnese
notices, by imiting comi.lents, offer interestec pe=-sons the
op?ortunity to parLicipate in t.1e ruk;.;a;dng piOcess. prior
to the adoption of the final rule.

CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATlO;';S (CFR): The CFR is an
organized listing of the current regulations of all Federal
agencies. The CFR is divided into 50 titles; the Food and
Drug Administration regulations ar~ in Title 21. Each title
is further divided into chapters. parts. and sections. The
CFR is published in revised form once a year and is kept
up to date by weekday issues of the FEDERAL REGISTER.
i
1 _..iERAL REGISTER (FR): Before FDA can establish.
amend, or repeal any of its rules and regulations. it is re
quired by law to announce its intentions in the FEDERAL
REGISTER. Tne REGISTER publishes regulations. orde=-s. and
other documents. It informs citizens 'of their obligations.
rig.hts, and benefits. Copies of the FEDERAL REGIsTER are
usuallv available at main branch oublic libraries and local
U .5. congressional offices. .

Lilyan Goossens, a consumer affairs officer at FDA's
Indianapolis office, concluded some time ago that people
wanted to talk to FDA but didn't know how. So Lilyan
sat down and put some things together. What she came up
with is a kind of poopsheet the consumer will find useful
for getting a handle on FDA activities. It appears to be a
long document but its length only testifies to ies compre
hensiveness, for Lilyan didn't leave a stone unrurned.

Ms. Goossens .drew up the paper for distribution to con
sumers in her own territory. However, she showed a copy
[' )orothy Dunn, regional program manager for con
swner affairs at Region V headquarters in Chicago. Dr.
Dunn likzd it so well she decided consumer affairs officers
throughout the region would find it useful to pass out to
consumers in their territories. Eventually, a copy came to
the attention of the editors. We liked it so well, that we
decided all FDA Consumer readers ought to have a copy.
So, here it is.

NOTICES: In the notices section of the FEDERAL REGISTER,
FDA prints documents that inform the public about hear
ings, investigations, committee meetings, Agency decisions
and rulings, delegations of authority, filing of petitions,
applications, and Agency statements of organization and
function. All these types of notices are used to communicate
with citizens and encourage them to express their views.
Some examples of the titles used for these notices are: ( ..
, • Notices of Intent. FDA invites public comment at the'

earliest opportunity through "Notices of Intent." Such ,no
tices state FDA's intention to develop a proposal to change
or issue a new regulation. They also identify the issues and
invite public comment. The notice may be issued as a press
release, or as an announcement at public meetings or of
fered as a study draft. The purpose of a study draft is to
foster comments and ideas, before a formal proposal is
made, from those who mav be affected. .

• Notices of Public Meecings or Briefings. FDA uses pub
lic meetings and briefings to explain significant issues to the
public. FDA may schedule public meetings before devel
oping a proposal or after a program change is proposed.
FDA will issue a press release to notify interested organi
zations of the date. time, and place, the issues to be con
sidered, and their significance. The meetings provide for
an open discussion of the anticipated effects and purpose
of the proposed action.

• Notices of Public Hearings. The public hearing is a
legal process used in administering the Agency's regulatory .
programs. A hearing may also be scheduled to obtain public(-..._
viewpoints concerning Agency programs and issues. At
such hearin!!s, an official record of evidence comoosed of
testimony o-n specified program proposals is maintained.
All interested persons are invited to present either oral or
wrinen testimonv.

There are times. however. when legal constraints prohibit
the presiding officer or Commissioner from considerin!!
comments from the gene:al Dublic. For examole durin a a
forwal evidentiarY hearin=: or a hearin2 before' a Du';lic
board of inquiry only evidence on t~e record-that is. wit-·
nesses called by either party and subject to cross-exami
nation or exhibits presented by ei~her party and admitted
into evidence-r:<ay be weighed in reaching a decision.
From the time that a notice of opportunity is published for
such a hearing, the officer presiding or the Commissioner
is prohibited from receiving ex parte (off the record) com
r.tuni;:a~ions on any issue oresentec at the he:lrim:. How
eve:-. interested consumers mav at :mv time submit comments
to t~e he:lring c~e:k or to the ?ar:ies induced in the he:lring.

are keyed to and are codified in the CODE OF FEDERAL
REGULATIONS when it is republished each year.

Tenns you should kno\vPart I:

10 I May Im I FDA Cor:s'Jlft~r
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Petitions: A petition is a request or application by a person
or company to the Commissioner of FDA requesting the
establishment. amendment. or revocation of a regulation
or order. It can also request the Commissioner to refrain
from taking an administrative action.

FDA Consumer Exchange Meetings: FDA wants com
ments and ideas from both national and local consumer
leaders. Consumer exchange meetings are held regularly
in the Washington. D.e.. area with national consumer lead
ers. All FDA district offices schedule regular meetings con-
ducted bv district directors. Thev are held for discussion
between consumers and FDA officials to establish priorities

( • ," current and future health concerns. to facilitqte ex
\,' lngeS between local consumers and the FDA offices. and
'to pe-rmit consumers to contribute to the Agency's policy
making decisions. For more information, contact your local
consumer affairs offi'cer.

Reponing Product Defe<:ts: 1ne first contac: m;:oy con
sumers have with ?DA is "!,'hen they come across a food.
drug. medical device. cosmetic. or eiectronic d~vice thev
b~ii~ve :5 r7lisl~~e~:: .. insanitary .. or othe:-wise h:l~fui.
Consumers ~n re:Jon their com-:!::lints in writing or bv
phone to the nea:est FDA field o·ti~e. G~ese UO-off:::es.
in as many cities. are listed in the te:e~hone cire::tory under:
U .5. Government: De;::art:l1e::t of Heaith. =:Cu~Jtion. and
Welfare: U.S. Public nealth Se:-vice: Food and Drug
Ad;ninistr:ltion. Your librarv m:!v also be a good ~ource or
addresses of FDA offices." -

Educ:ltional ~taterials: Consur.:e:-s. ecu~:::.tors. sH.lden!s.
and ir.d~s:ry re::-rese::tatives of:e:: ::eed infori7:a:ior: on ::'.l['

. . - . . .
1::1: :o'":su~er ls'sUes CO:-::::nl'g :oocs. c~gs. ~OS~~tlCS.

e:e::::oi1ic cevices. a.1":d r.;ed:~i cevices ...;,::y !oc::! ~ ..;

office can put you in contact with a consumer affairs office:
who can provide information or service.

Part 11: Questions and answers
about consumer contributions

• How do consumers talk wilh FDA? FDA provides a
number- of opportunities for consumers to express their
wishes or views and become part of the Government de
cisionmaking process. The consumer can: respond to the
rulemaking proposals published in the FEDERAL REGISTER.
petition directly to the Commissioner of FDA for a change,. "
in a re'2ulation. participate in a consumer exchan£e. or be":'~ ...·
come aconsumer rep~esentative on one of the :-FDA ad
visorv committees .

• "'hy does a Governmenr agency make rules and reg
ulacions? Many of the laws (acts) passed by Congress are
written in £ene:-al te~s. Tnev do not take care of all the
details that are necessarY to put the laws into effect. This
resDonsibili:v is de:eza:;d to 'the Gove=nment a£er:cv that
wili be held' :-es:,or.sfb!e for the ac: or law. Gle a£encies
that out the laws ir:,o effect have to make rules to provide
L~e de:ails. Tnese :'.lIes intelJret the law and have the same
ger.e:-al erre::: as an ac: of Congress but cannot go beyond
it. Tne rules and re£'..llations are published in the FEDERAL
RC:GiSTER and the next annual issue of the CFR.

• How do you f":r.d currenc FDA proposals and how do
'lIOU commen: on tr.em? Prooosais are notices of rules or
'future regulat:er.s ti:at are p~blished in the FEDERAL REG·
!~R. ~ese ::-ro;·cs~d rUI:s or reg~..I~tions.ffi:ly be g~i~e
lIr.es or r:ow :: se:::o;; or a bw wlll be m:e:-::re~ec iCr
compliance. Fer ex:.r.:ple. the Food. Drug. and C::si7.e~ic
•.;~: SL~!es:

;:D.-l C()flSUmu i .....,:J~ 1';;; ! li
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· "(k) The term 'label' means a display of written, ~rinted, . FEDERAL REGISTER ~ith a request for pUbli~ ·~;;\n~·~·~t·. The'
or graphic matter upon the immediate container of any ar- . Agency may also publish simultaneously .the 'pe~itIon and
tide; and a requirement made by or under .authority of this '. ~ts ow~ version .of sU,c.h.a proposal, also for public~ornment,
Act that any word, statement, or other information appearing .. In :-Vhlch. ca~e the. res.ponse to bot~ prop?~al~;. ~o~ld...~~ .' __ ,
on the label shall not be considered to be complied with weighed In prepanng a final regulation...::..~--:.~~>::'.'-~.: ::~::.:>.--.: '.'"
unless such word, statement, or other information also ap- . The petitioner sho~~d b~se the proposal o~ .s~und .and .~=: '.
pears on the outside container or wrapper, "if any 'there be,: "supportable facts~' on the needs of all consume~s; and on . '
of the retail package of such article, or is ~asily 'legi~le reasonable grounds for industry compliance...··~:';.:{,: ..:·".;., .'...
through the outside container or wrapper. . :-:, .-. .,'. .:. ' , • What is the pu'rpose of the FDA AdviSory Committees

"(l) The term 'immediate container.does ,:o~/~clu~e!!a~k- and how does one become'a member? FDA bro'adens'its -.r

age ,. -rs. . - .. :' ..-'-: -: ..~ ·.own expertise inafe·3..s)t regulatesby'c~llirig·o·~~~6mpet'ent.·~:.~~~::-;
r'l/ ..) The'term 'labeling' means all labels an.d o·the.r ~rit• .~'people outsid~·the.Agency!o se:ve a:s~d~.se.~~ J~.!.?e.ir fie~ds ":."'.::

(l '" pn'nred or graphic matter (1) upon any article: or an~ : of knowledg~ ...To~ay t~~se ~~vIsers compose.l11.or~.t~an 45@.. :'
of its containers or wrapper~, or (2~ .a~~q,!%panYlng sucn ... groups. Their JOb_l~.tg ~llSCu~S problems of ,co_n~~~ s,Ingled .;: ~<~
article. I' ~:~.<.-':'.;..'-~"'.':'~'.~ ~.. ~ .. :;" '." ~: _": =..:..:-:"':~~_:'''.:::..:.<' __. ~ : ":'-:'- ..out by the CommisstS'!1er a~d to' alfer ~_hat they con~ider d '.-'.. ~-

The regulatioris provide an explanation -of generallabel-.7·.the best soluti.o~~,a~d a}temativ.es....:~.,?~: ..~;::~'::-~:-;':~::";_"'~<':'::-:':":~:.:.",:.:
)ng requirements, 'providing for the f~rmat. of th~ 'label, .;:'.: ',Most' of the -ineeting·s:'a(eopen. to .the 'p~b!i~.!~·and ~n- ._-:::~ 7•••••:

different types of wrapping, type' size,- and basi~ ~required ...~..riouncem~.rits· =-6J. 3he'se..mee.t.ings. appea(in.. tJ1~ ;f~D~RAL>{): ~
· information to"inform the consumer what is in the package; :·REGISTER:··AIso:-announcements·of .vacandes· and inYita<~~~~::~~:;

. i.e., listing of ingr'eaie!1ts,'we'ight statements,-ldentity -state··:·~tio·ns to 'nominatta--n'e\v"mem"t,er·appea'r-in)he-REGlmR. '~,~:~~:G
· ment, and the address of the manufacturer or distributoL' ··.::A person may :~oi:ri.in~.t~)if£lself or som.eon~. 'C:\se: ~ut:.all .'.:">.:~".:
~~~' The ruleslregulati9ns would firs~ ~e.publishedasa pro- ~·..~vital infoi-riiatiqn-6n~pert!n~nt 'pr'ofess~onal a.:ndjlc~~e~i~:i~=-=2;l

~:~~.~~I·~.~~,:~;~t2;~~l~~:·~~·~!:~·~:~~~.~A~~g:;~prI. ~~R,/:{j[~i{;~~o:!~~~~~?;~~~~¥lflc;~fJ~~~fo~g~P~1t~~~~~i··i~~~~~~J
.~. -1. Notice 'of th~ p'ropOsed rul~~aking is pu~~.ishe~ in.the :. pending o·ri the type';of committee, the-·positlon:·~and.·the-·-~;:·~';~;~~

:.FEDERAL REGISTER. . _<'.. :;:":.:~...-,:,:,:.~~:,.'~.=;~:~:'.~"":-'" :~~.' :i;,current area' of concern: 'On many ·c.~mrriit~~e.s;)h_ere·!~.<·~;~':.'i

;: :~..~. Interf7~ted pers~ns. are glv.en. th~ OPP?rt_1:l,~ltyy) SU?~lt.,:;:·.·s.~and.~ng m_c:~b~i~}p·.o~~e~ed f?r' ~2~s~-m~~~~pr.§:e~~~~~i~~~;.:~;Y:j::·};
"~.tten ororal..d~.ta,. Vl:WS, and argume~:s ... i\ time. .hrr:lt , ·~,:/.~-.For tho~e _In_te~_~.sted.In finding ,?ut. th~~?':ltJ:().~ty, struc.:,~::z::.
<~hlch may range. ~~om.~O days to 1 year ~ IS .set for receipt :.. ture, functions;'and memberships of each committee,'a'free ··:·f~..:;
'~of comments.':,::-:~>:~:: :-':''':>'.-,,= .. ~.--.: ,>,.:::.:~:~~:~.:.~.<:~<'. " :':'<~: 144-page :'p'aperba'ck booklet. entitled Fooc(gnd ..Drug '5~~5': ~
::. :. 3. When the comment penod for a par:tl.cular proposal::AdminisrrarionPublic Advisory Coriimirrees' is~available-':~:::;;'-
h~s' ( ':red, all comments r.eceived a~e carefully. studi~d .. ·from: Committee ~anagementOffice, HFS-20, Rm: '~-S3, ...

,:; ,Agency must balance tne favoraole and unravoraole .- FDA, 5600 Fishers Lar.e, RocKviIle, Md. 20857.·7."~,.;:~'~·~-- -~'.

~ments 'against ..on.e anou:er, c?nside( al} .supporting :..~::~. ,How 'can an lndi ...·idual consumerkeep'info,':;'ied? ;~·::e .',
.fac~, reasons! :esearcn, orotner eVl~e!!:~.e..~~.~ .~,m~,e at a.n ',.:'-: 1. Review~he_FEDERALREGISTER at the local library: .'~~<':.'<
eqUItable deC1slon.··· .' .' : :'.:'. ',:' - ':' " .- ' .. -' . 2. Ask for news releases from the Office of Information ':"'~:~':.
. :. When th.e decision is made, the regul~tion is publ.ish~d in various Federal and. State agencies ....:::~.:-;,,<::.:<--;: :.:'. ..--."
In r:nal fO.r:n mthe FEDERAL REGiSTER, wl~h the date It v.111 3. Review newspapers, radio, television, and magazines .'
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